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OPINION 

In this decision we adopt rates for the coming period 
through July 31, 1999 for customers of southern california Gas 
Company (SoCalGas) and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SOO&8) 
based on the utilities' Biennial Cost Allocation proceeding (seAP) 
applications. 

We adopt an annual revenue requirement increase of 
$2.66 million for SoCalGas, an annual reVenue requirement decrease 
of $25.65 million for SDG&E, and direct SoCalGas to refund directly 
to customers any overcollection in its Purchased Gas Account. In 
this pro~eeding, we allocate the base revenue requirement between 
customer classes using long-run marginal cost (LRMC) methodology 
and reexamine the allocation of interstate pipeline capacity cbst~ 
based on SoCalGas' relinquishment of 750 million cubic feet a day 
(MMcf/d) of interstate pipeline capacity reservations. 

We find that SoCalGas' interstate pipeline capacity 
relinquishments will help alleviate its stranded cost obligations 
that arise from the restructuring of the natural gas industry over 
the past ten years. In this decision, we maintain our established 
policy framework and allocate stranded interstate pipeline capacity 
charges to the core and noncore based on their respective capacity 
reservations. The core cost responsibility will include base 
transportation rates in 81 Paso and Transwestern pipeline tariffs 
and any surcharges on the base rates which are already authorized 
or may be authorized in the future to mitigate the pipelines' risk 
of unsubscribed capacity. In addition, we maintain our allocation 
of ITCS to the core capped at an amount equal to 10\ of the core 
capacity reservation. 

In our review of the long-term resource plans submitted 
by each applicant in support of its LRMC proposai, we find serious 
concerns that go beyond the scope of this proceeding to resolve. 

- 2 -
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We also find several additional areas that warrant further review 
including storage operations and COl.'e deaveraging. Fundamental 
questions regarding the validity of LRMC methodology and these 
additional issues will be examined as determined by a procedural 
roadmap issued foilowing our upcoming Natural Gas Strategy. In 
that roadmap, staff may recommend either a future BCAP or another 
proceeding as the proper forum to address these issues. In the 
interim, we find the specific ratemaking treatment to be given 
SoCalGas' Line 6900 and tine 6902 transmission projec~s should be 

further investigated and fully resolved prio:rtofinal commission 
-.action 6n the proPosed _ Pacific Enterprises/Enova merger. For 
SOO&E, we find it did not provide the -necessary justification for 
its resource plan and direct it to supplement its filing 
within 6 months. 

This decision finds that SoCalGas' and 8oo&8's 
transportation rates will change as follows: 

- 3 -
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SOUTHER1't CALIFORI\1J\ CAS COMPAA"Y 

PO-1997 

Comp.uison Proposed of Rate Ch.mges «(/l'hmn)·· 

Proposed Transportation Rates 
Interstate 

Base % Other Op. Costs .% Pipeline 
Revenue Change & Balancing Acets chMge Capllcity Costs-

Core: 

Residential 42.672 (3.5) 4.731 '.9 4.534 

Small Commercial 26.797 7.3 3.545. (8.1) 4.534 

I.arge Commercial 9.548 3.5 3.714 3.2 4.534 

iota I Coret> 38.234 (1.1) 4.439 , .6 4.534 

Noncore: 

CommerCiallindustrial 4.795 9.2 1.849 19.0 1.300 

Cogen 2.110 (4.5) 1.631 (1.4) 1.300 

UeG , .953 12.6 1.596 CO.7) 1.300 

Wholesale 2.270 (2.8) l.472 (2.9) 1.294 

Toul Noncorec 3.323 5.9 ''..497 5.9 1.299-

System Total:d 16.497 (7.S) 2.614 C4.9) 

.. Based on rates, effective 4/1 6/96 (Advice I.etter 24921 • 

... R('freC'tS core averaging 

-

% 0/0 
change Total change 

10.a 50.835 1.5 •• 

10.a 37.985 (9.0) •• 

10.8 17.795· 5.2 

10.8 47.208 0.0 

(27.9) 7.944 2.5 

(27.91 4.905 .(7.4) 

(rl.9) 4.905 <7.4) 

19.2 5.036 , .9 

(a.7) 6.031 -3.0 

22.608 eO.01) 

• Average brokered capacity rate tor noncore in 1996 was $.013 on EI Paso (Calitornia Natural Gas Market Review, Vol. 4, Issue 8, 121961. 
It 

/J 

Includes Nonres AlC and Ges Engines. 

Includ~ EOR and Unbundled Noncore Storage. 

Includes Zone Rate Crodit. 

4/25/97Finalelt3.xls 
-4-
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SAN DIEGO CAS&: ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Alternate-lA .. 3 

Comparison of Proposed Rate Changes (C'/Therm)· 

Proposed, Tran.po~on Rates with Oeaveraglng and parity effect. 
Interstate 

Base % Other Op. Costs % Pipeline % SoCaI % % 

Revenuo chango'" & Balancing Aeds chango'" Capacity Costs chango" ITCS Chango'" Total ehange-
Core~ 

Residential 38.86 4.07 5.43 23.75- 1.54 ,0~2.54 1.24 292.75 53.53 ·3.38 

Small Commorcial 34.28 ·9.58 3.55 .. 30.49 1.54 .. 52.55 1.24 293.28 23.00 .10.03 

Large Commorcial 19.36- 12.27 4.06 -25.01 1.55 ·52.47 1.24 240.75 15.58 ·30.96 

Total Core 37.26 -5.17 4.92 97.23 1.54- ·52.55 1.24 290.80 44.97 ·5.22 

Noncore: 

Commercial/Industrial 5.50 .19.48 2.00 -64.69 1.32 -3.43 1.24' -36.17 10.06 -38.30 

Cogen 2.54 17.43 2.64 -65.31 1.32 ·34.13 1,24 ·36.17 7.74 ·25.15 

UEG 2.44 .1.77 2.80 ·26.2$ 1.28 -3425 1.23 -36.14 7.15 .14.75 

Total Noncoro 2.80 9.19 2.64 -45.72 1.29 . -34.33 1.24 ·36.20 8.03 ·22.69 

System Total: 17.19 OZ 3.59 ·23.06 1.41 -46;.72 1.24 1.41 23,44 -6.51 

.. Based on eurrent rate$effectivo 1/1/961iled by Advice L.otter991~A.on 12128195. 

-The total % chango does not Include commodity charges as Appendix C page 1 and tho UEG % change is adjusted for the chango in throughput. 

A.~30 

~8J91 e -.- e. 
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I. Background 

/). OVerview 
This decision addresses the consolidated BCAP 

applications of SoCalGas and SDG&E to revise their gas rates and 
tariffs for a 31-month period, from January 1, 1991 through 
July 31, 1999. 1 The BCAP is the proce~ding in which we allocate 
the applicants' base l-eVenue requirement between customer classes, 
amortize balancing accounts, adopt new. demand and cos~ of gas 
forecasts, and determine the rate design under which the applicants 
wi.ll recoVer· theii:.~ costs in the corning period. The proceeding 
primarily addresses nongas costs of service. This is the first 
BCAP in which we will not set a core procurement rate because core 
gas prices are noW set on a monthly basis pursuant to 0.96-05-011 
for SDG&E and 0.96-08-031 for SoCalGas. As a result of our 
restructuring of the natural gas industry over the last ten year·s, 
noncore customers are permitted to procure th~ir Own gas supplies 
and pUl~chase interstate gas transportation in competitive markets. 

SDG&E is a wholesale customer of SoCalCas. Therefore, we 
first address SoCalGas' Application (A.) 96-03-031. Based on the 
nongas costs of servi.ce allocated to SDG&E in SoCalGas' BCAP, we 
set rates for SDG&E's customers in SoG&E's application, 
A.96-04-030. Both applicants request their rates be effective on 
the same date. 

1 SoCalGas l.'equests an extension of the normal 24 -month BCAP 
period in order to have its BCAP rates coincide with the full 
period during which it is subject to the conditions of the Global 
Settlement, a comprehensive stipulation and settlement agreement 
adopted, with modifications, by the commission in Decision (0.) 
94-07-064. 

- 6 -
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B. Procedural Background 
In A.96-03-031 filed on March 15, 1996, SoCalGas s~eks a 

$137.7 million annual dec~ease in rates over the coming 31 months 
to l"eflect (1) the allocation amOng customers of the nongas costs 
of sel"vice previously authorized by the Commission for recovery in 
rates; (2) the amortization of the balances as of December 31, 1996 
in various balancing, tracking and memorandum accounts previously 
authorized by the Commission; and (3) the forecasted cost of 
purchased gas for core customers. 2 

SoCalGas states its application is consistent with the 
terms of the mOdified Global Settlement approved by the Commission 
in D.94-04-088 and D.94-07-064 and covers the remainder of the 
five-year term of the settlement, which began in 1994 and extends 
through July 31, 1999. The Global settlement resolved the most 
contentious issues pending before the Commission with regard to 
SoCalGas, including! allocation of over $1 billion in gas costs 
which exceed market prices for supplies purchased from SoCalGas 
affiliates pacific Interstate Transmission Company (PIT06) and 
Pacific Offshore pipeline company (POPCO); SoCalGas shareholder 
responsibility for nOncore discounts and for noncore throughput; 
three pending gas cost reasonableness reviews; a gas cost incentive 
mechanism to replace reasonableness reviews; and the base rate 
attrition formula for 1995 and 1996. 

The specific provisions of the Global Settlement SoCalGas 
cites as relevant to its BCAP are the adoption of adjusted 1991 

2 This revenue requirement is shown on revised Table C.l; filed 
April 25, 1996. SoCalGas' original Table C.1 reflected a rate 
decrease of $147.9 million due to a mathematical error made in 
preparing the original filing. sOCalGas amended its filing and 
renoticed its application to reflect the corrected level of 
authorized margin. (See April 26, 1996 prehearing Conference (PHC) 
Transcript, page 7.) 

- 7 -
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recorded throughput and the use of LRMC methodology for cost 

allocation and ratemaking purposes. 
In A.96-04-030 filed on April 15, 1996, SDG&E proposes a 

annual rate decrease of $42 million based on its BCAP filing for 

the same 31-month period requested by SoCalGas. It also requests 

the Commission consolidate its-proceeding with SoCalGas'. 
A prehearing conference on both applications was held on 

April 26, 1996. Because the rates of SDG&E are dependent upon the 

rates set for SoCalGas, the two applications were consolidated for 

hearing with SOO&E'$ procedural schedule set to follow SoCalGas' 

schedule. Hearings were held in San Francisco from August 1-29 on 

SOCalGas' applicaticnand from September 3-5, 1996 on SOO&E's 

application. opening briefs we1"e filed september 27 and 

October 11, 1996 for SoCalGas and SDG&E, respectively. Reply 

briefs were filed october 15 and october 22, 1996. The 

consolidated case was submitted on October 22, 1996. 
In its update filing of October 15, 1996, SoCalGas 

requests an overall rate decrease of only $55.7 million, down from 

$137.7 million, due to changes in the forecasted level of its 

balancing accounts at December 31, 1996. SDG&E in its update 

filing of October 25, 1996 reflects an overall decrease of $26.98 

million, down from a $42 million decrease; it also requests the 

Commission not pass through to core customers the updated balances 

at this time as it would lead to a residential rate increase under 

SDG&E's rate design propOsal. 
These filings raise the issue of adequate notice because 

both update filings request a revenue requirement higher than the 

amount noticed for the applications. On November 8, 1996, an 

administrative law judge (ALJ) ruling set a procedural schedule for 

applicants to address the issue and for interested parties to 

- 8 -
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indicate any concerns raised by applicants' responses and, if 
appropriate, the procedural remedy they recommend. 3 

In their comments, both applicants state that the update 
increases are attributable exclusively to revised forecasts of 
regulatory account balances that are under a balancing account 
mechanism that ensur~s the recovery of shortfalls as a matter of 
settled Corr~ission policy. The Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) 
supports this position, stating that the increases fall within the 
parameters of the notice exception granted under Publ~c Utilities 
Code § 454(a). ORA does not support SDG&E's request to defer 
collection of its update balances because this proposal would 
result in core ratepayers unnecessarily paying interest charges on 
the balances for all of 1997. 

We find the update filings are adequately noticed. 
FUrther, we agree with ORA that SDG&E shoUld not defer collection 
of its regulatory balances. We wiil set rates in this proceeding 
to recover the revenue requirement shown in the update filings. 

In future BCAPs, applicants should specifically discuss 
in their update filings any increase in revenue requirement from 
that noticed in their applications and whether additional notice 
has been provided. 

Active parties in A.96-03-031 are: the applicant, 
SoCalGas; Alenco Gas services, Inc. (Alenco); the California 
COgeneration council and Watson COgeneration Company (CCC/Watson); 
the California Department of General Services (DGS); the California 
Industrial GroUp and California Manufacturers Association 
(CIG/CMA); the City of Long Beach (Long Beach); Enron Capital and 

3 This ruling also requested SDG&E to provide additional data to 
enable the Commission and parties to assess the significance of 
SDG&E's marked downward adjustment to its 1996 core sales figure 
based on an additional six months of actual data. SDG&E provided 
the requested data and no party requests further action. 
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Trade Resources (Enron); Enserch Energy Services, tne. (Enserch); 
ORA, formerly the Division of Ratepayer Advocates; Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E); PLB Management, LLC (PLB); SDG&E; Save Our 
Services Coalition (SOS); Southern California Edison Company 
(Edison); Southern California Utility Power Pool and Imperial 
Irrigation District (SCUPP/IID); The Utility Reform Network, 
formerly Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN); and the Western 
Mobilehome Parkowrters Association (m~). 

Active parties in A.96-04-030 aret the applicant, SDG&E; 
ORA; Hnron; The Nlltrasweet Kelco Company (Kelco); and The 
Roadrunner Club Association, Inc. (Roadrunner club) . 

In the following sections, we summarize the parties' 
positions and discuss the reasoning behind oUr conclusions. The 
record in this proceeding is voluminous, c6nsisting of'147 eXhibits 
and a hearing transcript of 2826 pages. 4 Exhibit 122 provides a 
summary of the issues and parties' positions in SoCaloas' BeAP and 
Exhibit 222 contains a summary for SDG&E's BeAP. In this decision, 
we concentrate on the chief points of contention, and do not try to 
address every nuance in individual positions. 
C. 311 Comments 

On January 22, 1997, the Administrative law Judge's (ALJ) 
proposed decision was mailed to all parties for comments, pursuant 
to Rules 77.2-77.5 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure. On March 26, 1997, an alternate order 6f Commissioner 
Knight was mailed to all parties {or comments as well. Based on 
our review of the corr~ents filed by parties, we make revisions to 
our order for clarification as well as the following changes: 

4 Parties agreed at hearing to enter by stipulation the 
testimony of Richard M. Hairston on behalf of WMA but due to 
inadvertent error, this did not occur. We will reopen the record in 
A.96-03-031 for the limited purpose of entering WMA's testimony as 
Exhibit 124. 
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1) Adopt SOCalGas' proposal to oliminate the 
G-SWAP storage schedule; 

2) Clarify that the replacement cost adder is 
not an embedded cost methodology and that 
it is appropriate to include system 
replacement costs when measuring long run 
costs. However, the Global Settlement does 
not allow a methOdology change of this 
magnitude and the Commission shoUld 
consider LRHC changes in the context of a 
relook at its natural gas strategy; 

3) Provide~implementation language to our 
discussion on cogeneration parity for 
nonvolumetric c6ntractsl 

4) Adopt a settlement of SoCalGas and ORA for 
the tl.-eatment of Hub revenues; 

S) Recalculate the tier rates within the 0-10 
and 0-20 classes; 

6) MOdify our proposal to unbundle core 
interstate pipeline demand charges for 
800&8; 

7) Recalculate SOO&E' S COl.'e brokerage rate and 
adopt a noncore brokerage rate; and 

8) Extend the time requirement for SDG&E to 
file a completed resource plan. 
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SoCalGas - A.96-03-011 

II. Storage Program 

lh.-OVerY iew 
SoCalGas proposes numerous revisions to the measurement 

and aliocation of its existing system storage capacity. Its 
proposals come at a time when the demand for storage services has 
diminished on SOCalGas' system, primarily due to the lncreased 
availability of discounted pipeline capacity to transport 
additional flowing supplies in the winter. The record reflects 
SoCalGas has excess capacity in both its existing and expansion 
storage facilities. OUr decision on storage capacity issues will 
determine the allocation of costs between customers and 
shareholders. 

In D.91-()2-()13, the commission unbundled non-core stoi"age 
services for SoCalGas, SDG&E, and PG&E in order to meet the needs 
of noncol"e customers alid to harmOnize storage service with 
pt"eviously adopted policies and programs for unbundled gas supply 
and transportation service (48 CPUC2d 10?). SoCalGas'is obliged to 
continue to operate and expand storage on behalf of core customers 
and to provide firm service to noncore customers using existing 
facilities that are not needed for core service. (rd. at liS.) 

Core customers pay the full as-billed rate for existing capacity 
allocated to them. Noncore customers are able to_obtain discounted .. --: "-:~. -
contracts through an auction process, with 75% of the difference 
bet\r,'een full as-billed rate and the contral:t rate recovered from 
all customers on an equal cents per therm basis. Shareholders are 
assigned 25% of the revenue shortfali from discounted contracts. 
Unmarketed existing capacity is treated as a transition cost and 
amortized to all customers. For expansion capacity, shareholders 
assume 100% of the risk and are assigned all contract revenues. 

Parties sponsoring testimony on storage issues are 
Alenco, ORA. Enron, Edison, SCUPP/IID, SoG&E and TURN. Alenc6 
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identifies itself as a potential' competitol'" and states it seeks to 
have the Commission eliminate aspects of So~alGas' policies and 
practices which tend to favor utility-provided storage. 

ORA reviews the numerous changes proposed by S6CalGas 
with respect to its storage·operations and presents testimony 
supporting some proposals and recommending existing policy be 
retained in other areas. Enron, a core aggregator, proposes 
storage costs be unbundled for core customers and opposes several 
of SoCalGas' proposals that Enron asse·rts shift costs to core 
customers. 

Edison recommends that the Commission should direct 
SoCalGas to use existirig storage withdrawal capacity before 
expansion capacity for all future storage contracts in order to 
ensure that customer costs are lowered to the maximum extent 
pOssible. Edison, SCUPP/IID, and Soo&&, all utility electric 
generation (UEG) customers, oppbse SoCalGas' proposal to eliminate 
the G-SWAP tariff schedule. 
B. Inventory Capacity 

SoCalGas proposes to restate its inventory capacity from 
115.3 billion cubic feet (Scf) to 116.8 Bcf based on a new 
engi.neering analysis of its Hono1.4 Rancho stot-age field. SoCalGas 
testifies that (1) the increase in capacity is due to liquids 
prootiction· in the field over the past decade which· is a normal by
product 6f natural gas storage operations and that: t-esults i.n an 
increase in effective working inventory capacity~ and (2) SoCalGas 
did not have the operational data to measure and document the 
increased capacity at Honor Rancho until recently, which is why the 
modification is being proposed in this case. SoCalGas states core 
customers benefit from the increased capacity as SoCalGas is able 
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to sell it and gene1-ate incl-emental revenues that reduce stranded 
storage costs. ORA accepts this modification. 

Alenco opposes SoCalGas t recommendation, stating the 
increase capacity should. be booked to-expansion storage, not 
existing storage. Alenco states the record in this case is far 
from clear that the increase in capacity at Honor Rancho is the 
result of liquids production that occur as a result of normal gas 
storage operations, and even less clear that any capacity increase 
occurred prior to 1993. 

Finaliy, Alenco states that SoCalGas' assertion that it 
could not restate the capacity of the Honor Rancho field until this 
HCAP because it lacked the appropriate operational data is belied 
by its own witness, who testified that he did not know when the 
analyses of the capacity of the Honor Rancho field occurred. 

Enron also opposes SoCalGas' reclassification, stating 
SoCalGas improperly seeks to shift these storage costs to customers 
and reduce shareholder risk. SoCalGas has not justified that the 
additional inventory is warranted to serve core customer 
requirements or even that the additional capacity is usefUl. 
SoCalGas has also not identified the revenues obtained from 
production of iiquids removed from the field. 

1. Discussion 
In D.93-02-013, we established the "cut-off p<>int ll for 

existing versus expansion capacity for SoCalGas' storage program 
and established different levels of customer and shareholder risk 
for unmarketed capacity under each category_ SoCalGas has the 
burden of proof to establish that the additional capacity at Honor 
Rancho existed prior to its 1992 storage filing and that it could 
not be properly measured at that time. 

While SoCalGas shows that the majority of liquids 
production at Honor Rancho occurred before February 1993, it does 
not establish that there is a direct correlation between liquid 
production and capacity expansion. Alenco's testimony supports the 
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possibility that there may be slight or no linear correlation 
between liquids pl.-oduction in a given field, during a cel-tain 
period of time, and the amount of inventory capacity in that field. 
(Transcript 1112-13, 1127.) 

SoCalGas does not establish that all the liquid 
production in the field occurred as an unintentional byproduct of 
normal gas operations. The record shows that there are wells at 
Honor Rancho that are located outside the gas cap and used to 
produce oli independently of the storage operations. SoCalGas also 
relies on the same technology to intentionally create expansion 
capacity. Its Storage Resource plan includes a "more systematic 
,liquids removal program to incrementally expand the working 
inventory,i at H6nor Rancho, and this program is designated as 
expansion capacity. (Exhibit 1, Chapter I, p. 30.) 

Finally, whiie SoCalGas asserts it has oniy l'ecently 
performed a full analysis of Honor Rancho's capacity, it does not 
demonstrate why it could not have performed this analysis prior to 
or during the 1992 storage proceeding. 

Based on the above discussion, we find SoCalGas does not 
meet its burden of proof on this issue. Therefore, we do not adopt 
its proposal to restate its existing storage inventory capacity 
from 115.3 Bcf to 116.8 Bcf. The additional 1.5 Bcf of capacity at 
Honor Rancho should be considered part of SoCalGas' expansion 
capacity. 
c. Firm Injection Capacity 

SoCalGas proposes to revise its firm injection capability 
for cost allocation purposes from 803 ~~cf/d as adopted in 
D.93-02-013 to 741 MMcf/d. SoCalGas states its change is based on 
a review of operational data which shows that customer 
overdeliveries may be as much as 1,000 MMcf/d on weekends, dropping 
to 300-400 ~~cf/d on weekdays. Based on this analysis, it 
calculates an average available capacity of 741 MMcf/d over-the 
214-day injection cycle. SoCalGas states it cannot provide this 
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level of capacity every day throughout the injection season but it 
is nevertheless an appropriate figure because 10\ of the time 
customers do not request the maximum injection rate. 

ORA opposes this proposal, stating SoCalGas relies on 
analysis which is based on a theoretical optimal distribution of 
storage inventory under an operating pattern of maximizing weekend 
injection capacit}~ over part of the injection season. ORA states 
the more appl-opriate methOd for allocation purposes is to reflect 
the daily injection rates over the entire injection season. Its 
anaiysis supports retaining the existing 803 MMcf/d leVel. 

Enron also objects to SoCalGas' proposal, stating that 
SoCalGas .appears to identify its injection constraints as related 
to certain customers overdelivering on weekends and should address 
that problem directly; SoCalGas is under no obligation to provide 
firm storage injection to a customer in excess of 1,000 MMcf/d if 
that customer has elected firm injection rights of only 300 MMcf/d. 

Enron also states thatSoCalGas' statement that it cannot 
acco~~ate all customer requests for firm injection rates every 
day throughout the season raises questions as to the actual service 
that a customer receives when it requests firm injection service. 
Enron recommends SoCalGas be required to accurately describe the 
service it is able to provide and suggests that if, for operational 
reasons, SoCalGas must institute an injection schedule, it should 
tell customers what volumes can be injected at various times; such 
a schedule would be easier for a customer to accept than a 
situation in which on some days SoCalGas can accept the injection 
at the contract volumes and on other days it cannot. 

Enl'on also objects to SoCalGas allocating the difference 
between its subscribed capacity and its total system capacity to 
load balancing, noting that this is merely an attempt by SoCalGas 
to recoup a potential stranded cost,-since SoCalGas testifies there 
is only limited market interest in firm injection capacity, about 
4 MMcf/d. (Exhibit 85, p. lS.) 
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TURN does not take a position on the system level, but 
notes in its testimony that SoCalGas' testimony establishes that 
its storage field is being routinely fully utilized and therefore, 
it makes no sense to classify any of its injection capacity as 
stranded. TURN recommends that any capacity left unsold, under 
either SoCalGas' or ORA's definition, should be treated as part of 
the load balancing allocation, and should not be allocated to 
available capacity where the demand appears highly uncertain. To 
the extent SoCalGas is successful in marketing some of this 
capacity, TURN reco~~ends the revenues be tracked in an interest
bearing memorandum account and credited against allocated load 
balancing injection costs in the next BCAP. 

TURN also points out that the full use of all available 
injection capacity, particularly on su~~er weekends, may mean that 
the core's reserved injection capacity is actually serving noncore 
customers and 'their suppliers whenever the core is not fully 
utilizing its reservation. 

1. DiscuBsion 
SoCalGas' testimony raises significant questions about 

how it is admirtisterin~ its storage injec~ion service. Rather than 
lowering the amount of firm injection capacity available, and 
thereby reducing the level of potentially stranded capacity and 
associated shareholder risk, SoCalGas shoul~ directly address the 
problem of large overdeliveries on summer weekends. It cart do this 
by enforcing penalties for overdeliveries and also by marketing its 
available capacity to customers who consistently overdeliver. 

Based on the record, we decline ~o adopt SoCalGas' 
proposal to revise its system injection capability. We retain the 
803 ~~cf/d of injection capacity. We will not adopt TURN's 
proposal to address this issue in a future RCAP. According to our 
Business plan, ""e intend to issue a Natural Gas Strategy dUl'ing 
1997 and the result of that endeavor may change the nature of 
future cost allocation proceedings, or even recommend theil' 
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discontinuation entirely. Given this uncertainty, it would be 
unwise to promise to address issues in a future BCAP. Instead, we 
direct the Executive Director to ensure that staff addressing the 
Natural Gas Stl.~ategy design a ptocedural roadlflap following issuance 
of the Strategy to consider storage overdeliveries, a clear 
definition of firm service, and other storage issues in the 
appropriate forum. 
D. Firm With~rawal Capacity 

SoCalGas proposes to reduce its adopted firm withdrawal 
capacity of 3,757 MMcf/d to 3,100 MMcf/d based on two adjustmentst 
(1) a change from using a peak hour requirement on the peak day in 
January to using a 24-hour day basis, resulting in a 10\ capacity 
reduction; and (2) restating the firm·withdrawal capacity of the 
Playa deiRey storage facility from 450 MMcf/d to 100 MMcf/d to 
reflect the manner in which SoCalGas opel"ates its system. SoCalGas 
states it has concluded that to optimize its overall system 
performance; it should delay using Playa del· Rey until the lattel
pat-t of the winter withdrawal season, thus limiting its available 
capacity. 

ORA does not object to SoCalGas' request to change from a 
peak hour to a 24-hour basis. ORA does object to SoCalGas' request 
to change the l-ating of . Playa del Rey. 

ORA states that Playa del Rey withdrawal capacity remains 
as adopted in 0.93-02-013. In the storage proceeding leading to 
D.93-02-013, SoCalGas revised the capacity rating upward from 350 
MMcf/d to 450 MMcf/d to reflect a 100 MMcf/d increase in this 
field, the result of treating the wells with a chemical mixture. 

1 • Discussion 
SoCalGas' proposal to change the peak hour requirement to 

a 24-hour requirement is reasonable. It testifies that traditional 
practice in the natural gas industry generally defines flowing 
supplies on a 24-hour basis and, therefore, firm withdrawal service 
shOUld be also defined in this manner. 
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SoCalGas has not provided sufficient justification to 
reclassifY the capacity of Playa del Rey. SoCalGas is not certain 
that it will use Playa del Rey only at the end of the season. It 
testified that it may' also use Playa del Rey during the earlier 
part of the withdrawal season, although this is not routinely 
planned. SoCalGas can operate its system as it deems appropriate; 
however, the fact remains that Playa del Rey's capacity is 450 

MMcf/d. 
Therefore, we adopt a firm withdrawal capac~ty of 3,381 

~v.cf/d, a 10\ reduction from the existing level of 3,757 ~~cf/d. 
R. Core Reservation Levels 

In 0.93-02-013 we unbundled the noncore storage and 
adopted reservation levels for the core. Unless a noncore customer 
subscribes to unbundled inventory, injection, or withdrawal 
services, it has, and pays for, no storage rights. In this 
proceeding, soCalGas proposes to retain the adopted levels for the 
core's inventory reservation (70.0 Bcf) and its injection 
reservation (327 MMcf/d) but to change the core's withdrawal 
1'eservat ion. 

SoCalGas requests we lower the retail cOre withdrawal 
reservation from 2,401 MMcf/d to 2,261 MMcf/d. It states its 
recommendation is based on (1) reflecting the effects of its 
recommendation to adopt a lower core reliability standard in its 
resource plan; and (2) a proposal to change the method of 
calculating core demand 'in order to address the reality of current 
flowing gas supply availability. In addition, SOCalGas has coupled 
its revised assumptions with the revised 24-hour definition for 
firm withdrawal service adopted in the previous section. 

SoCalGas calculates its core storage demand based on an 
assumption that the total flowing supply available to the retail 
core on an ext~eme peak day will be 1,381 MMcf/d. SoCalGas witness 
Peter Yu testifies that the total flowing supply available on its 
system will be considerably higher than 1,381 MMcf but that the 
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difference will be needed to meet wholesale core demand and certain 
level of noncore load that fails to comply with SoCalGas' 
curtailment order (Exhibit 3, p. 8.) 

Yu testifies that SOCalGas' flowing supply estimate also 
reflects current market reality and the need for responsible 
planning. He states El Paso has historically diverted flowing 
supply during extremely cold weather to the east-of-Cal'ifornia 
market and that recent efforts by El Paso and Transwestern to 
significantly increase their physical capacity to move San Juan 
Basin gas eastward will further Yeduce the amount of supply 
available to SoCalGas during extremely cold weather. 

Yu testifies that he calculates a retail core peak hour 
requirement of 2,511 MMcf/d and then adjusts it downward by 250 . 
~~cf/d on the assumption that fiYm withdrawal capacity all?cated to 
noncore customers for load balancing service will be used to meet 
retail core peak day requirements. He recommends the change to a 
peak hour method in order to ensure that SoCalGas can meet all core 
demand during the early morning and evening hours. 

SCUPP/IID generally suppOrts SoCalGas' proposal but 
objects to SoCalGas' assumption that noncore load balancing 
capacity can he used to meet the core's extreme peak day 
requirements. SCUPP/IID witness Doering proposes language that 
would state noncore firm capacity may only be utilized on behalf of 
the core when necessitated by force majeure events that are outside 
of the reasonable control of core customers and the utility. 
(Exhibit 65, p. 15.) Edison supports this position. 

Both ORA and TURN support SoCalGas' adjustment to reflect 
the revised peak day design criteria but oppose its request to 
change from a peak day to a peak hour criterion. ORA recommends a 
reservation level of 1,985 P~cf/d and TURN recommends a reservation 
level of 1,726 MMcf/d. 

ORA states that SoCalGas' proposed change from peak day 
demand to peak hour demand results in an increase of 50\ in the 
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core's resel-vation t thereby almost completely nullifying the effect 
of the savings that come from lowering the core's reliability level 
from a 1-in-75 yeal.- pl.-obability of curtailment to a 1-in-35 year 
reliability level. 

ORA objects to SoCalGas' propOsal to change to a peak 
hour calculation on several grounds. First, SoCalGas does not 
provide adequate support for the high level of core demand that 
results from the peak hour adjustment. Given the eXcess capacity 
situation in California, the company has failed to demonstrate that 
reserving this much withdra· .... al capacity is the least expensive 
option from the core's perspective. SoCaiGas should be directed to 
conduct a cost-effectivelless study of reserving varying amounts of 
withdrawal capacity versus other potentially less expensive 
alternatives such as procuring more gas supplies at market rates in 
addition to the core's interstate capacity rights. 

• 

Second, ORA states that basing the core's withdrawal 
reservation on extreme peak day, without. the peak hour adjustment, 
is consistent with the methodology used by the company to determine 4It 
the total system withdrawal capacity. 

ORA retains the peak day methodology to arrive at its 
recommended l:."eservation of 1,985 MMcf/d. It notes that this is a 
conservative figure as it uses SoCalGas' estimate for flowing 
supplies, a figure it believes may be understated given the current 
excess interstate capacity to california. ORA states fUrther study 
should be done to determine the optimal amount for the core 

reservation. 
TURN in the testimony of Michel Florio challenges 

SoCalGas' assumption that only 1,381 ~~cf/d of flowing supply will 
be available to meet retail core demand on a peak day. Florio 
testifies that this estimate appears understated, is inconsistent 
with similar data elsewhere in SoCalGas' workpapers, and assumes 
zero diversion of noncore supplies to meet core peak needs, 
contrary to the Commission's policy as stated in D.91-11-025, the 
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capacity brokering decision. Florio cites to a SoCalGas resource 
planning wOl-kpaper that he states shows expected peak day 
deliveries from various sources of supply at probability levels of 
95\ and above for 1995 on a 38-degree peak day to be 1,640.1 
MMcf/d. (Exhibit 66, pp. 41-43.) 

Florio also addresses SoCalGas' concern that supplies are 
being diverted to east-of-California markets in the winter season, 
stating that this was due to an extre~e run-up in gas prices 
throughout much of the country as a result of extreme cold weathel." 
in the-East and Midwest. tt Wasn't that gas was unavailable to 
California, rather that it was too expensive given our level of 
demand and the amount of available gas in storage. If it had been 
California that was experiencing record cold temperatures, Florio 
states that the gas would hav~ flowed in this direc~i6n, albeit at 
a temporarily much higher price. 

Further, to'l6rio states SoCalGas' proposal -does not 
address the provisions in the capacity brokering decision, 
D.91-11-025, for potential involuntary diversion of noncore 
supplies to meet just such contingencies, although not more than 
once in ten years fOl'; any single noncore customer on the SoCalGas 

system. 
Based on the above, TURN recoinmends the commission adopt 

a flowing supply assumption of 1,64() MMcf/d f01' purposes of 
developing a core withdrawal reservation. TURN agrees with ORA 
that the peak day methodology should be retained. Florio testifies 
that $oCaIGas' peak hour adjustment is not necessary to cover peak 
usage periods: 

"SoCal's peak hour adjustment requires that an 
additional 15'17 tI.Mcf/d equivalent of demand be 
served over and above the peak day average 
demand .. Mr. Yu's Table 3 (p. 18) shows that 
1022 MMcf/d of that peak hour demand can be met 
by reducing line pack. The remaining 555 
M.'-icf/d equivalent of peak hour demand can 
easily be met by storage withdrawal capability 
over and above the amount made available for 
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sale to customers, which is based on sustained 
availability over a longer period of time. 
Attachment a shows that SoCal's total peak hour 
withdrawal capability is 4273 MMcf/d 
equivalent, far in exceSs of the 3100 MMcf/d 
that SoCal proposes to make available for sale 
a~d even the 3381. p~op?sed by . JORA] based On 
d1fferent assumpt10ns regard1ng.Playa del Rey. 
Thus# the combination of linepack and excess 
withdrawal- capability can easily cover the 
difference between peak,day and peak hour 
demand." (Ex. 68, p. 41.)· 

Retaining the peak day demand measure in cofnbination with 
its recommended flowing supply ~i9ure of· 1,640 MMcf/d, TURN arrives 
at a recommended total core withdrawal reservation of 1,726 MMcf/d. 

1. Discussion 
TURN and ORA raise significant issues that warrant 

addressing. These issues aret 
1. Given the'excess c~pacity situation in 

California, SoCalGas.fails t6demonstrate 
that reserving its l;ecomtneI't~ed level. of 
withdrawal capacity is the least expensive 
option from the core's perspective; 

2. Basing the corets withdrawal reservation on 
extrem~ peak day, without the peak hour 
adjustment, is consistent with the 
methodology used by the company to 
determine the total system withdrawal 
capacity; 

3. As shown by TURN, excess withdrawal 
capacity in ·combination with line pack is 
more th~n adequate to make up the 
difference between peak day and peak hour 
demand; 

4. Both TURN's and ORA's testimony indicate 
that, in calcul~~ing the raservation,the 

. company has substantially understated the 
amount of flowing supplie·s available; and 

5. TURN's testimony raises the ~ssue that to 
assume thel"e should be no diversion of 
noncore supplies is ·.cont.rary to the 
provisions of D.91-11-025, the capacity 
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brokering decision, which establishes 
procedures for voluntary and involuntary 
diversions of non core supplies. 

ORA notes that SoCalGas is proposing to reduce the 
reliability level to 1-in-35 years. With this change., it. is 
reasonable to expect a t"eduction in the core withdrawal 
reservation. ORA's reco~ended withdrawal reservation relies On 
SoCalGas' assumption of 1381 MMcf/d of flowing supplies, but relies 
on peak day demand rather than peak hour. 

We agree with ORA that th~t_ this is the appropriate 
estimate for the coming BeAP period of retail flowing supply 
availability. We also agree with ORA and TURN that the peak day 
method should not be changed to SoCalGas' propOsal. TURN 
demonstrates that peak hour demand can be met through llnepack and. 
excess withdrawal capacity. (Exhibit 69, Attachment 8). 
Therefore, we adopt ORA's recommenda~i6n for a retail core firm 
withdrawal reservation of 1,985 MMcf/d. 

We are also persuaded by ORA and TuRN's recommendation 
that SoCalGas should· provide a cost-effectiveness study of 
reserving varying amounts of withdrawal capacity versus other 
potentially less expensive alternatives such as procuring more gas 
supplies at market rates on peak days. We will direct. our 
Executive Director to ensure that the appropriate division staff 
include these storage issues and concerns in their reexamination of 
a gas strategy for California, and develop a procedural roadmap for 
resolving these issues following issuance of the gas strategy. In 
that l.-oadmap, staff may either recommend a future BCAP or -another 
proceeding as the proper forum for addressing these issues. This 
is consistent with the standard we adopted for core storage 
reservations in D.93-02-013! 

"Utilities shOUld reset.-ve storage quantities -
of injection, inventory, and withdrawal - for 
core customers that provide, on a forecast 
basis, certainty of gas supply to meet winter 
peak requirements at the lowest possihle 
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overall cost. This is consistent with the core 
sel-vice policies announced in 0.89-04 -080. 
Core reservations should include reliability 
and price function quantities." (48 CPUC2d 
113, 123.) 

TURN addresses SCUPP/IID's concern with the core's 
occasional use of non core capacity by stating that all parties 
agreed to this provision in the capacity brokering proceeding; 
SCUPP/IIO's and Edison's recommendations are contrary to the 
representations made to the Commission by the utiliti~s and other 
parties, as well as the language adopted by the Commission in 
0.~1-11-025 on the provisions for voluntary and involuntary noncore 
diversions. (See Exhibit 68, pp. 43-45 and 41 CPUC2d 668, 681.) 
We agree with TURN and also find that the Commission directly 
addressed this issue in its storage decisionj 0.93-02-013: 

"Utilities must curtail noncore service to serve 
core reliability needs. We recOgnize that this 
possibility compromises the firmness of nortcore 
service, but the likelihood of such 
curtailments is small. In such situations, 
ut~lities should withdraw noncore gas from 
storage or divert non core flowing supplies in a 
manner that is fair and economic to noncore 
customers." (48 CPUC2d 113, 120.) 

SCUPP/IID's and Edison's request is contrary to clearlY 
stated Commission policy and we do not adopt this recommendation. 

Finally, we note that Edison, ORA, TURN, and Alenco raise 
concerns with the manner in which SoCalGas is assigning storage 
revenues for withdrawal service between existing and expansion 
facilities. We will address this issue below under "Allocation of 
Storage Contract Revenue." 
F. Load Balancing Reservation 

Pursuant to D.93-02-013, SoCalGas provides a bundled load 
balancing service for all customers. Thie service consists of 
providing hourly, daily, and monthly balancing of gas supply 
deliveries and actual burns at customer premises. It is termed 
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"10\ monthly balancing sel-vice" hecause there are penalties to 
customers who fail to balance deliveries and consumption beyond a 
10\ tolerance band, calculated on a cumulative monthly total. In 
this proceeding, SoCalGas proposes to change the reservation levels 
for load balancing and also the cost allocation methodology. This 
section will address the reservation level. We address the cost 
allocation methodology in the LRMC methodology section. 

SoCalGasproposes to change its load balancing 
reservation levels for injection and withdrawal and to retain its 
existing inventory level based on a load balancing study it
presents. SoCalGas proposes to in-crease the amount of the 
injection reservation from 297 MMcf/d to 355 ~~cf/d because 
customers systematically fully utilize the injection capacity to 
balance their supplies and burns. SoCalGas proposes to lower the 
withdrawal reservation from 450 MMcf/d to 250 MMcf/d based on 15\ 

of the retail noncore demand on a 42-degree day in January, stating 
this is a reasonable estimate of the arr~unt of customer under
deliveries when SoCalGas imposes the 10\ daily balancing conditions 
or the curtailment of standby service. 

ORA does not oppOse these changes, although it notes that 
SoCalGas experienced mild winters during the time frame of its 
study (November 1, 1993 ... Novembel' lO, 1995) and was the1-efol'e not 
able to estimate the necessary withdrawal reservation on a cold day 
based on the data collected. 

TURN recommends all firm injection capacity in excess of 
the 371 ~~cf/d already reserved for the core or under noncore 
contract be allocated to the load balancing reservation, as 
SoCalGas' testimony establishes this capacity is routinely used on 
summer weekends to cover large overdeliveries. TURN states the 
demand for additional contracts appears highly uncertain but if 
SoCalGas is able to market some of the capacity on a firm basis, it 
should be allowed to do so and credit the resulting revenues back 
against load balancing injection costs in the next BCAP. 
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Enron objects to SoCalGas increasing its injection 
resel-vation, stating this is merely an attempt by SoCalGas to 
recoup a potent ial stranded cost. Enl-on states SoCalGas arrived at 
its 355 MNcf/d recomt'nendation not based on a study identifying cost 
causation but instead by simply subtracting the 371 MMcf/d of core 
and subscribed capacity and an estimated 1S M..'-tcf/d of hlcremental 
sales from its recommended total system capacity of 741 MMcf/d. 

1. Discussion 
SoCalGas' recommended load balancing inventol.-y level (S. 3 

Bcf) and withdrawal level (250 MMcf/d) is reasonable and should be 
adopted. Its injection level is more problematic. 

SoCalGas is routinely fully utilizing its capacity to 
provide load balancing to noncore customers on summer weekends, but 
we haVe already directed SoCalGas to take steps to remedy the large 
summel" weekend imbalances. Therefore. we do not find a reservation 
level of 476 MMcf/d, the result of TURN's recommendationl to.be an 
appropriate level. 

We also agree with Enron that SoCalGas' proposal appears 
to be a derivative number. However, we do not agl-ee with Enron 
that the level should remain at 297 MMcf/d. The record indicates 
the appropriate level lies somewhere between TURN's and Enron's 
proposals. We have directed our Executive Director to ensure staff 
address this issue in any roadmap emanating from our upcoming 
Natural Gas Strategy. We also address in the Storage services 
section changes to SOCalGas' imbalance trading procedures that may 
help to reduce the level of summer weekend imbalances. 

Based on the record, we should adopt. the 355 MMcf/d 
injection level suppOrted by SoCalGas and ORA and revisit the issue 
of injection capacity as designated by the future procedural 
roadmap we expect to issue following our forthcoming Natural Gas 

Strategy. 
Following is a table summarizing the storage capacity and 

reservation levels we have adopted for the corning BCAP period. For 
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comparison purposes, a table of cUl.-rently adopted levels is 
provided. 

Storage comparison Table 
iCUrrently Adopted Storage Capacity 

Total System 
Core 
Balancing 

Unbundled Storage 
Program 

Sold 

Available Capacity 

Total System 
Core 
Balancing 

Unbundled Storage 
Program 

Sold 

Available capacity 

Inventol.-y 
(Bcf) 

115.3 
70.0 
5.3 

40.0 

43.8 

(3.8) 

Pro:QQsed 

Inventory 
(Bcf) 

115.3 
70.0 
5.3 

4().() 

20.4 

19.6 

Injection Withdrawal 
(t-'u'!cf Id) (l-Wef /d) 

803 3,757 
327 2.401 
297 450 

179 906 

45 367-

134 539 

storage Capacit~ 

Injection Withdrawal 
eMMcf/d) (MMef/d) 

803 3,381 
327 1,985 
355 250 

121 1,146 

44 367 

77 719 

* Adjusted to reflect expiration of 225 MMcf/d 
Edison contract 3/31/96. 

G. Other Storage Service Issues 
1. contract Revenues 

ORA, TURN, SCUPP/IID, Edison, and Alenco request the 
Commission clarify the revenue and cost allocation treatment that 
SoCalGas should follow in marketing its storage capacity. In 
D.92-02-013, we unbund"led storage service from transpOrtation 
service and adopted a "let the market decide fl policy for storage 
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expansions, requh."ing utility management to determine when such 
expansions ..... ere required and utility shareholders to be at risk for 
revenue recovery. We stated that tlWe expect no facility expansions 
until existing unsubscribed capacity is used. tlS We gave the 
utilities the discretion to implement our intention by stating the 

following: 
tiThe utilities should develop practical, fair 
methods for assignment of storage customers to 
existing or new facilities to ensure that the 
various revenue protec~ions--for unsubscribed 
capacity, bypass shortfalls, bypass discounts, 
customer reliability, and load balancing 
requirements--can be correctly implemented. 
(Id. at 131.) 

SoCalGas has filed several advice letters recently 
requesting commission approval of stol"age withdrawal contracts and 
on a case-by-case basis has designated these contracts as existing 
or expansion storage. ORA, TURN, SCUPP/IID, and Edison state that 
S6CalGas should use capacity from existing facilities before using 
expansion facilities to provide firm withdrawal service under new 
contracts. As we have identified 1,038 M:-1cf/d of available 
existing withdrawal capacity in the previous section, we find 
implementation of this proposal necessary in order to protect 
ratepayers from unnecessary stranded cost charges. 

TURN's witness Florio identifies the fact that SoCalGas 
has "sold" more expansion withdrawal capacity than it has 
constructed, and intends to keep the excess revenue (about $900,000 

per year), even as its ratepayers are forced to pay for stranded 
eXisting facilities. TURN recommends the company be directed to 
credit any revenues from storage contracts in excess of the 
capacity of expansion facilities back to the Storage Transition 
Cost account. (Exhibit 68, p. 51.) 

5 D.93-02-013, 48 CPUC2d at 120. 
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The issue raised by TURN warrants requiring SoCalGas take 
remedial action. Therefol-e, we dil"ect SoCalGas to file an advice 
letter within 10 days (1) reconciling by month, beginning with 
January 1, 1995, its expansion contracts to the operating capacity 
at its expansion facilities and (2) crediting back any revenues 
from storage contracts in excess of its expansion capacity to· the 
Storage Transition Cost account. 

ORA's witness Tan identifies another problem, one 
involving an off-system storage contract. Tan testifies that 
SoCalGas recently negotiated an off-system storage contract with 
British Columbia Gas for inventory, withdrawal, and injection 
service. SoCalGas states in its advice letter that it will need to 
expand its storage withdrawal facilities in order to meet this 
contract obligation. ORA, however, states that contract can be met 
with excess existing capacity and recommends that any revenue 
generated from this contract be directlY credited to the Storage 
Transition Subaccount, thel'eby offsetting any transition costs 
currently borne by SOCaIGas' customers. 

While withdrawal capacity is the area of immediate 
concern, Alenco, TURN, and SCUPP/IID aiso address all storage 
expansion facilities planned by SoCalGas. They recommend the 
Comnlission clarifY its policy' on marketing storage capacity to 
require that for purposes of cost allocation, SoCalGas treat all 
marketed capacity as existing capacity as long as any existing 
capacity remains unmarketed. Based on the record in this 
proceeding, we adopt this requirement, namely that SoCaiGas for 
cost allocation purposes treat all marketed capacity as existing 
capacity as long as any existing capacity l-emains unmarketed. This 
requirement applies to all storage contracts, including off-system 

storage contracts. 
2. Imbalance Trading Procedures 

SoCalGas proposes certain modifications to its imbalance 
rules. These rules govern the 1/10\ monthly load balancing service" 
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discussed previously in the Load Balancing Reservation section. 
SoCalGas states that when the Commission first adopted the 
imbalance trading procedures in D.90-09-089, it was necessary to 
build in a time lag due to concerns about SoCalGas' operational 
limitations in collecting and processing imbalance data on a timely 
basis. The current rules, therefore, provide a noncore customer 
the opportunity to trade with customers with offsetting positions 
two months following the occurrence of the actual imbalance. 

SoCalGas states that now that it and its customers have 
had experience with the imbalance trading process, it is time to 
tighten the rules to allow it to ~~re efficiently manage the 
imbalances. SoCalGas proposes to,modify the procedure as follows: 

1. CUstomers will have until the end of the 
following month to finalize imbalance 
trading transactions for prior month 
imbalances; 

2. A storage customer may trade positive 
imbalances, i.e., overdeliveries, into its 
storag~ account only if its storage 
inventory capacity is available during the 
month that the imbalance occurred and at 
the time the imbalance trading takes place; 
and 

3. A storage customer may trade negative 
imbalances, i. e., underdelivei.'ies, using 
its storage account only if there is 
sufficient gas in storage in the account 
during the month that the imbalance 
occurred and at the time the imbalance 
trading takes place. 

ORA supports SoCalGas' proposal, stating that the 
modifications are consistent with the intent expressed by the 
Commission in 0.90-09-089. 

SCUPP/IID objects to SoCalGas' proposal, stating that 
SoCalGas' proposal appears designed to force customers to purchase 
storage capacity in order to "cure" imbalances. 
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a. Discussion 
SoCalGas' prop0sal is a timely one, as the record in 

this proceeding identifies parties' concerns with the lal-ge 
imbalances that SoCalGas reports. D.90-09-089 sets forth the 
purpose of the load balancing service and our concern with 
imbalances! 

"We agree wi.th PG&E and (ORA) that the 
balancing provisjorts of the Settlement and 
the proposed rules are unlikely to 
encourage customers to plan their gas takes 
carefully/and the utilities and their . 
ratepayers should not be responsible for 
the costs associated withi.mbalances •.. 

"Our adopted rules for balancing and storage 
will recognize that balancing services 
should not replace storage. They will 
recognize the costs of using utility 
resources and also promote well-planned 
nominations by customers ••.. As we said in 
D.90-07-065; we believe trading between 
customers to equalize imbalances is 
reasonable if it would not complicate 
utility operations." (37 CPUC2d 583, 623.) 

SoCalGas' proposed"modifications to the imbalance 
trading procedures should improve SoCalGas ' load balancing service; 
therefore, we adopt the proposal. 

3. Enron's Proposal to Unbundle Core storage services 
Enron pl."oposes that the Commission unbundle storage 

facilities from core transport rates in this proceeding. It states 
the need for storage has diminished on SoCalGas' system and core 
customers should have the same oPPol-tunities as noncore customers 
in choosing the stot-age services they need. 

It cites the testimony of SoCalGas that there is little 
market interest by retail noncore customers in purchasing firm 
storage rights and, to the extent services are purchased, they are 
at prices well below the full as-billed rate. 
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Enron states it knows there may be a stranded co~t issue 
associated with core storage unbundling but that this issue alone 
should not justify continued bundling of unwanted or unneeded 
services. Enron suggests that a balancing account, similar to the 
non core storage balancing account, be used to recover shortfalls. 

We believe we should implement the unbundling of core 
interstate capacity reservations before we proceed to address 
unbundling core storage costs. As Enron readily concedes, there 
will be stranded costs and a transition period needed to recover 
these amounts. Therefore, we do not adopt this proposal in this 

BCAP. 
4. SoCalGas' proposal to Eliminate G-SWAP Schedule 

SoCalGas proposes to eliminate its G-SWAP storage 
service. This service was authorized in D.93-02-013 as an 
unbundled, firm, counter-cyclical storage service to retail noncore 
customers and wholesale customers in an effort to improve air 
quality in southern california. SoCalGas states that with the 
addition of new interstate pipeline capacity to southern California 
this tariff is no longer needed for air quality purposes as noncore 
customers have other options to meet their summer peak energy 
requirements. Further, the counter-cyclical economic and 
operational rationale for offering this service with no storage 
reservation charge is no longer valid. 

SoCalGas testifies that noncore customers interested in 
obtaining storage services similar to the G-SWAP program can 
negotiate with S6CalGas to purchase the needed services under its 
G-TBS tariff schedule; all ratepayers will benefit from its 
proposal as reservation revenues generated under the G-TBS program 
will be used to reduce stranded storage costs. 

SCUPP/IID and Edison oppose SoCalGas' proposal. Both 
testify that SoCalGas' system remains counter-cyclical, therefore 
their injection of gas in the winter months and withdrawal of gas 
in the summer months has economic and operational value on 
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SoCalGas' system. Without the G-SWAP tariff available, SCUPP/IID 
and Edison expect to pay more for counter-cyclical storage services 
from SoCalGas. 

We find that SoCalGas has presented sufficient 
justification to eliminate the G-SWAP service and we adopt its 
proposal. 

III. Long-Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) Methodology 

A. Resource Plan 
-In D.92-12-058, the Commission directed that resoUrce 

plans be filed in general rate cases rather than BCAPs in order to 
allo~ p~rties sufficient time to examine the eomple~ issues (47 
CPUC2d at 439,474). In 0.94-07-624, we granted PG&E's request for 
a one-time exception to file its resource plan in its 1994 BeAP due 
to (1) consistency with the schedule set in D.94-05-069, which 
found PG&S'sresource plan for unbundled gas storage services to be 
inadequate and directed a new filing in its next BCAP; and (2) an 
oppOrtunity to reflect the effect of an updated resource plan in 
rates two yeat-s earlier than presently scheduled. In granting 
PG&st s request, we found that additional time would be needed 
within the BCAP schedule if resource planning was added to the 
scope of the proceeding and, therefore, scheduled an additional 
three months for the Commission and interested parties to review 
the utility's filing. We also stated: 

"PG&E's request is only for its upcomi.ng 1994 
BCAP; this decision does not change the forum 
for SoCalGas or SDG&S, nor for PG&S's 
subsequent proceedings. n (D.94-07-024, 55 
CPUC2d 338, 341.) 

Both SoCalGas and SDG&E include resource plans in their 
applications without having requested, or been granted,Commission 
authority to deviate from the filing requirements of D.92-12-058. 
In its application, SDG&S incorrectly states the Commission granted 
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it authority in 0.94-05-069 to file a resource plan in this BCAP. 
(Exhibit 201, XI -1.) We do not agree. The referenced portion of 
0.94-05-069 applies only to PG&E, as discussed above. 

SoCalGas testifies at hearing that it includes the 
resource plan for two reasons: (1) its general rate case would 
have been for 1991 but is delayed or postponed due to its 
performance-based ratemaking (PBR) application; and (2) it 
considers the BCAP the logical and traditional place to update. 
(Collette, Transcript 997.) 

No party protests the inclusion of the resource plans in 
this BCAP,. but the hearing record demonstrates that while it is 
logical to review a resource plan in the BCAP, as it is the basis 
for measuring transmission, storage, and distribution marginal 
capital costs, the Commission and-interested parties clearly need 
more time and resources to _ thoroughly 14 eview the util ities I 
resource plans than the normal BCAP schedule allows. 6 

In 0.92-12-()S8, we specified that resource plans -for the 

gas utilities should: (1) include at least a is-year planning 
horizon for backbone transmission and storage and at least a 
lO-year planning horizon for local transmission; (2) contain 
explicit system design reliability objectives for both core and 
non core customers; and (3) reflect an appropriately planned system 
that meets customers' needs at the lowest total cost. (41 CPUC2d 
438, 451.) 

SoCalGas submitted its resource plan for transmission, 
storage. and distribution investments based on the demand forecasts 
contained in the 1995 california Gas Report and using the marginal 

6 SoCalGas' propOsed a longer schedule at the April 26, 1996 
prehearing conference. Its proposed schedule, however, would have 
given ORA only an additional one and a half weeks to prepare its 
testimony, thereby still not providing the additional time for 
review provided in the PG&E BCAP schedule. 
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demand measures adopted for these functions in D.92-12-058 and 

0.93-05-066. As part of its Transmission Resource Plan, SoCalGas 
submits a Core Peak Day Reliability Study. Based on the results of 

this s~udy, SoCalGas proposes to change the calculation of its 
Extreme Peak Day (EPD) design criteria from a 1-in-75 year event to 
a ~-in-35 year eVent. 

1. Cap-ital Investments proposed By SOc~lGas 
SoCalGas' reSource plan contains capital investments 

totaling $8Q.5~ million fO~ its transmission sy~iem ~nd $68.6 

million for its storage system. Its in~estment plan is~ 

Transmission ResoUrce Plan 

Project 

Adelanto Rewhe~l 

Adelanto Expansion 

Line 6900 phase 4 

Line 6900 phase 3 

Line 6900 Phase 2 

Imperial Valley pipeline, 
Line 6902 Extension 

Line 115/765 Uprating 

East/Chino capacity 

Incremental 
Capacity 
(MMef/d) 

nla 

300 

60 

90 

110 

80 

n/a 

150 

Total Transmission Capital Costs 
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0.98 

28.00 

13.15 

11.77 

6.99 

12.30 

2.11 

$13.23 

$88.53 
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Project 

Aliso Canyon 
Withdrawal Expansion 

Honor Rancho 
Withdrawal Expansion 

Goleta Inventory 
Expansion 

Honor Rancho 
Inventory Expansion 

Storage Resource Plan 

Incremental 
Capacity 
(M.'w1cf/d) 

450 

200 

3,800 

2,796 

Total Storage Capital Costs 

Cost 
($ million) 

41.45 

16.40 

6.30 

4.45 

$68.60 

ORA does not take issue with SoCalGas' estimate of $88.52 

million for specific projects in its transmission resource plan. 
ORA does diffel.' with S6CalGas on its storage investments, 
recommending $38,13 million less in capital projects and the 
removal of $790,000 of forecasted incremental annual operation and 
maintenance costs. Both of these adjustments relate to ORA's 
recommendation to remove the 450 MMcf/d Aliso Canyon Withdrawal 
Expansion project from the resource plan. ORA forecasts that 
SoCalGas' retail core withdrawal reservation requirements are lower 
than what SoCalGas estimates; therefore, it believes that the Aliso 
Canyon Withdrawal Expansion project is unnecessary at this tim~ and 
will likely be deferred beyond the current IS-year planning 

horizon. 
ORA notes in its testimony that SoCalGas includes 

investments in its resource plan that are not growth related. It 
specifically cites the Adelanto Rewheel and Line 115/765 Uprating 
projects, stating these investments are included by SoCalGas to 
provide the system more operational flexibility and to allow its 
customers increased access to alternative gas commodity markets. 
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While ORA does not object to inclusion of these 
investments, it states SOCalGas' inclusion of nondemand-related 
investments raises questions regarding the appropriateness of using 
only peak demand criteria to allocate marginal transmission costs 
to customer classes. 

In its testimony, ORA discusses the significant changes 
that have occurred in SoCalGas' long-term forecast and, 
correspondingly, its proposed resource plan since its last BCAP 
proceeding in 1994. In its last BCAP, SoCalGas used the 1993 
California Gas Report (CGR) and in this proceeding it relies On the 
1995 OGR. 7 ORA states that SoCalGas' primary design criterion to 
evaluate its transmission system involves assessing system 
capabilities under cold weather conditions. In the two~year period 
between the 1993 and 1995 oGR, the projected growth in cold year 
demand through the year 2010 has dropped 40\, from 345 Bcf to 
210 Bcf. 

This large change in projected demand has an even more 
significant effect on SoCalGas' resource plan. In its 1993 BCAP, 
SoCalGas' transmission resOurce plan included a 1,447 MMcf/d 
increase in capacity costing $157.0 million in capital investments. 
In this BCAP, SoCalGas' resource plan inclUdes a 790 ~~cf/d 
increase in capacity costing $88.52 million. SoCalGas states that 
since the 1993 resource plan $55.9 million of projects have been 
cancelled or extended beyond the 15-year planning horizon for the 
1996 BeAP. 

While ORA recognizes the importance of the long-term 
demand forecast in setting LRMC-based prices, it testified it did 
not take issue with the forecast because it lacks the staffing 
resources to adequately review the OGR in the time alloted to 
process a BCAP application. A thorough review of LRMC resource 

7 SoCalGas employees prepare the forecast published in the COR. 
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plans is extremely difficult; ORA testimony of both its resource 
planning witness and its marginal cost witness state that staff did 
not have sufficient time to go into the detail of the resource 

plan. 
Both Long Beach and SCUPP/IID question $72 million of the 

$88.5 million included in SoCalGas' resource plan. They state the 
Adelanto expansion is an unneeded investment in facilities designed 
to enhance SoCalGas' ability to receive Rocky Mountain and Canadian 
gas supplies, Line 6902 is being built to serve Mexico not 
incremental demand in the Imperial Valley, and Line 6900 is an 
expansion to serve SDG&E and Mexican markets. 

These parties also challenge SoCalGas' long-term demand 
forecast, noting there is (1) no l:eflection of pending Mexican 
projects; (2) no change in the forecast of future UEO demand 
despite SoC3lGas' testimony that it expects electric restructuring 
in this BCAP pet-'lod to pn:xluce major changes in usa load; and 
(3) SoCalGas' demand projection for the area served by 110 is 
significantly higher than IIO's own forecast. SCUPP/IID's witness 
John Burkholder testifies that resource plans are too difficult to 
analyze within the time frame of a BeAP proceeding and are an area 
that is fla potential hotbed of cost shifting and abUse" (Exhibit 
89, p. 4). Burkholder recommends the commission return to the 
practice of reviewing resource 'plalls in general rate cases (GRCs). 

Long Beach, as a wholesale customer, objects to its rate 
being set by LRMC methodology and points out the deficiencies it 
sees in SoCalGas' resource plan and the marginal transmission costs 
that result from it to support its argument that the Commission 
should return to embedded-cost ratemaking. While it doesn't 
sponsor an embedded-cost proposal, Long Beach does request it be 
excluded from the scaler mechanism used to reconcile marginal cost 
revenues to the embedded revenue requirement. 

SCUPP/IIO sponsors a rate proposal reflecting its 
recommendations. It removes the Adelanto expansion and Lines 6900 
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and 6902 fl-om SOCalGas's transmission resource plan, treats Phase 4 
of Line 6900 as an exclusive use facility for SDG&E, and recommends 
Phases 2 and 3 of Line 6900 be included in SDG&B's resource plan 
with an adjustment for the marginal cost revenues from these phases 
made to SoCalGas' marginal cost calculations. 

SCUPP/IID in its reply brief cites an ORA audit report 
served September 27, 1996 in SoCalGas' Performance-Based Ratemaking 
proceeding, A.9S-06-002. This report cites a SoCalGas data 
response that Line 6900, in its entirety, is being installed to 
support the customers within SDG&E's territory, and that SoCalGas 
and SOO&E have entered into a confidential agreement concerning the 
ratemaking positions they will advocate fol.' Line 6900 cost 
allocations. (Reply Brief, ~. 2~~) SCUPP/IIO states that if the 
proposed mei-ger of SoCalGas arid Soo&8 (Pacific Enterprises/Eriova) 
announced OCtober 14, 1996 is approved, the surviving parent 
corporation of SoCalGas will benefit directly by shifting the costs 
of Line 6900 from SDG&E to SoCalGas' customers. In addition, 
SCUPP/IIO states: 

"according to the LOS 'Angeles Times, two of the 
projects to be undertaken by this new utility 
giant are a $600 million power plant in 
Rosarita, Baja California, as well as a new 
natural gas 9istribution system in Baja. The 
pi.-oposed expansion of Line 6900 will tel.-minate 
right across the border from Baja California. 
Thus,it appears that the true basis for 
expanding L~ne 6900 is not to serve SoCalGas 
customers south of MOJ.-eno, but to provide 
service to Mexico. Until all of these issues 
are thoroughly investigated, the commission 
should reject SoCalGas' proposal to include the 
expansion of Line 6900 in the current 
Transmission resource plan." (Id. p. 29.) 

SCUPP/IID also offers new arguments regarding Line 6902 

in its reply brief: 
"On August 13, 1996 it was announced that a 
consortium consisting of SoCalGas, SDG&E and 
the Mexicali firm, Proxima, won an exclusive 
concession to sell natural gas directly'to 
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consumers in Mexieali, Mexico. Mexieali is 
directly across the border from the point where 
SoCalGas proposes to expand Line 6902, at the 
end of the Imperial Valley Pipeline •.. SoCaIGas' 
failure to address this issue is particularly 
suspect in light of the proposed merger between 
Paci fie Entel"prises and Enova. Just as with 
Line 6900, the surviving parent of.SoCalGas 
stands to benefit directly if SoCalGas can 
convince the Commission to shift the costs of 
Line 6902 to the SoCalGas ratepayers." (Id. 
p. 30.) 

Discussion 
The concerns raised regarding SoCalGas' long-term demand 

forecast and its transmission resource plan are serious and beyond 
the scope of this proceeding to fully resolve. On the other hand, 
we find. it troubling that we are called upon to scrutinize the 
resource planning process of this industry. This level of scrutiny 
appears to be a vestige of our former "command and contl"ol" 

e' 

regulation of the gas industry and is incompatible with our shift 
towards performance-based. regulation. Nevertheless, our objective e 
in adopting the resource planning process as the foundation of LRMC 
methodology was that "resource planning defines and justifies the 
facilities that a utility will build to meet customer service 
requirements" (47 Cpucid 438,449). Given the showing in this 
proceeding, we are concerned that: 

Long Beach and SCUPP/IID have raised issues 
regarding $72 million of SoCalGas' $88.5 
million transmission l"csource plan that have 
not been adequately addressed by SoCalGas. 

The record in this proceeding does not allow us 
to rely on SoCalGas' long-term demand forecast. 
ORA testifies it did not thoroughly l"eview the 
forecast and Long Beach and SCUPP/IID raise 
questions l"egarding the forecast that must be 
further investigated. The record shows that 
SoCalGas' forecast of long-term growth in cold 
yeal" demand has dropped a remarkable 40% in the 
last two yeal-"s. 
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SoCalGas does not demonstrate that the IS-year 
time horizon of its resource plan is an 
adequate measurement of long-term investments. 
ORA testifies that SoCalGas' 1993 resource plan 
included $55.9 million of projects which have 
since been cancelled or extended beyond the 15-
year J?lanning hOl.-izon for this BeAP. In 
addit1on, ORA states that about $9.4 million of 
capital investments appear to be unaccounted 
for in this-proceeding compared to the 1993 
BCAP. (Exhibit 58, 6-8.) 

SoCalGas has not met its burden of proof to show the 
reasonableness of the manner in which it proposes to include the 
expansions of Line 6900 and 6902 in its transmission resource plan. 
The specific ratemaking treatment to be given Line 6900 and Line 
6902 should be further investigated and fully resolved prior to 
final Corr~ission action on the proposed Pacific Enterprises/Nnova 
merger. SoCalGas' PBR proceeding and the merger proceeding are 
appropriate forums for this ~eview. 

Our concern regarding the accuracy of SoCalGas' long-term 
demand forecast is an issue we identified in our initial adoption 
of LRMC methOdology. In D.92~12-058, we discussed ORA's Concern 
that PG&E's long-term forecast of industrial demand had increased 
by over 100\ iii. just four years, the same period in which it 
proposed to increase its rate base by $2 billion through 
construction of the PG&E/PGT expansion pipeline. We stated: 

"Our guidelines called for the use of the 1991 
California Gas Report in this proceeding. This 
is a yearly publication of the gas industry and 
has never been subject to review by the._ 
Commission. Our next review of each utility'S 
resource plan should critically examine the 
long-term forecast of customer demands." (47 
CPuc2d at 450.) 

In adopting a long-run rathet-o than short-run pricing 
methodology, we expected LRMC methodology to provide a measure of 
pricing stability and predictability for customers. We recognized 
in 1992 that in our interest to expeditiously implement marginal 
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cost pr1clng we accepted some simplifications in setting the cost 
methodology and that these areas would require further review in 
later proceedings, We have only had the opportunity to closely 
review resource planning in two pl-oceedingst this BCAP and in 
PG&E's last BCAP, D.95-12-053. In both cases, we find application 
of LRMC methodolOgy leads to more questions than answers. We agree 

with ORA's assessment: 
nAs a ~esult of its participation irt various 
proceedings, ORA has concluded that the 
implementation of a LRMC methodology which is 
consistent with the Commission's goals remains 
a challenge. In concept, as described in 
textbOok form, marginal cost s6unds simple. 
Vet, in actual implementation and practicet 
marginal cost can be controv~rsial and result 
in distorted price signals." (Exhibit 58, 
11-13.) 

The specific problems with our adopted LRMC methodology 
that ORA identifies as needing further investigation will require a 
commitment of considerable Commission resources and a proceeding 
schedule simif"\r to a GRe, not a BCAP. These problems are: 

, 
"(1) Forwal.-d-Looking Incremental· Cost Approach 

"A f(»:·ward-looking approach has a great 
deal of uncertainty associated with the 
data used to develop LRMC. For example, 
resource plans change significantly fl."om 
one case to the other. (See SoCalGas 
resource plans from its last BeAP and this 
BCAP).) These resource plans are based 
upon long-term demand forecasts that do 
not receive adequate review in the time 
alloted to process an appli.cation. In 
large part, ORA simply lacks the staffing 
resources to duplicate these forecasts. 
It also imposes significant monitoring 
requll.-ement on the Commission. 

"(2) Resource Plan 

"A least-cost resource plan, upon which 
marginal costs are based, becomes less 
meaningful or confusing when the system is 
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mixed with competition and regulation. 
For example, a least-cost transmission and 
storage resource plan may in fact become 
much more costly to the core. (See 
Appendix B of this chapter.) 

"(3) Design Criteria 

"A design critet-ia with a low probability 
of occurrence results in large cost 
consequences to the core. For instance, 
the storage withdrawal capacity determined 
is based on the core's extreme peak day 
temperature may be used to satisfy both 
the core and the noncore's total demand 
under a less extreme temperature 
condition. In other words, a storage 
withdrawal capacity reservation for the 
core assuming 3a-degree day is 
SUfficiently large enough to meet all the 
core and noncore needs under a 42-degree 
day. However, the 42-degree day is a more 
likely scenario than the 38-degree day yet 
it is the extreme day that is used to 
allocate costs. 

"(4) Scaling of Marginal Cost Revenues 

"The utility'S marginal cost revenues are 
scaled up to meet its embedded cost revenue 
requirement. There are two problems 
associated with scaling. First, the 
marginal cost signal is lost in the 
process. Secolid, it is not clear why the 
marginal cost revenue should be 
proportionally scaled up to meet the 
embedded reVenue. Instead, the difference 
between the embedded revenue and the 
marginal cost revenue probably should be 
considered as stranded investment that is 
not recoverable based on forward-looking 
marginal cost pricing." (Ex. 58, 11-14.) 

While we acknowledge that the problems identified by ORA 

need to be addressed in a timely manner and that the resource plan 
filed by SoCalGas in this proceeding needs further investigation, 
we also recognize that under the terms of the Global Settlement, we 
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will be using LRMC methodology for SoCalGas through 1999. The time 

for a thorough analysis, therefore, is prior to the expiration of 
the Global Settlement. We dh.-ect the Executive Dil'ector to ensure 

staff include this issue in the procedural roadmap which will 

follow the issuance of our Natural Gas Strategy tor California. 
For purposes of this proceeding, we have two options: 

(1) set a new procedural schedule to further investigate SoCalGas' 

resource plan and, in the interim, retain the existing adopted plan 
from the 1993 nCAP; or (2) use SoCalGas' filed resource plan for 

purposes of calculatihg LRMC methodology unless. and until, the 
Commission's later review of Lines 6900 and 6902 leads us to order 

a new resource plan filing. Option 2 is preferable to option 1 
because it avoids an additional proceeding unless, and until. we 

find it necessary. Therefore, we adopt for this nCAP a 
transmission resource plan of $88.53 million and a storage resource 

plan of $68.60 million. 
2. Replacement Cost Adder 

ORA recommends that the resource plans used to set LRMC 

reflect not just incremental investments needed to meet new load 
growth, but all capital investments that will be necessary to 

maintain the adopted level of reliability for customers. 

Therefore, ORA proposes to reflect the replacement costs of 
necessary capital facilities in the calculation of marginal 

transmission, distribution, and storage costs; it states a 
replacement component is already reflected in marginal customer 

costs. ORA's proposal, termed a "replacement cost adder" was 

adopted for PG&E in D.95-12-053. 
SoCalGas strongly opposes the use of a replacement cost 

adder. It states only incremental costs directly related to 

serving new demand should be reflected in marginal costs. The 
Commission shOUld not adopt the replacement cost adder for SoCalGas 

because: (1) the Commission's definition of marginal cost is not 

broad enough to include the replacement cost adder; (2) the 
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inclusion of replacement costs in the marginal cost calculation 
does not meet the commission's stated policy objectives for 
adopting LRMC-based pl.-ices; (3) the concept of including 
replacement costs in a marginal cost calculation is foreign to any 
commonly accepted approach to the calculation of marginal costs; 
and (4) the reasons ORA recommended a replacement cost adder for 
PG&E do not apply to SoCalGas. 

In addition, SoCalGas states that application of the 
replacement cost adder in this proceeding would violate the terms 
of its Global Settlement. SoCalGas testifies that in the Global 
Settlement all parties·agreed to continue to use LRMC cost 
allocation methodology during the five-year term of the settlement. 
SoCalGas states that the LRMC-implementation decision shifted 
approximately $124 million in costs from the noncore to the core 
and adoption of this proposal would reverse that trend and signal a 
return to embedded cost ratemaking. specifically, SoCalGas states 
adoption of the replacement cost adder violates the following 
provision of the Global Settlement: 

This provision was intended to be general 
enough to allow for refinement of the 
methodology in ways which contribute to its 
accu:tacy, intei.~l'tal consistency and completeness 
in estimating marginal costs. Changes intended 
to shift allOcation towards Other g6als (such 
as value of service pricing, embedded costs, or 
Ramsey pricing) would be inconsistent with this 
provision. (Exhibit 71, Implementation 
Appendix Section c-s, p. 24.) 

SoCalGas' position is supported by CIG/CMA, SCUPP/IID, 
SDG&E, and Edison. CIG/CMA's witness Dr. Barkovich defines 
marginal cost as "a measure of the change in total cost relative to 
a change in output" and states fixed costs that change due to 
factors other than output or load, such as replacement of 
facilities in order to maintain the utility'S system operations, 
are not marginal costs (Exhibit 83, pp. 3-6). CIG/CMA supports 
SoCalGas' definition of marginal costs: 
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Marginal cost is defined as the change in total 
cost that results from a small change in 
output. It is defined in terms of the unit 
change in cost that results from a unit change 
in output. Reliability refers to the 
'reliability of the output. Changes in 
reliability can affect marginal costs either by 
changing the amount of output that is being 
analyzed for purposes of calculating the 
marginal cost, or by affecting the cost 
required to serve the additional output. 
(Exhibit 72.) 

TURN proposes a replacement cost adder that is similar to 
ORA's but calculated using an average over several years of 
projected investments rather than ORA's depreciation proxy. 
Specifically, TURN uses 1991-94 for distribution, 1994-2000 for 
transmission, and 1996-2000 for storage. 

TURN states the definition of marginal cost as the change 
in cost resulting from a change in output requires replacement 
costs to be included in order to prevent a negative change in 
output from occurring; without new investment to keep the existing 
system operable, SoCalGas could not maintain reliable service to 
its existing load. TURN notes that its methodology is consistent 
with SoCalGas' proposal 'to include all operation and maintenance 
(O&M) costs in its marginal costs in this case and in its last 
BCAP. PG&E, in contrast, only included as a marginal cost O&M 
costs associated with new investments that provide load growth in 
its last BCAP application. 

Discussion 
We have two issues before us in considering ORA's and 

TURN's proposals for a replacement cost adder: (1) does it meet the 
definition of a marginal cost; and (2) does adoption of it in this 
proceeding violate the terms of the Global Settlement? 

TUrning to the issue of the definition of marginal costs, 
we find that including the future replacement costs is not an 
embedded costing methodology. In the long run, new capital 
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additions are planned to serve the projected system load in an 

efficient manner, not to simply duplicate the existing system. It 

is a well accepted principle of economics that the "long run U is 

defined as a period of time in which all inputs to a firm are 

considered variable for decision making purposes. S . 
In other words, in the true definition of long run, all 

costs are variable and there is an opportunity cost to not 

replacing the existing system. If replacement costa are rtot 

incurred, additional capacity costs will be required ~o maintain 

efficiency. As CIG/CMA point out in comments on the proposed 

alternate order, the Commi.ssion's adopted LRMC methodology already 

incorporates a hReal Economic Carrying Charge" (RECC) intended to 

account for the replacement cost of load related investments to 

some extent. 
Marginal cost witnesses in the proceeding were asked to 

discuss the Commission's costing methodologies in gas, electric and 

telephones and to rank the level of competition that exists for 

each industry. Witnesses agreed that the telephone industry is the 

most competitive of the three and also is developing a costing 

methodology, the Total Service Long-Run Incremental Cost (TSLRIC) 

for pricing unbundled local service that includes the cost to 

replace the entire system, a far more comprehensive approach that 

the LRMC methodology used in gas. SoCalGas witness Collette 

labeled the TSLRIC as a "scorched earth" approach. 
Witnesses placed the electric industry as the least 

competitive today and state that its marginal cost methodology is 

largely confined to measuring incremental load growth, with a large 

scaling factor necessary to reconcile marginal cost revenues to the 

8 Walter Nicholson, Intermediate Economics and Its Application, 
fourth edition, Dryden press, 1987, p. 615. 
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embedded revenue requirement. CIG/CMA notes that the'Commission 
does not intend to price the emerging competitive market in 
generation on a marginal cost basis. 

Parties agree that the gas industry is between the 
telephone and electric industries in its movement toward 
competitive markets. While its marginal cost recow~endations go 
beyond the measurement of incremental load growth. ORA states its 
replacement cost approach is modest by comparison to TSLRIC. 

We also note that we did allow the addition of 
replacement costs to the marginal costing methodology in PG&E's 
last BeAP (D.95-12-053). However, we do not view" that decision as 
precedential because it was based solely on the circumstances 
surrounding PG&E's resource plan involved in that case. 

• 

The second issue we address is whether adoption of the 
replacement cost adder in this proceeding violates the Global 
Settlement. As SbCalOas points out, the settlement only allows 
refinements that contribute to accuracy, internal consistency, a~d 
completeness in estimating marginal costs, but does not allow ~ 
changes which shift costs towards other goals. While pure economic 
theory argues for inclusion of replacement costs in a true long run 
marginal costs methodology, the Global Settlement does not allow a 
methodology change of this magnitude which goes beyond a mere 
"refinement" and results in a significant cost shift not envisioned 
by the signatories to the Global Settlement. Even if the Global 
Settlement could be overlooked, which this decision finds it 
cannot, the Commission should more properly consider a change of 
this magnitude in a reexamination of our natural gas strategy and 
policies. In that venue, the commission should revisit the larger 
notion of using the adopted LRMC methodology to allocate costs 
between customer classes in the as industry. 
reject ORA's proposal to include replacement 

methodology. 
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3. Core Peak Day Reliability Study 
SoCalGas proposes changes to the core peak day 

reliability criteria based on a core peak day reliability study 
presented in its 1993 BCAP. SoCalGas states the study strongly 
indicates that the current 1-in-75 year standard is too 
conservative, and therefol.'e it pl'opOses a 1-io-35 year standard, a· 
change from using a 36-degree F extreme peak day design criterion 
to using a 38-degree F criterion. 

While ORA does not take issue with SoCalGas' proposal to 
change its extreme peak day design criteria, it does raise concerns 
about the pricing implications of using this as a cost allocator. 
This issue is discussed above in resource planning. 

TURN accepts SoCalGas' proposed standard for purposes of 
this case, but recommends that the Commission examine the issue 
further in the next BCAP. TURN testifies that in this proceeding 
SoCalGas determined that the reduced reliability standard would 
lower costs to the core by $4.2 million, based solelY on a 
reduction of 170 MMcf/d in the core marginal demand measures (MDMs) 
for medium pressure distribution and storage withdrawal, both of 
which are based on forecasted peak day demand. SbCalGas' analysis 
assumes absolutely no changes in its resource and investment plans 
or its unit marginal costs, although a logical conclusion would be 
that a reduction in peak demand would result in reduced costs for 
distribution and storage withdrawal investments. TURN recommends: 

n that SoCal be directed to presellt a mOre 
complete analysis in its next HCAP that 
examines the full cost and cost allocation 
ramifications of three alternative reliability 
standards. I would in~tiallY suggest-36, 38 
and 40 degrees for this purpOse. The showing 
should indicate how resource plans, unit . 
mar9inal costs and core cost allocation would 
be impacted by the differing reliability 
standards. Only with this information will the 
Commission be in a position to make the rr~st 
informed decision on this critical issue. 
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"SoCal should also be required to perform a new 
core customer value-of-service study along the 
same lines as the Commission has required of 
PG&E. SoCal did not perform a new study for 
this proceeding, but simply relied upon the one 
that it presented in the last BC~P. That 
analysis was critiqUed by both ORA and TURN hut 
D.94-12-052 did not address the study at all, 
apparently because no one at that time was 
proposing to Use it for any regulatory 
purpose •.• The company must finallY be called 
upOn to address the issues raised by ORA and 
TURN in the last nCAP, including TURN's 
recommendation that SoCal analyze and report on 
alternative load management tariffs for core 
customers which would provide a high 
transportation ~ate on peak days and lower 
rates at6ther times, thereby enabling 
customers to reduce their bills by. limiting 
their peak day usage." (Exhibit 68, pp. 40-1.) 

We find it reasonable to adopt SoCalGas' proposed 
38-degl.-ee peak day design criteria for this proceeding. We are 
interested in the analysis recommended by TURN, but given our 
co~~itment to begin a review o£ our Natural Gas Strategy, it would 

. be unwise to direct tOo many issues to a {uture nCAP as TURN 
suggests. It is unclear-to us whether a revised gas strategy will 
recommend continuation of future cost allocation proceedings. 
Therefore, we direct the Executive Director to have staff include 
this issue in their recommendation for a gas roadmap which will 
follow our Natural Gas Strategy. 
B. Transmission Marginal Demand Measure (MDM) 

CIG/CMA proposes to change the current MDM 6f cold year 
throughput to a weighted average (70/30) of extreme peak day and 
cold year criteria. It states this is the more appropriate 
allocator as the predominant drivers for the specific transmission 
expansion projects reflected in S6CalGas' resource plan are a 
combination of extreme peak day and firm service requirements. It 
states this change in MDM is permitted under the Global settlement 
provision that permits reconsideration of MDMs if the planning 
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criteria change so that the original MDM no longer reflects the 
incurrence of future costs. CIG/CMA states adoption of its 
proposal would decrease noncore rates by 18\. 

SoCalGas does not support CIG/CMA's proposal, but its 
witness Martin Collette notes that if the C6mmission adopts ~URN's 
proposed new Cllstome~' only (NCO) methodology for ma~-ginal customer 
costs, such an inroad into the Global Settlement would seem to 
invite other modifications as well, including CIO/CMA's pi.-oposal to 
modify the transmission MDM (Tr. 8/1901-2). -

ORA and TURN oppose CIG/CMA's proposal, stating it has 
failed to justify a change in the MDM. TURN testifies the 
workpapers SoCalGas filed with its application indicate that 
extreme peak day is not the driving factor for transmiSsion 
investments, rather the controlling 'condition is the i.-in-I() year 
(noncore) firm service day requirement. Further, if CIG/CMA were 
correct, then SoCalGas has misstated the impact of changing the 
core reliability criterion. (Ex. 6~, p. 14.) 

ORA also finds the proposed change to be precluded by the 
Global Settlement because there is'no evidence that SoCalGas has 
changed its planning criteria. Further, ORA states that it 
questions the use of design criteria with a low probability of 

occu:n.-ence being used fo'l' cost allocati.on purposes. It recommends 
this be addressed by the co~~ission in the future; it did not 
address the issue in this proceeding because in ORA's view it was 
precluded by the Global Settlement. 

Discussion 
CIG/CMA advances a similar position to the one it 

sponsored in the original LRMC proceeding. In D.92-12-058, we did 
not accept its proposal to use extreme peak day for SoCalGas. 
CIG/CMA has not presented additional justification here to cause us 
to reevaluate the issue. 

TURN points out that SoCalGas' transmission resource plan 
did not change at all based on the proposed redefinition of extreme 
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peak day from 36 to 38 degrees, which impacts peak day demand by a 
quite substantial 170 ~Wcf/d. We agree with TURN that if peak day 
demand is really the driving factor for transmission investment, 
one ","'ould expect to see some adjustment to the resource plan as a 
result of such a change. 

Since this l·ecord contains no evidence that SoCalGas' 
resource plan has changed as a result of changes in extreme peak 
day, CIG/CMA has also failed to establish that its proposal meets 
the criteria set forth in the Global Settlement for a change in MOM 
during the settlement period: 

lIThe MOMs used to allocate costs could possibly 
be changed if SoCalGas' planning criteria 
changed to the degree that the original MDM no 
longer reflected the incurrence of future 
marginal costS.1I (Exhibit 71, Appendix A, 
p. 24.) 

Therefore, we shOUld retain cold year throughput as the 
cost allocator for transmission investments in this proceeding. 
This issue will be revisited in our gas strategy proceeding when 
the resource planning process as a whole is thoroughly analyzed, as 
discussed in the resource plan section. 
C. Storage MDMs for Load Balanci.ng 

Based on its load balancing study, SoCalGas proposes to 
change the MOr.ts for the three load balancing functions - injection, 
inventory and withdrawal. SoCalGas proposes to change the load 
balancing injection MOM from summer season throughput to summer 
""'eekend imbalances since summer weekends are when peak injection 
activity occurs. 

SoCalGas proposes to change the load balancing inventory 
MOH from an equal cents per therm allocation to the noncore to an 
allocation based on cumulative imbalance above inventory 
reservation using customers' average November inventory imbalance. 
SoCalGas cites November as the peak month for required load 
balancing inventory and states all customers should be charged 
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based on their monthly imbalance. SoCalGas' proposal results in 
core customers being allocated 27\ of this load balancing function. 

SoCalGas proposes to change the load balancing withdrawal 
MDM from an equal cents per therm allocation to the noncore to an 
allocation to the noncore based on near peak day usage. SoCalGas 
states this methodology is appropriate because withdrawal 
facilities are needed to accommOdate noncore supply underdeliveries 
expected to occur on the days leading up to a peak day incident. 

SoCalGas' proposals are suppOrted by CIG/CMA and Edison. 
ORA and TURN support SoCalGas' injection and withdrawal 

proposals but not its load balancing invetltory pi.4oposal. Both 
strongly object to any load balancing inventory costs b:::ing 
allocated to core customers when the core already has a reservation 
of 70.0 Bcf (60\ of SoCalGas' storage inventory) that it fully 
utilizes only in rare circumstances. The excess capacity, 
therefore, is available to meet the core's inventory load balancing 
requirements in most cases. ORA also questions SoCalGas' use of 
November as its peak month since November is not in the injection 
season but rather the withdrawal season. 

Enron opposes SoCalGas' proposal to allocate load 
balancing injection costs on weekend imbalances, recommending the 
Commission retain the existing MDM until S6CalGas presents a more 
detailed study. BnrOn also objects to core customers being 
assigned load balancing inventory costs, stating this is in dfrect 
conflict with D.94-12-52, the Commission's decision in the last 
SoCalGas BCAP, an issue also raised by ORA and TURN. 

Enron also questions SoCalGas' use of November as the 
peak month required to provide load balancing inventory, citing 
SoCalGas' testimOny that the cumulative imbalance reflected in 
November 1994 "may reflect cel.-tain unusual activities by its 
custo~ers" (EX. 1, 1-23.). 
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Discussion 
SoCalGas' propOsals to change the MDMs for load balancing 

injection and withdrawal a~e reasonable and should be adopted. 
While Enron asserts that SoCalGas should directly address the 
custome~s who are responsible for large overdeliveries on summer 
weekends, we have addressed that concern in the earlier storage 
capacity section. Summer weekends are the peak period for load 
balancing injection. We have directed QUl.' Executive Director to 
have staff include storage issues in our reexaMination of our 
Natural Gas Strategy. Routine overdeliveries of up to 1,000 
MMcf/d on summer \<.oeekends shoUld not be allowed to continue since 
the load balancing inventory reservation is 355,000 MMcf/d and the 
total system injection capability is 803,000 ~~cf/d. 

While SoCalGas' load balancing study fol.' inventory shows 
November imbalances for the core, we question why this occurred. 
As ORA states, November is not inclu4ed by SoCalGas as an injebtion 
season month, but rather a withdrawal season month. TURN's 
testimony is persuasive on this issue: 

"If indeed significant amounts of core gas are 
being stored in excess of the adopted inventory 
reservation. then SoCal is the party primarily 
responsible for that result, since it manages 
the core portfolio .•• This is not to say that I 
would necessarily object to the core's 
contracting on a short-term basis for ava.ilable 
inventory capacity in excess of its 70 Bcf 
reservation, if the overall economics of such a 
course of action made sense. However, simply 
running up an excess amount of inventory and 
then using that fact as the basis for 
allocating load balancing costs to the core 
does not make any particular sense to me." 
(Exhibit 68, p. 52.) 

SoCalGas has not met its burden of proof that the MOM for 
load balancing inventory should be changed. The allocator should 
remain the same as that adopted in 0.94-12-052 and for the same 
reasons we gave there: 
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"In D.93-02-013 ",-e adopted an equal cents-per
thel-m allocation for load balancing, while we 
awaited a 'better cost allocation method'. We 
have adopted a tbetter cost allocation method' 
for PG&E, and SoCalGas' core ratepayers should 
be accorded similar relief. from theIr ongoing 
subsidy of noncore load balancing services. 
Unless they subscribe to unbundled storage . 
services, noncore customers have (and pay for) 
no stol-age rights. . They rely upon SoCalGas' 
load balancing facilities every time their gas 
deliveries are even slightly out of balance 
with actual consumption. In contrast, core 
customers already have (and pay for) large -
reservations of storage capacity that can also 
provide for their load balancing needs the vast 
majority of the time. To ~llocate,the costs'of 
facilities reserved for system load balancing 
on a volumetric basis to these two very 
distinct. groups is not reasonable. Even though 
not perfect, TURN's proposed allocation of load 
balancirtg costs ia much fairer than the status 
quo and should be adopted." (Mimeo, p. 46.) 

D. Replacement Cost of Distribution 
Mains and service Lines 

Under the LRMC methodology adopted in D.92-12-0S8, a Real 
Economic Carrying Charge (RECC) factor is used to levelize the 
stream of future payments in constant dollars associated with 
growth-related investments, with a replacement cost multiplier 
(RCM) factor added to service lines and distribution mains to 
reflect the assumption that replacement costs will be higher than 
initial installation costs. In D.95-12-053, the commission adopted 
PG&E's recommendation to eliminate the RCl-~ factoi.- as new technology 
has lowered the cost of replacement. SoCalGas proposes to r.etain 
the RCM factor; ORA and TURN recommend eliminating it. 

SoCalGas testifies that it does not agree with PG&E's 
opinion that "technology of replacement installations is evolving 
rapidly in the direction of I-educed costs" (Ex. 3, Chap. 0-10). It 
states about 50\ of its existing service lines are already plastic 
pipe so it will not enjoy same savings as PG&E by being able to 
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insert plastic pipe into old steel lines. It states its workpaper 
da,ta on recently-completed new business and replacement investment 
projects support retaining the estimated ReM factors of 1.08 for 
service lines and 1.25 for distribution mains. 

ORA pi."esents three reasons in suppOrt' of eliminating the 
RCM: (1) the technology of replacement installations is evolving 
l.'apidly in the dil.-ection of l."educed costs; (2) the RECC factor is 
already adjusted upward through the inclusion of a high negative 
salvage factor reflecting the high costs of removing the worn out 
facilities; and (3) there was evidence indicating that PG&E makes 
regular arrangements with other utility providers to determine 
trenching and paving activities. 

e' 

TURN supports ORA's proposal and also testifies that it 
is highlY inconsistent for SoCalGas to include an allowance for 
speculativ~ higher costs for replacing mains and services which 
fail over 30 years from now without including the i.'eal costs of 
replacing transmission or storage facilities oVer the next 15 years 
or including a component in customer costs for equipment which e 
fails this year. (Exhibit 90, p. 6.) 

Discussion 
We find ORA and TURN's position persuasive on this issue. 

SoCalGas should be able to institute the same level of efficiency 
and innovation as PG&E over the next thirty years. Therefore, we 
remove the ReM factor from the calculation of replacement costs for 
service lines and distribution mains. 
E. Marginal CUstomer Costs 

1. Rental Method v. New CUstomer Only (NCO) 
SoCalGas, ORA, CIG/CMA, and Edisoil recommend the 

retention of the rental method as the correct methodology for 
measuring marginal customer capital costs. Under the rental 
method, the costs of hooking up a new customer are annualized to 
develop a unit marginal cost. This cost is then multiplied by the 
total number of customers to derive total marginal customer cost 
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revenues. The methodology does not distinguish between new and 
existing customers but l'ather assumes customers will pay to rent 
their equipment each year at the annualized charge. ORA believes 
the rental method sends accurate price signals to customers. 

SoCalGas, CIO/CMA, SCUPP/IID, SQG&E, and Edison state 
that adoption of the TURN's new customer only (NCO) methodology 
would violate the provision of the Global Settlement regarding 
changes to MDMs! liThe MDMs used to allocate costs could possibly 
be changed if SoCalGas' planning criteria changed to the degree 
that the original MDM no longer reflected the incurrence of future 
maiginal costs." (EX. 71, Section II(~». 

TURN recommends the NCO method, the same methodology the 
Commission adopted for PG&E in its last BCAP and that it has 
adopted for both PG&E and Edison in electric ratemaking. The NCO 
method divides marginal customer costs into t",·o parts for revenue 
allocation: (1) the capital cost of hooking up new customers is 
mUltiplied by the number of new customers in each class; then, 
(2) ongoing O&M expenses (customer accounting and collections and 
the cost of maintaining meters and services) are multiplied by the 
total number of customers in each class. 

TURN testifies its method improves economic efficiency by 
sending the correct price signal to each customer class. It states 
that under the rental method, existing customers have been 
systematically overcharged for the costs of access equipment for 
years. (Exhibit 90, pp. 3-5.) 

TURN states its proposal does not violate the global 
set~lement provision regarding changes in MDMs because (1) the 
Corr~ission in 0.92-12-058 did not designate the cost allocator for 
customer costs as an MDM because customer costs are not demand 
related; and (2) 0.92-12-058 explicitly held open the option of 
moving to this approach in future proceedings when we stated we 
might revisit NCO if the "trial run" approved for PG&E's electric 
proved successful. 
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Discussion 
The NCO methOd is preferable to the rental method as it 

improves both the price signal to the customer and costing 
accuracy. Parties have not presented any new :~vidence in this 
proceeding that causes us to change the conclusion we reached in 
PG&E's last BCAP, D.95-12-053, or Edison's GRC, D.96~04-050. 

The issue of whether adoption of the NCO in this 
proceeding would violate the terms of the Global Settlement is more 
complex. 0.92-12-058 did not categorize the cost allocator as an 
MOM. In O. 92-12~()58t we built· oil electric mal."ginal cost 
methodolOgy which classifies fUnctions as demand, customer, and 
energy related. We also stated in D.95-12-053, IIMarginal customer 
costs are the cost of customers' access to the utility'S gas 
system •.•• These costs are all customer-related, not demand 
related." (Id. at 29). 

However, the language in the Global Settlement classifies 
all marginal c6st allocators as MOMs, and ORA continues this 
practice in its testimony. (Ex. 68 at 11-3.) In several sections tt 
of the Global Settlement, SbCalGas cites language that references 
the cost allocator adopted by 0.92-12-058 for marginal customer 
costs, total number of customers, as an MDM. Section iI(a) of the 
settlement precludes changes to an MOM unless SoCalGas' planning 
criteria change to the degree that the original MDM no longer 
reflects the incurrence of future marginal costs. While it could 
be asserted that the existing allocator, total nurr~er of customers, 
never did reflect SoCalGas' planning criteria, no party makes this 
assertion. 

Therefore, based on the language contained in the Global 
Settlement, we retain the use of the rental method for interclass 
cost allocation fo1.- this BCAP period. We find, however, that the 
NCO is the preferred methodology and we therefore use it in this 
proceeding for LRMC allocation within the core class and also for 
evaluating core rate design "proposals , Pursuant to 0.92-12-058, the 
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Commission will again review LRMC methOdology for SoCalGas in its 
1999 BCAP proceeding. 

2. Service Line. Regulator. and Meter (SRM) Costs 
ORA pl.-oposes a 15\ reduction to SoCalGas' SRM cost 

propOsal. ORA's'proposal is based on its finding that SoCalGas' 
projected SRM facility capital additions used in its budget process 
are significantly lower'than those l.-esulting from its historic data' 
for the periOd 1990 t~rou9h 1994. 

TURN ~-ecommends an adjustment for single-fa~ily sel.-vice 
main extension costs paid by developers arid for an adjustment to 
meter reading expense allocation based on SoCalGas· new study. It 
also testifies that SoCaIG~~ has failed to ih~lude O&M ~osts 

assoc-iated with exclusive use facilities assigned to large 
. industrial, UEG, and wholesale customers as required by 

D.92-12-058. 
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SoCalGas in rebuttal to ORA states that comparing budget 
projections to the historical data is an appropriate check on the 
reasonableness of the company's figures. However, it criticizes 
ORA's comparison as ~ased on changes in the number of active meters 
when it should be based on the change in the number of connected 

meters. 
In response to TURN, SoCalGas revises the single-family 

residential marginal service line investment cost downward from 
$657 to $475 to reflect the large contribution from developers as a 
result of new service life extension rules that went into effect in 

1995. 
Discussion 

Both TURN and ORA accept soCalGas' revised figures for 
purposes of this proceeding. Therefore, we adopt this proposal. 
We also acknowledge ORA's recommendation that SoCalGas should 
provide the followiIlg information with respect to its active meters 
and connected meters: (1) clear definition for each category; 
(2) an explanation of how it collects the data for each category; e 
and (3) an illustra.ti6n of how it uses each category and for what 
purpose. We will order SoCalGas to provide this information in the 
appropriate forum designated by the procedural roadmap following 
our Natural Gas Strategy. In providing this information, SoCalGas 
is directed to include the O&M costs associated with exclusive use 
facilities assigned to the n6ncore in its marginal cost 
calculations. 
F. Other Allocation Issues 

1. Company Use of Transmission Fuel 
SCUPP/IID proposes to eliminate transmission compressor 

fuel as a component of marginal costs. It states that this cost 
represents a short-run, out-of-pocket cost, and it is only 
convention since the LRMC implementation decision that has kept it 
in the LRMC calculation. 
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SoCalGas, ORA, and TURN reco~mend retaining the existing 
methodology. TURN states that compressor fuel is proh3bly the 
purest example of a true marginal cost on the entire utility 
system. ~lrther, it states that SCUPP/IIO has not even attempted 
to explain how the elimination of an entire marginal cost category 
would comply with the cost allocation restrictions of the Global 
Settlement. 

We find SCUPP/IID has not presented sufficient 
justification to cause us to change the existing treatment. We 
therefore, will continue to treat compressor fuel as an LRMC 
component. 

:2 • ARCO Lease 
TURN propOses to treat the AROO lease costs as a part of 

transmission O&M expense in the LRMC calculation rathel.- than as a 
separate line item in the cost allocation. It states this item was 
given separate line item treatment in the last BCAP because 0.94-

07-061, which approved recovery of a portion of ARCO lease costs in 
rates, was issued after testimony in the BCAP had already been 
submitted. TURN states that there is no reason to continue this 
treatment on an ongoing basis: ARCO costs should be part of 
transmission O&M, just like the Long Beach pipeline lease. 

SoCalGas is the only party to support retaining the 
existing treatment. It does not provide an explanation for its 
position. 

TURN presents sufficient justification to change the 
existing methodology. Therefore, we treat AROO lease costs as part 
of transmission O&M. 

3. Zone Rate credit 
SoCalGas Pl"OpOsesto maintain the zone rate credit 

eligibility limitations on Wheeler Ridge volumes established in its 
last BCAP and to prospectively return the credits this generates to 
its customers. The primary limitation is to prevent customers who 
use eastern zone transmission facilities from receiving the credit. 
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TURN supports SoCalGas' proposal but is concerned with 
the fact that SoCalGas kept the revenues generated by this 
limitation in its current BCAP period. TURN states that while the 
Commission did not specifically state that the revenues resulting 
from the limitation should be tracked so that they could be 
l~eturned to customers, there is also nothing in D. 94 -12 ... 052 

suggesting that the Commission intended for SoCalGas to keep the 
revenues. TURN recommends we direct SoCalGas to explain how past 
savirigs resulting from the limitation have been or will be returned 

to ratepayers. 
We adopt SoCalGas' proposal because it provides the 

correct treatment for the revenues. For the same reason, we adopt 
TURN's recommendation and direct SoCalGas to file an advice letter 
within 20 days showing how past savings resulting from the 
limitation have been ot' will be returned to ratepayel·s. 
G. Reconciliati6nof Marginal Cost

Revenues to Embedded ReVenue ReqUirement 

SoCalGas, CIG/CMA, SCUPP/IID, and Edison propose 
maintaining the existing scaling methOdology, the Equal Percent of 
Marginal Cost (EPMC) approach, adopted in D.94-12-052. This is the 
same methodology used in electric ratemaking proceedir'lgs. 

Long Beach recommends no scaling be applied to wholesale 
customer rates as the difference between revenue" requirement and 
marginal cost revenues represent costs related to serving retail 
customers, not wholesale loads. Long Beach's proposal is an 
interim measure since Long Beach prefers its rates be set at 
embedded cost but did not submit a specific proposal in this 
proceeding. SCUPP/IID specifically objects to wholesale customers 
being granted an exemption. from the scaling mechanism. 

ORA testifies it has identified potential problems 
associated with scaling that warrant future investigation. Its 
findings are discussed in the earlier resource planning section. 
ORA states that the difference between marginal cost revenues and 
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the embedded ~-evenue requirement appear to be related to stl"anded, 
or uneconomic, investments. It recommends this issue be examined 
in the broader context of the ovel'all h.'amework of IJRMC 
methodology. It does not object to EPMC being used in this 
proceeding. 

The record in this proceeding raises concerns rega'rding 
the scaler but does not present an alternative that we should 
adopt. The testimony of Long Beach does not establish that the 
problems with the EPMC are solely related to wholesale customers or 
that exempting these customers would be a fair l"emedy. l'le 
therefore retain the existing methOdology. We also note that 
fundamental changes to the LRMC methodology should only be 
considered in a generic proceeding such as the one we are 
considering .opening to reexamine our statewide gas pOlicies. 

IV. Interstate Pipeline capacity Costs 

This section addresses cost allocation issues associated 
with SOCalGas' contracts for interstate pipeline capacity on the El 
paso Natural Gas Company (El PasO) and Transwestern Pipeline 
company (Transwestern) pipelines. contested issues in this BCAP 
emanate from the fact that SoCalGas recently reduced the volume of 
firm capacity held under long-term contract. This is the first 
time SoCalGas' firm capacity commitments have changed since the 
Commission in D.91-11-0~5 established the allocation of firm 
capacity costs between core and nOneore customers as part of its 
effo~ts to promote more customer choice in interstate 
transportation markets for noncore customers. 

In January 1996, SoCalGas exercised its contract right to 
step down capacity on El PasO from 1,450 MMcf/d to 1,150 ~~cf/d. 
In November 1996, SoCalGas reduced Transwestern capacity from 750 
~Wcf/d to 300 ~~cf/d. 
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The capacity stepdowns will help alleviate SoCalGas' 
stranded costs of interstate pipeline c~pacity. especially over the 
longer term. For the next few years, however, SoCalGas expects to 
pay a substantial surcharge over the base rates for its 1,450 
¥~cf/d of remaining interstate pipeline capacity. These transition 
cost surcharges are provision of comprehensive settlement 
agree~ents s~~a~ately negotiated with each of the pipelines to help 
mitigate the risk assodiat~d ~ith ~he u~subscribed capacity. The 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) adopted the 
Transwestel"n settlement on July 21, 1995 (72 FERC ,61,085) and the 
El Paso Settlement on April 16, 1997 (79 FERC ,61,028). 

Issues to be resolVed in this proceeding· include the 
allocation of SoCalGas' firm pipeline capacity, the allocation of 
the costs and benefits associated with the reduction of contract 
obligations on El Paso and Transwestern, and the amortization of 
the Interstate Transition Cost Surcharge CiTCS) account. Policies 
with regard to many of these issues have been established in prior 

Commission proceedings. 
FUrthermore, in D.95-12-037 the Commission ordered 

SoCalGas to establish a tracking account to record the savings 
associated with the pipeline capacity relinquishments. In this 
BeAP decision, we will clarify and define the disposition of 
interstate pipeline charges paid since January 1996, including the 
treatment of any refu~ds that SOCalGas has or will receive from El 

Paso or Transwestern. 
A. Core Reservation 

SoCalGas proposes to reserve 1,044 l{Mcf/d of interstate 
capacity for the core market with an allocation of 744 MMcf/d on El 
Paso and 300 V~cf/d on Transwestern. This proposal reflects a 13 

MMcf/d reduction in the cur~ent core reservation as an adjustment 
for core customer mi9ratio~ to the non core class. SoCalGas' 
proposal is supported by Edison, SCUPP/IID, and CIG/CMA. 
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ORA believes that the corc capacity reservation should be 
reduced to 977 MMcf/d based on an updated forecast of core's cold 
year l-cquil-ements fOl' the BCAP period. TURN urges the Commission 
to eliminate the core reservation altogether. TURN maintains that 
all of SoCalGas' pipeline capacity should be released to the 
secondary market to ensure that the core poi-tfolio reflects 
competitive market prices. Under this unbundling proposal, all gas 
users would share in the stranded capacity costs equally, and the 
Commission could l4emovc the current 10\ cap on the ITCS allocated 
to the core. If the commission retains a core reservation, TURN 
supports ORA's recommendation. 

Enron also advocates the elimination of the core 
reserVation and the immediate unbundling of interstate pipeline 
capacity from core rates. At a minimum, Rnron and Enserch want 
core transportation service to be excluded· from the core 
reservation. 

SDG&E supports increasing the core ~eservations to 1,126 
~~cf/d through 2006. SDG&E's calculation is based on the 1,067 

~~cf/d core reservation initially adopted in 0.91-11-025, assumes a 
core subscription reservation, and assigns core the additional 10\ 

capacity that is currently paid for through the allocation of the 
ITCS account. SDG&E's core capacity proposal excludes capacity for 
core aggregation service. SDG&E would like core aggregators to be 
treated the same as noncore and wholesale customers and receive an 
allocated share of SoCalGas' unreserved E1 Paso capacity. 

Discussion 
We are not convinced by the alternatives presented to 

change our existing policies and reVise the core reservation in 
place today. Although the proposals of TURN an.d Enron are 
consistent.with the Commission's longer-term policy objectives to 
fully unbundle gas utility services, eliminating the core 
reservation in this BCAP, as TURN and Enron suggest, could 
exacerbate excess capacity costs at a time when SoCalGas' customers 
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will be faced with increased pipeline surcharges and the need to 
amortize large stranded cost balances. For these reasons, the 
Commission should maintain the schedule established in 0.95-07-048 
for the unbundling of intel-state resel.-vation charges from cot"e 
rates by 1999. As provided in that decision, SoCalGas will file 
implementing tariffs to accomplish this unbundling on or before 
January 1, 1998. 

We intend to consider the issue of the appropriateness of 
maintaining the core reservation in our upcoming gas strategy 
proceeding. As we move to a mol."e competitive environment in the 
gas industry, core customers should be able "to choose among 
comparable suppliers. At present, non-utility firms are not 
requil."ed to maintain a reservation for their customers. The cot'e 
reservation requirement may well disadvantage the utility in the 
new mal.-ket as it seeks to match competitive offerings and 
disadvantage core ratepayers as well by locking in potentially 
unneeded capacity. At the same time, however, the commission must 
consider the implicatiolls of eliminating the col.'e reservation on 
stranded capacity and thus, stranded costs. 

SoCalGas, Soo&8, Edison, CIG/CM, and SCUPP/IID argue 
that the core reservation initially adopted in 0.91-11-025 reflects 
a settlement agreement thatcann6t now be modified or adjUsted by 
the Commission. However, even though the commission accepted the 
settlement's proposal to establ"ish an initial core rese't-vation of 
1,067 MMcf/d based on 1995 cold year forecast requirements, the 
Commission did not expect core capacity requirements to remain 
static over time. 9 

9 D.91-11-025 also adopted an initial core reservation of 1200 
~~cf/d of capacity for PGSE. With the expiration of PG&E's El Paso 
contract on December 31, 1997, the Corr~iDsion expects PGSE's core 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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In this BCAP proceeding, the Commission must establish an 
equitable allocation of the costs associated with SoCalGas' 
intel."state capacity and the benefits of the capacity stepdowns. 
The core reservation is a threshold issue in this determination. 
In weighing the alternatives to provide a fair resolution that 
balances the interests of all parties, we are guided by our 
findings in 0.91-11-025. In that decision, we found the initial 
core reservation consistent with estimates of core demand during 
peak periods. (0.91-11-025, mimeo, p. 68). 

Putting the core reservation into this context, we are 
concerned that the downward adjustment of the core reservation in 
this BCAP proceeding as proposed by ORA, TURN, Enserch, and Enron, 
would unfairly assign costs associated with core service to noncore 
customers. San Diego's prOpOsal to increase the core reservation 
unfairly shifts noncore and wholesale customers' capacity to 
SoCalGas' core ratepayers. 

We will adopt SoCalGas' proposal for a cot'e reservation 
of 1,044 MMcf/d, including 744 MMcf/d of EI Paso capacity and 300 

~1cf/d of Transwestern capacity. This reservation appropriately 
reflects a small downward adjustment from the initial core 
reservation adopted in 0.91-11-025 for core customer migration to 
the noncore class which has occurred ovel." the past several years. 
This reservation is consistent with SoCalGas' forecast of 1999 cold 
year requirements. This core reservation includes capacity for 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
capacity reservation will be substantially reduced. See 
0.95-07-048. 
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serving core aggregation customers. It does not include capacity 
for core subscription service. 

The core cost responsibility for the core capacity 
resel-vation will include the base transportation l-ates in El Paso 
and Transwestern1s tariffs and any surcharges on the base rates 
which FERC has already or may in the future authorize to mitigate 
the pipelines' risk of unsubscribed capacity. The 81 Paso 
reservation charge that SoCalGas has paid since January 1, 1996 is 
an interim rate subject to refund pending a final decision in the 
El Paso's Genel-al Rate"Cas~ Docket No. RP9S-363 et al. 

e' 

It is incumbent upon SoCalGas to ensure proper accounting 
for and allocation of the refunds from the base transportation 
tariffs which have been paid since January 1996. The 81 Paso 
l'eservation cha'l."ge that $oCalGas has paid subject to refund does 
not include any surcharge associated with the stepdowns, whereas 
the final rate adopted by FBRC in RP95-363 et al. may include a 
"risk sharing surcharge" oVer the base i."ate for the period 
beginning January 1, 1996. In allocating the pipeline stepdown ~ 
surcharges incurred since January 1, 1996 and the base reservation 
charges, this BCAP decision clarifies the intent and disposition of 
the tracking account ordered by D.95-12-037. To the extent that 
socaioas receives other pipeline refunds, such as the Transwestern 
refund of PGAR costs, those l.'efunds should also be allocated to the 
customers who paid the excess costs. 
B. 10\ Core Cap on ITCS 

Under the current cost allocation procedures, core 
ratepayers are allocated a share of the ITCS account in an amount 
equal to 10\ of the core capacity reservation. In effect, this 
allocation requires SoCalGas' core customers to pay 110\ of the 
core reservation charge. 

SoCalGas.recommends the Commission maintain the 10\ core 
responsibility for the ITCS based on the Commission's finding in 
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0.92-07-025 that the core benefits by the 10\ excess capacity. 
CIG/CMA, Edison, and SCUPP/IIO support' SoCalGas recommendation. 

ORA maintains that the allocation of ITCS to core 
ratepayers should be eliminated. Long Beach SUPPOl-ts the 
elimination of core cost responsibility prospectively, if the 
minimum bid for SoCalGas brokered pipeline capacity is set at zero. 
TURN agrees that core ratepayers should have no l-espbnsibility for 
the non core ITCS account as long as the core reservation is 

maintained. 
Enserch proposes that the core's share of the ITCS should 

be reduced in proportion to any reduction in the core reservation. 
If core aggregation service is fully unbundled, core transportation 
customers should assume a full share of the noncore ITCS costs. 

SDG&E's core reservation propOsal addresses the 10% ITCS 
cap issue by increasing the core reservation by 10%. Given the 
higher core i'esei:vation, Soo&& would eliminate core responsibility 
for ITCS charges after December 31, 1996. 

Discussion 
As SOCalGas notes, we have previously stated in 

0.92-07-025 that the competition in noncore markets may ultimately 
benefit the core (D.92-07-025, mimeo., at 17). ,In that decision, 
we allocated responsibility for stranded costs to all customers. 
We also noted that the core ""ould pay a premium fOl:' re1 iable 
service and since 10% had been previously found to be a beneficial 
level of slack capacity, we adopted it as a reasonable figure for 
determining the core class' responsibility for interstate stranded 
costs over and above the core reservation. (D.92-07-025, mimeo. p. 
19.) In D.94-12-052, we reaffirmed this view by not allowing core 
customers to avoid interstate stranded capacity costs. Clearly, we 
have considered the same arguments for relieving the core of 
stranded cost responsibility in prior decisions. The parties in 
this proceeding have not persuaded us to change this policy at this 
time. Therefore, we will maintain our current policy and not 
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eliminate the allocation of ITCS to the core as ORA suggests. In 
our view, a policy change of this magnitude is not appropriate for 
a utility-specific cost allocation pl.-occeding and should only be 
undertaken in the context of a generic statewide rulemaking, such 
as the one we sho~tly envi~ion for natural gas. 

We clarify that the 10\ cap applies to stranded pipeline 
demand charges for unbrokered capacity. Any additional surcharges 
should be paid by COl.'e and noncore customel.'S based on their 
capacity reservations. Thus, to the extent these surcharges are 
already incorporated into core rates, the core should not bear an 
additional 10\ of these surcharges. 
c. Capacitl~ Brokering Issues 

1. Assignment and Marketing of 
Nortcore and WhOlesale Capacit~ 

SDG&B recommends that noncore and wholesale customers 
have the option to directly Use their allocated capacity through 
prearranged deals at the full as-billed rate. Under SDG&E's 
proposal, the remaining El PasO capacity would be assigned to 
noncore and wholesale customers based on the 1991 actual 
throughput. The capacity not used directly by customers would be 
brokered for a 10% marketing fee. The cost of the customer's 
allocated share of capacity, less 90\ of any brokering revenues 
would be billed to the customer as a volumetric surcharge on its 
monthly bill. 

Edison and SCUPP/IID do not object to the direct 
assignment of S6CalGas' interstate capacity as long as it is 
voluntary, and the defauit volumetric ITCS is unaffected by the 
direct assignment. SCUPP/IID suggests that a customer could take 
an assignment of capacity in lieu of paying the ITCS charge with an 
imputed brokering revenue credited to the ITCS account. 

Edison and SCUPP/IID oppose SDG&8 I s proposal to allow 
SoCalGas shareholders to keep 10\ of the revenues associated with 
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brokering noncore capacity. Ensel."ch opposes SDG&:E's proposal for 
the diiect assignment of capacity. 

Discussion 
The Commission would like to explore the feasibility of 

allowing non core customers to receive a direct assignment of 
interstate capacity in lieu of paying ITCS charges. A voluntary 
assignment mechanism could provide for more efficient use of 
S6CalGas' interstate capacity and offer customers an additional 
transportation alternative consistent with our establ~shed 
unbundling pOlicies. The assignment mechanism, however, must be 
consistent with FERC rules and must not impede competition in the 
market for transportation service. 

Therefore, we'direct the assigned ALJ to schedule a 
workshop with all interested parties within 60 days of the 
effective date of this order for the purpose of developing a 
vol~ntary ITCS capacity assignment mechanism that is consistent 
with FERC rules. Following this workshop, the ALJ should issue a 
ruling notifying all parties of the outcome of the workshop and any 
further p~ocedural schedule. 

The record does not suppOrt SDG&E's proposal to allow 
SoCalGas to keep 10% of the capacity brokering revenues. As 
SCUPP/IID point out, SoCalGas is performing this function now 
without any incentive. The Commission has n~ basis for finding 
that ~n incentive would resul~ in greater efficiency or that a 10% 

allocation of the revenues is an appropriate incentive. 
2. posting Requirements 

Edison is concerned that SoCalGas periodically uses 
capacity in excess of the core reservation without posting the 
internal capacity brokering transactions on its electl."onic bulletin 
board system. Edison contends that SoCalGas should be required to 
post all transactions involving excess capacity that SoCalGas 
intends to use for the core to ensure that S6CalGas receives the 
highest price ~or the released capacity. Edison reco~~ends that 
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the transaction be posted on the bulletin board of the interstate 
pipeline to provide full notice to all parties. SCUPP/IID SUPPOl-tS 
Edison's recommendation. 

Discussion 
We agree with Edison that all internal company 

transactions should be made public to ensure that transactions 
occur at a fair market price. We require SoCalGas to post such 
transactions On its Gas Select bulletin board and the pipeline'$ 
bulletin board. This will provide public scrutiny to protect the 
interests of core, as well as noncore, customers. This rule will 
apply to all prospective internal transactions involving SoCalGas' 
interstate capacity rights. We will not impute any adjustments for 
past transactions, since we do not have sufficient information to 
assess the need for adjustments up or down. 

3." Minimum Bid 
LOng Beach recommends eliminating the minimum bid that 

SoCalGas establishes when it posts its capacity on the secondary 
market. Long Beach acknowledges that the minimum bid may help to 
reduce ITCS costs. However. Long Beach is concet-ned that the 
minimum bid results in an overall increase in the cost of gas 
delivered to California. ORA and TURN support this proposal based 
on the record in PG&E's pipeline expansion proceeding, A.92-12-0~3 
et al. • 

SoCalGas, SDG&E, and SCUPP/IID oppose the elimination of 
the minimum bid. SCUPP/IID argues that there is no evidence to 
support the hypotheses that minimum bids increase the cost of gas 
at the California border. 

We are interested in Long Beach's proposal and want to 
explore the issue further before deciding whether to eliminate 
SoCalGas' minimum bid procedure. This issue should be included in 
the workshop we are scheduling to develop a voluntary ITCS capacity 
assignment mechanism. 
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4. Organizational se~aration of Core 
and Noncore Capac1ty Brokering Functions 

SDG&E "recommends that SoCalGas' Energy Distribution 
Business Unit broker excess core capacity, separate from the 
brokering of noncore and wholesale capacity which is handled by the 
Energy Transmission Business unit. 8oo&E believes that the 
separation would help maximize the value of the core's capacity and 
could reduce core capacity costs by $6 million per year. SDG&E 
notes that the Commission could develop a new financial incentive 
for brokering core capacity in conjunction with SoCalGas' Gas Cost 
Incentive Mechanism. $oCalGas opposes this proposal. 

From the evidence presented, we do not find a need to 
require SoCalGas to s-eparate its business units and, therefore, do 
not adopt this proposal. 
D. Interstate Transition cost surcharge Issues 

1. Allocation of the Capacity stepdown Costs and Benefits 
SoCalGas, SDG&E, Edison, SCUPP/IID, and CIG/CMA maintain 

that noncore and wholesale customers should receive all the 
benefits of the pipeline capacity relinquishments by being relieved 
from paying the stranded costs associated with 450 ~~cf/d of 
Transwestern capacity and 300 ~~cf/d of 81 Paso capacity. At the 
same time, core customers should pay most of the stepdown costs by 
paying the full pipeline tariff rate including any surcharges for 
most of the remaining capacity which will be reserved for the core. 
The parties claim that the Commission established this policy in 
D.91-11-025, and nothing has changed to justify any modification. 

Subject to a modest reduction in the core reservation, 
ORA agrees that nbncore customers should enjoy most of the benefits 
of the stepdowns. The quid pro quo in ORA's proposal is that 
noncore customers should pay all of the pipeline transition cost 
surcharges associated wit}} the stepdowns by allocating these cots 
to the ITCS account. TURN supports ORA's proposal for allocating 
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the costs and benefits of the capacity stepdowns, if the Commission 

retains the core reservation. 
Discussion 

The Commission anticipated that SoCalGas would exercise 
contract oppOrtunities to relinquish 81 Paso and Transwestern 
Capacity not needed for core service. As an incentive to do so, 
D.92-07-625 directed that the utilities to "eliminate the use of 
the ITCS for each existing liability on the day that liability. is 
no longer in effect." (D.92-07-025, mimeo., at 41.) At the time 
the commission issued the capacity brokering decisions, there was 
general consensus that the utilities should maintain pipeline 
capacity to serve core ratepayers and any reductions in capacity 
obligations would benefit noncore customers by reducing ITCS 

liability. 
Seve1'al parties in this BCAP assert that nothing has 

changed since the Commission issued D.91-11-0~5 and D.92-07-025 to 
warrant commission review of the allocation of the costs and 
benefits of the stepdowns. Arguing for the status quo, some 
parties contend that increased pipeline costs were envisioned in 
1991. However, in 1992, n6 one could have predicted that 81 Paso 
and Transwestern would enter into comprehensive ten-year rate case 
settlements with "risk sharing" surcharges in the early years to 
resolve the pipeline's unsubscribed capacity costs resulting from 

the contract stepdowns. 
Despite these new surcharges, we wiil maintain our 

established policy framework until we have reviewed our transition 
cost policy in a generic, statewide proceeding. We should not 
dismantle our policy in a piece-meal fashion, one utility at a 
time. Therefore, SoCalGas' core will pay the full costs of its 
capacity reservation (1044 MMcf/d) including base rates, an 
allocation of ITCS equal to 10% of its reservation, and surcharges, 
and the noncore will pay the remaining cost of 406 MMcf/d in 
capacity, including base rates and sUl.'charges, through the ITCS. 
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Because we differentiate between interstate stranded costs based on 

their origin in either pipeline demand charges versus surcharges, 
SoCalGas should account for these costs separately. But despite 

this separate accounting, core and noncore will pay a share of both 
types of stranded costs in proportion to the current core and 

noncore allocations of firm interstate capacity. 
2. Wholesale Customer-Liability fOr ITCS Charges 

Long Beach maintains that, as a wholesale customer of 

SoCalGad serving core customers, it is eligible for a~10t cap on 
its liability for ITCS charged under the proVisions of D.91-11-025. 
SOG&S supports the retention of the wholesale ITCS cap, but 

acknowledges that the cap should b~ reduced if the wholesale 
customer reduces its contract for SoCalGas' interstate capacity. 

If the-wholesale ITCS cap is eliminated, Long Beach and SDG&E argue 
that any increased allocation be applied prospectively. 

ORA recommends the elimination of the 10% cap for 
wholesale customers. In ORA's view, SDG&E and Long Beach should 
pay the same share of the ITCS as noncore customers, since they 
declined to take an assignment of SoCalGas' capacity at the fuli 

tariff rate. 
SCUPP/IID supports ORA's proposal to charge wholesale 

customers their full share of the ITCS. SCUPP/IID note that the 
commission's ITCS recovery methodology has changed each year since 
1994 and the core cap has been applied to the costs to be recovered 

during the coming year without regard to the time of accrual. 

Discussion 
We agree with ORA that wholesale customers should bear a 

full share of the ITCS costs if they do not take their full 

assignment of SoCalGas' interstate pipeline capacity at the full 
tariff rate. 0.91-11-025 gave the opportunity, but not the 

obligation, to reserve a share of SoCalGas' interstate pipeline 

capacity for their core customer requirements. The Commission's 

intent was to treat the capacity assignment for the wholesale core 
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the same as the utilities I own core resel-vation. Assuming that the 
assignment was made at the full tariff rate, the wholesale core's 
liability for ITCS costs would be limited to the same 10\ cap as 
for SoCalGas' core customers. 

This decision is consistent with the established 
precedent on the wholesale core ITCS issue in D.95~12-053. In 
PG&E's last BCAP, we found Palo Alto, a wholesale customer of PG&E, 
ineligible for the 10\ cap since Palo Alto did not take an 
assignment of PG&E's capacity at the fuli tariff rate~ Similarly, 
Soo&E and Long Beach obtain theii.' capacity at market prices and 
must assume cost respOnsibility for their share of the ITCS. Long 
Beach and Soo&E's proposal to eliminate the cost cap for 
prospective ITCS costs beginning in January 1997 would shield them 
from liabilitY.for the amOrtization of the accumulated balance in 
the ITCS account. Considering that SDG&E has not had any 
assignment of SoCalGas' interstate capacity since July 1995 and 
Long Beach never exercised the wholesale cot'e reservation 'option, 
the't-e is no compelling reason why the full ITCS allocation ShbUld e 
be·limited to post-1996 costs. Long Beach and Soo&E should pay the 
same ITCS surcharge as all noncore customers. 

SDG&E asserts in its comments on the proposed decision 
that it continues to hold 60 MMcf/d of firm capacity for core 
customers and should therefore be eligible for a partial credit 
under the 10\ core capi pursuant to our determination regarding the 
City of Palo Alto in D.95-12~053: 

Palo Alto states that PG&E should apply the 10\ 
ITCS core cap established in 0.92-Q7-025to its 
wholesale core load, per the treatment of 
SoCalGas' wholesale core loads in its BCAP, 
0.94-12-052. PG&E and DRA object, stating Palo 
Alto chooses to procure its own gas supplies at 
discounted interstate capacity rates rather 
than elect to reserve interstate capacity held 
by PG&:E fOl" the core and wholesale core loads 
at 100 percent of as-billed rates, thereby 
making it ineligible for the 10% Core liability 
cap. (S~e D.92-07-025, 45 CPUC 2d 47, 61.) 
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SoCalGas' wholesale customers Wel"e granted the 
10\ ITCS cap in 0.92-07-025 without the 
Commission directly addressing whether all the 
wholesale load obtained capacity from SoCalGas 
at 100\ of the as-billed rate. Palo Alto notes 
that SDG&E, a wholesale customer of SoCalGas, 
is currently receiving the benefit of the cap 
even though, as of August 31, 1995, it nO 
longer holds any SoCalGas capacity at 100\ of 
as-billed rates. This is an issue we will 
address and correct in SoCalGas' next BCAP. 

Therefore, (or the reasons stated by PG&E and 
DRA, we find Palo Alto is not eligiple for the 
10\ core ITCS cap. Should Palo Alto or other 
of PG&E's wholesale customers elect to reserVe 
core capacity in the future at 100 percent of 
the as-billed rate, PG&E should apply the 10\ 
ITCS cost: cap to the amount reserved for the 
period they maintain their capacity 
reservation. (Id. at 55-6.) 

Our record here shows SDG&E chose to directly contract 
for 60 MMcf/d of firm capaci.ty with El PasO. and PGT/PG"&E Line 4()1 
rather than taking as assignment of SoCalGas' interstate capacity. 
We find our decision to not grant SDG&E partia~ credit under the 
10\ core cap to be consistent with our holding in D.95-12-053 arid 
also consistent with our finding in this decision that SCUPP/IID's 
proposal to grant ITCS relief for noncore retail customers who have 
acquired firm interstate pipeline capacity on their own at full as
billed rates is inconsistent with our established policy. (See 
proposed decision discussion in Section IV.D.4.) 

Should Long Beach of SDG&E elect in the future to reserve 
interstate pipeline capacity from 80CalGas at 100 percent of the 
as-billed rate, SoCalGas should apply the 10\ ITCS cost cap to the 
amount reserved for the period either wholesale customer maintains 
its capacity reservation. 

3. Amortization of ITCS Account 
ORA, eIG/cM, and SDG&E advocate amortizing the ITCS 

account balance of approximately $100 million as of December 31, 
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1996 over the full 31-ffiOl1th BCAP period. SDG&E recommends that 
customers have the option of prepaying their allocated share of the 
ITCS. ORA and CIG/CMA do not object to allowing customers to pay 
their share of the balance in 1997. 

Edison and SCUPP/IID recommend that, beginning in 1997, 
the ITCS should be based on forecasted rather than historical 
costs. By amortizing the accrued balance in 1997, and then 
recovering expected costs on an ongoing basis, Edison and SCUPP/IID 
believe that UEGs will be better positioned for electric 
restructuring. SCUPP/IID recommends maintaining the ITCS account 
as a tracking account to ensure that S6CalGas remains at risk for 
recovery of the ITCS related revenue requirement, consistent with 
the Global Settlement. 

Discussion 
We agree that the ITCS account balance at December 31, 

1996 should be amOrtized over the full BCAP period. We find a 
sufficient record exists to change the methodolOgY to recover lTCS 
charges on a forecast basis. AlternatiVe payment methods, 
including prepayment in 1997, may be developed under negotiated 
agreements as long as the customer pays the appropriate share of 
ITCS costs. Any agreements negotiated should be filed by Advice 
Letter for Commission approval and served on all parties to this 

proceeding. 
4. ITCS Relief for Noncore Holders of Intestate Capacity 

SCUPP/IID recommends that noncore and wholesale customers 
who have acquired firm interstate pipeline capacity at full as
billed rates be granted relief from ITCS charges. under this 
proposal, eight customers would be allowed to credit their firm 
capacity costs as an offset to their share of the ITCS. Comparing 
the non core capacity contracts to the core capacity reservation, 
SCUPP/IID argues that, at a minimum, the lTCS cost responsibility 
should be limited equivalent to the 10% cap on the core 

reservation. 
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As part of a comprehensive ITCS polciy proposal presented 
as a compromise approach, TURN supports giving the eight non core 
customers who hold their own firm capacity some relief from ITCS 
costs. Most other parties oppose the SCUPP/IID proposal. 

Discussion 
The SCUPF/IID proposal is inconsistent with our 

established policy. The ITCS provides for the recovery of 
transition costs associated with SoCalGas' interstate pipeline 
contracts from all noncore and wholesale customers. 

The costs associated with the new pipeline capacity which 
came into service in 1992 and 1993 are the responsibility of the 
noncore customers and shippers who entered into private contracts 
for the new capacity. Similarly, the noncore customers and 
shippers who obtained SoCalGas' relinquished El Paso capacity in 
19!)1 freely assumed the cost responsibility for that capacity. We 
are sympathetic to the cost burden on the eight noncore customers 
who are paying ITCS as well as firm capacity costs. Nonetheless, 
"on core customers with their own firm capacity have no entitlement 
to receive special treatment or to be relieved from paying their 
share of SoCalGas' ITCS liability. 

proposal. 
s. 

Based on the above discussion, we do not adopt this 

Statewide iTCS Surcharge 
TURN and SCUPP/IID support an Edison prOpOsal for a 

statewide ITCS surcharge to reallocate some of $oCalGas' stranded 
costs to PG&E's northern California service area. The rationale 
for this reallocation is that PG&E's marketing of Line 401 
capacity, coupled with the termination of its 81 Paso contract in 
1997, have or will contribute to SoCalGas' stranded capacity costs. 

ORA opposes any cost shift between the two utilities. 
ORA points out that PG&E's ratepayers should not be penalized for 
PG&E's marketing of Line 401 or for PG&E's ability to terminate the 
E1 Paso contract. 

Following the close of hearings, Edison filed a motion to 
withdraw its testimony on this issue. On October 21, 1996, thif: 
motion was granted by administrative law judge ~uling. 
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Discussion 
We agree with ORA that there are numerous factors outside 

of SoCalGas' control that impact ITCS costs and the value of 
broke red capacity. Just because the Commission could shift costs 
to PG&S's service area through a statewide ITCS does not mean that 
such cost shifting would be fair to Northern California ratepayers. 
Therefore, we do not adopt this proposal. 

V. Cost of Gas 

A. Purchased Gas Account (PGAl OVercollection 
SoCalGas estimates in its October 15 update filing that 

on December 31, 1996 it will have an $80 million overcollection in 
the core PGA account and proposes to amortize this balance in rates 
over a 12-ffiOnth period. 

ORA, Enron, and Enserch testify that the overcollection 
should be returned to ratepayers as a one-time refund, consistent 
with the Commission' s prior policy fOl' SoCalGas in D.9S:'09-075 and 
PG&E in D.95-12-053 and SoCalGas' own proposal in its monthly ~ 

pricing application, A.96-03-060. 
·A one-time refund avoids distortions in the price signal 

sent to customers and is consistent with oUr policy objectives. 
Pursuant to D.96-08-037, we deferred implementation of monthly 
real-time pricing for residential customers and dispOsition of the 
PGA balance to this BCAP decision. Therefore, within 30 days of 
the effective date of this decision, SoCalGas should file by advice 
letter, with complete workpapers, a one-time refund plan to be 
effective as soon as possible. The refund plan should use the 
latest actual balance in the PGA account in making the refund 
calculation; depending on the date of our decision~ the refund 
balance may include 1997 gas purchases. If the PGA account balance 
is undercollected rather than overcollected, SoCalGas shall file in 
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this docket, not by advice letter, its pl-oposal to collect this 

balance. 
B. Adopted Gas Forecast 

Pursuant to D. 96-0S-03-1, we \'iill no longer base core 

procurement rates on a two-year forecasted gas price but rather set 

them on a monthly basis. Therefore, the gas price forecast we 
adopt here will be less critical than in prior BCAPs, its expected 

use being in the calculation of fuel use and lost and unaccounted 

for (LUAF) gas. 
SoCalGas forecasts a weighted average cost of gas (WACOG) 

of $1.62/decatherm (Dth), $1.76/Dth, and $1.S2/Dth for BCAP years 
1, 2, and 3, r~$pectively. Based upon its own independent 
analysis, ORA forecasts a WACOG of $1.54/Dth, $1.64/Dth, and 

$1.65/Dth for the same periods. B6th forecasts are reasonable but 
for purposes of this proceeding We prefer SoCalGas'; therefore. we 

will adopt SoCalGas' WAcoG for .the BeAP period. 

C. Hub Revenues 
SoCalGas proposes to assign the revenues it generates 

from operating its california Energy Hub (Hub), which is a service 
that links major gas producing sites with metl"op<>litan Southern 
California areas and provides interruptible parking, loaning, and 

wheeling services, in the following manner: (1) revenues of 
$684,338 l-eceived prior to April 1, 1995, to the PGA; (2) revenues 

received after March 31, 1995, to the core gas cost incentive 
mechanism (GCIM). It states its proposal recognizes that core 

flowing supplies are essential to operating this service while 
providing the company an incentive to offer the service by allowing 

SoCalGas' to share some of the benefits of the revenue if it keeps 

gas costs low at the same time. (Opening Brief at 208-9.) 
ORA agrees with SoCalGas that core flowing supplies are the 

key ingredient used to provide Hub Services. ORA opposes SoCalGas' 

specific proposal to allocate revenues to the GCIM although it does 

not oppose considel'ation of financial incentives for SoCalGas 
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associated with provision of Hub services, ORA recommends all net 
revenues received through December 31, 1996 be allocated to the 
Core Fixed Cost Account (CFCA) and revenues received after 
December 31 be tracked and the appropriate allocation addressed in 
the GCIM, PBR, or BeAP proceeding. 

Enserch, Edison, CIG/C~m, and SCUPP/IID oppose SoCalGas' 
proposal to credit revenues solely to core customers, stating all 
customers pay for the facilities and provide the gas used by 
SoCalGas to provide Hub services. SCUPP/IID recommends Hub 
revenues be credited to the storage load balancing and transmission 
revenue requirements; the other parties recommend an allocation to 
all customers based on equal cents per thermo 

We agree with SoCalGas and ORA that it is core flowing 
supplies that are essential to providing Hub services and, 
therefore, we find that Huh net revenue~ should be used to lower 
the cost of gas to the core, not shared among all customer classes. 
While SOCalGas and ORA presented different proposals for the 
accounting treating of Hub revenUes in this proceeding, SoCalGas in 
its April 11, 1997 comments on the alternate proposed decision of 
Commissioner Knight states that it reached a settlement with ORA 
covering the treatment of Hub revenues beginning April 1, 1997 and 
filed this agreement in the Gas Cost Incentive Mechanism (GCIM) 
proceeding. A.96-06-029, on February 12, 1997. SoCalGas states 
this agreement provides that Hub net revenues will be included as a 
credit to the GCIM actual costs and the Hub revenues and expenses 
will continue to be captured in a separate Hub account. On a 
monthly basis, the Hub net reVenues will be cleal.-ed and allocated 
to the core PGA. 

lie find SOCalGas/ORA' s settlement proposal to be 
reasonable and we adopt it for treatment of Hub revenues beginning 
April 1, 1997. For Hub revenues received prior to April 1, 1997, 
we must look to the recommendations of SoCalGas and ORA in this 
proceeding. SoCalGas' testifies that booking Hub reVenUes received 
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before April 1, 1995 to the PGA account is logical because SoCalGas 
was within its tolerance band in the first year of the GCIM; there 
is no record here of the effect that booking Hub revenues received 
between April 1, 1995 through March 31, 1991 to the PGA account 
would have on the GCI~·. This is a historic period of time and 
placing Hub revenues retroactively under the GeIM mechanism will 
not encourage the generation of incremental Hub revenues. 
Therefore, for the period before April 1, 1991, we adopt ORA'.s 
proposal to book all net revenues to the CFCA. 
D. Minimum Supply Requirements at Blythe 

TURN testifies that SoCalCas' system transmission 
requirements necessitate it maintain minimum flowing supplies at 
Blythe and that this requirement causes increased procurement costs 
to the core. it recommends that SoCalGas be required to track in a 
memorandum account the excess costs it incurs in meeting this 
minimum supply requirement, i.e. the premium paid for Permian gas 
deliVered at Blythe rather than San Juan basin gas delivered at 
Topak, and that these costs be properly allocated as transmission 
costs, not procurement costs, in the next BCAP. 

SoCalGas does not support this recommendation, stating 
the tracking would be an onerous requirement. 

We will not require SoCalGas to track these costs at this 
time. We expect to pursue the dividing line between transmission 
and distribution in our upcoming Natural Gas strategy proceeding 
and prefer to leave cost allocation as it is today until we engage 
in that analysis. 
E. California Producer Exchange Revenues 

SoCalGas forecasts that for the 1996 BCAP period, 
California Producer Exchange revenue will decrease significantly 
from historical levels due in large part to changes in the 
contractual rights unde~ certain exchange agreements. 

ORA and TURN testify that when these volumes move as 
regular noncore transport rather than exchange volumes, there will 
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be a change in the allocation of risks and benefits set by the 
Global Settlement. The core will lose its allocation of exchange 
revenues under the balancing account treatment prescribed for these 
volumes and SoCalGas' shareholders would gain the benefit of 
increased transport revenues even though actual throughput volumes 
on the system have not changed. Therefore, ORA recommends these 
volumes continue to be imputed as producer exchange revenues for 
the BCAP period. (Ex. 68, Chap. 3-2.) 

TURN does not oppose SOCalGas transferring ~hese volumes 
to transport as there may be incremental revenues to be gained by 
the different rate structures, but the core should remain revenue 
neutral. Therefore, it recommends SoCalGas be directed to continue 
recording exchange reVenues at the previously-existing contract 
rate, and to the extent' "transport revenues are higher, SoCalGas be 

allowed to record the difference as non core tra)\sport revenue, to 
the benefit of shareholders. TuRN testifies that SoCalGas' ability 
to earn incremental revenues should not come at the expense of "the 
core when it is SOCalGas that is in control of the situation. (EX. 4It 
68 at 37.) 

SoCalGas oppose"s both ORA and TURN's proposal, stating 
that two of the contract changes at issue in the forecast are the 
result of exchange contract provisions that were established long 
before the adoption of the Global Settlement. (Opening Brief at 

227. ) 

We find TURN's position on this issue persuasive and 
therefore adopt its recommendation. SoCalGas should continue to 
record exchange revenues that move as transport revenues at the 
previously-existing contract rate; any incremental revenues should 
be recorded as noncore transport revenue. 
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F. Throughput Forecasts 
No party opposes SoCalGas I forecast of vohlmes and 

revenues for Interutility Exchange service bet-,;-een SoCalGas and 
PG&E under the Master Exchange Agreement or SoCalGas' Enhanced Oil 
Recovery forecast. Therefore, we adopt both forecasts. 
G. Core Brokerage Fee Study 

SoCalGas was ordered in 0.94-12-052 to conduct a study of 
core brokerage fee costs, in ol"der to l'emove pl-ocurement costs from 
transportation rates. We found that "given the utility's dominant 
market pOsition, it appears that the lack of a separate brokerage 
fee may be having an anticompetitive effect on the core procurement 
market" (Id. at 55). 

SoCalGas testifies that its study is based on the total 
cost of gas brokerage services, and clarified that the study is 
based on the costs that would be eliminated if SoCalGas stopped 
procul."ing gas. Most of these costs are incurred in the Core 
Commercial/Industrial classes because most of the competition for 
procurement is in this sector. SoCalGas states that while 20 to 25 
percent of core commercial and core industrial customers are 
transport-only customers, core aggregators haven't really gone 
after the residential market, which makes up approximately 95 
percent of SoCalGas' core customers. 

Em."on challenges the core brokerage fee proposed by 
SoCalGas as being understated and l.-ecommends that SoCalGas be 
required to perform a complete study including all of the costs of 
the procurement function. Enron questions several items that it 
believes SoCalGas excluded from the study and also questions the" 
quantification of several items in the study. Enron pOints to the 
following items: 

1. SoCalGas excluded costs related to 
procuring gas for residential customers. 
SoCalGas included costs related only to 
"selling" ~as, and stated that the 
exclusion was based on a lack of 
competition in the residential market. 
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Eni.·on challenges this because the 
residential market has some access to 
aggl·egatOl.·s. 

2. Legal fees were not itemized in the study. 
Enron states that l~galservices ~ould be 
necessary for the ne~otiation of gas 
supply, eXisting de11very contracts, 
regulatory proceedings, etc. 

l. No sales manager labor was included, and 
only 1 percent of account executive labor 
was includ~d in the study. Enron claims 
these amounts are too low since core 
procurement represents about 96 percent of 
total core throughput. 

4. No customer service costs were included. 
Enron believes some costs should have been 
included for questions ~elated to 
procurement, changing rates, PGA refunds, 
etc. 

5. SoCalGas included only $25,500 for. 
executive.management. Enron stated that 
the cost for executive management should 
cover management directives to staff on 
purchasing gas. 

6. No ~esidential marketing costs were 
included because S6CalGas does not 
deliberately market residential customers 
for the purpose of selling gas. 

7. Finally, Enron objects to the use of only 
six months of data for the study. 

SoCalGas has sufficiently explained that legal costs are 
represented but not itemized, and marketing costs do not exist for 
residential customers. On the remaining issues, Enron's questions 
have merit. SoCalGas' avoided cost calculation does not reflect 
all the funds we expect it will expend to compete in the core 
procurement market. For example, under current market conditions 
only five percent of c6re customers are targeted for core 
Aggregation Transportation, limiting the amount of resources 
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SoCalGas needs to market gas to the core. However, we do believe 
that if SoCalGas found the core sectol.- being more heavily mal-keted 
by other companies, it would shift reSOUl'ces- -not only for 
marketing, but for executives, sales managers, etc. 

Because we do not have an acceptable avoided cost study, 
we have recalculated SoCalGas' brokerage fee as an average cost 
using the data that SoCalGas provided in this proceeding (Exhibit 
1, Chapter G, Table A). we have not included overhead costs in OUr 
calculation because we want to reflect only the cost of the 
procurement function to the utility. We will not require another 
study as the reguiatory costs are too high. We do not want the 
utility putting additional resources into such a study, nor do we 
want the competi~ors expending their resources scrutinizing and 
litigating another study. The average cost calculation results in 
a fee of $0.00201 per thermo 

VI. Cogeneration Parity 

A. OVerview 
In this proceeding, SoCalGas, Edison and SCUPP/IID argue 

for elimination of the collateral discount provided to cOgenel.'ation 
customers. CCC/Watson contends that it should be maintained. 

On August 31, 1984, the GoVernor approved senate Bill 
2303 adding §454.4 to the Public Utilities Code. That section 
directs the Commission to "establish rates fol.' gas which is 
utilized in cogeneration technology pl.'ojects not higher than the 
rates established for gas utilized as a fuel by an electric plant 
in the generation 6f electricity .•. " 

In July 1993, the Commission adopted Resolution (Res.) 
G-3062 which establishes the current methodolOgy used to calculate 
contemporaneous gas rate parity between UEG and cogeneration 
customers. This formula essentially determines a weighted average 
rate for gas utilized by the UEGs and cogenerators, and then sets 
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that average rate as the maximum to be charged to cogeneratol"s. 
The rate is to be calculated not more frequently than once per 
month, whenever warranted by the execution (or expiration) of a 
discounted rate agreement between a UEG and the gas utility. (Res. 
G-3062 at 13.) The consequential reduction in gas rates to . 
cogenerators is known as the "collateral discount." In SoCalGas' 
last BCAP in 1994, the Commission adjusted the calculation to 
eliminate considerations of service level by establishing rates on 
a class average basis. {D.94-12-0S2, slip OPe at 62.J 
B. Positions of the Parties 

SoCa1.Gas claims that the collateral discount provided to 
cOgenerators is an anachronistic practice which should be 
eliminated. In support of this proposition, SoCalGas advances two 
major arguments: (1) The collateral discount discourages S6CaiGas 
from entering into discounted contracts with UEGs, resulting in the 
potential for uneconomic bypass, and (2) the collateral discount is 
inherently unfair because it favors cogenerators over OEGs. 

SoCalGas believes that "the recent withdrawal of M6jave 
pipeline Company from its Northward expansion plans in no manner 
diminishes the threat of bypass into California gas markets." 
(Opening Brief at 105.) In addition to direct bypass, SoCalGas 
notes that it faces the threat of "bypass by wire," the l-eduction 
in load resulting from the displacement of gas-fired generation by 
more economical out-of-state power generatio)l. SoCalGas believes 
this competition will be enhanced by the deregulation of the 
electric industry. SoCalGas argues that, in this competitive 
environment, the collateral discount serves as an impediment to the 
negotiation of discounted contracts with UEGs because (1) any 
discount will decrease the rate chaYged to cogenerators, reducing 
SoCalGas' revenues and (2) its out-of-state competitors are not 
subject to the same requirements. It claims that "contracting with 
a UEG customer to retain at-risk load, or to capture incremental 
load, can become 'uneconomic' for no reason other than the fact the 
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regulatol-y requirement to provide collateral discounts renders them 
so." Ud. at Ill.) 

Second, SoCalGas asserts that collateral discounts 
represent nothing more than a subsidy to cogenerators, favoring 
them over UEGs. It believes this policy to be a "significant 
except ion to the otherwise· contemporat-y nature of the Commission' s 
policy objectives." (Id at 113 .) . 

SoCalGas argues that parity should be implemented solely 
at the Corr~ission approved cost~based tariff rate and the effective 
cogeneration tariff shouid not irtclude a discount based on 
contracts the gas utility pursues to retain utility electric load 
on its system. 

Edison proposes that the Commission eliminate collateral 
discourlts or, at a minimum, exempt negotiated agreements between a 
UEO and SOCalGas that "convert the all-volu~etric tariff rate 
design into a different rate design. II (Opening Bt-ief at 43.) In 
suppOrt of this proposition, Edison offers the following arguments: 
(1) the requirements of § 454.4 are met by setting the default 
tariff rate for cogenera~ors and UEGs at parity; (2) collateral 
discounts are unfair to UEGs; and (3) collateral discounts may 
preclude SoCalGas from entering into a negotiated agreement with a 
UEO. 

SCUPP/iID also advocates elimination of collateral 
discounts for cogenerators. SCUPP considers collateral discounts 
to be grossly unfail:' because they provide "cogenerators with a 
systematic, market-distorting, regulatorily induced advantage over 
utility ~lectric generation." (Opening Brief at 31.) 
Additionally, SCUPP/IID believes that collateral discounts are 
preventing SOCalGasfrom offering discounts to UEGs that would 
result in incremental gas fired generation. SCUPP/IID alleges that 
the failure of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) 
and SoCalGas to come to terms on a recent discount contract was due 
to the collateral discount. 
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CCC/Watson believes that the collateral discount for 
cogenerators should be maintained. It argues that: 
(1) elimination of the discount would violate the letter and spirit 
of § 454.41 and (2) collateral discounting does not prevent 
SoCalGas from entering into any contracts (Ol" incremental UEG load. 

CCc/Watson alleges that SoCalGas' desired interpretation 
of § 454.4 violates the statute by charging cogenerators higher 
rates than UEGs. CCC/Watson calls SoCalGas' suggestion to base 
rate parity on default tariff rates rather than actual negotiated 
discounted rates a "sham" implementation of UEG/cogeneration 
parity. (Opening Brief at 3.) 

CCC/Watson notes that, although SoCalGas has faced 
competition for over a decade, SoCalGas has not provided any 
evidence of its lack of ability to compete. In fact, CCC/Watson 
claims that lithe only time that SoCalGas faced an imminent threat 
of bypass by a UEG facility (in the case of Edison's Mandalay 
facility), SoCalGas successfully negotiated a discounted contract 
and retained the UEG facility on its system." (Id. at 9.) 
ccc/watson questions whether the LADWP example raised by SCUPP/IID 
was truly a case where a negotiated discount was precluded by the 
collateral discount. ccc/watson's skepticism is based on (I) its 
allegation that SCUPP/IID witness Doering~ who testified to the 
occurrence of this event, was not pl.-esent during the LADWP/SoCalGas 
negotiations; and (2) SoCalGas' failure to raise this incident in 
its own testimony as evidence of its inability to complete. 

Finally, CCC/Watson asserts that, to the extent SoCalGas' 
incremental load cOncern exists at all, it was created solely by 
SoCalGas in the Global settlement. CCC/Watson believes that any 
shortfall experienced by SoCalGas due to its inability to retain or 
attract inCl"emental loads should be borne by SoCalGas' 
shareholders, not by cogenerators. 
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C. Discussion 
1. Statuto1Y Inte~retation 

Section 454.4 directs the Commission to Itestablish rates 
for gas which is utilized in cogenet-ation technology projects not 
higher than the rates established for gas utilized as a fuel by an 
electric pla~t i~ the 9~neration of ~lectricity." Edison argues 
that the requil-ements of § 454.4 are met "so long as the tat-iff 
rate for gas us~d by cogenerators is not higher than the tariff 
rate established for gas used by an electric plant." (Reply Brief 
at 18, emphasis in original.) SCUPP agrees. CCC/Watson counters 
that such a reading of § 454.4, which Itdisregal-d (s) the actual 
rates paid by UEGs that have contracts with the local distribution 
companies (LOCs) and implement(s] UEG/cogeneration rate parity only 
on a hypothetical 'default' level" (Opening Bl"ief at 4) can only be 
"considered a 'sham' implementation" of the statute. 

"This commissi.on r s fil-st task in construing a statut~ is 
to ascertain the intent of the Legislature so ~s to efferiiuate the 
purpose of the law. In determining such an intent we must look to 
the words of the statute, giving to the language its usual, 
ordinary import." (D.95-10-050, slip OPt at 5.) Edison's argument 
rests on an interpretation of the \o,,'ord "rate" in § 454.4 synonymous 
with "default tal-iff l<ate," rather than the actual amount paid by 
the UEG. We believe that the Legislature intended a broader, 
plainer meaning. 

"Rate" is defined by Webstel" as "a chc::n-ge, payment or 
price fixed according to a ratio, scale or standard: as (1) t a 
charge per unit of a public service comm9<iity." (Webster's New 
Collegiate Dictionary, 7th Edition, (1970) at 710.) A "charge" is 
likewise defined as synonymous with "expense," "cost," or "price." 
(Id. at 140.) These nouns imply an amount actually paid. We have 
long held that § 454.4 applies to more than simply the tariff rate. 
Ten years ago, we found that if a cogenerator was willing to 
contract for service under similar conditions as a UEG customer, 
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that the rates paid by the UEG and cogenerator for gas should be 
the same. (Re Rate Design for Unbundled Gas Utility Services, 22 
CPUC 2d 444, 480.) In SoCalOas' last SCAP, we found that for the 
purposes of setting the maximum rate chargeable to cogeneratol's, 
the UEa gas rate was the amount paid by the UEO for gas at the 
burner tip. (0.94-12-052, slip op. at 65.) In enacting § 454.4, 
we believe that the intent of the Legislature was to set the rate 
paid for gas by cogenerators at a rate not highel~ than that paid 

for gas by UEGs. 
It is an accepted canon Of coristruct~on that "a statute 

should never be construed so strictly as to render it absurd or 
nugatory.~' . (Walworth v.Bank of America. 9 cal. 2d 49. 52.) If 
Ediso!l and SCUPP's strict interpretation of the word "rate" in § 

454.4 were to be adopted, SoCalGas could easily avoid lowering the 
gas rates charged to cogenerators simplY by negotiating discounted 
rates with UEGs. In the aggregate, such a reading would eviscerate 
§ 454.4, reducing it to a nUllity. We affirm that it is the rate 
paid by the UEGs, not the tariff rate, which is the subject of § ~ 
454.4. Consequently, we reject Edison's interpretation of § 454.4. 

2. Market cOmpetition 
SoCalGas' main argument in favor of the abolition of the 

collateral discount is that it may lead to the loss of existing and 
or incremental UEa load. SoCalGas posits that a situation may be 
imagined where UEG customers might be lost because the expense of 
the collateral discount given to cogenerators wouid outweigh the 
anticipated profit from keeping the UEG load. Even if accepted as 
true, however, the possib~lity that SoCalGas may lose UEG load to 
other providers of gas transmission services is not justification 
for ignorh\g the statutory requirements of § 454.4. The Code 
requires that the rates paid for gas by cogenerators may not exceed 
the rates paid by UEGs. The Code does not require that SoCalGas be 
able to compete on price with all present and future competitors. 
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SoCalGas complains that the requirements of § 454.4, as 
implemented by Res. 0-3062, are inequitable. SoCalGas argues first 
that the collateral discount is unfair because its out-of-state 
competitors are not burdened by it. SoCalOas has failed, however, 
to provide any evidence that it has lost UEG load to any out-of
state competitor. Moreover, even assuming arguendo that SoCalGas 
were to lose UEG load to out-of-state competitors due solely to the 
requirements of § 454.4, this situation would still not authorize 
us to ignore the will of the Legislature as manifeste? in § 454.4. 

Second, SoCalGas complains that the law unfairly prefers 
cogenerators over UEGs by requiring that cogenerator rates be set 
no higher than UEG rates, but having no reciprocal requirement that 
UEG rates be set no higher than cogenet-atol.- rates. While SoCalGas t 
sense of fair play is laudable, the inequity complained of is 
clearly prescribed by the plain language of § 454.4. 

''Ie agree with SoCalGas, in theol-Y, that the requirements 
of §454.4 may put· it at a competitive disadvantage in relation to 
other transportation companies not subject to California law. in 
addition, we recognize the potential threat to UEG load pOsed by 
the "bypass-by-wire" phenomenon. However, ,,'e cannot ignore the 
laws of the State of California, eve~ if, as SoCalGas suggests, 
market conditions. have changed since those laws were first passed. 
If changes in the Code are required by new circumstances, the task 
of changing the law falls to the Legislature. To comply with 
§ 454.4, utilities cannot ignore discounts offered to UEGs when 
establishing gas rates for cogenerators. 

3. Application of Resolution 0-3062 
to Nonvolumetric Contracts 

SoCalGas has provided in the record an example of a 
situation in which, it asserts, a sound economic decision by 

SoCalGas would result in noneconomic bypass by a UEG due entirely 
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to the collateral discount mandated by § 454.4. 10 Although we are 
reluctant to give an opinion based on a hypothetical fact pattern, 
we do so here in ol.'der to provide guidance to all pal-ties. We 

interpret Res.G-J062 based on this heat'ing record so that future 
advice letter filings under Res. 0-3062 can be handled on a routine 
ba.sis. To the extent that the facts of a given actual contract are 
different from this hypothetical, our interpretation of the 
application of our methodology from Res. G-3062 will differ as 

- ~·ell. 
As presently constructed, the formula for calculating th~ 

maximum rates charged to cogenerators can be represented 
aigebraically as follows: 

Where! 

(Rd * Vd) ~ (Ru * Vu) ~ (Rc * Vc) 
= parity Rate 

Vd + Vu + Vc 

Rd = the ORG discounted rates 
vd. = the UEG forecasted discounted contract volumes 
Ru = the UEG standard rates 
Vu = the'UEG forecasted nondiscounted volumes 
Rc = thecogenerator stahdardrates 
Vc = the Cogenerator forecasted standard volumes 

Under the SoCalGas hypothetical, UEO forecasted loads are 
significantly less than loads forecasted in the previous BCAP. In 

order to retain UEG load, SoCalGas enters into a hyPothetical 
agreement with UEGs where~y they pay a fixed demand charge for a 
certain volume of gas, whether actually used or not, and then pay a 
discounted charge per unit on any volumes in excess of the 
contracted amount. Specific numbers provided in the hypothetical 
are as follows: 

10 SoCalGas' Opening Brief at 116, referring to Bootb/soCalGas 
Exhibit 1, p. 7, referring to Data Request No.1, Question 10, 
contained in Exhibit BB-2. 
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Assumptions 

Expected 1996 UEG Volumes 

UEG Tariff 

Nondiscounted Cogen Rate 

Nondiscounted Cogen Volume 
Expected 

UEG BCAP Volume 

165 ~~Dth/year (yr) 

5.30 cents/therm 

5.30 cents/therm 

60 M.'1Dth/yr 

198. 9 lv'J~Dth/yr 

Rate Design Agreement for All UEG Volumes 

Demand Charge Rate 

Demand Charge Volume 

Volumetric Rate 

Incremental Volume Achieved 

Total Forecasted UEG load with 
Agreement 

3.30 cents/therm 

165 MMDth/yr 

2.00 cents/therm 

20 ~.I·mth/yr 

185 MMDth/yr 

Based on these assumptions, SoCalGas calculates that 

although URG revenues would increase by $4 million, 20 MMDth at 

2.00 cents/therm) the corresponding collateral discount to 

cOgenerators of $4.16 million 11 would cause it to reject the 

hypothetical contract, resulting in uneconomic bypass. SOCalGas 

calculates a very large collateral discount by including oJ'lly 

revenue from the demand charge of the URG contract (165 MMDth at 

3.3 cents per therm) in the numerator of the Res. G-3062 formula, 

while including the efitire BCAP forecasted UEG volume (198.9 ~~Dth) 

in the denominator. This calculation overstates the collateral 

11 SoCalGas Cogen Parity Rate = «165 MMDth * 3.3 cents per .. 
therm) + (60 MMDth • 5.3 cents per therm»/(198.9 MMDth + 60 MMDth) 
= 4.6 cents per therm versUs a tariff rate of 5.3 c~ntsper thermo 
The collateral discount of .694 cents per therm on 60 ~'1Dth yields 
lost rev~nues of $4,164,000. 
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discount because incremental revenues actually realized by SOCalGas 
aloe ignored. 

CCC/Watson suggests that, for put-poses of the collateral 
discount formula, the incremental volume achieved (20 MMDth/yr) 
should be increased to an amount which sets total forecasted UEG 
load with the agreement equal to the BeAP forecast (33.9 ~~Dth). 
This results in a collateral discount of only $0.6 millioIi.,12 but 
still overstates the amount of the discount because it includes 
13.9 MMDth/yr of gas at the discounted rate of 2.00 cents per therm 
which al"e' in actuality never burned. 

If the hypotheticai UEG contract is examined at the end 
of the year, it can readily be dete~mined that the nonvolumetric 
agreement resulted in an effective rate to the UEGs of 4.9432 cents 
per therm. 13 When included in the Res. 0-3062 formula, this 
results in a collateral discount of ollly $1.6 million; this is 
significantly lower than the discounts calculated by SoCalGas or 
CCC/Watson. 

This example highlights the precise problem with 
nonvolumetric contracts: One cannot know the effective rate paid 
by the UEGs until the end of the period. Indeed, one cannot know 
if there is a discount at all. In the hypothetical contract, if 
the UEGs' actual load is no greater than the 165 ~~Dth/yr demand 

12 CCc/Watson cogen Parity Rate = (165 ~~Dth • 3.3 cents per 
therm) + (33.9 ~~Dth t 2.0 cents per therm) + (60 ~~Dth * 5.3 cents 
per therm»/(165 MMDth + 33.9 ~v.Dth + 60 MMDth) = 4.868 cents per 
therm versus a tariff rate of 5.3 cents per thermo The collateral 
discount of 0.432 cents per therm on 60 V.MDth yields lost revenues 
of $2,593,000. 

13 Cogell Parity Rate + (165 MMDth • 3.3 cents per therm) + (20 
MMDth • 2.0 cents per therm) + (60 MMDth* 5.3 cents per 
therm»/(165 ~1Dth + 20 MMDth + 60 MMDth) = 5.03 cents per therm 
versus a tariff rate of 5.3 cents per thermo The collateral 
discount of 0.269 cents per therm on 60 MMDth yields lost revenues 
of $1,616,000. 
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charge volume, there will be no discount. If the load is less, the . . 
UEGs may actually pay a higher price per therm than the tariff 
rate. By their agreement, SoCalGas accepts the risk that UEG 
volumes will be higher than the demand charge load and the UEGs 
accept the risk that the load will be less. In contrast, the 
cogenerator, seeking to obtain the benefit of the UEO's bargain by 
including the nonvolumetl."'ic rate design in the Res. G-3062 fO'rmula, 
has accepted no risk. Although their rates must be set at parity, 
it would be inequitable to allow the cogenerator to free-ride on 
the risks assumed by the USG. 

"If a cogeherator is willing to contl.'act for sel.-vice 
under similar terms and conditions as the UEG ..• then the 
transmission rate should be the same." (22 CPUC2d 444, 480.) The 
risks allocated between parties in a nonvolumetric agreement such 
as the one presented here are part of the material terms and 
conditions of that contract. One cannot logically divorce the 
potentially lower rates from the inherent risks. Rather than 
mandate that the cogenerator receive the same discounted rate, 
regardless of volume commitments, we read § 454.4 to require that 
when a UEG enters into a nonvolumetric contract with a gas 
transmission company, cogeneratol.-s must be allowed to enter into 
similar agreements. 

The question of what .... ·ould constitute a similar agreement 
is one of fact to be decided case by case considering the totality 
of the circumstances. We are not presented in this proceeding with 
an actual nonvolumetric agreement between SoCalGas and a UEG. In 
SoCalGas' hypothetical case, where the risk lies in estimating the 
demand charge volume, similal.' contl.-acts could be ones in which the 
demand charge volumes committed to by the customers were similar 
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percentages of their forecasted usage. Therefo~e, in this 
hypothetical, similar agreements could appear as follows: 

Forecasted Usage 

Tariff Rate 

Demand Chai.-ge 

Demand Charge Volume 

Volumetric Rate 

Incremental LOad 
Achieved 

Net Rate 

URO Cogenerator 

185 MMDth/yr 

5.300 cents/therm 

3.300 cents/th~rm 

165 MMDth/yr 

2.00 cents/therm 

20 M."1Dth/hr 

4.9432 cents/therm 

60 MMDth/yr 

5.300 cents/therm 

3.300 cents/therm 

53.51 MNDth/yr 

2.00 cents/therm 

6.49 MMDth/yr 

4.9432 cents/therm 

The net rates rendered in the hypothetical are identical 
because both the UEO and the cogenerator have used exactiy their 
forecasted an~unts. Obviously, the greater the usage, the lower 
the effective rate would be (and vice versa). We recognize that. 
in contrast to this simple hypothetical exampie, the're may be other 
factors to be' considered when determini119 the similarity of two 
contracts. For example, in the hypothetical case, one customer may 
have a greatel" degree of contl'ol over its load and, consequently, a 
relatively enhanced ability to meet its demand charge volume. If 
so, this ability shoUld be reflected in the contract through a 
demand charge VOlume that is actually a greater percentage of its 
forecasted usage than that of the other customer. The similarity 
of contracts is a matter of fact to be determined based on all 
material terms and conditions. We will require that SoCalGas 
negotiate nonvolumetric contracts with cogenerators in good faith 
in order to arrive at terms similar to those agreed to with UEGs. 

The hypothetical IIsimilal- 1l contract does not guarantee 
that the cogenerator will realize a net rate equal to or lower than 
the UEG. It provides only that the cogenerator has the same 
opportunity as the UEG to realize the lower rate. Section 454.4 

does not require that cogencrators who enter into nonvolumetric 
contracts, assuming additional risks in anticipation of greater 
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rewards, be guaranteed rate parity 'tlith UEGs. Cogenerators may 
undertake such risks and then realize effective rates higher than 
either the tariff or collateral discounted rates, 

In summary, we affirm our interpretation of § 454.4 and 
the methodology used under Res. G-3062 regarding calculation of the 
collateral discount. We reject SoCalGas ' argument that the 
collateral discount be eliminated. However, we agree with Edison 
that nonvolumetric rate agreements with UEGs shall be excluded from 
the calculation of the collateral discount. Nonvolumetric rate 
agreements,' and the forecasted loads of UEGs and cogenerators who 
enter into them, should be excluded from the collateral discount 
calculation under Res. G-3062. This does not mean, however, that 
these rate agreements may be ignored. In order to comply with § 

454.4, we will require that if SoCalGas executes nonvolumetric 
contracts with UEGs, it must agree to contract under similar terms 
with any cogenerator who so requests. 

In its comments on the proposed Decision, CCC/Watson 
expresses concern that SoCalGas will be unable to handle the 
administration of numerous cogenarator contracts. Moreover, 
CCC/Watson fears that addressing cogenerator parity in this way 
will prove to be administratively burdensome on this Corr~ission. 
We share some of CCC/Watson's concerns. We do not intend that this 
decision result in incl"eased proceedings before this CommissiOl'l. We 
do not believe, however, that all cOgenarators will choose to enter 
these types of contracts with SoCalGas. The collateral discount 
under Res. G~3062 will still act to provide discounted gas rates to 
cogenerators who remain on standard volumetric contracts. 
Furthermore, we anticipate that once a standard non-volumetric 
contract is developed by SoCalGas, it will be a relatively simple 
matter for it to offer contracts to those cogenerators who request 
them. 

Consequently, we direct SoCalGas to file, by advice 
letter, a plan to implement the offering of non-volumetric discount 
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gas transportation contracts to cogenel-ators on similar tel-ms and 
conditions as those offered to UEGs within 20 days of the effective 
date of this decision. Such a plan should include a model contract 
to be used with cogenerators and a methodology for ensuring that 
operational differences between UEGs and cogenerators are fairly 
recognized in implementation. CCC/Watson and other patties may 
respond to SoCalGas' proposed plan to ensure that their concerns 
are considered. 

4. Filing of Contracts 

e-

In order to ensure compliance with § 454.4 CCC/Watson 
proposes that redacted versions of any special contracts entered 
into between SoCalGas and UEGs be filed by advice letter and be 
made available to parties seeking the'information for legitimate 
regulatory purposes subject to appropriate confidentiality 
agreements. (Opening Brief at 21.) Edison strenuously opposes 
this propOsal, noting that in a competitive market for electricity 
UEGs and cogenerators will be competitors. Edison notes that even 
if cogenerators are forbidden to disclose the terms of any SoCalGas ~ 
UEG contract to third parties, they would still be able to use such 
information to their own advantage. 

TURN supports the advice letter filing of the contracts, 
stating this information is necessary for a number of regulatory 
purposes. 

SCUPP/iID recommends all discount contracts with 
electricity generators be open to public inspection. 

We agree with CCC/Watson that in order for the Commission 
and interested parties to fully and fairly implement the 
requirements of § 454.4, there must be disclosure of special 
contracts entered into between SoCalGas and UEGs. SoCalGas should 
file redacted versions of all such UEG contracts by advice letter 
and provide the full contracts and supporting workpapers to the 
Energy Oivision and to all interested SoCalGas customers that 
execute an appropriate confidentiality agreement. 
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We do not agree with SCUPP/IID that this requirement 
should extend to all electricity generators, including 
cogenerators, because we have a long-standing policy that the 
public interest of holding these contracts confidential outweighs 
the public interest served by disciosure. In our Resolution L-246, 
we elaborate on this policy.14 Therefore, we reject SCUPp/liD's 
proposal because it is contrary to our policy. 

VII. Au'dit Issues 

A. Proposed Audit Adjustments 
1. PITCO/POPCO Transition Cost Account (PPTCA) 

The Global settlement provided for sharing between 
ratepaYers and SoCalGas of gas costs paid in excess of market 
prices to SoCalGas affiiiates Pacific Interstate Transmission 
company (PITCO) and Pacific Offshore Pipeline Company (POPCO) and 
transition costs OVer a five-year period beginning Janua1Y 1, 1994. 
The PPTCA was established to record the ratepayer's portion of the 
buyout/buydown of the settlements associated with PITCO/POPCO and 
excess PITCO/POPCO gas costs. 

ORA said that it reviewed the four components that make 
up the PPGA tracking account and found SoCalGas' calculation of the 
fourth component in the PPTCA account, for December 1994, to be 
both confusing and inappropriate. (Exhibit 58, Chapter 1-5.) 
This calculation determines the financing costs incurred by 
SoCalGas to finance the allowable PITCOiPOPCO excess gas and 
transition costs. ORA alleges that SoCalGas included its revenue 
requirement of $9.3 million in the calculation of the financing 
costs as if the ratepayers should be additionally financing the 

14 Resolution L-246 denies SCUPP/IID's request for access to 
certain unredacted contracts between SoCalGas and four noncore gas 
consumers (not electricity producers). 
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amount being recovered in rates. ORA also claims that SoCalGas 
made a prior period adjustment of $3.6 million to ~ts April 1995 

beginning balance befO~'e it calculated the financing cost for the 
fil"st qual"ter lP95~ ORA characterizes this adjustment as 
"inapp~'opriate" because it included the revenue requirement in 
calculating the financing cost. ORA'performed its own calculations 
and found that the PPTCA is ovel'stated by $405,134, and recommends 
that the account be reduced by this amount. 

$oCalGas disagrees with the ORA that the "fourth 
component" is "both confusing and inappropriate." SoCalGas states 
that this calculation determines the interest on the unamortized 
PPTCA balance~and admits that the calculation is complicated 
because the interest calculation is performed on a cash basis 
instead of accrual basis as with other regulatory accounts. 
SoCalGas cites the'language in the Global Settlement to support its 
position. (See the definition of transition costs, 55 CPUC2d 
452, 464.) 

Discussion 
We deny ORA'"s request to reduce the balance in the PPTCA 

account by $405,134 because we believe SoCalGas has followed the 
required method for the calcUlation of financing costs. ORA's 
auditor was not aware of this method until it was mentioned by 
SOCalGas' witness. (Tr. Vol. 13/1509.) 

2. Fuel Cell proceeds Memorandum Account 
ORA recommends that this account be credited by $103,000. 

SoCalGas agrees with this recommendation but not with ORA's 
proposal to close the account. We adopt ORA's recommended credit 
and direct that the account remain open for the coming period. 

3. Audit Expense Account 
This accOUI'lt contai.ns SoCalGas' PBR audi.t expenses. ORA 

recommends deferral of the balance in the account until the audit 
is complete, SoCalGas disagrees, st~tjng it wants to recover the 
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costs associated with the audit On an ongoing basis in order to 
avoid a one-time large recovery. 

The $768,000 in the account should not be recovered now; 
rather, the balance should be deferred until the audit is complete. 
0.95-08-029 authorizes SoCalGas to file by advice letter to recover 
this balance; it should follow this procedure when the audit is 

complete. 
4. Research. Royalty,-and MemO Account 

ORA forecasts a $555,000 overcollection while SoCalGas 
forecasts a $469,000 overcollection. The difference in forecasts 
is due to the recorded period used for the forecast. SoCalGas' 
forecast is based on more reCGnt recorded numbers and, therefore, 

we adopt it. 
5. Catastrophic" Event Memorandum Account (eRMA) 

SoCalGas accepts ORA's recommendation to defer recovery 
of approximately $2 million in this account pending the findings of 
ORA's audit report. It requests, however, that pending a favorable 
audit repoi.-t, the eRMA account. balance -should be included in final 
1997 RCAP rates. We find S6CalGas' proposal reasonable and adopt 
it. In its comments on the proposed decision, ORA provides 
clarification on the disposition of its audit report. On October 
10, 1996, ORA served its report in A.94-12-006 and the matter is 
still pending in that proceeding. In its repOrt, ORA l·ecommends 
that SoCalGas' reVenue requirement be reduced by $6.6 million. 

B. Completion of ORA Audit. 
ORA testifies that due to time and staff limitations, it 

was unable to perform an in-depth review of three of SoCalGas' 
major accounts: the Core PUrchased Gas Account (PGA); the Core 
Fixed Cost Account (CFCA); and the Interstate Transition Cost 
surcharge Account (ITCS). It recommends that two of these 
accounts, the CFCA and the ITCS, remain open for a more in-depth 

review during SoCalGas' 1999 BeAP. 
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During cross-examination by SCUPP/IID and SDG&E, ORA 
testified that its a\ldit of the PITCO/POPCO account did not 
(1) examine source documentation to determine if the payments 
recorded in the account were actually paid and that the amounts 
were correct; or (2) review any of the underlying contracts between 
SoCalGas and its payees to determine whether or not a payment by 

SoCalGas would entitle it to receive a later rebate or refund. 
At the request of the ALJ, ORA reviewed whethei.- an audit 

could be done in a more timely manner. At hearing on August 28, it 
proposed to do an in'-depth audit on the CFCA and ITCS accounts in 
November with a·report filed by mid-January 1997, followed by an 
in-depth audit of the PITCO/POPCO account with a report filed 

March 11 1991. 
SoCalGas prefers ORA's original recommendation to hold 

the CFCA and ITCS accounts open for audit until 1999. If ORA's new 
proposal is adopted, socatGas requests the opportunity, to review 
the auditorts report, file responsive testimony, and present its 
view in hearings on the issues, if necessary. SCUPP/IID is 
strongly suppOrtive of ORA's proposal. 

On August 28, 1996, the ALJ accepted ORA's proposal and 
set a procedural schedule for parties to file comments and requests 
for hea~ings four weeks after each report is filed. (Transcript, at 
2290-92.) We affit,-m that 1.-uling. 

A. overview 

VIII. California Alternate Rates 
for Energy (CARE) program 

Due to unexpected growth in CARE participation and 
related program costs, SOCalGas proposes three mOdifications to the 
current status of its CARE prOgram and surcharge. Its proposal 
makes t\\'O modifications to progl."am benefits to reduce costs and one 
IT~dification to the allocation of the surcharge in order to 
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partially alleviate the cost burden to its competitive market 
segment. The benefit modification consists of: (1) reducing the 
Service Establishment Charge (SEC) benefit from $20 to 15 percent 
of the current SEC of $25, which \o,'ould equate to $3.75; and 
(2) eliminating the 15 percent discount on volumetric rates and the 
monthly customer charge, replacing it with a fixed discount for six 
months per year. TO reduce the cost burden of the surcharge to its 
competitive market segment (G-30 or non core customers), SoCalGas 
pi.·oposed to cap the volume of gas subject to the surcharge. ' 
SbCalGas recommends a cap of 250,000 therms per meter per year. 

ORA and TURN oppose SOCalGas' 'proposal.. ORA proposes 
maintaining the program as it exists today tintil Electric 
Restructuring dictates a neW program design and funding mechanism. 
TURN also suppOrts mai~tainin9 the current program; and proposes 
amortizing the forecasted undercollection of $29 million over the 
31-month BCAP period. in order to reduce the rate impact. In 
addition, TURN asks the Commission to order SoCalGas to stop its 
practice of including the CARE surcharge as a line item on customer 
bills. 

At hearing, witnesses fl."om all three parties presented 
multitudes of ratios and percentages to support their positions. 
While the numerical analysis is interesting, the determination of 
what is too much cost 01." too little benefit 1-emains subjective. We 
have reviewed all the evidence and must rely to a great extent on 
qualitative analysis. The analysis presented below relies on 
historical precedent, consistent with commission decisions, and the 
evidence on record. 
B. SEC Discount 

SoCalGas' proposed modifications to CARE focus on 
SoCalGas' perceived need to reduce CARE costs. SoCalGas considers 
the current SEC discount to be the primary driver behind the high 
costs because the implementation of the SEC discount correlates 
with an increase in the growth rate of the program and a large 
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undercollection in the CARE balancing account. SoCalGas presents 
data to support its conclusion both in this BCAP and in Advice 
Letter (AL) 2444 (filed September 22, 1995). In this proceeding, 
SoCalGas forecasts that the SEC discount will account for 17 
percent ($1.4 million) of the program costs in 1997. SoCalGas 
argues that no other California utility has to pass an SEC subsidy 
of this magnitude on to its customers. 

e' 

TURN and ORA testify that increasing the SEC will create 
greater hardship for the segment of the population that moves with 
the greatest frequency. TuRN further argues that the SEC is only 
one of many costs when one w~Ves. ORA states that absent evidence 
of a reduction in hardship for low-income customers in SOCalGas' 
territory, the benefit should not be reduced. Finally, ORA states 
that in AL-2444, SoCalGas attributes high enrollment to a large 
number of ineligible customers requesting CARE benefits; this 
should be cOl:rected because Res. 0-3182 authorized an up- front 
verification pilot study in"response to AL-2444. Because the study 
is designed around the $20 SEC discount, ORA concludes that it ~ 
would be imprudent to make changes before the pilot study is 
completed on December 1, 1997. 

First, we should review the evidence in the record that 
compares SoCalOas' SEC discount to Universal Lifeline Telephone 
Service (ULTS) and other utilities' SECs, and consider the hardship 
and cost savings that would be created by SoCalGas' proposal. 
ULTS provides for a discounted SEC of $10.00 one time per year per 
customer (for Pacific Bell customers this amounts to a subsidy of 
$24.15.) For subsequent hook-ups, customers are required to pay 
the full rate. 15 Edison has a $10.00 SEC that all residential 

lS Telephone companies are appealing to the Commission to remove 
the once per year condition from ULTS because they can not cost
effectively track the information necessary to know if a customer 
has already received the discount. 
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customers pay, SDG&E has an SEC of $15 per meter and no SEC 
discount, and PG&E does not have an SEC. Southwest Gas Company has 
a $25 SEC with no CARE discount but allows the cost to be split 
over more than one bill, and also covers full CARE costs under its 
PBR with no balancing account treatment. Also, SoCalGas customers 
with electric service from LADWP pay a $13 SEC for one meter and 
$2.50 f01' additional meters. Finally, customers must pay deposits 
for service to each service provider. SoCalGas states that 
utilities with low or no SEC are recovering service establishment 
costs through rates, and therefore, CARE customers are, at most, 
getting a 15 percent discount on the cost to establish service. 

While SOCalGas correctly argues that CARE customers of 
other utilities pay SEC costs in their volumetric rate, SoCalGas 
fails to note that a large SEC can prevent customers from obtaining 
service. For a low-income customer who faces deposits and:'IDoving 

" 

costs, the barrier to service is substantially reduced wheh the 
service establishment costs are included in the volumetric rates. 
therefore, we conclude that increasing the SEC for CARE customers 
by $16.25, 'as SoCalOas has effectively proposed, will make the 
barrier to service for low-income customers unreasonably high. 

We find a $5 SEC acceptable, but we observe that low
income customers in SoCalGas' territory may be accustomed to paying 
a $10.00 SEC, as the SEes for ULTS and Edison are set at this 
level. If we increase the CARE SEC to $10.00, SoCalGas will 
recover an additional $1.9 million (based on an estimated 373,000 

SECs annually). This is a 25 percent reduction in the cost 
attributed to the SEC discount, but a 100 percent increase for CARE 
customers. Also, the discount for low-income customers should be 
available on every 
hookup because limiting the discount to one time'per year creates 
unnecessary hardship for low-income customers. 

Finally, we address ORA's concern regarding Res. 0-3182. 

Our conclusions regarding the SEC will go into effect with rates 
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from the PBR decision. This will allow for completion of most of 
the pilot program. 
C. Fixed Discount 

SoCalGas' second benefit modification proposal changes 
the benefit from a 15 percent discount to a fixed monthly discount. 
SoCalGas supports its proposal by presenting evidence that most 
CARE customers wili be better off under the fiXed amount discount 
because the fixed amount will be equal to the average discount 
under the 15 percent discount program design. The avel'age discount 
is greater than the median discount, therefore, most CARE customers 
will be better off. In addition, SoCalGas points out that this 
program design encourages conservation because the discount would 
be relatively greater as consumption decreases. 

ORA testified that the program design shOUld not be 
changed without full consideration of the alternatives which are 
being examined in the Electric Restructuring LoW Income Wor~ing 
Group. ORA also states that the fixed amount, which today is 
equivalent to approximately 15 percent of an average CARE 
customer's bill, will be less meaningful as the customer charge 
rises in the future. 16 

Undel" current CARE guidelines established in D.89-09'-044, 

CARE customers receive a 15 percent discount on both volumetric 
rates and the monthly customer charge. SoCalGas' bill impact 
estimates of its proposal show that the average CARE customer is 
almost equally well off with the fixed discount. SocalGas' 
estimates are based on a 10 percent tier differential and 
decreasing rates. If these assumptions do not hold true, the 
benefit of the fixed discount to CARE customers would decline if 
there are rate increases (or smaller rate decreases than assumed), 

16 ORA's data request 814, Table 1a. 
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and SoCalGas would incur greater costs if rate decreases are more 
than fOl"eCasted. 

We acknowledge SoCalGas' argument that conservation is a 
",·ol."thy goal, but do not find it to be meaningful hel."e. Since low
income customers on average have lower consumption than other 
customers according to the annual CARE report, and their 
consumption is likely to reflect poorly insulated homes and 
inefficient heating. hot water, and cooking appliances, reducing 
the CARE benefits may have little impact on consumption. 

SOCalGas also recommends that the fixed amount be offered 
for only six months of the Year, spanning the high consum.ption 
winter months. SoCalGas states that this will reduce hardship 
because winter is the most critical time for assistance. We point 
out that CARE was established to mitigate tier closure, aIid tier 
closure was ehacted t~ mitigate high winter billa. Since winter 
and summer rates are tiered, it follows that CARE rates should be 
offered throughout the year. 

Finally, we take into consideration ORA's position that 
the program should not be modified without full consideration of -
the alternatives for prOgram design, now being exposed by the new 
LoW-Income Governing Boal-d established by D.97-02-014 (mimeo., p. 
70). ORA points out that the Commission instructed the Governing 
Board to give full consideration to the gas industry as well as the 
electric industry, and while there is no set schedule for 
implementing changes, it is clear that the Commission's hopes to 
act during the BeAP cycle. While we find it appropriate to make 
short-tel.-m adjustments in this proceeding to alleviate problems, we 
find it inappropriate to modify the key elements of the CARE 
program such as program and surcharge design iasues, when they are 
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actively being considered in another proceeding. 17 Therefore, we 
will not alter the current 15 percent discount structure. 
D. Capping 

SoCalGas proposes capping the CARE surcharge to exempt 
all consumption on a single meter gl'eater than 250,000 therms pel.' 
year. SoCalGas believes that it is competitively disadvantaged in 
the gas industry because it must pass the high CARE costs on to 
G-30 customers, while other gas providers that are not regulated by 
the Cow~ission are not subject to these costs. The CARE costs are 
recorded in a balancitlg account and the rate for the CARE surcharge 
is calculated to meet the forecasted status of the account. 

The CARE balancing account currently l.-eflects a large 
undercollection because of unexpected growth in participation and 
cost, and warm weather that affected all of the balancing accounts. 
Amortizing the current balance over a 12-month period increases the 
revenue collected through the surcharge from 1996 to 1997 by $7.36 
million (69 percent) for the noncore, and $17.52 million (58 
percent) for the core. The percentage increase is smaller for core 
because the total revenue gene~ated by the core is greater. In 
fact, SoCalGas showed that the core pays 73 percent of the total 
CARE surcharge revenues and noncore pays only 27 percent. 18 By 
capping the surcharge responsibility of the largest consumers as 
SoCalGas proposed, the core portion of the surcharge revenue 
increases to 95 percent. 

For a relative perspective, the following shows the 
contributions of each customer class toward the total surcharge for 

17 SoCalGas testifies it is unique because it is a gas-only 
utility and, therefore, it should be treated separately from PG&E 
and SDG&E. However, with the proposed merger of Pacific 
Enterprises and Enova, SoCalGas' status has potentially changed. 

18 Testimony of Patrick Petersilia, Exhibit 1, p. 23. 
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each of the major utilities. The table demonstrates that SoCalGas' 
nonCOl.-e customers' contributions aloe ""ithin the range of large 
industl'ial and commercial customers of othel.- utilities in the 
state. 

PG&E: 

Percentage of CARE Surcharge Paid by 
CUstomer Class for California Utilities· 

Electric 1: Gas 

PG&E: 
Resideo"':ial 32.9 Residential 
Sm. Powet" 9~5 GNR1 
Med. Power 29.6 GNR2 
Lg. Power 23.1 GNR3 
Agricultural 4.9 Industrial 

SooteE: SDG&E: 
Residential 35.2 Residential 
Commercial 39.6 Commercial 
Industrial 23.7 Industl."'ial 
Agricultural 1.5 Transport. 

Edison: SoCalGas: 
Residential 30.2 Residential 
Commel.~cial 1.3 G-10 "(core) 
Industrial 42.3 0-20 (col."e) 
Agricultural 18.3 0-30 (noncore) 
Public Authority 8.0 
Railroads 1.0 

* All of the data presented above are from the annual 
CARE repOrts (May 1995 - Apt'il 1996) submitted to 
the Commission by the utilities, except for 
SoCalOas. SoCalOas' data are from this decision. 

1 

43.5 
17.9 
1.1 
".05 

37.4 

59.0 
22.0 
13.7 
5.3 

55.8 
17.5 
1.1 

25.6 

TURN proposes an alternative means to redUcing the 
noncore rate impact. TURN recommends amortizing the fOl."ecasted 
balance of $29 million over the 31-m6nth BCAP cycle and withholding 
interest on the accumulated balance, as an indication that SoCalGas 
should have come to the Commission earlier for emergency relief. 

We find the 31-month amortization pl.'oposal pl-eferable to 
the capping proposal to reduce the noncore cost burden for three 
reasons. First, in the short run, SoCalGa.s has not sufficiently 
demonstrated detriment to the none ore that justifies shifting costs 
to the core. The only exa.wple that SoCalGas could cite to support 
its argument of competitive disadvantage was bypass by enhanced. oil 
recovery customers, who are exempt from the CARE "surcharge. In the 
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long run, SoCalGas has not convincingly shown that the core will be' 
better off if the noncore gets this reduction. 

Second, we believe that SOCaIGas' growth rate of costs 
will decline over the course of the upfront verification pilot 
study (Res. G-1832) and that costs may actually decline, as up
front verification may reduce the leVel of participation. 

Finally, the sUrchiu"ge mechanism will be more thol"oughly 
examined and modified in the Electric Restructuring proceeding to 
address competitive markets befol"e this BCAP cycle close'~~ 
Therefore, the 31-month amortization will handle the high':"costs 
through this BeAP cycle and other forces will affect the size and 
allocation of the surcharge after that periOd. 

We do not support TURN's position that SoCalGas requires 
a penalty -for the undercollection. SoCalGas adequately notified· 
the commission 6£ the prOgram and cost growth through AL-2444. 
E. Line Itemization 

The last issue is TuRN's recommendation that the 

e" 

commission disallow the itemization of the CARE surcharge on e 
customer bills. TURN claims that the Commission specifically ruled 
against this pl."actice in the Electric Restructuring policy decision 
(D.95-12-063, modified by D.96-01-009, mimeo at 166). We do not 
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agree. The manner in which the public goods surcharge will be 
identified on customers' bills has not been finally r~solved 
(D.96-02-014, mimeo. at 76-71). In fact, in our electric 
restructuring policy decision, we stated, 

Our policy preference is to recover_thes~ 
low-income assistance costs as a surcharge 
on electricity Use separate 'from other 
public goods charges •••. We establish this 
separate low-income.assistanc~ surcharge 
to provid~ a clear funding source for 
low-income programs." (D.95-12-96l, mimeo. 
at 166) . 

Furthermore, we believe it is consistent with emerging competitive 
trends to separate sUl"charges for specific program funding from 
commodity charges. Therefore, until the generic issues have been 
addressed, we reject TURN~s request and allow SoCalGas to follow 
existing CARE guidelines established in D.89-11-o18 by itemizing 
the CARE surcharge on customer bills if it so chooses. 

IX. Rate Design 

A. Residential Rate Design 
SoCalGas has propOsed several rate design modifications 

for the resi.dentialclass. These include: 
-MonthlY customer Charge 
-Tier Differential 
-Baseline 
SoCalGas is asking the Commission and parties to look at 

these proposals as a package instead of individual components. 
SoCalGas asserts that the package is revenue-neutral, although the 
individual components ar~ not. 

1. Monthly CUstomer _. Charge 
SoCalGas proposes to phase in a significant increase in 

customer charges over the riext five years. CUrrently, all 
residential customers pay·a $5 per month customer charge. For 
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single family and master-meter residential customers, SoCalGas 
proposes a customer charge of $7.12 per month, rising to $13.57 by 
Year 5. Multi-family customers ""ould initially pay $5.26 per 
month, rising to $10.35 by Year 5. 

SoCalGas asserts that high-volume customers currently 
subsidize low-volume customers because fixed customer-related costs 
are recovered in volumetric rates. When marginal customer costs 
exceed the customer charge, the excess will be picked up in 
volumetric rates. SoCalGas also concludes that customers in older 
homes are subsidizing customers in newer, more energy-efficient 
homes. SoCalGas proposes to reduce the subsidy by increasing the 
monthly customer charge and differentiating the customer charge by 

dwelling t.ype. 
ORA, TURN, and SOS oppose the Pl'oposai and seek to retain 

the current $5 customer charge. : Both ORA "and TURN claim that 
sc,calGas is USing this propOsal to l."educe its throughput-related 
risk for collecting its reVenue requirement undel." PBR. 20 OR..~ 
urges the Commission to refcain from considering SoCalGas' proposal 
until SoCalGas is candid about the risk. 

TURN challenges SoCalGas' claim of a subsidY from large 
to small residential customers. First, TURN challenges SoCalGas' 
claim that the marginal customer cost is approximately $13.00 per 
customer per month. TURN shows that under its New CUstomer Only 
(NCO) proposal, the marginal customer cost is approximately $5.00 
per customer per month. SoCalGas based its analysis on the rental 
method to calculate customer cost. Therefore, the five-year plan 

20 Shifting the reVenue requirement from volumetric rates to 
fixed charges provides greater assurance of the collection of the 
funds. TURN adds that SoCalGas' revenue recovery will be more 
weather sensitive under PBR and, therefore, SoCaiGas wants to 
design rates for maximum stability. 
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to attain a $13.00 "cost-based" customer charge is valid only if 
Commission adopts SoCalGas' rental methodology. 

Second, TURN questions that SoCalGas' assertion that the 
demand-related costs of sel~ving all customel"S is eq\tal in cents
per-thermo TURN provides its analysis showing that smaller 
residential customers have lower demand costs per therm than larger 
residential customers. TURN shows that weather-sensitive use 
increases as total use increases, and therefore, demand cost per 
therm is greater for large customers. 

ORA states that rate design must include consideration of 
equity and SoCalGas' proposal is strictly based on economic 
efficiency. Equity dictates that the rate structure should allow 
customers to exercise some control over their bills, even if it 
means setting the customer charge below marginal cost. ORA also 
points out that the pr~posal has an adverse impact to low-income 
customers th~t would be mitigated for only six months of the year 
under SbCalGas' propOsal. SOS points out that the Commission has 
historically viewed low-income customers as deserving Commission 
protectioll and SoCalGas' proposal would not meet that standard. 
The proposal is also particularly hard on low-income, low-usage 
customers that do not participate in the CARE program. 

SOS challenges SOCaIGas' claim that new homes subsidize 
old homes because they are more energy efficient. SoCalGas states 
that this is observable because consumption has declined on a per 
customer basis since 1983. SOS finds that SoCalGas' analysis does 
not include enough variables that affect consumption, such as 
conservation programs to improve the energy efficiency of homes, 
appliance replacement, weather, the price of gas, and possibly the 
size of newer homes. Also, SoCalGas has not sufficiently isolated 
the impact of the age of the home to make its claim. SOS testifies 
that 18 percent of housing stock was constructed after 1919. Thus, 
SoCalGas is essentially claiming that 18 percent of the customers 
are subsidizing 82 percent of the customers. 
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Further, SOS states that PH code § 739.6 requi l'es the 
Commission design rates that are con~~istent with policies of 
"affordability and conservation." SOS finds SoCalGas ' propOsal 
directly conflicts with this, as a lower customer charge and 
greater volumetric rate would promote conservation. 

Finally, SOS points out that SoCalGas was authorized a 
large increase in the customer charge in the last BCAP, and to the 
extent that the customer charge sends a signal that there is a fee 
for safe, quality service, sos finds that the increas~s are 
inequitable because the level of service has declined. 

Discussion 
We will reject SoCalGas ' proposal at this time and retain 

the current customer charge. SoCalGas' analysis lacks evidence 
that a large subsidy exists for residential customers and that 
residential customers only pay a portion of their marginal cost in 
customer charges. We find the<alternate analysis provided by TURN 
sufficient to question SoCalGas' claim. 

Further, SoCalGas ' argument that new homes subsidize old 
homes is inconclusive~ If SoCalGas wants to use this argument in 
the futul."e, it will need to present a comprehensive study isolating 
the effect of age of dwellings on gas consumption. We agree with 
sos that variables were left out of.soCalGas l presentation, and 
data should be specific to SoCalGas' territory. 

Regarditlg SOS I charges of reduced service, it does not 
provide evidence to SUpport its claim. Although SOS states the 
areas in which it believes there has been a decline in service, the 
Commission requires a showing of evidence to demonstrate that the 
service ~las been inadequate. 

Finally, to the extent that SbCalGas ' proposal is related 
to minimizing risk, it should be directly addressed in the PBR 
proceeding. 
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2. Tier Differential 
SoCalGas proposes to reduce the residEHltial tier 

differential to approximately 10 percent. It claims this will 

provide cost-based signals. The rate impact of SoCalGas' proposal 

is an increase of 2.4 percent for tier 1 and a decrease of 16.5 

percent for tier 2. SoCalGas anticipates this rate design will 

cause tier 1 consumption to decrease and tier 2 consumption to 

increase. 
ORA, TURN, and SOS oppose the proposal. Some of their 

reasons for opposing the increased customer charge also apply to 

tier closure because both proposals reallocate costs from large 

consumers to smaller consumers. These positions address 

conservation, control over bills, and equity. currently, the 

higher tier 2 rate encourages conservation, and curtailing usage in 

the tier 2 range has a greater impact on the bill than curtailing 

tier 1 usage. Under SoCalGas' proposal" to "close the tier 

differential, the incentive to reduce tier 2 consumption would 

decline, as conservation would have less impact on the bill. The 

opposing parties point out that SoCalGas is in line with the 
current differentials of other gas providers, and the differentials 

for gas have been consistentfi~reater than the differentials for 

electric rates. The parties fJndit inequitable that customers who 

Consume primarily tier 1 gas will see greater increases than the 

remainder of the class. 
ORA claims SoCalGas' proposal favors economic efficiency 

over equitable movement toward cost-based rates. ORA's proposal to 

leave the current rate design unchanged meets the criteria of 

inverted rates and the composite tiel" differential. The current 35 

percent differential is a consistent price signal that tier 2 gas 

is more expensive than tier 1 gas. 
TURN proposes a 20 percent composite tier differential 

and states that there is currently only a 3.9 percent composite 

tier differential which leaves no room for change in the direction 
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of SoCalGas I proposal. TUR1~ states that the only exception to the 
composite tier differential was 0.94-12-052, and TURN has pending a 
petition to modify that decision. 

sos stresses that consumers whose total usage is at tier 
1 have less ability to control their usage as there is less 
consumption to curtail. To the extent low usage is reflective of 
low income, the proposal is inequitable because these customers 
will be paying higher rates and conceivably have expenses such as 
insulation and other conservation measures. Meanwhile, tier 2 
consumers are given a price signal to increase consumption. Even 
though low-income customers are associated with less efficient 
homes, their consumption is consistently less on average than 
higher income customers, presumably in more efficient homes. 21 

S6CalGas has not provided sufficient justification for 
its proposal. While the gas differential may be higher than the 
electric differential, we find this reasonable given that gas 
consumption tends to be for only the most basic needs, i.e. 
heating, hot water, and cooking. We find it crucial to keep price 
signals that indicate that basic necessities should be affordable, 
and additional consumption will cost more. SoCalGas' proposal 
gives the perverse signal that tier 1 users should be more 
conservative and tier 2 users less conservative. 

Therefore, we should retain the existing tier 
differential calculated on a compOsite basis. The composite tier 
differential is more meaningful than the simple differential 
because it gives the price for access and purchase of a quantity of 
gas that covers basic needs. 

21 See annual CARE report. 
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3. Baselino 
SoCalGas proposes to reduce its summer and winter 

baseline quantities. SOCalGas has three baseline zones, of which 
Zone 1 is the largest. The proposed revisions arel 

CUrrent ProQQsal 
(in thel.-ms) 

Zone 1-Sumrner 16* 14 
Winter 50 46 

Zone 2-Summer 16 14 
Winter 65 59 

Zone 3-Surruner 16 14 
Winter 87 79 

* Duril19 the preceding, SoCalGi!~ realized 
that the c~\rrent baseline qQantity of 16 
thet-rns is above the established range of 
50-60 percent. To bring SoCalGas within 
the guidelines, the qUantity would have to 
be reduced to 15 therrns. 

Correl'lt 1 y, 60.8 percent of res ident ia 1 summe r t hl.-oughput 
is billed at the baseline rate. Under SoCalGas' proposal, 56 
percent of residential summer throughput would be billed at the 
baseline rate. The current winter throughput at the baseline rate 
is 69.1 percent, and under the proposal it would be 66 percent. 

SoCalGas 'cites PU Code § 739 (d) (1) to jUstify its 
proposal. This section states "the Commission shall revi.ew and 
revise baseline quantities as average consumption patterns change." 
SoCalGas points to a long-term downward trend in the average use 
per residential meter and, therefore, states the downward shift 
would prevent the need for multiple adjUstments in the future. 

ORA, TURN, and SOS oppose the proposal and want to retain 
the current quantities or at most reduce th? summer quantity to 15 
therms to bring SoCalGas into compliance with the statute. These 
parties find SoCalGas fails to present sufficient evidence to 
support the proposed downward shifts. 
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SoCalGas shows a downward trend in residential 
consumption through 1994; however, this trend showed a substantial 
anomaly fl."om May 1994 through Apt-i} 1995. In data that SoCalGas 
submits to the Commission in its annual CARE repOrts, SoCalOas 
showed gradually declining consumption from May 1990 through April 
1994, but a large increase in residential consumption for nonCARE 
customers as well as CARE customers in SoCalGas' Sixth Annual 
Report, covering May 1994 through April 1995 •. Commiss"ion staff 
specifically inquired about the accuracy of the data at the time 
SoCalGas I repol~t was reviewed and SoCalGas confirmed that the data 
were correct. Therefore, there is reason to refrain from making 
changes based on the forecasted continuation of the downwai.-d trend. 
SoCalGas has not provided justification for its reco~~ended change 
in baseline quantities. 

Based on the above discussion, we find SoCalGas should 
reduce its summer baseline quantity to 15 therms to comply with 
statutory guidelines; however, winter baseline quantities should 
remain unchanged. 

" . Core Deaveragi.i\g 
In this BCAP, s~calGas proposes to entirely eliminate 

core averaging. In its last BCAP, the Commission authorized full 
deaveraging of the G-20 class, and partial deaveraging of the G-10 
class. SoCalGas proposes its changes based on the objective of 
cost-based pricing. SoCalGas states that the 0-10 class currently 
subsidizes the residential class by $77 million per year. 

ORA, TURN, and SOS oppose the proposal. They strongly 
assert that SoCalGas must provide the study on customer 
classification, as ordered in the LRMC decision, prior to any 
further deaveraging. CUrrently, customer classification determines 
which customers' rates are averaged together, TURN states that 
"within the residential and commercial end use categories there can 
be a wide 1-ange of di.fferent cost incurrence patterns." (TURN 
Testimony, Florio, p.24) Testimony frorn'two large l"esidential 
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customers, E&S Ring Management, and PLB Management, supports 7URN's 
position. Furthel-more, TURN and ORA state that the amoUnt that 
would be deavcraged depends on LRMC methodology, for which they 
have proposed alternatives to SoCalGas' current methodology. Under 
TURN's NCO propOsal, approximately $56 million would be deaveraged 
as opposed to SoCalGas' figure of $77 million. 

ORA suggests there could be an incentive mechanism 
whereby SoCalGas may annually take steps toward deaveraging as the 
core revenue requirement is reduced. ORA states that SoCalGas' 
package of proposals would shift $191 million to the residential 
class, and that the study ordered by the LRMC decision must be 
provided before this is allowed. 

TURN states that alternative methods of analysis include 
examination of demand characteristics (comparative elasticities) 
and value of peak service reliability. In addition, rate options 
should increase as a new metering technologies are introduced and 
residential customers need to be included in the service options. 

consistent with our policy articulated in 0.94-12-052 to 
gradually eliminate the cross-subsidies in the 0-10 rate, We will 
deaverage approximately 50 percent of the remaining subsi~y, as it 
\...Ill enable us to correct another rate design issue in the 0-10 

class. We will not allow further deaveraging at this time because 
we are not certain what costs truly are attributable to the 
residential class, nor are we confident that the residential class 
fits the definition it is currently assigned as demonstrated by the 
two large residential intervenors in this proceeding. We will 
direct the Executive Director to ensure staff include the issue of 
the remaining deaveraging and a potential customer classification 
study in the procedural 1"oadmap that we expect to follow our 
Natural Gas Strategy. 

Therefore, we should further deaverage core rates 50 

percent in this proceeding. 
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5. Residential Segmentation 
PLB Management, LLC (PLB) and E&S Ring Management 

Corporation (E&S) testified in this proceeding seeking rate relief 
as large residential customers. The companies own and operate 
lal.-ge apartment complexes in SoCalGas 'sel-vice tel.'ritory. 

_Both companies have properties that consume well over 250,000 
thel.-ms per year, the demarcation for noncore status. However, 
COITunission rules preclude residential customel.·s from choosing 
noncore status because residential customers are reserved the 
highest level of priority on the transportation system. Core 
Aggregation Transpol-tation (CAT) is the only alternative to the 
utilities' residential rates, but it does not provide the magnitude 
of savings that noncore rates provide. 

E&S is already receiving gas under the CAT prOgram. E&S 
seeks noncore status and is sponsored by Enron, who states that 
customers of its size shoUld be able to determine the level of 
reliability that they are willing to accept. E&S testifies that 
its gas usage is for swimming pools, jacuzzis, hot water and some 
cooking; its properties do not use gas for space heating; thus, 
some risk of reliability is acceptable. 

PLB seeks a new rate category for large residential 
customers within the core class. PLB's proposal addresses the 
cross subsidy that occurs from large to small residential customers 
when we adopt SoCalGas' proposed marginal customer cost. Under 
SoCalGas ' marginal customer cost scenario. marginal customer costs 
that are not picked up by the monthly customer charge are included 
in the volumetric rate for gas. Under PLB's proposal, residential 
customers consuming greater than 250,000 therms pet' year would pay 
the customer-related costs based on SocalGas' marginal customer 
cost proposal of approximately $7,600 per year, and a volumetric 
rate that would not include any other customer-related charges. 
The remaining residential l.'evenue requirement would be allocated 
among the rest of the residential class. It is unclear if PLB is 
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participating in CAT. PLB wants to retain its same level of 
service and reliability. 

Both PLB and E&S state the savings realized under their 
proposals would not be passed on to the tenants. PLB states that 
savings would go into the general budget for operations. E&S hopes 
to recover some of its losses from the recession of the past five 
years in Southern California. 

ORA opposes E&S' proposal, stating that its residential 
customers do not have an alternate fuel source if they were 
curtailed and; therefore, the proposal is unacceptable. ORA's 
opposition is also based on the fact that the tenants may not see 
any of the savings that the company would receive. ORA did not 
comment 6n PLB. 

Discussion 
These proposals raise three issues. First, E&S is 

seeking noncore status without regard for reliability. This is 
unacceptable. The Commission cannot place r~sidents at risk of 
less reliable service. The residents are not selecting to put 
themselves at risk and they would not benefit from the risk because 
E&S would re~ain the savings. Second, as discussed in the previous 
section, SoCalGas has yet to present the customer classification 
study that ~~uld allow us to consider redefining the residential 
customer classes. Finally, depending on the results of the 
customer cla~sification study, the Commission may need to address 
the rate impacts of substantial core migration and ensure remaining 
residential customers are assured adequate service at reasonable 
rates. 

Therefore, we should not adopt E&S's proposal in this 
proceeding. We recognize their concerns and should revisit the 
issue in our Natural Gas Strategy proceeding. 

PLB raises an issue we can address in this proceeding. 
We have consistently recognized the importance of providing 
accurate price signals, and pricing based on the principle of cost 
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causation. PLB's proposal suggests a method of unbundling 
residential rates to provide rates more closely alligned with 
costs. It is impractical to unbundle costs down to the individual 
residential customer level. However, PLB's suggestion of 250,000 
thel-ms per year is a reasonable pOint of delineation as this is our 
current floor for core aggregation. 

PLB's suggested method for unbundling customer-related 
costs would not affect the customer charge paid by each srraller 
residential customer, but would instead reduce the volumelric rate 
for customers like PLB. PLB's volumetric rate would be reduced by 
the amount of customer-related costs in that rate which are abOve 
its avei.'age customer-related costs. Using SoCalOas I marginal. 
customer cost proposal, this reduces the average amount of customel
costs paid by these customers to approximately $7628 per year 
compared to PLB's current combined rate of about $366,000 per year. 
This p~opOsal would have a minor impact on other residential 
customers by increasing their volumetric charges by less than $1 
per year. We are most sensitive to the rates borne by low-income 
customers, but note that the rate increase to these customers would 
be negligible (averaging $.013 per year to multifamily low income 
households), On balance, the improved cost signals and more 
accurate pricing methodology outweigh the negative impacts on small 
customers. We will adopt PLB's proposal. 
B. core commercial/Industrial 

SoCalGas proposes to combine the 0-10 and 0-20 classes to 
create a seamless rate design. All customers in the class would be 
charged a monthly customer charge of $15.00. The rate structure 
would be declining block in order to prevent large customers from 
subsidizing small customers. The proposal is linked to the core 
deaveraging proposal to the extent that 0-20 customers might end up 
subsidizing residentiai customers again if there continues to be a 
G-10/residential subsidy, and G-10 and G-20 classes are merged. 
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CUrrently, G-20 customers pay a $350 monthly customer 

charge, and G-10 customers pay a $15 monthly custom~r charge. The 

current rate structures create an anomaly in which large G-10 

customers can pay a higher bill than small G-20 customers for less 

consumption and equal reliability. SoCalGas' proposal removes this 

anomaly so the bill increases as consumption increases. 
ORA opposes S6CalGas' proposal because it depends on the 

core deaveraging proposal, which ORA opposes. 
We agree with SoCalGas that the rate structure should be 

- . 
redesigned to eliminate the overlap between G-10 and G-20 rates. 

However, we do not accept the remainder of SqCalGas' proposal. We 

do not see the justification for reducing the 0-20 customer charge 

to $15, when SoCalGas has ar9ued that customer charges should 

reflect marginal customer costs. This issue could be reconsidered 

after the customer classification study is completed and we have 

more confidence in the marginal customer costs. Instead, we have 

retained the two separate customer classes and customer charges, 

and have adjusted rates to eliminate the overlap without allowing 

rates for other customer classes to increase as a result of this 

particular adjustment. 

C. Master-meter CUstomers 
SoCalGas currently pays a credit to its master-meter 

customers to compensate them for the costs of providing submeter 

services because submetering avoids costs to SoCalGas' system. The 

methodology to calculate the credit was established in D.90-11-023. 

SoCalGas proposes to update the methodology, basing the credit on 

the marginal cost of the submeter systems. Its proposal increases 

the credit from $1.36 to $3.02. The increase also accounts for the 

increase in the customer charge. 
ORA and WMA respond to SoCalGas' proposal. ORA does not 

oppose SoCalGas' proposal. but points out that the actual credit 

amount depends on the final cost allocation and rate design. and 

should be adjusted accordingly. 
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,~ propOses to modify SoCalGas' calculation to use costs 
that are specific to mobilehome parks. h~ points out that the 
marginal costs that SOCalGas uses are the average costs for all 
submeter customers. h~ states the the distribution costs for 
mobilehome parks are significantly higher because they have 
distribution mains and longer line lengths. WMA states that the 
higher costs are not represented by the marginal costs that 
SoCalGas used because only one percent of the submeter customers 
are in . ·~i lehome parks. h'MA adds that the other major gas and 
electri~' utilities in California have separate submeter credits for 
mobilehome parks and multi-unit housing due to the differences in 
distribution costs. 

WMA demonstrates that the inclusion of distribution mains 
would increase the annual avoided submeter cost by $34.03. WMA 

requests the commission to adopt ~A·s method for calculating the 
submetct· credit on an interim basis, and order SoCalOas to pel.-'form 
a complete study of mobilehome park subrneter avoided costs for the 
next BCAP. 

SoCalGas responds that it does not oppose WMA's proposal, 
but the proposal cannot be justified under the current LRMC 
methodology. SoCalGas states that the solution would be to revise 
the current methodology in order to treat distribution costs as . 
customer-related costs. 

We accept WMA's proposal to include the cost of 

distribution mains as presented in its testimony. HoweVer, we will 
not order SoCalGas to perform a study specifically on the submeter 
costs. We believe this issue can be appropriately addressed in any 
study of customer classifications which we will consider as pal.-t of 
the roadmap following our Natural Gas strategy. As a result, we 
adopt WMA's proposal as a final rate. 
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D. Residual Load Service (RLS) 'rar!ff 
1. Background 

In D.95-07-046, the Commission approved a modified 
SoCalGas proposal to implement a load-specific flexible rate design 
for noncore customers who choose to partially bypass SoCalGas' 
transportation system. This design is known as the Residual Load 
Service (RLS) tariff. 

The RLS was implemented in order to close a regulatory 
gap which would have unfairly rewarded nortcore customers for 
partially bypassing SoCalGas. This gap arises because SoCalGas, 
due to utility franchise rights, is required to serve all customer 
load within its service territory. Without the RLS, other gas 
transportation providers wou~d have been able to contl"act with 
SoCalGas' noncore customers to provide their base loads at lower, 
negotiated rates and leave SoCalGas obligated to serve those 
customers' high-cost peaking loads at tariffed rate. The losses 
resulting from this loss of noncore base load, combined with the 
requirement to serve high cost residual load at tariffed rates, 
would have been borne by SoCalGas' shareholders and remaining 
captive customers. The RLS was implemented to enstire that noncore 
customers' costs of partially bypassing SoCalGas internalize the 
externalities that their bypass places on the general body of 
ratepayers (D.95-07-046 slip op. at 15). 

Under the RLS, SoCalGas is allowed to negotiate rates for 
gas transportation with each noncorc customer" who decides to 
bypass. Rates must be negotiated between a floor equal to 
SoCalGas' short-run marginal cost and a default ceiling rate equal 
to the product of the current tariff and the ratio of the 
customer's load factor before bypass to the load factor after 
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bypass. 22 (Id. at 13.) The RLS does not apply to off-spec gas f 

refinery produced gas or gas produced and consumed within the 
service area of a wholesale consumer. (Id. at 17.) The RLS was 
approved for an interim period, until implementation of the instant 

BCAP. 
Since its implementation, no noncore customer has 

partially bypassed SoCalGas' service. consequently, the RLS tariff 

has never been used. 
Both Edison and SCUPP/IID advocate the elimination of the 

RLS in these proceedings. SoCaiGas argues for its maintenance with 

minor modification. 
In support of the proposed elimination of the RLS, Edison 

argues that the RLS tariff: (1) is unfair because it is not cost
based; (2) discriminates against multi-unit electric utilities; and 

(3) discourages economic bypass. 
Edison states that with the exception of. Hub Set"vice, the 

e' 

"RLS tariff is the only transmission service tariff for noncore 
customers that is not cost-based." (Edison Opening Brief at 45.) _ 
Edison argues that since many of its generating stations have no 
practical alternative to SoCalGas, SoCalGas should not be allowed 
to charge a market-based rate, but instead only one which is cost-

based. 
Second, Edison submits that the RLS tariff discriminates 

against multi-unit electric utilities in favor of single-unit power 
producers. Edison supports this allegation by noting that if it 
were to accept a bypass offer "at 9ne of its generating stations, 

22 RLS Default/Cap Rate = T·La/Lp 

Where: 

T :::: the tariff rate 
La :::: the customer's load factor before bypass 
Lp :::: the customer's load factor after bypass 
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Edison would pay the RLS rate for all transportation it takes from 
SoCalGas at all of its generating stations. rI (Id. at 46.) Edison 
notes that a single-unit producer would pay the RLS rate only at 
the station which accepted the bypass offer. 

Finally, Edison claims that the RLS tariff discourages 
economic bypass, even in cases where the bypass offer is lower than 
SoCalGas' marginal cost. Edison has provided testimony allegedly 
showing this to be true under a hypothetical scenario. (Exhibit 
77, Attachment A.) 

SCUPP/IID advocates elimination of the RLS because (1) it 
is unnecessary; (2) the direct threat of pipeline bypass has 
significantly diminished; (3) it may actually promote total byPass; 
and (4) it does not address by bypass-by-wlre issue. 

SCUPP/IID claims that the RLS is unnecessary because 
there are no existing bypass pipeline threats to SoCalGas. SCUPP 
points to the withdrawal at the FERC of the application of the 
Mojave Northward expansion and SoCalGas' purchase of the CUyama
casitas pipeline from ARCO as evidence of the diminished threat to 
SoCalGas of bypass since the RLS was implemented. (SCUPP/IID 
Opening Brief at 40.) 

SCUPP further asserts that the RLS should be eliminated 
because it promotes total bypass by imposing a penalty on partial 
bypass customers. SCUPP maintains that the only sensible economic 
decision in the face of the RLS is to byPass completely rather than 
pay the high RLS rate on residual loads. 

Finally, SCUPP/IID argues that the RLS does nothing to 
reduce the threat of bypass by wire and that it may in fact 
exacerbate the problem by discouraging otherwise economic partial 
bypass. 

SoCalGas argues that the RLS should be maintained with 
minor modification. SoCalGas disagrees with SCUPP/IID's assertion 
that the threat of pipeline bypass has been significantly 
diminished. S6CalGas claims that the RLS "effectively negates a 
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regulatory-induced competitive disadvantage that existed 
previously. n (Opening Brief at 123.) FUrthermol.-e, it contends 
that the RLS "sends the appropriate signal t() the marketplace by 

clarifying that the utility will not be left in the position of 
subsidizing potential bypass projects, but will be allowed 
flexibility to compete to retain contestable load.1t (Id. at 122.) 

SoCalGas requests two modifications to the RLS. Because 
Edison has not published gas load factors in its Energy Cost 
Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proceeding, SoCalGas states these figures 
are unavailable to calculate of the RLS tariff rate in the case of 
partial bypass. As an alternative method; SoCalGas suggests the 
following formulasf6r the calcUlation of load factors for 
Commission jurisdictional customers: 

(SoCalGas D~ily DeliVeries + 
Pre-Bypass Load Factor = HYP.assDaily DeliVeries) 

(SoCalGas Daily Deliveries + 
Bypass Peak Day Deliveries) 

($oCalGas Daily Oeliveries) 
Post-Bypass Load Factor = (SoCalGas Peak Day Deliveries) 

For nonjurisdictional customers, who cannot be compelled 
to reveal their load data to the commission, SoCalGas suggests 
calculating the pre-bypass load factor by averaging the customer's 
loads oVer the four preceding years and fixing that average load 
factor for the duration of the BeAp period. 

Neither Edison nor SCUPP/IID commented on SoCalGas' 
proposed changes. 

2. Discussion 
In 0.95-07-046, we engaged in a full discussion of the 

rationale behind the RLS tariff. We will not repeat that 
discussion here. 

Edison has provided few arguments against the RLS tariff 
that it did not raise in the ot"ig1rlal proceedings. Then as now, 
Edison argues that the RLS tariff is objectionable because it is 
not cost-based. Edison complains that, because it has "no 
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practical market alternative to SoCalGas for many generating 
stations, SoCalGas should not be allowed to charge a market l'ate. If 
(Edison Opening Brief at 45.) Ke considered and rejected this 
argument before, noting that no customer is ever forced to accept 
the RLS tariff. Because the RLS tariff is not applicable unless 
and until a customer voluntal'ily bypasses SoCalGas, the customer 
has "the clear option of SoCalGas' service under cost-based rates." 
(0.95-07-046, slip op. at 12.) 

In addition, Edison argues now as before that the RLS 
discriminates against mUlti-unit electric utilities. It bases this 
conclusion on the fact that the RLS tariff would apply to all 
facilities of a customer which bypasses soCaloas, not only the 
bypassing facility. For example. if Edison were presented with and 
accepted an offer from a byp-ass pipeline at one Of its generating 
stations, Edison would pay the RLS rate for all transportation it 
takes from SOCalGas at all of its generating stations. In 
contrast, for- a nonelectric utility generator, such as an 
Independent Power Pnxiucer (Ipp), the RLS tariff applies only at 
the generating unit that partially bypasses SoCalGas. If the IPP 
owned the same generating unit as described aboVe, instead of 
Edison, and was presented with the same offer from a bypass 
pipeline, the IPP would only pay the RLS rate for transpOrtation
that it takes from SoCalGas at the pOtential bypass generating 
station. Therefore, the bypass economics of the RLS tariff 
unfairly differ, solely because of the ownership of the generating 
station. (Edison Opening Rl-ief at 46.) 

Edison fails to consider in its analysis that the RIJS 
tariff is essentially a multiplier based on the change in a 
customer's system-wide load after bypass. The greater the decline 
in load factor after byPass, the greater the rate paid for residual 
SoCalGas transportation. This characteristic of the RLS tariff 
makes it entirely neutral to the number of generating units 
operated by the customer. 
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Edison correctly notes that all of its stations would pay 
the RLS tariff for transportation from SoCalGas if even one unit 
bypassed. However, the default RLS tariff rate mUltiplier would be 
relatively small since there would be a relatively minor variance 
in Edison's company-wide load factor measured before and after 
bypass. In contrast, the stand-alone IPPin Edison's hypothetical 
would pay the RLS tariff rate on only the SoCalGas gas 
transportation utilized by the one plant, but the RLS rate would be 
relatively high due to the large change in load factors before and 
after bypass. Because the RLS multiplier is applied company-wide, 
based on company-wide load factors, all customers are treated 
identically, regardless of the number of generating units they 
operate. 

• 

Contrary to Edison's argument, we have found that 
"facility-by-facility treatment of UEG customers would serve to 
encourage uneconomic bypass." (D.95-07-046, slip 6p. at 20.) 
Because multi-unit UE~s can dispatch on an integrated system basis. 
they have the ability to potentially bypass entirely at some 4It 
generating stations and maintain service from SoCalGas at others. 
By switching peak load generation to the SoCalGas-served stations, 
a multi-unit generator could completely avoid the RLS if it was 
applied separately to each facility. This would encourage the 
customer to bypass at some stations, relying on the SoCalGas for 
high-cost residual load service at tariffed rates at its other 
stations. This is precisely the type of outcome the RLS tariff was 
instituted to discourage. 

Finally. we reject Edison's argument that the RLS tariff 
discourages economic bypass since it may cause a multi-unit 
generating utility to reject a bypass offer at rates lower than 
SoCalGas' marginal cost. Edison focuses only on short-run marginal 
costs. Although it may be true that a bypass offer below SoCalGas' 
short-run marginal cost might be rejected by Edison due to the 
impact of the RLS tariff, this does not show that the RLS tariff 
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discourages economic bypass. Edison fails to consider SoCalGas' 
long-run costs associated with customei.- service. "SoCalGas 
incurred these costs in building the system with the expectation of 
full service and without the expectation of bypass." (0.95-01-046, 

slip op. at 12.) We implemented the RLS tariff in order to allow 
SoCalGas the opportunity to recover these costs. "Under this rate 
cap, the customer will pay at most the full cost which it imposes 
on SoCalGas' system by its partial bypass." (Id. at 13.) Without 
the RLS tariff, partia"l bypass would be encouraged, ignoring 
SoCalGas' long-run costs. Contrary to Edison's argument, when both 
short- and long-ren costs are considered in determining what is and 
what is not "economic," the RLS tariff does not discourage truly 
economic bypass. 

SCUPP/IID's arguments against· the RLS are notpersu?~4ive. 
SCUPP/IID first argues that the RLS tariff is unnecessary because 
there is nO imminent threat of bypass itl SoCalGas' service area. 
We find no compellirtg reason to dismantle the RLS merely because it 
has not yet been utilized. In implementing the RLS tariff, we 
found that "decisions to bypass, whether partial or total, should 
be done with full knowledge of the prospective cost of byPass." 
(Id. at 14.) Elimination of the RLS until actual bypass occurs 
would be misleading. Alternatively, maintaining the RLS gives the 
correct price signals to consumers and potential bypass pipelines. 

Second, SCUPP/IID maintains that the RLS tariff will 
encourage total rather than partial bypass. SCUPP/IID fails to 
consider that the RLS tariff allows for negotiation of rates 
between a floor rate (SoCalGas' shott-run marginal cost) and the 
default ceiling rate based on load factor after bypass. Given the 
threat of complete bypass, SoCalGas, acting in its own self
interest, will undoubtedly seek to maintain load by negotiating a 
rate somewhere within the RLS range. ,This flexibility ensures that 
the RLS will not encourage full over partial bypass. 
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Finally, ..... e are unpersuaded by SCUPP/IID's al-gument that 
the RLS tariff should be eliminated because it does not address the 
issue of rrbypass-by-wh,"c. It It does not logically follow that the 
RLS should be rescinded merely because it is not compl-ehensive in 
its response to every potential competitive threat. 

3. Modifications to the RLs Tariff 
SoCalGas has requested changes to the method for 

calculating the pre- and post-bypass load factors for the purpose 
of calculating the default RLS tariff rate. These changes appear 
equitable and necessary in order to allow the RLS tariff to 
function as intended. No parties opposed these changes. We wlll 
therefore approve them. 

In summary, the RLS tariff continues to be required in 
order to discourage bypass which would leave SoCalGas providing 
higt,-cost peak rate service at low tariffed rates to customers who 
partially bypass. Without the RLS tariff, SoCalGas' class aVerage 
volumetric rate structure would provided "poor price signals to 
noncore customers and may promote uneconomic bypass by providing an 
underpriced insurance policy to customers with market 
alternatives. II (Id. at 20, Finding of Fact 4.) The ~LS does, not 
discriminate against mUlti-unit generators. We conclude that the 
RLS tariff implemented in D.95-07-046, as amended by this decision, 
shoUld remain in effect. 
E. Rate Cap 

TURN testifies that the commission has consistently held 
that adverse customer impacts are not a valid basis for rejecting 
othel~ise appropriate changes in costing methods. Rather, the 
traditional remedy, routinely applied in electric ratemaking, has 
been to apply percentage caps to the rate changes that would 
otherwise result from moving rates directly to EPMc. 

TURN recommends a noncore retail rate cap of 20% which, 
if viewed against the backdrop of the 36\ decrease this customer 
class received as a result of LRMC implementation in D.93-0S-066, 
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would effectively limit the earlier noncore retail decrease to 
23.2\. TURN recommends a wholesale rate cap of 12.5\ because these 
customers received only a 6.25\ reduction from initial LRMC 
implementation. (Exhibit 68, p.18-19.) 

We find TURN's proposal reasonable and will adopt it. 
TURN states its recommendati6n addresses only a small component of 
the noncore customers' cost of natul-al gas service, the cost of 
intrastate U_'anspOrta~ion; thei-efore, \IIi"e should apply the cap to 
noncore transportation rate without the ITCS component. 

While we find adoption of a rate cap proposal reasonable 
in this proceeding, we expect further movement toward full EPMC in 
all future annual rate adjustments. 

SDG&E - A.96-04-030 

X. LRMC Methodology 

A. Gas Resource Plan 
1. SOO&E I S Proposai 

., -, 

SDG&E includes in Chapter XI of its 1996 BCAP application 
its gas resource plan. As addressed in our discussion of SoCalGas' 
resource plan, Soo&8 did not request, nor. has it been granted, 
authority to deviate from the filing requirements of 0.92-12-058 
which require it to file its resource plan in a general rate case 
proceeding, not a BCAP, so that the CO[fu-nission and interested 
parties will have sufficient time and resources to adequately 
review the issue. 

SDG&8 states that its resource plan complies with the 
Commission's directives and reflects the appropriate planned system 
that meets customers' needs at the lowest total cost for its 
explicit design objectives for core and noncore customers that it 
has used to calculate the long-run marginal local transmission 
costs. 
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SOG&E's reliability objective is to provide service to 
core gas customers on a 1-in-35-ycar abnormal peak day (APO). 
According to SDG&E, this APD cl"iterion has a 3\ chance of occurring 
in any given year. It states that the APD condition correlates to 
an average daily tempel'ature of 4.2 degree Fahrenheit or 23 heating 
degree day and that the 1-in-35-year APO criterion minimizes total 
costs and effectively balances the trade-off between customer's 
value of service and the cost of providing reliability. 

SDG&E provides an implicit 1-in-s-year reliability level 
for noncore customers. It states that it does not guarantee any 
specific noncore reliability level, but firm noncore customer can 
expect an interruptible service equivalent to one in 5-year 
reliability level. 

In its application, SDG&E states that its planning 
horizon is 15 years, from 1997 to 2011. It forecasts core APD 
demand to grow at an annual rate of 1.4\ over the planning horizon 
based on its forecast of future annual core throughput and APD 
weathet- conditions. SOOScE projects its APD gas demand will gt'ow 
from 424 MMcf/d in 1997 to 515 MMcf/d by 2011 and plans to meet 
this growth through three expansion projects at a cost of $27.3 
million. SDG&E assumes that SoCalGas will complete phases 3 and 2 
of SoCalGas' Line 6900 pipeline between Moreno and Rainbow by 2004 
and 2010. respectively. 

ORA asserts that SDG&E's resource plan does not minimize 
costs to core ratepayers but instead provides inexpensive reliable 
service to noncore customers under the guise of meeting core 
reliability standards. ORA states that SDG&E misses the purpose of 
a natural gas resource plan, which is clearly stated in 
D.92-12-058, by claiming there is no linkage between this plan and 
cost allocation and testifying that it gave livery little to no 
consideration" to the price impact on its customers when developing 
its plan (Tr. p. 2641). 
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In its testimony, ORA includes years 1995 and 1996 as 
part of its is-year resource planning horizon for (1) consistency 
with the projected period used by SDG&E for its distribution 
system; and (2) consistency with SOCaIGas' inclusion of 1995 and 
1996 in its transmission marginal cost computation. (Exhibit 217, 

pp. 9-14.) Based on this, ORA calculates $56.3 million in 
transmission capital investments. While ORA does not take 
exception with specific projects proposed by SDG&E, it does object 
to the plan being used in LRMC methodology for cost allocation 
purposes because it does not properly ailocate the costs of the 
plan to the customer classes who benefit from the investments. ORA 

testifies that SDG&E's resource plan reduces curtailment risk for 
·all of Soo&E's non core customers at the expense of core customers. 

ORA concludes that SDG&E's resource plan does not meet 
the standards set by the Commission and, therefore. recorrmends that 
the Commission reject it and order SDG&E to update its plan to 
reflect all the factors l"equil"ed by 0.92-12-058. The deficiencies 
in SDG&E's plan cited by ORA are: 

1. It failed to provide a plan reflecting the 
core service reliability studies ordered 
in 0.92-12-058 and instead chose to perform 
sensitivity analyses of value of service 
studies performed by SoCalGaS and PG&E, 
even though the PG&E study .... ·as deemed 
flawed by the Commission. 

2. It did not identify an explicit reliability 
objective for its noncore customers, as 
required by 0.92-12-058. It uses an 
"implicit" one-in-five year noncore 
reliability criterion while the record 
shows that noncore customers have been 
interrupted only once in the last ten years 
and that that interruption appeared partly 
related to cold weather in Southwestern 
supply basins, not just cold weather in 
SDG&E's service territory. 

3. It did not follow the logical sequence of 
LRMC methodology~ "first, customer demand 
is forecast; second, a resource plan is 
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developed to meet this demand at the lowest 
possible cost; third, the costs of this 
system are allocated to customers using 
Commission approved cost allocation 
factorsl fourth, and finally. rates are 
calculated that will collect the costs of 
the system from utility customers in a just 
and reasonable manner.a (Opening Brief, 
pp. 3 -4. ) 

Discussion 
We agree with ORA that SDG&B has not followed Commission 

directives in its resource plan by providing an explicit non core 
reliability st~ndard and a core service reliability study that 
documents the value its core customers place on peak service 
reliability. 

We are particularly concerned that SDG&E does not believe 
that "least-cost" is to be evaluated in terms of the prices paid by 
its customers and that it does not believe its non core cus"tomers 
should be responsible for any transmission costs on its system. In 
its reply brief, SDG&E states, liThe fact that ~~ transmission e 
costs are ~llocated to the noncore represents a subsidy from 
noncore to core customers" (Id., p. 4.) 

We are also concerned with the accuracy of SDG&B's long
term demand forecast, the foundation of its resource plan. The 
magnitude of change that has occurred in SDG&E'S long-term 
forecasts since its last BeAP needs to be further reviewed. As we 
discussed earlier for SoCalGas, the schedule of a normal BeAP is 
not sufficient to adequately review the long-term demand forecasts 
and other components of the resource plan. 

In its rebuttal testimony, SDG&B includes a data request 

response that states: 
liThe gas resource plan used to develop long-run 
marginal in SDG&B's last BCAP was developed in 
1991 and was the same plan submitted in the 
Long-Run Marginal eost Proceeding. This plan 
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identified $79.1 (1993$) million in future 
l.-eSOUrce additions over a 20-year planning 
horizon." (Exhibit 203, Appendix A to Chapter 
VII. ) 

In this proceeding, two years later, SDG&E suh~its a 
long-term resource plan which, when extended to a 20-year 
comparable planning horizon, totals $29.8 million, a 38\ reduction. 
Since its last BCAP; SDG&E has also dropped its long-term demand 
forecast 26\.23 

In adopting IJRMC methodolOgY in D.92""12-058, we expected 
it would provide a much greater degree of stability than short-term 
marginal cost methodologies. SDG&E's proposai, as well as 
SoCalGas' discussed previously, causes us to question the validity 
of our underlying assumption. 

Rather than requiring SDG&E to refile its entire resource 
plan; we should instead direct it to provide the missing elements. 
SDG&E should provide a core reliability study based on a survey of 
its customers and this survey should include consideration of 
tariff offerings for peak/off-peak pricing and voluntary load 
reduct ion programs.· 

SOOScE should pl'opose an explicit noncore reliability 
standard f6r its firm service transportation customers that 
reflects the level of service its system is able to provide. SDG&E 
should discuss the engineering design criteria it uses in assessing 
whether it can meet its forecasted firm noncore load under (1) APD; 
(2) cool year peak day; (3) cold year coincident peak month demand; 
(4) cold year winter season demand; and (5) average year de~and. 

. . I ' 23 SDGScE projected its annual growth rate 1n the last BCAP at 
1.9\, or from 415 ~~cf/d in 1991 to 591_MMcf/d in 2010, while in 
this BCAP, for a comparable 20-year horizon, SDG&E pro1ects annual 
growth at 1.4%, from 424 MMc£/d io 1997 to 550 ~~cf/d 10 2016. 
(EX. 203, Chapter VII.) 
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We direct SDG&E to perform the above studies using the 
long-term demand forecast it developed for this proceeding. This 
will allow oth~r parties to further investigate its underlying 
demand forecast while SDG&E is preparing its reliability studies. 

The Commission's resources cannot readily accommodate the 
need to address the deficiencies of SDG&E's application. SDG&E 
should file its completed plan within six n~nths of this order. 
Parties will have 60 days following the filing to review the 
additional information prior to a discussion of the p!ocedural 
schedule that will be necessary to complete our review of SDG&E's 
resource plan. Therefore, a prehearing conference will .be 
scheduled 60 days after SDG&E's filing. To the extent the 
commission has reached a decision on SoCalGas' J~ine 6900 that 
affects SDG&E's proceeding, this issue can also be addressed at the 

PHC. 

• 

On an interim basis, we can either retain SDG&E's adopted 
resource plan or adopt an interim proposal. ORA uses in its 
calculations SDG&E's resource plan beginning in 1995; SDG&E uses a 4It 
beginning date of 1997. SoCalGas' cross-examination of SCUPP/IID 
witness Burkholder establishes that SDG&E's proposal to use a 
beginning date of 1997 is a deviation from existing methodology 
(Transcript, Vol. 16, p. 1855). We find ORAls rationale for its 
proposal persuasive and, therefore, adopt its calculation of a 
$56.3 mill~on resource plan; this could later be modified based on 
SDG&Els completed filing. 

As we stated in our discussion of SoCalGas l resource 
plan, our continued scrutiny of utility resource plans may be 
incompatible with our shift towards competitive industries and 
performance regulation. Therefore, we intend to have staff address 
this question in the context of our Natural Gas Strategy and 
following that strategy, suggest a procedural roadmap for resolving 

resource plan issues in the future. 
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B. Replacement Cost Adder 
ORA proposes the Corrmission apply the replacement cost 

adder methodology adopted for PG&E in D.95-12-053 and proposed for 
SoCalGas in this proceeding to SDG&E. It testifies this refinement 
is necessary in order to reflect the opportunity costs of replacing 
existing facilities. 

SDG&E opposes ORA's recommendation stating its system is 
different from PG&E's and SoCalGas ' and that nothing on this record 
to indicate the same problems exist with the SDG&E local 
transmission plan as with the PG&E transmission plan. 

For the same reasons discussed earlier in the SoCalGas 
portion of this decision, the Commission should more properly 
consider a change to its adopted LRMC methodology in the context of 
our reexamination of our nat.ural gas strategy where we can revisit 
the notion of using the adopted LRMC methOdolOgY to allocate costs 
between customer classes. Therefore, we will not adopt a 
replacement cost adder for SDG&E. 
c. Marginal Demand Measures (MDMs) 

SDG&E proposes to change two MOMs: the allocators for 
local transmission marginal costs and for SoCalGas system costs. It 
proposes to change the MOM for local transmission from cold year 
coincident peak month (C'iCPM) to nOl'mal peak day (NPD). It states 
that the commission clearly stated inD.92-12-058 that utilities 
design their local transmission systems for peak day, and that the 
MOM should follow from the design ctitel.-ia to reflect cost 
causation in allocation. Further, it states the commission based 
its decision to adopt CYCPM in D.92-12-058 on PG&E's system, which 
has backbone transmission and storage; SDG&E does not have these 
functions and its MDM should reflect this distinction. Further, it 
states that its SoCalGas system costs should be allocated on the 
same basis as its transmission costs, by NPD, not on the existing 
allocator of cold year throughput, because the physical facility 
costs external-to the SDG&E system appear at its physical boundary 
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as local transmission costs and should be treated as such. 

brief at 14-15.) 

(Reply 

ORA objects to SDG&S's proposals and recommends retaining 

the existing MDMs. It states that 0.92-12-058 rejected the same 

arguments SDG&S is making here and found that CYCPM was the 

appropriate local transmission MDM fo{~both PG&E and SDG&S (47 

CPUC2d 438, 455.) While SDG&E has no backbone or storage services 

of its own, it accesses these services through its contract with 
SoCalGas. SDG&E's witness testified durihg cross-examination that 

there was probably no physical difference between PG&E's local 

transmission system and SDG&E's (Tr. p. 2584). 
ORA states that SDG&E's proposal to change its allocation 

factOr for SoCalGas system costs is similarly flawed. SDG&E is 

paying SoCalGas to transport gas across SbCalGas' backbone 
transmission system and the allocation factor should reflect this. 

Discussion 
We agree with ORA. SDG&E has not provided any new 

evidence to support its propOsal to change its local transmission 

MDM and its proposal to change the allocator for SoCalGas' system 
costs is not persuasive, Therefore, we will retain the exi~ling 

MDMs. 
O. Total Investment (TI)v. Discounted 

Total Investment (DTI) Method for 
Quantifying Marginal Capital Costs 

SDG&E proposes to change the methodology for estimating 

the marginal cost of transmission capital investments from the TI 

method adopted in D.92-12-058 to the DTI method we rejected in the 
same proceeding. It bases its request on the Commission's directive 

in the recent PG&B BCAP, Where we rejected PG&E's proposed Present 

Worth methodology but stated "we do see merit in exploring the idea 

of incorporating the time value of money in the calculation of 

capital-related marginal costs." (D.95-12-053, slip op. at 37.) 
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SDG&E states its methodology is the same as that discussed in 

D.92-12-058 (47 CPUC2d at 460-461). 

ORA objects to SDG&E's proposal, stating it is not 

convinced the DTI method provides any significant benefit over the 

TI method and that it is inconsistent with the approach SDG&8 uses 

for the distribution function. ORA states that SDG&S's design 

criteria, the APD, stays constant over the 1S-year planning 

horizon, implying that the customer's preference for a service 

reliability level remains constant. Therefore, ORA is not 

convinced that there is sufficient evidence supporting the 

assumption that customers will actually discount the future 

projects since their demand for the service is likely to remain the 

same. It recommends the Commission retain the TI method. 

Discussion 
SDG&E has not provided any new evidence to support the 

adoption of DTI. The deficiencies in its resource plan, as 

discussed eariier/<make it even more problematic for us to consider 

a methodology that incorporates a tim~-specific weighting factor to 

future investments. In D.95-12-053, we indicated only an interest 

in "exploring" the idea of incorporating the time value of money in 

the calculation of capital-related marginal costs. The record does 

not support-adopting the DTI methodology. 

E. Replacement Cost for Distribution Mains and Service Lines 

ORA recommends eliminating the 25\ adjustment to 

replacement cost for distribution mains and service. This is the 

same recommendation we adopted for PG&8 in D.95-12-053 and that we 

adopt in this decision for SoCalGas. 
Soo&8 opposes ORA's l.-ecommendation, stating ORA presents 

no evidence that SDG&E does not experience higher costs for 

replacing distribution mains and service lines. 

There is nothing unique to SDG&E's system to cause us to 

treat it differently. For the same reasons we eliminated a 
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replacement adjustment for SoCalGas, we adopt ORA's recommendation 

here. 
F. Marginal CUstomer Costs 

1. Rental Method v. NCO 
SDG&E proposes to use the NCO method for calculating 

marginal customer costs primarily since the Commission has already 

shown its preference for the NCO method over the rental method in 

recent marginal cost proceedings. 
ORA recommends we retain the rental method for the same 

reasons it has supported the methodology for PG&E arid SoCalGas. 
The reasons we have previously stated in D.92-12-057, 

0.95-12-053, and 0.96-04-050 and in oUr discussion of SoCalGas ' 
BeAP application here, also apply to SDG&E. Therefore, we adopt 

the NCO method for calculating marginal customer costs. 
2. service Line. Regulator, and Meter (SRM) Costs 

SDG&E proposes to calculate SRM costs based ?n the 

results of its construction and line extension computer-based 

estimating systems used in its fieid operations. 
ORA testifies that to evaluate SDG&E's engineering 

estimates, it compared SDG&E's budget estimates for these 
facilities with its engineering estimates. These comparisons 

indicate that SDG&E's proposed sRM investment of $55 million is 

more than double the SRM investments included in its capital 

budget. Because of this unexplained disparity, ORA recommends a 

25\ reduction to SDG&E's SRM costs. 
ORA also states that another indication that SDG&E's 

estimates are on the high side co~e from a comparison of SDG&E's 

customer marginal costs using the NCO method and TURN's proposed 

customer marginal c6sts using the NCO method in SoCalGas' BCAP. 

SDG&E's estimate of $133/customer for its residential customer is 

over 50\ higher than TURN's $a8/customer estimate for SoCalGas' 

residential customer. 
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\'le find ORA's testimony persuasive. We do not agree with 
Soo&:8 that the burden is on ORA to explain why its "checking" 
method results in such radicallY different values. (Soo&:8 Opening 
Brief at 33.) Rather, it is SDG&8's responsibility to explain why 
its engineering estimates produce such different values from its 
own budget forecasts and, fUt."ther, why its estimated customer costs 
differ so greatly from those we adopt in this decision for 

SoCalGas. 
Therefore, we adopt ORA's recommendation to apply a 25% 

reduction to Soo&:8's SRM costs. 

XI. Proposal to Unbundle Core Interstate 
Pipeline Demand Charges 

A. Unbundling Interstate Pipeline Demand Charges 
The Commission in D.95-07-048 stated that the unbundling 

of rates and services of the core class is consistent with the 
objective to promote competitive markets whereVer possible. The 
Commission reiterated that the objective of introducing competition 
is to pl.'omote efficiency and drive down prices. However, the 
commission went on to note that core participation in gas 
transpbrtation markets may not lead to lower prices or increased 
efficiencies in transportation markets as a result of the excess 
interstate capacity which will be in place for the foreseeable 
futUre. The Commission concluded that SoCalGas and SDG&:E should 
unbundle interstate transpbrtation on or before January 1, 1999. 
The Commission noted this could be accomplished either in this BeAP 

or by separate application. 
SDG&:E chose not to use this BCAP to file its unbundling 

proposal. In their testimony, both ORA and Enron advocate that 
SDG&:8 unbundle its interstate transportation costs from core 
transportation customers' rates now rather than waiting until 1999 

as the commission outlined in D.95-07-046. In its rebuttal 
testimony, SDG&:E responds that the proposals advocated by ORA and 
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Enron will not benefit SDG&E's customers and, in fact, core gas 
customers may pay more as a result. SDG&E opposes advancing the 
timetable for core unbundling without addt'essing the stranded 
interstate capacity cost situation to ensure that core gas 
customers taking bundled service will not end up paying higher 
costs as a result. 

Discussion 
On this last point we emphatically agree. An exercise 

that simply shifts cost responsibility from one set of customers to 
another does nothing to advance our efficiency objective. 
Unfortunate)y, the parties have left us with an undeveloped 
proposal which, though conceptu~liy appealing, does not address the 
difficult stranded cost issues of calculation, allocation, and rate 
design. Enron would dismiss these issues as minor arguing that 
SDG&E has largely eliminated its iong~term obligations for 
interstate pipeline capacity and thus the stranded cost issue. We 
disagree. 

It is true that SDG&B holds onlY iO Ml-tcf/d of E1 Paso 
capacity, but this capacity is priced significantly over market by 
more that three times, according to evidence submitted. (SDG&E 
Rebuttal, Chap. VI, p. 7.) There is als6 uncertainty as to the 
value of SDG&E's PGT/PG&E-401 capacity relative to market 
valuations. If we assume, as Enron does, that only the E1 Paso 
capacity will be used by the core under long-term arrangements, the 
cost differential between the market and SDG&E's -average core 
portfolio price for interstate pipeline demand charges would be 
2.6 cents per decatherm. (SDG&E Rebuttal, Chap. VI, p. 7.) We 
agree with SDG&E "that a rate difference of this magnitude· from 
the market price for gas supply represents the threshold level 
necessary to generate interest by independent gas brokers to market 
their services to SDG&E's core customers." (SDG&E Rebuttal, 
Chap. VI, p. 8.) Enron's participation 6n this issue in this 
proceeding is evidence of the attraction that this differential can 

have. 
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The presence of uneconomic c(lpacity costs in SDG&E's 
rates wi 11 only tend to eX(lcerbate the pl-oblem by encoul-aging 
cust~~ers to evade these costs embedded in SDG&E's average core 
portfolio price. As customers migrate from SDG&E service, the 
average core pOrtfolio price will rise over the forecasted value as 
smaller amounts of cheaper brokered capacity are averaged with the 
higher cost fixed 81 Paso capacity. At some point these costs will 
have to be accounted for and l'ecovered in rates. If unbundling 
does not explicitly account for these uneconomic costs, stranded 
cost of firm capacity will be shifted to remaining core customers 
taking bundled service, wh6 will pay even greater above-market 
costs as a result. 

Given that the market for capacity in 1999 will look 
similar to the market today, and we have no reason to believe 
othel~ise, then the issue of how to deal with the over market value 
of long-term capacity ioan unbundled world will ha~e to be dealt 
with as part of any propOsal. SDG&E does not raise any reason 
other th(lrl this for not advancing the timetable outlined in 
D.95-07-048. 

We are left with two choices at this point, either retain 
the timetable outlined in 0.95-07-048 and. reject the ORA/En ron 
proposal to unbundle now or attempt to craft an unbundling propOsal 
that explicitly recognizes and deals with the matter of SDG&E's 
above market long-term capacity. including PGT/PG&E-401 capacity, 
if appropriate. Given that we will confront this problem in the 
near term under the timetable we outlined in D.95-07-048, for 
administrative efficiency we will address this issue here. 

Enron proposes that the at-risk SDG&E interstate pipeline 
demand charges above market could be recovered through a stranded 
capacity cost surcharge analogous to the ITCS currently in place 
for PG&:E and SoCalOas. Although a volumetric surcharge is a less 
than optimal scheme for dealing with fixed uneconomic stranded 
costs, a surchal-ge could be designed that leaves customers choosing 
bundled service indifferent from a cost perspective. We disagree 
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with Soo&& that this ..... ould necessarily Calise an \lpward pressure on e' 
rates. 

If we assume for illustrative purposes that the only 
above market capacity cost in SDG&E's core pOrtfolio is the 
10 ~~cf/d of El Paso capacity. then the per unit differential 
bet~'een this and the per unit cost of brokel-ed capacity times the 
10 ~~cf/d of capacity would be placed in an SDG&E-ITCS account with 
the balance recovered on an equal cents per therm basis from all 
COl-e customers, \-lhether they are taking bundled or unbundled 
service. 

Using Soo&E's figures would result in a customer taking 
bundled service paying 12.84 cents per decatherm for interstate 
capacity reservation charges and 2.6 cents per decatherm in SDG&E
ITCS. This would equal the 15.44 cents per decatherm weighted 
average cost to core customers for interstate capacity reservation 
that SDG&E has proposed in its testimony. Customers taking 
unbundled service would pay the same 2.6 cents per decatherm SDG&E
ITCS and a separate charge for supply service from a third-party 
broker. This total may be greater than or less than the 15.44 

cents per decatherm charge for bundled SDG&E service depending on 
how the broker'S cost of capacity compares with SoG&E's brokered 
capacity cost. llowever, customers choosing the unbundled option 
would do so with the realization of the continuing cost 
responsibility they have for ITCS and intrastate sel.-vice. 

The outstanding question raised in comments to the 
proposed decision is the appropriate treatment of the 50 MMcf/d of 
PGT/PG&E-401 firm capacity that SDG&E holds. ORA argues that it is 
inappropriate for SDG&E to recover above market costs of this 
capacity in a surcharge from core customers since SDG&E is fully 
at-risk for these costs uJlder its gas procurement performance-based 
ratemaking mechanism (PBR). Bnron's comments also urge that these 
capacity costs not be considered in any stranded cost calculation. 

ORA's point is well taken. However, we do not share 
ORA's recommendation that the issue of unbundling core rates be 
deferred. On the record before us, we do not have sufficient 
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information for including these capacities in a stranded cost 
calculation. It is unclear that we will not unravel the 
risk/return balance established in SDG&E's PBR by ensuring recovery 
of potential above market capacity costs in this proceeding. For 
this reason, we will not include the PGT/PG&E-401 firm capacity 
that SDG&E holds in the stranded cost calculation. 

If SDG&E believes it can develop a record to show that 
these capacity costs should be considered in a stranded cost 
calculation, then the company should file an application making the 
required showing. The application should discuss how the gas 
procurement rules in its PBR would be impacted by a decision to 
include this capacity in a stranded cost calculation and how the 
risk/reward balance achieved in the procurement PBR would be 
affected. SDG&E should also address in its application how the 
amended Firm Transportation Service Agreement between itself and 
PG&E as part of the Gas Accord impacts on this issue. The 
Commission would also value an historical comparison of SDG&E's 
delivered gas costs using its firm PGT/PG&E-401 capacity versus a 
southwest border cost of gas. This analysis should highlight basin 
gas price differentials as well as transportation cost 
differentials. 

Given oUr exclusion of the PGT/PG&E-401 capacity from the 
stranded cost calculation in this proceeding, Enron's motion of 
October 29, 1996 to strike a portion of SDG&E's reply brief is now 
moot and will be denied. 

SDG&E should file an advice letter establishing an SDG&E
ITCS balancing account to track the differential between its actual 
brokered capacity cost and the above market cost for the 10MMcf/d 
of firm El Paso capacity. SDG&E should include in this advice 
letter filing the establishment of an initial surcharge to collect 
in rates from all core customers the cost differential between its 
broke red capacity costs and its above warket firm capacity costs. 
This initial surcharge should be updated by advice letter filing 
whenever the unrecovered balance results in the surcharge changing 
by 10\ or mOre on a sustained basis. 
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.' In addition, SDG&E testifies it strongly opposes Enron's ~ 

proposal to unbundle its core storage costs. Enron, however, 
states it did not sponsor such it proposal (Opening Brief at ll). 

Therefore, we should not address the issue here. 

XII. Throughput Forecasts 

A. cogeneration Gas Throughput Forecast 
SDG&E forecasts opel-ational cogeneration throughput at 

443.8 million therms during the BeAP peri.od. However, ORA hotes a 
small error itl the calculation of the fOl.-ecast that SDG&E does not 
dispute. The revised- fdrecast of 451.8 million therms is adopted. 
B. UEG Gas Thro\ghput Forecast 

SDG&E originally forecasts 421 million therms annually 
(1,066 million for the BCAP period) tor its URO, based on 
historical data. In its application, SDG&E expresses the 
uncertainty regarding the upstream charges from SoCalGas and 
reserves the right to make changes to its UEO rate design propOsal, 

In its rebuttal testimony, SDG&E revises its forecast to 
331 million therms per year, based on its concern that (1) S6CalGas 
will not renew its contract due to expire 12/31/96, thereby leaving 
Soo&E with an all-volumetric rate; and (2) an all-volumetric rate 
under ORA's proposal would translate to a significant rate increase 
that would have an adverse impact on the dispatch price of its UEG. 

subsequent to its testimony, SDG&E did successfully 
renegotiate its contract. However, the contl'act will require 
renewal again at 12/31/97. SDG&E states that while its extension 
of a gas transportation agreement betlrleen SDG&E and SoCalGas 
mitigates its concern with ORA's proposals, it does not eliminate 
its concern. Because SDG&E is unsure whether its contract with 
SoCalGas will be extended beyond December 31, 1997, it recommends 
that ORA's proposals be rejected or if adopted, then its UEG 
forecast be revised to 331 million therms annually. 
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ORA believes the contract can be extended again for the 
remainder of the BCAP period and recommends adoption of SDG&E's 
original forecast. 

Soo&E does not present sufficient justification for 
revising its forecast and, therefore, we adopt a UEO forecast of 
421 million therms per year. 

XIII. Core Brokerage Fee Study 

SDG&E proposes a core brokerage fee of $0.00057 per therm 
based on its marginal cost study. It states its proposal complies 
wi.th the Commission's direction in 0.95-07-048 that "OUt' 

preliminary thinking is that the core brokerage fee should b~ based 
on the marginal cost of utility core~procurernentn (Id. at S.) 

Enron testifies that SOO&E's marginal cost study fails to 
meet the Commission's standard and IT,ust be rejected. It states 
SDG&E bases its study on an assumption of a 50\ increase in demand 
but does not justify the choice of this increment or establish that 
a direct correlation exists between this incremental increase and 
the cost of providing procurement service. Further, Enron cites to 
Soo&E's testimony on cross-examination that lower increment (i.e., 
10%) would have included no costs. (Opening brief at 11.) 

Enron states that SDG&E's gross understatement of costs 
is demonstl.-ated by comparing Soo&E' s study to a data request 
provided by SOO&E and included in the record as Exhibit 207. Enron 
states Exhibit 207, which reflects some of the embedded costs 
associated with the procurement function, establishes why SDG&E 
should be required to perform a complete embedded cost study 
including all of the costs of the pl.-ocurement function to calculate 
a more accurate brokerage fee. 

We agree with Enron that Soo&E's marginal cost study is 
not Valid for purposes of calculating a core brokerage fee. We do 
not find, however, that SDG&E should perform a complete embedded 
cost study, as the regulatory cost of further litigation on this 
issue is not warranted. Similar to our. findings fo)." SoCalGas, we 
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will calculate a core brokerage fee using average cost data but 
excluding overhead based on the data provided in Exhibit 207. As 
Exhibit 207 reflects cost data for procurement activity related to 
both core and noncore customers, we allocate the costs over annual 
purchase volumes of 965 million therms, thereby deriving a core 
brokerage fee of $ 0.00092 per thermo 

SDG&E in its comments on the proposed decision states 
that in its application it also requested authority to establish a 
non core brokerage fee and requests we address requests that we also 
set a noncore brokerage fee. This request appears reasonable, 
therefore, we adopt a nonc6re brokerage fee of_$ 0.00092 per thermo 
We direct SDG&E in the future to separately track the costs of core 
and non core procurernent related activity, especially marketing 
related costs. 

Brokerage-related costs equal to the estimated volume of 
utility core sales should be rew~ved from core transportation rates 
and included in core procurement rates instead. consistent with 
existing practice for SoCalGas, this brokerage fee revenue 
requirement should be subject to balancing account treatment to 
eliminate the incentive that would otherwise be created for the 
utility to promote sales of its own gas. 

XIV. Global Settlement prepayment 

The Global Settlement obligation results from the Global 
Settlement approved by the Commission in D.94-07-064 which 
specified how costs will be shared between SoCalGas shareholders 
and customers, regarding transition costs associated with PITCO and 
POPOO gas supply contracts. 

In our last BCAP decision t D.94-12-052, we authorized 
SDG&B to accelerate collection of its Global Settlement obligation 
from customers. D.94-12-052 states: 
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"Soo&E should incorporate in l.'ates set in this 
BeAP earlr amortization of its obligation under 
the Globa Settlement provided that no rate 
increase results. SDG&R shall set \tP a tracking 
account to establish when its obligation to 
SoCalGas has been satisfied." (Id. at 98.) 

Existing gas sales and tl.'ansportation i.'ates consist of 
two components related to the Global Settlement obligation. A 
charge of $O.1091/0th collects annual Global settlement costs 
allocated from SoCalGas and $O.1749/Dth prepays costs authorized in 
D.94-12-052. Thus, there is a total Qf $0.2840 in Global Settlement 
obligation charge in current rates. 

.. -

S-DG&E proposes to termInate the collection of all Global 
Settlement related costs and remove the $O.2840/Dth from rates 
effective January 1, i997 and use the funds in the Global 
Settlement Prepayment Tracking Account (GSPTA) to settle its 
obligation to SoCalGas under the Global Settlement. SDG&E, however. 
wants to reserve the right to petition the commission to resume 
collecting a Global Settlement charge if it appears that the 
balance in GSPTA is insufficient to meet its actual obligation. 
Soo&R forecasts a balance of $40.5 million at December 31, 1996 for 
the GSPTA. 

ORA's primary concern is that SDG&E has been unable to 
negotiate a Global Settlement prepayment with SoCalGas since 
January 1995 when it started collecting funds from ratepayers. ORA 
believes that the Commission authorized the early collection of 
Soo&E'S Global Settlement obligation in anticipation that SDG&E 
would reach a settlement with SoCalGas. ORA feels that the 
ratepayers are better off without the prepayment. 

SDG&E refutes ORA's concerns and testifies that it has 
acted pl'opei.-Iy in ordei.' to avoid a rate shock to its customers. 
Soo&R claims that it attempted to estimate its obligation to 
SoCalGas under the Global Settlement by presenting three scenarios 
in Chapter VII of its application. Based on its Base Case Scenario 
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estimate of $36.0 million (others include Low Cost Scenario, $31.6 

million; High Cost Scenario, $49.4 million), it decided to 
terminate the collection of these rates effective January 1, 1991. 

Discussion 
We will remove the Global Obligation rates as SDG&:E 

proposed and terminate their coll.ection immediately. Soo&:8 can use 
the amount in the GSPTA to pay SoCalGas on a monthly basis. The 
GSPTA should remain open until the next BeAP but anyovercollection 
as a result of the disposition of the Global settlement obligation 
should be timelY refunded to ratepayers by advice letter filing. 

_~_@y~~_un9_el'collection will be addressed in either the next. BCAP, or 
the appropriate proceeding noted in the roadmap which we expect to 
follow our Natural Gas Strategy. 

xv. Audit Issues 

ORA did not perform an audit of any SDG&:E accounts for 
this proceeding. In respon~~ to the ALJ's concerns, ORA on 
September 5, 1996 provided a plan fo1.- auditing- eight gas balancing 
accounts (Exhibit 218). ORA expects to issue its ):eport in mid
january 1997 and SDG&E will be given the opportunity to comment. 
No party objects to this proposal. We find it reasonable and adopt 
it. 

XVI. Gas Revenue Requirement 

SDG&E recommends we use the revenue requirement adopted 
for SDG&E under the SoCalGas application, A.94-03-041, with an 
adjustment for the Moreno Compression Credit, as reflected in 
Exhibit 204. We find this proposed reasonable and adopt it. 
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XVII. Rate Design 

A. Residential Tier Closure 
SDG&E initially proposed a nonbaseline to baseline ratio 

of 1.35 to 1.00. ORA in its testimony proposes a ratio of 1.25 to 
1.00 and recorr~ends this be achieved by applying virtually all of 
its recommended residential class revenue requirement decrease to 
the nonbaseline rate. 

In its l.-ebuttal testimony,' SDG&E specifies one condition 
for acceptance of ORA's proposal: the implementation of a targeted 
tier closure must not produce a rate incl'ease to the baseline 
residential rate. ORA agrees. 

Although PG&E and SoCalGas have a 35% tier differential 
for their reside~tial gas rates, we find it appropriate for SDG&E 
to have a lower differential because it does not have a customer 
charge. According to PU code § 739(a), the baseline quantity Of 
gas should represent "a significant portion of the reasonable 
energy needs of the average residential customer," and the customer 
charge and baseline rate are the price of this quantity. 
Therefore, the baseline rate can be higher in the absence of a 
customer charge. We adopt ORA's proposal of a tier differential of 
1.25 to 1.00. 
B. Core oeaveraqing 

SDG&E proposes allocating 60% of its recommended core 
decrease to the core commercial class, which would provide for 
further core-deaveraging while allowing a larger rate decrease 
(i.e., 2%) to its residential customers than was granted in SDG&E's 
last BCAP. 

ORA does not oppose the concept of further deaveraging of 
residential and core commercial rates, but recommends that the 
residential rate decrease be at least 5\. ORA's proposed rates 
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reflect the level of deaveraging incorpOrated in SDGteE's original 
filing, and produce a 7\ residential rate decrease. 

The update filing by SDG&E does not provide the same 
level of rate decrease as originally recommended by ORA under its 
proposals. We find it reasonable to u~e the level of deaveraging 

" " 

incorporated in SOOtc8'soriginal filing. This level of deaveraging 
provides the 2\ residential rate decrease recom.rnended by Soo&8 and 
al"locates 70\ of the-core decrease ~6 the core commel'cial class. 
c. Core commercial GN-1and GN-2 schedules 

SOO&R proposes to make the following changes: 
1. For Schedule ON-it 

(a) Lowei the applicabllityof the "amount 
of getS billed at the Tier"l rate from 
3;000 to-l,OOO th~rms per month; and 

(b) To the extent that there is a decrease ' 
for this customer groUp, allocate the 
decrease to the Tier 1 rate. 

2. For Schedule GN-2: 

(a) Increase the applicability of the 
amount of gas billed at the Tie~· 1 
rate from 3,000 to 6,000 theims per 
month; and 

(b) Increase' the customer charge from $60 
to $75 per month. (Exhibit 201; 
Chapter X-4.) 

ORA does not oppose this proposal, although in its 
rebuttal SDG&E mistakenly assumes otherwise. (ORA Opening Brief at 
17. ) 

We find SOO&E's proposal is reasonable: therefore, it is 

adopted. 
D. Transmission Level Service 

SDG&B's rate design proposals include establishing a 
transmission level service for noncore customers who receive 
natural gas service directly from its transmission mains. It 
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defines this as a service provided directly from its natural gas 

transmission pipe with a diameter of 10 inches or greater, 

operating at a hoop stress of 20\ or more of specified minimum 

yield strength (SMYS), and a minimum rating of 400 pounds per 

square inch gauge (psig) at maximum allowable operating pressure 

(MAOP) • 
SDG&E states its proposal continues the trend towards 

more specific service level distinctions for noncore customers 

initiated by 0.93-05-066, the LRMC implementation dec~sion. The 

customers it believes qualify for its transmission level service 

are five cogeneration and seven UEG customers. 

Kelco, a large non core customer whose cogeneration load 

would qualify for the new service, suppOrts SDG&E proposal. Kelco 

believes transmission level service rates should be adopted ~or 

SDG&E because the commission had already approved such proposal for 

SoCalGas and PG&E. Kelco argues, lito deny qualifying SDG&E 

customers the availability of a service that is similar, if not 

identical, to offerings previously approved by the commission for 

PG&E and SoCalGas would be grossly unfair and highly 

discriminatory" (Opening Brief at 8). Kelco believes that SDG&E's 

proposal will eliminate the current subsidy of other SDG&E 

customers by those customers who receive their gas deliveries 

directly from gas transmission mains. 

Kelco agrees with SDG&E that SDG&E's proposal better 

aligns rates with the design and use of the gas system and that it 

costs less to serve transmission customers because of their 

proximity to SDG&E's facilities. Kelco and SDG&E believe that 

Commission's action in the LMRC implementation proceeding 

recognizes that the utilities could experience a substantial bypass 

of their gas systems by their largest customers if gas rates are 

not competitive with bypass alternatives. In its reply brief, 

Kelco asserts that even if the Commission finds that SDG&E's 
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proposal will unduly benefit SDG&S'S UEG, at a minimum it should 
adopt a transmission level service for qualifying nonUEG customers. 

ORA opposes SDG&E's propOsal because of (1) SDG&E's 
failure to provide clear notice of this major issue and adequate 
time for ORA to properly review the issue; and (2) the significant 
cost shifts that it would create. ORA testifies that SDG&E's 
proposal to change the service level of 12 nOllcore customers would 
lo~er UEG customers' marginal cost reVenues from $4.5 million to 
$2.6 mill ion and also reduce cogeneration,' s marginal ~ost reVenues 
from $7.0 million to $4.9 million, resulting in significant costs 
being shifted to other gas customers. 

ORA-asserts that SDG&E is propOsing this change to 
further the interest of its UEG in the ne'o'Ily competitive -electric 
industry. In support of this assertion, ORA testifies that SDG&E 
reduces the MAOP for transmission pipe from a minimum of 595 psig 
in the last BeAP to 400 psig in this BCAPI this lower level allows 
its OEG to qualify fot, the- service. 

Discussion 
In D.92'"-12-058, we directed the respondent utilities "to 

work with interested parties to provide the information necessary 
for us to considel' segmentation proposals that include service 
level distinction in the implementation proceedings." (47 CPUC2d 
at 470.) The three utilities filed their proposals in separate 
applications and each reached a settlement with interested parties. 
In D.93-05-066, we adopted the three settlement agreements 
submitted by the utilities. 

PG&E proposed a service level industrial class 
segmentation, with two segments, transmission and distribution. 
The transmission segment consists of all customers receiving 
service on backbone local transmission or distribution feeder 
mains. CUstomel-S under the transmission schedule must be served 
directly from PG&E gas facilities that have a MAO~ greater than 60 

psig or meet annual service demand requirement of 3,000,000 therms. 
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SoCalGas' adopted proposal segregated industrial service 

based on medium-pressure distribution (MPS), high-pressure 
distribution (HPS), and transmission level service. Appendix C to 

the settlement agreement under "Eligibility" states that MIlS 

customers receive service from distribution lines at pressures 

equal to or less than 60 psig and HPS customers receive service 

from distribution lines greater than 60 psig. CUstomers can move 

from MPS to HPS based on-the customer's consumption pattern for the 

most recent 12 months. For transmission service, Spe?ial Condition 

29 undel" SChedule No. GT-F (Firm Intrastate Transmission Service) 

states, "CUstomers served from the Utility's tl.'ansmission related 

facilities as estabiished by the Utility's capital accoulltillg 

records, shall be classified as transmission GT-F3T." These 

customers, at their option, can elect HPS rate status. 
SDG&E's proposed segmentation in the implementation 

proceeding was similar to that of SoCalGas except for ~he absence 

of transmission level service. Soo&E's Schedule GTNC (Natul.'al Gas 

Intrastate Transmission Service For Noncore customers), however, 

states that "HPS shall also be applicable to those customers who 

are receiving gas deliveries from the utility, where rated pipeline 

pressures, as determined by the utility, at the point of 

interconnection with the customer's facilities exceed 60 psig as "of 

June 1, 1993." 
We find it difficult to compare PG&E, SoCalGas, and 

SDG&E's criteria for the same type of service. SDG&E suggests all 

three utilities meet the federal definition of transmission pipe. 

PG&E adopted MAOP in eXcess of 60 psig for its transmission service 

while SoCalGas did not specify any level of pressure. Neither 

specifies the hoop stress of its pipe, a critical component of 

meeting the federal definition. 
SDG&E testifies that one of its criteria for its 

transmission level service proposal is the Commission's definition 

of transmission pipe found in General Order (GO) 112-E, which 
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governs the design, construction, testing, operation and 
maintenance of natural gas-facilities. The GO incorporates all of 
Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR) Parts 190, 
191, 192, 193, and 199.- Part 192 defines "Transmission Line" as a 
pipeline, other than a gathering line, that: 

a. Transports gas from a gathering line or 
storage facility to a distribution center 
or a storage facility. 

h. Operates at a hoop stress of 20\ or more of 
SMYS. 

c. TranspOrts gas within a storage;field. 

_ While SDG&E uses the engineering standards of GO 112~B as 
one of its pr<:>pOsed criteria, it does not establi~h that- the
commission has previously used GO 112-8 as a rate design criterIa 
in estCJblishing transmission level service offerings for PG&E and 
SoCalGas. The following table shows service level distinctions 
among the three utilities for comparison purposes. 

Distr. 

SDG&E MPS 
HPS 

service Distinctions 

Criteria Trans. 

less 60 psig _ proposed 
60 psi or more* 

criteria 

10 in~ pipe and 
more than 400 psig 

SoCalGas MPS less 60 psig Yes CA~ital Records·· 

PG&'E 

HPS 

single 
category 

60 psi or more 

less 60 psig Yes 60 psigor more than 
3,060,000 therms 

* SDG&E proposes to change its HPS criteria from6Q to 
99 psig. 

*. Tariff does not specify psig level or other 
criteria. 

This table shows that SDG&E and SoCalGas have the same 
MAOP for MPS and UPS distribution systems while PG&E adopted less 
than 60 psig for its distribution system and 60 psig or MOre for 
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transmission. SDG&E proposes to change the MAOP of its HPS but does 
not explain why it should have a higher MAOP than SoCalGas. The 
record does not reflect the SMYS criteria used by PG&& and SoCaiGas 
for transmission level service, or the minimum psig used by 
SoCalGas for this service. 

Although SDG&S's proposal for transmission level service 
utilizes differertt service pressure and pipelirte sizQ thresholds 
than either SoCalGas or PG&E, SDG&E's proposal is based Upon its 
unique system characteristics that defirte the ability of an SDG&E 
customer to take service off a transmission main. Most 
impOrtantly, establishing transmission level service for SooteE is 
consistent with our principles' of allocating costs to those 
customers who cause them. currently, customers on Soo&E's system 
who take service off ~ transmission main are allocated gas 
distribution system costs despite th~ fact that they do not utili~e 
the gas distribution system. Estabiishing transmission level 
service removes this subsidy. For these reasons, we adopt SDG&E's 
proposal for tranmission level service. 
R. UEO Rate Design 

Other than the tl.'ansmission level propOsal discussed 
above, SDG&E's application proposes no change to its existing UEG 
rate design. 

In its rebuttal testimOny, SDG&E proposes changes to the 
calculation of the UEG components based on the uncertainties 
surrounding its-renegotiation of a new master agreement with 
SOCalGas. 

ORA does not oppose retaining SDG&E's existing UEG rate 
design and recommends that the Commission disregard SDG&S's 
rebuttal testimonY with respect to UEO rates because subsequent 
events have superseded this testimony. 

Discussion 
We agree with the ORA that subsequent events have 

superseded Soo&E's uncertainty with respect to its contract with 
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SoCalGas. It signed a new contract with SoCalGas, and while this 
contract will expire at the end of 1997 unless renelo.·ed, there is no 
indication SOCalGas ,",'ould not again renew its contl-act. Therefore, 
we retain the existing UEG rate design. 

Based on comments on the proposed decision, we provide 
clarification on how the UEG rate design is calculated in 
Appendix c. Appendix C is calculated using SDG&E's workpapers, 
Exhibit 205, supporting the following testirr~ny in its application: 

"Default utility gas transportation s(n-vices for 
SDG&E's power plants are provided under 
Schedule GTUEG. The CU1-rent UEG rate desigtl 
for transportation services consists of a fixed 
monthly demand charge, and three tiers of 
volumetric rates applied to three different 
blocks for gas usage. The first increment of 
gas usage is billed at the igniter fuel rate, 
which historically amounts to approximately 1\ 
of total UEG gas volumes consumed. Since 
igniter fuel volumes and costs are capture in 
the GN-2 customer class for purposes of cost 
allocation, it is appropriate that the igniter 
fuel rate should equal the average GN-2 rate 
for unbundled intrastate transportation 
services. The second increment of gas usage is 
billed at the Tier 1 rate, which is applicable 
to the first 18.5\ of forecasted UEG gas 
volumes adopted in a BCAP, net of igniter 
volumes. The balance of UEG gas usage is 
billed at the Tier 2 rate. In prior BeAPs, 
SDG&E has requested and received authority to 
set the Tier 2 rate equal to the transport 
charges paid to SoCalGas for incremental 
volumes. This ratemaking procedure captures 
the notion that SDG&E should recoVer, at a 
minimum, its upstream costs for incremental 
services. 

"SDG&E is proposing no changes to the existing 
UEG rate design at this time." (Exhibit 201 at 
X-Ii.) 

F. schedule X:GTS 
SDG&E created Schedule XGTS as part of its proposal to 

introduce real-time pricing (RTP) for its Gas Department in the 
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last BCAP. The Commission adopted SDG&R's proposal, which included 
Schedules XGSR. for residential C\lstomel-S and XGTS for all other 
customers, with modifications. The Commission excluded UEG and 
cOgeneration customel-s fl"Om Schedule XGTS and limited noncore 
customer participation to 10 per year. The Commissioll also imposed 
the following conditions: A provision of a 24-hour nonbidding 
forecast of contract closures; establishment of a separate core and 
noncore balancing account and off-peak allowances equal· to the 
customer's peak day usage during the last 12-month billing periods, 
divided by 24, and a progress report of the program to ORA for 
monitoring purposes. (D.94-12-052, slip op. at 79-80.) 

SDG&E proposes no changes to its rate design llnder 
Schedule XGTS. However, it wants to expand service eligibility to 
include some cogeneration and UEG loads and revise the customer 
maximum hourly peak-day demand allowance. 

SDG&R believes that cogeneration and UEGcustomers are 
leaders in managing their energy use and as a result, could 
optimize utilization of SDG&E's pipeline system by shifting sizable 
load in a timely manner. It proposes to limit UEG and cogeneration 
participation in Schedule XGTS to 25\ of their total load adopted 
in this BCAP in order to mitigate unexpected revenue shortfalls. 
SDG&E believes that URG and cogeneration participation is essential 
to determine the success or failure of the program. 

SDG&E's proposal also wants to revise the calculation of 
the maximum hourly demand to equal the customer's peak day usage 
divided by the number of normal operating hours of the facility. 
Currently, this is defined as equal to the customer's highest 
recorded gas demand, stated in therms per hour, during the current 
and prior 11 monthly billing periods excluding billing periods 
prior to January 1, 1995. SDG&E believes this calculation has 
dissuaded some customers from participating in the experimental 
program because they operate their business 8 hours a day, not 24 
hours. 
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ORA opposes SDG&R's proposal because the program has been 
a costly experiment, and opening Schedule XGTS to UEG and 
cogeneration loads will only compound the problem by benefiting 
SDG&Ets own UEG and shareholders at the expense of other gas 
ratepayers. ORA points to Scenario C, the worst case, illustrated 
by SDG&E in its response to SCUPP/IID data request, to support its 
position. ORA alleges that with limited volume and lower UEG rate 
used for that scenario, the~e is still a $1 million revenue 
shortfall. ORA, therefore, recommends that Schedules XGTS and XGRS 
be closed to new customers and terminated effective Apt-ill, 1997. 

ORA also wants the amount in the Real Time Balancing Account to 
reflect a 25\ allocation to SDG&S's shareholders. ORA recommends 
that if the Commi$sion retains the schedules, it should amend the 
definition of ' peak day demand, assign 100\ of the revenue shortfall 
to SDG&R's shareholders, and continue to exclude UEG and 
cogeneration customers, particularly USG because SDG&E has no need 
to provide any further discounts to its UEG in order to balance gas 
loads; UEG loads under the interruptible rate schedule are 
curtailed prior to any other customer load. 

SDG&E believes that participation under Schedule XGTS 
does not guarantee customer saving or PBR rewards for SDG&R and its 
customers since these depend on conditions that SDG&E or its 
customers cannot control, such as weather. SDG&E, therefore, 
argues that one customer's experience in an "extremely warm year" 
should not be used to judge the program, by extrapolating the 
revenue shortfall into several millions for future events, contrary 
to what SDG&E had demonstrated in its response to SCUPP/IID data 
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request. 2~ SDG&E believes that UEG and cogenel-ation participation 
holds operational benefits to SDG&E's gas system because these are 
efficient gas users that may optimize the use of its natural gas 
system given the appropriate price signals. 

Kelco, the only customer under Schedule XGTS, also filed 
testimony in support of continuation and expansion of the program, 
particularly to cogeneration loads, in order to l.-educe its 
uncompetitive gas transportation costs. Kelco suppOrts its 
assertion by citing RTP objectives as represented by SDG&E in the 
last BCAP and Commission 's electi.-ic industry decisions that aloe in 
favor of time of use (TOU) pricing. Kelco's further arguments will 
not be repeated since they aloe similal.' to SDG&E's. 

1. Discussion 
we 

shortfalls. 
by Soo&E but 

agree with ORA with respect to its concern fOr revenue 
We will not expand the service eligibility as proposed 
we will keep Schedule XGTSfor the BCAP period with· 

any future requirement that SDG&E shareholders will be at risk for 
25\ of the revenue shortfall. We adopt SDG&E's proposal for the 
calculation of off-peak allowances. As there has been no 
resJdential customer interest in Schedule XGSR, we adopt ORA's 
l.-ecommendation to eliminate the tari{f. SDG&E should wot-k with 
ORA, TURN, and other interested parties to develop alternative 
residential programs. Ne will considel" revisiting the future of 
the RTP schedules in our Natural Gas Strategy. 

24 Attachment C of SDG&E's rebuttal testimony on rate design 
(Exh. 203, chapter VI) contained several data request responses. 
In data request response labeled SCUPP/IID Data Reques_t No.1, 
Table A - Response to Question 5.9, SDG&E illustrated three 
possible outcomes of a UEG unit's participation under Schedule XGTS 
based on a typical year weather pattern, with variations due to 
response to peak pricing signals. Scenario C, a worst-case, from 
SDG&E's perspective, shows a $1.0 million revenue shortfall. 
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O. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Rate 
SDG&E has one LNG customer, the Roadrunner Club, a 312-

space mobilehome park located in the desert community of Borrego 
Springs. SDG&E initiated LNG service as a pilot test in Ma}' 1968. 
It recruited a total of 31 large customers and communities, 
including the Roadrunner Club. The service has not been successful 
and SDG&E has tel'minated service to all but the Roadrunnel< Club. 
LNG reVenues from the Roadrunner Club are about $138,000 per year. 

SDG&E proposes to increase LNG rates by 5% annually until 
the total LNG charge recovers SDG&E's cost for providing LNG 
service. ORA opposes a rate increase but recommends that any rate 
decrease to LNG should lag other residential decreases by 2%. 

Wright & Company, the owner of the Roadrunner Club, and 
the Roadrunner club Association Inc., an association of mobilehome 
owners and residents in the Roadrunner Club, oppose the proposals 
by SDG&E and ORA because they contradict prior Commission 
decisions. They cite D.90-11-023, 8oo&E's 1990 cost allocation 
proceeding, where the Commission said it would " .•. not approve 
rates that would increase the Roadrunners' average combined LNG and 
electric bill to exceed the average Borrego Springs all-electric 
bili ll (39 CPUC2d 77, 112) and D.91-12-075, SDG&E's 1991 proceeding, 
where the commission reaffirmed its position (42 CPUC2d 566, 608). 
The Roadrunner Club states that under this standal"d, it should 
receive a 9.3% rate decrease. 

On August 23, 1996, SDG&E, ORA, and the Roadrunner Club 
signed a Joint Recommendation (Exhibit 212) that the Commission 
adopt a 4% reduction to SDG&E's existing Average Full Service LNG 

Rate. The Roadrunner Club states that this agreement will allow 
the parties to set aside their dispute concerning the appropriate 
rate level and focus on developing a long-term solution to the 
issues related to a unique SDG&E customer. (Opening Brief at 3.) 

Based on the above discussion, we find this 
recommendation reasonable and we adopt it. 
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H. Cogeneration Parity 
SDG&E states it did not address this lSDue because it 

assumes that the ruling of the Commission on the issue for SoCalGas 

will also apply to it. No party opposes this proposal. Therefore, 

we adopt the same cogeneration parity proposal for SDG&E. 

XVIII. Uncontested Issues 

SDG&E proposes in its application several changes that no 

party contests. These changes are: 
Simplification of its gas proCurement tariffs 
for noncore customers. SDG&E proposes to 
reduce the number of itemized costs listed 
under its schedule GOORE, core subscription 
services, from five to two. Further, it . 
proposes to offer utility gas pl"OCUremEmt 
services to noncore customers under one tariff 
rather than three. Lastly, it proposes to 
eliminate schedule G-USTOR, a tariff that 
provides gas storage services for non cOre 
customers who elect utility-managed procurement 
services. 

Proposed revisions to its Gas Rule 14, rules 
and procedures for gas curtailment. SDG&E . 
propOses changes that it states are effectively 
clean-up items that will update its Rule 14 to 
conform with Commission-adopted changes on 
storage and transportation unbundling for SDG&E 
over the past few years. 

PropOsal to add a separate line item to its 
noncore gas transportatioJ'l tariffs to reflect 
recovery of Wheeler Ridge access fees. SDG&E 
states this proposal does not add any new 
cha'rges, but simply "calls out" the Wheeler 
Ridge costs from total rates. 

We find SDG&E's above proposals to be reasonable; 

therefore, we adopt the proposals. 
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Findings of Fact 
1. In A.96-03-031, SoCalGas seeks a $137.7 million annual 

decrease in rates over the coming 31 months to reflect (I) the 
allocation among customers of the nongas costs of service 
previously authol."lzed by the Commission for recovery in rates; 
(2) the amOrtization of the balances as of December 31, 1996 in 
various balancing, tracking and memorandum accounts previously 
authorized by the commission; and (3) the forecasted cost of 
purchased gas for core customers. 

2. In A.96-04-()30, SDG&E proposes a annual rate decrease of 
$42 million based on its BCAP filing for the same 31-month period 
requested by SoCalGas. 

3. In its update filing of October 15, 1996, SoCa1Gas 
requests an overall rate decrease of only $55.7 million, down from 
$137.7 million, due to changes in the forecasted level of its 
balancing accounts at December 31, 1996. SDG&E in its update 
filing of October 25, 1996 reflects an overall decrease of $26.98 
million, down from a $42 million decrease. 

4. The update increases of both applicants are attributable 
exclusively to reVised forecasts of regulatory account balances 
that are under a balancing account mechanism. 
SoCalGas Storage Program 

5. SoCalGas has excess capacity in both its existing and 
expansion storage facilities. 

6. SoCalGas does not establish that the additional capacity 
at Honor Rancho existed prior to its 1992 storage filing and that 
it could not be properly measured at that time. 

7. There is only limited market interest in firm injection 
capacity, about 4 ~~cf/d. 

S. SoCalGas' stOrage field is being routinely fully 
utilized; therefore, it makes no sense to lower the amount of firm 
injection capacity for cost allocation purposes. 
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9. The additional 1.5 Bcf of capacity at Honor Rancho should 
be considered part of SoCalGas' expansion capacity. 

10. SoCalGas should dh-ectly address the problem of lal-ge 
storage system overdeliveries on summer weekends by enforcing 
penalties for overdeliveries and by marketing its available 
capacity to customers who consistently ovel-deliver. We should 
retain 803 M1wlcf/d of firm injection capacity for cost allocation 
purposes. 

11. SoCalGas' proposal to change the peak hour requirement to 
a 24-hour requirement for calculating firm withdrawal capacity is 
reasonable and should be adopted. 

12. SoCalGas has not provided sufficient justification to 
reclassify the capacity of Playa del Rey. 

13. We should adopt a firm withdrawal capacity of 3,381 
MMcf/d, a 10\ reduction from the existing level of 3,151 ~Mcf/d. 

14. We should adopt a retail core firm withdrawal reservation 
of 1,985 MMcf/d. 

15. Following the issuance of the Commission's Natural Gas 
Strategy, the Executive Director should direct staff to determine a 
procedural roadmap to ensure the proper proceeding wherein SoCalGas 
should provide a study of its storage operations. The study should 
include a) the cost-effectiveness of reserving varying amounts of 
withdrawal capacity versus other potentially less expensive 
alternatives (such as procuring more gas supplies at market rates 
on peak days), b) a clear definition of firm injection service, and 
c) a new load balancing study for injection capacity. 

16. SoCalGas' recommended load balancing inventory level (5.3 
Bcf) and withdrawal level (250 M..~cf/d) are reasonable and should be 
adopted. 

17. We should adopt a 355 MMcf/d injection level. 
18. SoCalGas has "sold" more expansion withdrawal capacity 

than it has constructed, and intends to keep the excess revenue 
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(about $900,000 per year), even as its ratepayers are forced to pay 
for stranded eXisting facilities. 

19. For purposes of cost allocation, SoCalGas should treat 
all marketed capacity as existing capacity as long as any existing 
capacity remains unmarketed; this requirement applies to all 
storage contracts, including off-system storage contracts. 

20. SoCalGas' proposed modifications to the imbalance trading 
procedures should improve SoCalGas' load balancing service, 
therefore, we should adopt its proposal. 

21. We should not adopt Enron's proposal to unbundle core 
storage in this RCAP. 

22. We find SoCalGas has shown good cause for its request to 
eliminate the G-SWAP service. 
tRMc MethOdology 

23. In D.92-12-058, the commission directed that reSOUl:.'Ce 
plans be filed in general rate cases rather than BCAPs 1n order to 
allow parties sufficient time to examine the complex issues. 

24. Both SoCalGas and SDG&E include resourCe plans in their 
applications without having requested, or been granted, Corr~ission 
authority to deviate from the filing requirements of D.92-12-058. 

25. The commission and interested parties need more time and 
resources to thoroughly review the utilities' resource plans. 

26. SoCalGas includes investments such as the Adelanto 
Rewheel and Line 115/765 Uprating projects in its resource plan 
that are not growth~related; these investments are included by 
SoCalGas to provide the system more operational flexibility and to 
allow its customers increased access to alternative gas commodity 

markets. 
27. Significant changes have occurred in SOCalGas' long-term 

forecast and, correspondingly, its proposed resource plan since its 
last BCAP proceeding in 1994. 

28. The issues raised by parties regarding SoCalGas' long
term demand forecast and its transmission resourca plan are 
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significant and beyond the scope of this proceeding to fully 
resolve. 

29. SoCalGas has not shown the reasonableness of the manner 
in which it proposes to include the expansions of Line 6900 and 
6902 in its transmission resource plan; therefore, the specific 
ratemaking treatment to be given Line 6900 and Line 6902 should be 
further investigated and fully resolved prior to final commission 
action on the proposed Pacific Enterprises/Enova merger. 

30. The specific problems with our adopted LRMC methodology 
that ORA identifies" as needing further °investiga.tion will require a 
commitment of considerable Commission resources and a proceeding 
schedule similar to a GRC, not a BeAP. 

31. t'le should 'use socalGas I filed resource plan fol" purposes 
of calculating LRMc methodology unless, and until, the Commission's 
later review of Lines 6900 and 6902 leads us to order a new 
resource plan filing; therefore, we should adopt for this BCAP a 
transmission resource plan of $88.53 million and a storage resource 
plan of$6S.60 million. 

32. Including future replacement costs is not an embedded 
costing methodology. 

33. The gas industry is between the telephone and electric 
industries in its movement toward competitive markets. 

34. Although in D.95-12-053, we found that including a 
replacement cost adder in PG&E's resource plan met the definition 
of marginal cost that we adopted in D.92-12-058; the evidence 
presented in this proceeding does not support the same finding. 

35. The Global Settlement does not allow addition of 
replacement costs to the LRMC metholdogy because it results in a 
significant cost shift. 

36. The Commission should more properly consider changes to 
the LRMC methodlogy in a reexamination of natural gas policies and 

strategies. 
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37. Staff should recommend a procedural roadmap following 
issuance of our Natural Gas Strategy which incorporates the 
analysis recommended by TURN examining the full cost and cost 
allocation ramifications of three alternative reliability 
standards. 

38. For this proceeding, we find it reasonable to adopt 
SbCalGas' proposed 38-degree peak day design critet'ia. 

39. We should retain cold year throughput as the cost 
allocator for transmission investments. 

40. SoCalGas' propOsals to change the MoMs for load balancing 
injection and withdrawal are reasonable and should be '. adopted. 

41. SoCalGas has not presented sufficient jUstification that 
the MDM for load balancing inventory should be changed. We find 
the allocator should remain the same as that adopted in 
0.94-12-052. 

42. SoCalGas should be able to institute the same level of 
efficiency and innovation as PG&E over the next thirty years. 
Therefore, we should remove the replacement cost multiplier factor 
from the calculation of replacement costs for service lines and 
distribution mains. 

43. The New CUst.omer only (NCO) method is preferable to the 
rental method for measuring marginal customer capital costs. 

44. The language in the Global settlement classifies all 
marginal cost allocators as MDMs; therefore, in compliance with the 
terms of the Global Settlement, we should retain the use of the 
rental method for interclass cost allocation. 

45. SoCalGas' revised service line, regulator and meter 
figures are reasonable and shOUld be adopted. 

46. SoCalGas should provide the following information with 
respect to its active meters and connected meters in the 
appropriate forum designated by the procedural roadmap issued 
following our Natural Gas Strategy: (1) a clear definition for 
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each category; (2) an explanation of how it collects the data for 
each category; (3) an illustration of how it uses each category and 
for what purpose; and (4) the O&M costs associated with exclusive 
use facilities assigned to the noncore in its marginal cost 
calculations. 

47. It is reasonable to continue to treat compressor fuel as 
an LRMC component. 

48. ARCO lease costs should be included as part of 
transmission O&M. 

49. SoCalGas' s Pl.~6posal to maintain the zone rate eredi t 
eligibility limitations on Wheeier'Ridge volumes established in its 
last BCAP and to prospectively return the credits this generates to 
its customers is reasonable and should be adopted. 

50. SoCalGas'should file an advice letter within 20 days 
showing how past savings resulting from the zone rate credit 
limitation have been or will be returned to ratepayers. 

51. We should retain the existing scaler methodolOgy. 
Wholesale customers should not be exempted from the scaler. 
Interstate Pipeline Capacity Costs 

52. In January 1996, SoCalGas exercised its contract right to 
step dO\<111 capacity on El Paso fl.'om 1,450 MMcf/d to 1,150 lv' .. '7.cf/d. 
In November 1996, SoCalGas reduced Transwestern capacity from 750 
MMcf/d to 300 ~~cf/d. 

53. The capacity stepdowns should help alleviate SOCaIGas' 
stranded costs of interstate pipeline capacity, especially over the 
longer term. For the next few years, however, S6CaiGas expects to 
pay a substantial surcharge over the base rates for its 1,450 
~.Mcf/d of remaining interstate pipeline capacity. 

54. Eliminating the core resel.-vation in this BeAP could 
exacerbate eXcess capacity costs at a time when SoCalGas' customers 
will be faced with increased pipeline surcharges and the need to 
amortize large stranded cost balances. For these reasons, the 
Commission should maintain the schedule established in D.95-07-048 
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for the unbundling of interstate reservation charges from core 
l:ates by 1999. 

55. The evidence does not suppo.l.-t a change to the core 
reservation beyond a small downward adjustment for core migration 
to the noncore class. 

56. The core reservation should remain based on forecast cold 
year requirements. We should adopt SoCalGas' proposal for a core 
reservation of 1,044 MMcf/d, consisting of 744 MMcf/d of El Paso 
capacity and 300 MMcf/d of Transwestern capacity. 

51. We should maintain the allocation of ITCS to core 
customers ill an amount equal to -10\" of the core capacity 
reservation as established in D.92-07-025. 

58. '~'he core's cost responsib.i.lity for the core capacity 
reservat ~ ':;ll should' include 'the base transportation rates in 81 Paso 
and Trar:<~t .... estern's tariffs. and any surcharges on the base rates 
which FERC has <,lready or may in the future authorize. to mitigate 
the pipelines' risk of unsubscribed capacity. 

59. The record does not support SDG&E'sproposal to allow 
SoCalGas to keep 10\" of the capacity brokering reVenues . 

. 60. All internal company capacit\' brokering transactions 
should be made public to ensure that transactions occur at a fair 
market price; therefore, SoCalGas should pOst such. transactions on 
its Gas select bulletin board and the pipeline's bulletin board. 
This rule should apply to all pl-ospective internal transactions 
involving SoCalGas' interstate capacity rights. 

61. We should maintain the established framework regarding 
the allocation of capacity stepdowns. The core should pay the full 
cost of its capacity reservation (1044/~~cf/d) including base 
rates, an allocation of ITCS equal to 10% of its reservation, and 
surcharges. and the noncore will pay the remaining cost of 406 
M.~cf/d in capaclty, including base rates and surcharges, through 
the ITCS. SoCalgas should account for these costs separately. 

62. Wholesale customers shOUld bear a full share6f theITCS 
costs if they do not take their full assignment of SoCalGas' 
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interstate pipeline capacity at the full tariff rate. This is 
consistent with the established precedent on the wholesale core 
ITCS issue in 0.95-12-053. 

63. SDG&E and Long Beach obtain their capacity at market 
prices and should assume cost responsibility for their share of the 
ITCS, including the amortization of the accumulated balance in the 
ITCS account. Should Long Beach or SDG&E elect in the future tQ 
reserve interstate pipeline capacity from SoCalGas at 100% of the 
as-billed rate, SoCalGas should apply the 10\ ITCS cost cap to the 
amount reserved for the period either wholesale customer maintains 
its capacity reservation. 

64. The ITCS account balance on December 31, 1996 should be 
amortized over the full BCAP period. We find a sufficient record 
exists to change the methodology to recover iTCS charges on a 
forecast basis. 

65. NoncOre customers with their own firm capacity have no 
entitlement to receive special treatment or to be relieved from 
paying their share of SoCalGas' ITCS liability. 
Cost of Gas 

66. A one-time refund of the purchased Gas Account (PGA) 
overcollection avoids distortions in the price signal sent to 
customers and is consistent with our policy objectives. 

67. We should adopt S6CalGas' forecasts of a weighted average 
cost of gas of $1.62/Dth, $1.76/Dth, and $1.82/Dth for BCAP years 
1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

68. Hub net revenues should be used to lower the cost of gas 
to the core. We· should adopt the SoCalGas/ORA settlement proposal 
for treatment of Hub revenues beginning April 1, 1997. Hub 
revenues received from April 1, 1995 to March 31, 1997 should be 
booked to the CFCA. 

69. SoCalGas should continue to record producer exchange 
revenues that move as transport revenues at the previously-existing 
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contract rate~ any incremental revenues should be recorded as 
noncore transpol-t revenue. 

70. SoCalGas' forecast of volumes and revenues for 
Interutility Exchange service between SoCalGas and PG&E under the 
Master Exchange Agreement and its Enhanced oil Recovery forecast 
are reasonable and should be adopted. 

71 . lie should adopt a core brokerage fee of $0.002 () 1 per 
thel"m. 
Audit Issues 

72. We should adopt ORA's recommendation to credit the Fuel 
Cell Proceeds Memorandum Account by $103,000 and direct that the 
account remain open foi.~ the coming period. 

73. The $768,000 in the Audit Expense account should not be 

recovered now; rather, the balance should be deferred until the 
audit is complete. 

74. SoCalGas' forecast of a $469,000 ovel'collection in-the 
Resea~ch, Royalty, and Memo Account is reasonable. 

75. We should accept ORA's recommendation to defer recovery 
of approximately $2 million in the Catastrophic Event r-~emorandum 
Account (eRMA) account pending final disposition of ORA's audit 
report in A.94-12-006. 

76. We adopt ORA's proposal to do an in-depth audit on the 
CFCA and ITCS accounts in November 1996 with a report filed by mid
January 1997, followed by an in~depth audit Of the PITCO/pOPCO 
account with a report filed March 1, 1997. Parties may file 
comments and a request for hearing four weeks after each report is 
filed. 
Rate Design 

77. The evidence supports an increase in the service 
establishment charge for SoCalGas' low-income CARE customers to 
$10; this discounted rate should be available for every hookup by 
these customers. 
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78. We should not alter the current 15 percent low-income 
discount structure for SoCalGas. 

79. We should not adopt SoCalGas' proposal to cap the CARE 
surcharge. 

80. SOCalGas should amortize the CARE forecasted balance of 
$29 million over the 31-month BCAP cycle. 

81. Until the generic issues being explored by the new low
income Governing Board established by D.97-02-014 have been 
addressed, we should follow the existing CARE guidelines 
established in D.89.o11-018 and allow SoCalGas to continue" its 
practice 
bills. 

82. 
83. 

of line itemization of t'he CARE sUl."chal.'ge on customer 

We should retain the current residential customer charge. 
The tier differentials should be calculated on a 

composite basis. 
84. SoCalGas should reduce its summer baseline quantity to 15 

thet-rns to comply with statutory guidelines"; winter baseline should 
remain unchanged. 

85. We should further deaverage core rates 50 percent in this 
proceeding. 

86. We should not adopt E&S's proposal for residential 
segmentation in this proceeding. 

81. We should adopt PLS's proposal to unbundle customer
related costs because it provides improved costs signals and a more 
accurate pricing methodology. 

88. We should retain the two separate core 
commercial/industrial classes of G-10 and G-20 and their existing 
customer charges. 

89. The Residual Load Service (RLS) tariff continues to be 
required in order to discourage bypass which would leave SoCalGas 
providing high-cost peak rate service at low tariffed rates to 
customers who partially bypass. 

90. SoCalGas' changes to the method for calculating the pre
and post-bypass load factors for the purpOse of calculating the 
default RLS tariff rate appear equitable and necessary in order to 
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allow the RLS tariff to function as intended; therefore, we should 
adopt the changes. 

91. TURN I S pl"opOsai of a nonCOl-e retai I rate cap of 20\ and a 
wholesale rate cap of 12.5\, applied to the cost of intrastate 
transportation without the ITCS component, is reasonable and should 
be adopted. 
LRMC MethodolOgy foJ' SOO&E 

92. SDG&E has not followed Commission directives in its 
resource plan filing to pro·vide· (a) an explicit noncore reliability 
standard and (b) a Core service reliability study that documents 
the value its core customers place on peak service reliability. 

93. The magnitude of change that has occurred in Soo&E's 
long-term foreca!Jt since its last BeAP needs to be fU'rther 
reviewed. The schedule of a normal BeAP is not sufficient to 
adequately review the long-term demand forecast and other 
components of the resource plan. 

94. Rather than reqUiring SDG&E to refile its entire resource 
plan, we instead direct it to provide the missing elements. SDG&E ~ 
should file its completed plan within six months of this order. 

95. A prehearing conference should be scheduled 60 days after 
Soo&l::' s filing to set a procedural schedule for addl-essing the 
filing. 

96. SDG&E's proposal to use a beginning date of 1997 for its 
.reSOUl-ce plat! is a deviation from existing methodology. ~'le should 
adopt ORA's calculation of a $56.3 million resource plan. 

97. We should not adopt the replacement cost addel.' as a 
refinement to SDG&E's LRMC methodology. 

98. Soo&& provides no new evidence to support its proposal to 
change its local transmission MDM and its proposal to change the 
allocator for SoCalGas' system costs is not persuasive. Therefore, 
we should retain the existing cost allocators. 

99. SDG&E provides no new evidence to support its proposal to 
change the methodolOgY for estimating the marginal cost of 
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transmission capital investments; therefore, we should retain our 
existing Total Investment Methodology. 

100. For the same reasons we eliminated a replacement 
adjustment for SoCalGas, we should eliminate the 25\ adjustment to 
SDG&E's replacement cost for distribution mains and service. 

101. Consistent with our finding for SoCalGas, we should adopt 
the NCO method for calculating SOG&E's marginal customer costs. 

102. SDG&E fails to explain why its SRM engineering estimates 
produce such.different v~lues from its own budget for~casts and, 
further, why its estimated customer costs differ so greatly from 
those we adopt in this decision-for SoCalGas; therefore. we adopt 
ORA's recorr~endation to apply a 25\ reduction to SDG&E's SRM costs. 
SDG&E's Unbundling 

103. We should unbundle core interstate pipeline demand 
charges on SDG&E's system in this proceeding. 
Other Issues 

104. We should adopt for SDG&E cogeneration throughput a 
revised forecast of 451.8 million therms. 

105. We should adopt a UEG forecast of 421 million therms per 
year. 

106. We should adopt for SDG&E a core and noncore brokerage 
fee of $0.0009~ per thermo 

107. SDG&E's position that the Global Settlement Obligation be 
removed from rates immediately is reasonable and should be adopted. 
SDG&E may use the amount in the GSPTA to pay SoCalGas on a monthly 
basis. The GSPTA should remain open until further notice by this 
Commission, but any overcollection as a result of the disposition 
of the Global Settlement obligation should be timely refunded to 
ratepayers by advice letter filing. Any undercollection will be 
addressed in the next HCAP, or the appropriate proceeding noted in 
the procedural roadmap issued following our Natural Gas Strategy. 

108. ORA did not perform an audit of any SDG&E accounts for 
this proceeding. 
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109. We find ORA's audit plan reasonable and should adopt it. 
110. We should adopt ORA's proposal of a tier differential of 

1.25 to 1.00. 
Rate Design. 

111. It is reasonable to use the level of deaveraging 
incorporated in SDG&E's original filing and to allocate 70\ of the 
core decrease to the core corr~ercial class. 

112. BDG&H's proposal to make the following changes to GA-1 
and GA-2 schedules is reasonable: 

1. For Schedule GN-1: 

(a) 

(b) 

Lower- the applicability of .. the amount 
of gas· bille<:l. at the Tiel.' 1 rate. from 
3,000 to 1,000 therms per month; and 

To the extent ·that thei:."e is a decrease 
for this cust9mer group, allocate the 
decrease to the Tier 1 rate. 

2. For Schedule GN-2: 

(a) Increase the applicability Of the 
amoUnt of gas billed at the Tier 1 
rate from 3,000 to 6,000 therms per 
month; and 

(b) Increase the customer charge from $60 
to $75 per month. 

113. We should adopt SDG&E's proposal for transmission level 
service becaUse it is consistent with our principie of allocating 
costs to those customers who cause them. 

114. We should retain the existing URG rate design. 
115. We should not expand the service eligibility for schedule 

XGTS. We should keep Schedule XGTS for the BCAP period with the 
requirement that SDG&E shareholders will be at risk for 25\ of the 
future revenue shortfall. We should adopt SDG&E's proposal for the 
calculation of off-peak allowances. 
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116. We should adopt ORA's recorr~endation to eliminate the 
schedule XGSR tariff. SDG&E should work with ORA, TURN, and other 
interested parties to develop alternative residential programs. 

117. We find the joint recommendation for a 4\ reduction to 
SDG&E's existing Average FUll Service LNG Rate reasonable. 

118. We should adopt the same cogeneration parity proposal for 
SDG&E as adopted for SoCalGas. 

119. We should adopt the following SDG&E propOsals: 
Simplification of its gas procurement tariffs 
for noncore customers. 

Proposed revisions to its Gas Rule 14, rules 
and procedures for gas curtailment. 

Add a separate. line item to its noncore gas 
transportation tariffs to reflect recovery of 
Wheeler Ridge access fees. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. SDG&E should not defer collection of its regulatory 

balances. 
2. The core's occasional use of nonc6re capacity on extreme 

peak days is consistent with the language adopted by the commission 
in D.91~11-025 on the prOVisions for voluntary and involuntary 
noncore diversions. 

3. SoCalGas should file an advice letter within 10 days 
(1) reconciling by month, beginning with January 1, 1995, its 
expansion contracts to the operating capacity at its expansion 
facilities and (2) crediting back any revenues from storage 
contracts in excess of its expansion capacity to the Storage 
Transition Cost account. 

4. The time for a review of the LRMC methodology is in our 
Natural Gas Strategy. 

5. Adoption of a replacement cost adder for SoCalGas 
violates the standards set forth in the Global Settlement. 
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6. It is the I."ate paid by the UEGs, not the tariff rate, 

which is the subject of Public Utilities Code § 454.4. To comply 
with § 454.4, a utility cannot ignore discounts offered to UEGs 

when establishing gas rates for cogenerators. 
7. Section 454.4 requires that when a UEG enters into a 

nonvOlumetric contract with a gas utility, cogenerators must be 

allowed to enter into similar agreements. 

8. The publIc interest in the confidentiality of contracts 
between the utility and all electricity generators ou~weighs the 

public interest served by disclosure. 
9. SoCalGas should fil~ by~dvice letter redacted versions 

of all discount contracts with utility electric generators and 
provide the full contracts and supporting workpapers to the Energy 
Division and to all SbCalGas customers that execute an appropriate 

confidentiality agr~~ment. 
10. The revenue requirement; reVenue and cost all.ocations, 

and rate changes adopted·for SoCalGas are set forth in Appendices B 

and D. 
11. The revenue requirement, revenUe and cost allocations, 

and rate changes adopted for SDG&E are set forth in Appendices C, 
E, and F. 

o R D E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. We hereby adopt the changes to Long-Run Marginal Cost 
(J.lRMC) methodology, storage cost allocation, interstate pipeline 

capacity cost allocation, and rate design for Southern California 
Gas Company (SoCalGas) and San Diego Gas & Electric company (SDG&E) 

as set forth in the discussion, findings, and conclusions of this 

decision. 

2. SoCalGas shall file, on or after the effective date of 

this order, and at least three days prior to their effective date, 
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revised tariff schedules which implement the adopted changes shown 
in Appendix B. The revised tariff schedules shall comply with 
General Order (GO) 96-A and shall apply to service rendered on or 
after their effective date. 

3. SDG&E shall file, on or after the effective date of this 
order, and at least three days prior to their effective date, 
revised tariff schedules which implement the adopted changes shown 
in Appendix C. The revised tariff schedules shall comply with GO 
96-A and shall apply to service rendered on or after their 
effective date. 

4. The record is reopened for the limited purpose of 
entering Exhibit 124 into evidence. 

5. Following the issuance of our Natural Gas Strategy, the 
Executive Director shall direct staif to develop a procedural 
roadmap to address the following natural gas issues as set forth in 
detail in the text of this decision: 

a. A study of storage operations including the cost
effectiveness of withdrawal reservations, a definition of 
firm injection service, and a study of load balancing 
injection capacity. 

b. A review of LRMC and resource planning issues as proposed 
by ORA in this proceeding and discussed in the LRMC 
section of this decision. 

c. The appropriateness of maintaining a cb:t-e reserva;tion. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

An analysis of the full cost and cost allocation 
ramifications of three alternative reliability standards 
as proposed by TURN and discussed in the LR}2C/core peak 
day reliability section of this decision. 

A customer classification study as discussed in the 
SoCalGas/core deaveraging portion of this decision. 

Consideration of Global Settlement undercollections, if 
any, for SDG&E. 

A review of potential real-time pricing schedules as 
discussed in the SDG&E/schedule XGTS portion of this 
decision. 
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6. SoCalGas shall file an advice letter within 20 days 
showing (a) how past savings resulting from the zone rate credit 
limitation have been or will be returned to ratepayers; and (b) a 
plan to implement the offering of non-volumetric discount gas 
transportation contracts to cogenerators on similar terms and 
conditions as those offered to UEGs. 

7. Within 30 days of the effective date of this decision, 
SoCalGas shall file by advice letter a one-time refund plan to be 
effective as soon as possible. The refund plan shall use the 
latest actual balance in the Purchased Gas Account in Making the 
refund calculation. If the actual balance in the Purchased Gas 
Account is undercollected, SoCalGas shall iwmediately file in this 
docket, not by advice letter filing, a proposal to collect this 
balance. 

S. SDG&E shall file an advice letter establishing an 
Interstate Transition Cost Surcharge balancing account to track the 
differential between its actual brokered cap~city cost and the 
above market cost of its reservation of firm capacity on the 81 4It 
Paso Natural Gas Company transmission line on a monthly basis. 
SDG&E shall include 1n this advice letter fIling the establishment 
of an initial surcharge to collect in rates from all Core customers 
the cost differential between its brokered capacity costs and its 
El Paso above-market firm capacity costs. This initial surcharge 
shall be updated by advice letter whenever the unrecovered balance 
would result in the surcharge changing by 10\ or more on a 
sustained basis. 

9. The assigned Administrative Law Judge shall schedule a 
workshop within 60 days of the effective date of this order for the 
purpose of (1) developing a vol'l~tary capacity assignment mechanism 
for SoCalGas that is consistent ~ith PERC rules; and (2) 
considering whether to eliminate SoCalGas' minimum bid procedures. 

10. SDG&E shall file a completed resource plan within six 
months of this order. The assigned Administrative Law Judge shall 
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schedule a prehearing conference 60 days after SDG&E's fling to set 
a procedural schedule. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated April 23, 1997, Francisco, California. 

JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE . 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Commissioners 

I will file a dissent. 

lsI P. GREGORY CONI.oN 
President 
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Knight. Alternate D«lslon 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF REVENUE CHANGES 

REVENUES REVENUES 
AT AT 

PRESENT PROPOSED . INCREASE 
RATES RATES (OECREA$E) 

(M$) (M$) (11$) 
(A) (B) (C=B-.o\) 

CORE SALES: 
RESIOEN11AL 1.766,421 I.S02,~2 36,525 
0-10 390.823 310,258 (20,565) 
0·20 15.397 16.0$.5 68S 
GASAJ¢ 1,354 1,513 220 
OASENGINE 6.300 9.095 2,189 
TOT"l CORE SALES 2,160,301 2.199.964 19.657 

CORE TRANSPORTATION: 
RESIOENllAt 25.860 26,243 382 
O·tO 14.6&5 61.940 (6.745) 
0-20 1,1 t 1 1.175 5& 
OASAJO . 0. () 0-
GAS ENGINE 1.315 ~.396 ',QeO 
SUBT6TAlCORETRAN$PORTA~N 102.978 91.753 (5,225) 
TOTAL CORE 2.2a.3.2~ 2,297.117 14,432 

NONCORE: 
INOOSTRlAl 94.SS9 97.234 ~.345 
UEO 105,441 91,58-4 (1.858) 
COGEN 43,118 40,460 (3.258) 
NONCORE SUBTOTAL 244.04S 235,211 (8,111) 

WHOLESALE 
lONOBEACH 3,599 4,568 969 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRJC 52,550 52,084 (4$6) 
SOUTHWEST 4,174 5,536 76' 
TOTAL WHOLESALE 60.924 62.188 1,265 

UNBUNDLED STORAGE 23,9~5 20,516 (3,349) 
ZONE RATE CREDIT (1.120) (8,OM) (914) 
NET CARE REVENUES 879 879 0 
SYSTEM TOTAL 2,605,941 2,608,604 2,663 

TOTAL CARE REVENUES 30,646 51,58-4 20,938 
EOR RE\'ENUES 33,407 32,6'6 (791) 

CHANGE 
(%) 

(O=CIA) 

2.068 
(5.262) 
4.465 
16.~34 
«.2~1 

-0:902" 

1.418 
(9.03i) 
5.191 
0..000 

e~.I22 
(5.014) 
0.632 

2.47' 
(1.452) 
(1.452) 
(3.594) 

26.920 
(O.SSG) 
15.941 
2.076 

(13~7) 
12e36 
0.000 
0..102 

68.322 
(2.3$9) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

RESIDENTIAL MASTER·METER RATE SEGMENTATION 

KnIght. Altenule Dtdslon 

Pmen{ Ra,," PropoMdR8* 
Core Cuttomtr CIM, Throughput Rate R...-.nut Ra .. R • ...-nut 

(1iIttI) ($MI) t$M) ($MI) ($iii) 
(A) (8) (e, (0) (E) (FJ 

Kn!&hl. A1t~te Dedtton 
CORE SAl.ES RATES 

RE$lDENTlAl 
Cuttomer Chllrv- 1500 259.291 

Singlef.mny $500 1&9,92Q 
1Iu~~ f.mIly $5.00 &6.159 
...... ' ..... m $5.00 2.612 

Submet.r CI9d1t (2,131) (11.212) 
Tier I VoIumWIc 1.731.459 0S0861 680.74) 053211 922.474 
n.rIVoI~ 810.31& 666611 591,651 0.11924 625.969 

Subt*1 2.eo1.114 0.66701 l.llS,ill 069048 1.196.463 

lARGE MASTER .... ETER 
Customer Chi,. 2. 1500 

, . 5tH 1 14a 
ner I VoIlH'I'IWk 7.&)1 050&61 3,971 0.40060 3,tSi 
ner II VofumWk 5.m 068611 .,021 0~1 3.100 

e Subtotal 1),6&2 0.M501 1.993 0.47500 6,490 

CORE TRANSPORTATlONAATES 
RE$IO£NTlAL 
eu.t~t CfI.rv- 500 5.118 
SI~"f.mD)' $5.00 3.354 
Multl-F.mlfy i.mll)' $5.00 1.112 
..... rMetlm $560 52 

Submeter cr.dlt (42) (222) 
TIer I Vofum.tric 34,176 0.33423 11.422 035117 12,022 
TIer I VofUfTMtric 11.t18 0.51226 MOO 0.53824 9.246 

Subtotlll 51,354 0.49262 25.m 0.S0947 26.163 

LARGE MASTER-METER 
CU$tom.r Chili' 0 $500 003 5SUI 2 
lltr I VoflHMtrk 154 0.33423 52 022260 34 
ner a Volumetric 116 0.51226 59 0.363&6 42 

Subtotal 210 0.41062 111 0292'9 19 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OA$ COMPANY 

PRESENT AND PROPOSED CORE 
TRANSPORTATION RATES 

p,...nt~ PtOpONd Rat.. 
Cort Customer ca... Throug .. """ tt.te ~nu. Rate R.-,.nue 

(filth) (WI) ($AI) ($1tf,) ($'I) 
(A) (B) (C) (D) ltl (F) 

cORE TRAHSPORTAllON RATES 
KN~. AknN!e DecwOQ 

RE$loEhltAl 
Custom.r Chair;. 500 5.118 

Sinalehmlly $5.00 3.~ 
Muld-f'lm!Jy FamDy \500 1,112 
Mltttr~rM $5.00 54 

Submeter (milt (42) (222) 
n.r I Volumetrlc 34,3..'\0 033423 11.414 0.35107 12,052 
n.r II VQJumetrk; 11.294 051226 8,$59 053730 9.~2 
Subtotll R"ldentlIi 51.624 O.4921~ 

O-HI 
25.409 050S35 26,243 

eu.tomtt ChI:~ 4$.021 $15.00 8.~1 $15.00 8,285 
Tlet I Volvmetrk t 36,593 O~241 22.04$ O~ 22;169 
llernvoIum.tric 109.&48 0.32011 35.100 029520 32.309 
Tler m VC)f~tric 32.6U 032011 1M43 O.I56a9 5,118 
Subtotal 0·10 118.$02 0.42423 75.e.so 0.31985 61,940 

0-20 
Custc>mtr Cha~ . 4 sm.oo 61 S)50.00 la 
n.r I Volumebk 1,696 0.1&341 211 022834 331 
n.rUVofumetrk 4.905 0.16341 ee2 0.15689 110 
Subtotal 0-2<1 6.601 0.11218 1,141 0.11195 1.115 

NON-RES OAS AJC 
~tOmttCha. $150.00. 0 $15000 0 
VoIumebk 0 0.14224 0 0.19592 () 
SubtQtlI Hon-R" C .. AJC 0 0.11263 0 022241 0 

OASENGIHES 
Customtr Cha~ $50.00 t~ $50.60 184 
Vot~ 1,fY;J:) 0.16011 1,131 03132~ 2.2\1 
Subtotal 0 .. Engl,," 1,000 0.18631 1.315 033932 2,396 

TOTAL OORE CARE SURCHARGE 
Prevtou. BCAP 3,468.302 0.00884 30,6413 
Ii9$SCAP 3,2$8,759 0.01151 31,500 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

TABLE C.6: PRESENT AND PROPOSED NONCORE RATES 

J(ftI~ • Alt~!e Dc-clatOIl 

p,...tntRItM Pl'09OMd Rat.t 
Honcort Cutl~r eta» Thtouitlpu1 Ria. ~ .... n~ RI .. R-....nut 

(11th) ($M) ($111) ($Ith) ($") 

(A) (8) (e) (D) (f) (C) 

RETAn. 
INDUSTRIAL <W6 
~SPORTAnoN RATES 1,2u,m 005949 lUll 06e$44 61.321 
ITCS 1,2n.9» 0.01804 22,013 061300 15,913 
TOTAL 1.223.9» 001153 94,889 007944 91.234 
CARE SURCHARGE P .... nt 1.223.9» 000U4 10.815 
CARE SL!RCHARGE PtopOttd 1.223.9» 061151 I4,OM 

Ul1U1Y ELECTRIC GENERAOON (UEO) 
VOLUMETRIC RATE t,9M,390 0.00496 69.5$5 6.03605 11,119 
ITCS 1.9$9,~ 001804 M.386 061300 25,665 
TOTAL 1,~9,390 00S300 105.441 0.04905 91,5&4 

e COGENERAnON 
V6LUIIETRIC RATE ~24,830 0.0·3496 2M3a 603S05 29,136 
IYCS 624,~ 061&04 14,$19 061300 10,124. 
TOTAL --624,330 005300 43,116 004905 40,460 

WH6lESAlE 
LONG BEACH 

STORAGE CHARGE 925 1,081 
VOlUIlETRJC AA TE 65,100 003S01 2.414 O.~ 2,639 
ITCS 65,t60 (01)184 510 061m 8-42 
TOTAL 65.100 00S529 3,599 001011 4,564 

SOG&E 
STORAGE CHAAGE 1.702 6.815 
AlL VOlUMETRIC RATE l.oa2.!UO 00m1 32,m 002831 31,195 
ITCS l,o.!2,910 0.0115-5 12',504 0.01294 .4.014 
tOTAL 1,002.910 O.04m S2.~ 004810 52.OM 

SOUnfWEST QAS 
STORAGE CHARGE 1,553 1,504 
TRANsP6RTAnoN RATES t6.916 0.031$8 2,154 00..'\3.4.4 2,901 
ITCS 86,916 0.00S32 4Q3 0012'94 I,U5 
TOTAL 66,916 0.050493 4.114 00&369 5,536 

BR6KERAGEFEES 2&3,284 0.00266 154 0.00266 754 
ZONe RATE CREon U2U24 (0.00355) (6,M1) (0.00417) (&.034) 

-
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

PRESENT AND ADOPTED NONCORE INDUSTRIAL (G-30) 
SEGMENTED RATES 

XiUght .. AItem.lt~ O«illlion 

Present Rates PropoMd~ 

Number Throughput Cust.Chg. VOI •. Chg. Cust. Chg.. VOlumetric Total Cust.Cl'Ig. Vol.Cng. Cwt. eng. VOI\II1'IW'Ic Tot-I 
Segmentat Of Cust Revenues. Revenues Revenues ~"" ~ ~ 

(Mth) (Slmo) (SIth) (MS) (MS). (MS) (Slmo) (SIth) (MS) (MS) (MS) 
(A) (8) (C) (0) (E) (F) (G) tH) (I) (J) (K) (L.) (M) 

MliOI!.!M PR~~~!.!R!;; 
(Mdtt'l) 
0 .. 25 151 24,635 50 0.1n55 91 4,275 4,366 1SO 0.12529 212 3,0&6 3~5g 

250100 459 368.595 800 0.08747 4.403 32,243 36,646 800 0.07587 4,403 27.~ 32.3G9 
>100 69 156.494 1.200 0.08090 994 12,661 13,655 1,200 0.~938 994 10,858 11.852 
TOUII ~79 549,725 5,488 49.1n 54,15e5 5.669 4'.~' 47.580 

HI~H PRg~~!.!R!i 

~ 
0 .. 25 113 6.307 50 0,14375 68 907 974 150 0.08400 203 530 732 

25-100 111 51,100 800 0.04~ 1.oe2 2.303 3,~5 800 0,0$421 1,oe2 2,713 3.&35 
100·200 55 &3.322 1,200 0.03993 7QO 2.~28 3.318 1,200 0,04383 790 2.775 3,5e5 

>200 "6 506.223 1,800 0.03901 2,512 19,750 22,262 1.800 0.04130 2.512 20.~ 23.418 
;:o;r 394 62M~2 4,432 25.486 29,918 4.M7 20,~ 31.~1 

TRAN~MI~~12N 
lMdthj 
00200 15 12.200 1,200 0.03853 218 470 688 1,200 0.04126 218 503 721 
>200 8 3M~ 1,800 0.03269 163 1,1~ 1.310 1.80'0 0.03724 163 1.~ 1MO 
Total 23 47~7 381 1,816 1.997 381 1.~ 2.190 

TotIl No1\core 
lndustrull 1,096 1.223.933 0.07074 10,301 76.279 86.580 0.0e&44 10.617 70.704 81,321 

0.01804 0.01300 

I'MaIO_ e e.~ 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

UNBUNDLED STORAGE RATES FOR . 

EXISTING FACILITIES 
Knight· Alternate Decision 

INJECTION WlTHDRAWA! INVENTORY 
$/Mefd ~fd $Irk' 

MARGINAL COST 21.499 13.001 0.183 

SCALING' 16.85% 16.85% 16.85% 

TOTAL ALLOCATED MARGIN 25.123 15.269 0.214 

MARKETING COSTS . 0.000 0.066 0.001 

e TARIFF RESERVATION RATE 25.123 15.336 0.215 

$fDth1d $fOWd $1Oth . 

TARIFF RESERVATION RATE 24.156 14.746 0.207 

DAILY INJECTION RATE 0.11740 

VARIABLE RATE. $fDth O.O~77 0.02622 NA 

(END OF APPENDIX 8) 

Fioa'aIt3.~ls 4125191 
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SAN OIEGOGAS& ELECTRIC 
1996- Biennial CostAUoeation Proceeding 

r--, --GAS. REVENUE ALL.OCAnON SUMMARY --, 
By Customer Class. 
EH~v.J.nu.~1~1997 

~ At P~ Rate:.sf-- . Cha_~~ 
Ige Average 

rAt Present Rates 

e Revenues Rate Revenues Rates ........ -.................... _ ..... 
-~ G lot 

~O'-~-$ed-"';'I ----;:;;-

__ .7. r Jumes ~,~ue.s ~ 
_ A 0,--__ 

1 Resid.,ntial 
Z Small Commercial 
3 Large Commercial 
4 

5 Total CORE 
6-
7 Commerelall1ndustrial 

11 

11 

11 

rrtrhtItm, S1()()(J CIrIHImJ 

340;731 $221~464 

119;000 $70,059 
10.609 $4,074 

-
470,400 I $295.597 

102,27.8 $27.787, 

$1()()() cAh4rm $1(J()(J CIfhem! 

~7 $216.046 63.406 ($5,418) -1.590 
1M $65.359 54'.896 ,($4,700) -3.948 
~3 $3 •. 726 35.126 ($348) -3.27e 

$285,.131' 60.615 I ($10,466) -2.225 

$21;682' 21.209 ($6.105) -5.972 

~3 -.. ~ . ......, 

~~ 
-6.7%1 
-8.5%1 

-3.5%1 
I 
I 

8 Cogeneration 
11 

1.21 

21 

135,067 $16,865 12.487 I $12.317 9.119 1' ($4;548) 
-22·~101 

-3.367 -27.~k 
9 UEG 421~ $104,769 1--____ 24_.86_ 8 L $100,239 23.793 ($4.530) -1.075 -4.3% 

10 

11 Total NONCORE 656.591 $149,422 22.688 I $134~· 20,3831 ($15,184) -2.305 -10.2% 
12 

13 RATE'RECOVERY 11'126'9911 $445.019 39.4171 $419,369 37.1451 ($2$,650) -2.272 
14 • Miscellaneous Revenues I $2.804 $2.804 $0 
15 . ,~ 

-'.LG.~.~,~~RE..!E .. ~,y',I~~~~S 1 .. ,.~)ml~~~ ._--L~~!l.~ & ..L(~~~~ ... : ___ _ 
Notllll 11 IflCllldllll/fJlnlJpoft,liOn<Cnly ChIl/fJIIII fOI'~lIomefll wno ptOCu", IfltlirOWfl guaupp/J.,. Aa 1JIICh, ItHllIttIllWlf'I{JfI """. _cJudfl 1M PUIf;/rIlN 

pfI«t or gil, fOl' u.nllport-only CU,/ornefll. 

21 'n IICCO/'dllf/CfI with CP!JC C/xJfl2!J4.4. tM P/OPOIfId ~ fIItu fOl'(JH IfIf'ViofII oIf~ lo~tlon lind /JEt; Cl/lllomt1f11l1,.1IItt """", 
Any dlffllfMCfI:J 'n rlfNw:JfI ,,1'11 betMen C09MMtlon lind /JEt; CUIIOfNfll "'''tIC! dlfrtlffHlOtl. In gll,lIMY/cfI flllICtiOn,. 

-5.8% 

-5,.'!:f._ 

e-

04128197 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 

1996 BlennT.' cosr A/hx.tion PfOCHding 

I SUMMARY OF CORE RATES i , 

Pretent PropOsed I" Rate 
CUSTOMER GRQUP Units Rat" R.t.. ¢harJgt _ ~~J!ge 

A 8 C l 0 E 
U 

1 RESIDENTIAL: Sclltdiles OR. OA(. os, or 1 
t Regular Baseline t.v.erm 59.501 5t.332 -O.t69 -0.3% 2 
3 Regular Non-B .. eUnt tOO% ~ 8U26 75.851 -&.075 ·1.4% .) 
4 Avtrage Full Service Rate CY>e<m 6$.4it 64_481 ·2.012 -3.0% 4 
5 NBlIBl Diffti'eli~. ~ 22.425 t6.SU -5.90$ 5 
6 NBLlBl R.tio t.311 t.218 6 
7 7 
8 CARE B •• tline ~ 48.72" 50.0$6 t.332 2.7% , 
t CARE Non-Baseline CMeml 67.786 64.~1 ·3.6U -5.4% 9-

10 CARE Surcharge CMerrn 0.612 0.44) ~.t69 to 
11 11 
12 GS Unit Dinount CI6ay -6.200 -$.200 0.01)0 0.0% 12 
13 OT Unit Dlteount CItJ¥( ·19.700 ·19.700 0.000 0.0" 13 
14 I 14 
IS LNG Facility Chitge Scl:tduI.Ot·l: S'monIh I $14.31 $13.59 ($0.12) . ·$.0% 15 
16 LNG Volumetric Surchirge CMenn I 16.0).4 15.232 .().802 -5.0% 16 
t7 A ... e,..gt Full Ser'vkeLNG Rate CMeml I 130.244 125.03$ ·5.210 -4.0% t7 
IS 18 
19 t 

19 I 
20 ~()RE_COMMERCIAL~ Schfo(lufft' ON-I' GN-I I 

20 I 21 G~1 Fl'IMOl fro9Ottd " $'rnOoO\ • $5.00 $5.00 SO.GO 0.0% 21 
22 Winter 1113000 ht 1000 lhenns 0\I'Ienn I 12.289- 74.551 2.262 3.1% 22 
23 All exet .. Allexc:e .. C'V'lerm I 40.9$9 40.969 . 0.000 0.0% 23 
24 Ra50 I t.l64 1.820 24 
25 t· 25 
26 Summer h\3OOO 1811000 lherms CMenn I 61.208 63.074 1.8$5 3.0% 26 
27 All txte .. All .x~ess CMeon I 40.3tO 40.310 0.000 0.0% 27 
28 Ra!io 1.518 1.565 28 
29 Ave,..gt Full ServIce Rate CMenn 60.963 62.495 1.532 2.5% 29 
30 30 
31 ~N·l ftHtol froposM $'monIh $60 $75 $15 25.0% 31 
32 Winter tst3000 15t 6()()() the nns CMecm 72.289 63.595 -3.$t4 ·12.0% 32 
33 All exeess All exeess cv-.er.n 40.9$9 36.042 -4.927 ·12.0% 33 
34 Ra!io 1.1$4 1.7$4 34 
35 3S 
36 Summer 15\3000 tst6000 thenns CMenn 51.944 50.976 -6.969 -12.0% 36 
37 Allextess JUlexeess CN'lerm 38.090 33.~ -4.sal ·12.0~ 37 » Ratio 1.521 1.521 » 
39 A ... e,..ge Full Servlee Rate CNlerm 40.925 3$.048 -4.817 . ·U.9% 3t 
40 40 
41 NG.Y Bus FJeets ScMduf. G-NGV Cllherm 5U16 65.t63 11.186- ~.7% 41 
42 00., Cllherm 75.97$ 91.722 15.14$ 20.7% 42 
43 Unt6mpr..secf Ga. ~ 37.476- 34.619 -2.197 -7.5" 43 
44 Co.funcfed C\"'oerm 56.12$ 52.09& -4.628 -8.2% 44 

Notes: " Prue:!l Rales r.1Ied mCIlI.h!y c})a.~ ~>rem~"Il prices iI efre.d by yeat~"?d '~$ 

<W28197 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 

19~6 Biennl.' CO$t Allocation ProcHding 

SUMMARY OF CORE TRANSPORTATION-ONL Y RATES :J 

I· Pte .. n! 

I 
I 

PrOpOsed i Rate 
CUSTOMER GROUP Units , Rates Rates I Change %Charnle 

A I B c 'i 0 E 
I 

1 RESIDENTIAl.: $cht4u1.s ore &. orCA I 1 I 
2 Regular B.seline CMerm 43.149 42.9eG ..0.169 -0.4'1. 2 
3 Regular Non·Baseline CMerm 65.514 S9.4M -6.075 -9.3% 3 
4 4 
5 CARE Ba5etine CMerm 32,373 33.104 1.331 4.1% 5 
$ CARE Non-Baseline CMeOn 51.434 41.145 -3.689 -1.2% 6 
7 7 
8 C6RE...C.OM"'E8.~1.1 8 
9 OM PnMot P.lQ9OM4 $!tnooIh $5.00 $5.00 $().~ b.O% 9 

11) Winter 1st~OOO ht 1000 therms 
;. . 

55.931 58.199 2.262 ·1.0% 10 CJIheml 

it Allext.s$ ~)exeess CII1lerm 24.617 24.617 0.000 0,0% 11 

e 12 12 
13 Summe 1st 3000 1st 1000 thenns C'Iheml «.851 -".721 1.8$4 ".2% 13 
14 )Ulexcess AJlexcess d\herm 23.958 23.958 ..0.000 ..0.0% 14 
15 15 
16 G.N:2 Service Charge $frnonIh $GO $15 $15 25.0% 1$ 
17 Winter 1s13000 1st 6000 therms CMerm 55.931 41.243 -8.694 -15.5% 17 
18 AUextess ~Iextess CMerm 24.611 19.696 -4.927 ·20.0% 18 
19 19 
20 Summe 1st 3000 15t6000 thenns CMean 41.592 34.623 ~.969 ·16.8% 2() 
21 AJlextess AJlexcess CMerm 21.138 17.151 ".5$1 ·21.1% 21 
22 22 
23 G.I:N.G~ UncOmpressed Gas CJIheml 10.~41 1$.682 $.)41 61.3% 23 
24 24 
25 25 
2$ OntEs....¢.Q.RE..RAIfS; 26 
21 CPGA Rate Adder CIthernI 0.000 0.(1)0 . b.O()O 21 
28 CORE Procurement Rate fI CI\herrn 1$.352 16.~52 b.OOO 0.0% 28 
2~_ CORE Interstate Pj~tirie Demand ~harge CNlerm 3.237 1.53$ .1.701 -52.5% 29 

Noles f/ Prew./. Ra!es refled m6fIlNy dla!".g";n.J ~ ¢ces i'l effed by rear~ 1996. 

04fl.M7 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ELEOTRIC 

1996 Bl.nnl.' CO$t Alloc.tiott PlOt&«ling 

TYPICAL MONTHLY BILLS 
R'$Tdtnti.1 CU$toin~ 

Monthl"1 
Energy Present PropOsed 
UHge 8i11 Bill Chaml& %Cha!lQ6 

It. 8 C 0 E 

lherrn$ " " $' 

1 0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0..0% . 1 
2 5 $2.98 $2.97 ($0.01) ~.3% .2 
3 to $5.96 $5.M ($0.0.2) ..0.3% 3 

" 15 $$.9.4 $8.91 ($0.0.3) ..0.3% " 5 20 $12.27 $t2.~4 ($O.t3) -1.0~ 5 
6 25 S15.8t $IS.53 ($0.28) -1.8% 6 
7 30 $19:35 S18.91 ($0.44) -2.3% 7 
8 3$ $22.89 $2~.29 ($O.GO) .2.6% 8 
9 9 

ftJ . 40 $26.43 $25.68 £~.75l -~.$" tOI 
11 11 e 
12 45 $30.16 $29.20. ($0.96) -3.2% 12 
13 50 $34.26 $U.~ ($1.26) -3.7% 13 
U 55 $38.36 $36.79 ($1.57) .... 1% 14 
15 60 $42.46 $40.59 ($1.87) .... 4% 15 
16 65 $46,5$ $44.39 ($2.17) .... 7% 16 
11 70 $50.66 $48.18 ($2.48) -4.9% 17 
18 75 $54.76 $51.98 ($2.18) -5.1% . 18 
19 ab $58.86 $55.78 ($3.0S) -5.2% 19 
20 85 $62.9$ $59.57 ($~.39) -5.4% 20 
21 90 $67.06 $63.31 ($3.69) -5.5% 21 
22 95 $11.16 $$7.16 ($4.00) -$.6% 22 
23 100 $15.26 $70.96 ($4.30) -5.7% 23 
24 125 $95.16 $89.9-4 ($5.82) ~.1% 24 
25 1S0 $116.26 $108.92 ($7.34) ~.3% 25 
26. 200 $151.26 $146.89 ($10.37) .$.6% 26 
27 300 $239.27 $222.82 ($16.45) ~.9% 27 
28 400 $321.27 $~S.74 ($22.52) .7.0% 28 
29 SO() $4G~.27 $)74.67 ($28,60) ·7.1% 29 
30 1,000 $813.28 $754.31 ($58.98) -1.3% 30 
31 2~ jL633.3t 11,513.58 ($119.73) .7.3% ~1 

Nolu M typJca/ bI:'Is nlhis table ~ CPU(; ffl9u1atoty SUfI::lJArges. -Presenl biJ caWariOOS tef'lect rnonlh!y cIl8!'lgW'lg ~ pri(;$$ ., effect by yea:-Md f~5. 
lfaX$ & bold lem relleds tIlo overa~ typicet ~llrx this cvsloiner 9IWP 

04128191 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 
UH 8~nnl.' Cost Allrx_t/on PI'OCHding 

r-- SUMMARY OF CORE SUBSCRIPTION RATES , 8undIH G_$ StlYk. tot Non core CustoiM($ 

Pres.nt Propostd I Rat. 
=- CUSTOMER Q.~OUP Units Rat" Rates ¢ha!'lge _ %¢hange 

A 8 C =1 E F 
027& 0000 (s.C) 

1 COMMERCIAlJ1HOU$TRlAl $~~fGCORE 1 
2 Volumetric MPS Winter ~ 21.117 H.3U -10.3~$ ~1.6% 2 
3 Charget Summer CMenn 1U75 9.1$1 .a,384 -41.7% 3 
4 fUtio 1.236 1.239 4 
5 5 
6 HPS Winter C\'lerm 12.823 7.8U -5.012 -39.1% 6 
7 Summer ~ 1M46 6.144 -4.002 -39.4% ., 
8 fUf.o 1.264 1.21t 8 
9 9 

10 Transm Winter CN-oeirn nla 6.755 10 
U Summer CMerm nla 5.384 U 
12 fU50 1.255 12 
U ¢\I$tomer-.thargel: eI$MUk~ U 
14 o to 3.0c0 thenns $~ $13 S16 n 25.0% 14 
15 3.001 to 7.CCC ther'm, ~ $66 U3 $17 25.0% 15 .1$ 7,001 to 23.000 thtr'ms $~ $121 $t51. $30 25.0% 16 11 23..001 tOo 126,000 theima $Imclnal $242 $)63 $$1 25.0% t7 

e 18 126,OC1 to 1.*,000 thenns $'rroot"! $486 $60$ $122 25.0% 18 
U o-.·er 1,000,000 thenns $'rnon!h $1,032 $1,290 $258 25.0% 19 
20 20, 
21 AMRCharges "~ele~rs $'!nonIh $100 $100 $0 0.0% 21 
22 22 
2) AVERAGE TARIFf RATE CN-oerrn 15.0-43 8.6$0 -6.483 -43.1% 23 
24 24 
25 COGENERATION Schedul. GCORE 25 26 Volumetric Trtnsin Winter ~ 11.1$$ $.165 .... 611 ... ~.O% 26 
27 (harges Summer V\'lerm 9.03$ 5.3M -3.652 "'0.4% 27 28 RJ50 1.247 1.255 28 
29 29 
~ Other Winter CNIerrn 11.2$$ 7.476 4.7&0 -33.6% 30 
31 Summer C"/'oelm 9.036 5.~59 -3.077 -34.1% 31 
32 RJ50 1.247 1.255 32 
33 Custonlu.cha'lits: "~kve~ 33 
34 Oto 3,000 thems $'monIh $18 $23 $$ 25.0% 34 
M 3,OC1 to 7,000 therms $'!llOnIh $98 $123 $25 2$.0% 35 
36 1,001 to 23,066 thenns $.'rnJnIh $180 $U5 $45 25.0% 36 
37 23.001 to 12$.000 ther'ms $'mont! $360 $450 $90 25.0% 37 
38 12$.001 to 1.000,060 thtnns $ 'month $720 $$00 $1&0 25.0% 38 
39 Over 1,000,000 thenns S'rnontt\ $1.529 $1,911 $382 25.0% 39 
40 40 
41 AMRCharges "~le;'l'ts S'rronIt\ $100 $100 $0 0.0% 41 
42 42 
43 AVERAGE TARIFf RATE CMerm 10.00$ $.283 4.723 .)7.2% 43 
44 44 
45 UnLlrrELE~GENERAnON Sc1ttdlH GCORE 45 
46 Demand Charges $t!~ $1.780 $t,m . ~$332) ·18.$% 46 
47 Volumetric Charges: igniter fuel cMenn 22.209 19.414 •. 795 . -12.8% 47 
48 ner 1 C\I)erm 4.t79 3.825 -1.t54 -23.2% 48 

~ Tier 2 CN-.enn 2.336 1.674 -0.662 -28.3% -4. - 60 
51 AveRAGE TARIFf RATE CWlnn 7.991- $.213 ·1.10$ ·21.4% 51 

~--

<w2a.'97 
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, ... BiMnl., cO$r ,".IJoution ProCHding 

SUMMARY OF BUNDLED NONCORE TRANSPORTATION RATES 
Buncltd Inn$",- rt, Son $en'k. wiltlovf Sfon 

p,...nt p~ I R.I. 
CUSTOMER ~R~ Units Riles R_~l" tham~ha~_= 

A- I C l f 
(S,CI 

I COMMERtlA\ANOUSTRlAl: khdu" OrHC t 
2 VoJulMtric "'S WlI'ltef ~ 21.439 tUn .100.1 ·4U% 2 , tbf~ SUmtMt C\Ile<m n.H1 t.ltt ".106 . -46.,% ) 
4 ~io un 1.n' 4 
5 5 , HPS Winter ~ 12.545 7.111 -U3C -31.l% , 
7 $ulTUMr ~ t.m $.144 -3.724 -31.l% 7 • ~'0 '-271 1.211 • t t 

10 TrlftS"' Winter ~ "'. 6.155 1O 

" $ununtr ~ "'. U" 11 
U Uo 1.25$ U 
U CVllo,"~Chlr9" U 
14 010 ),000 tM~ ~~ St) SI$ U 25.0% IC 
U 3.00110 7.000 tMm'II ~~ "' $8) $n 25.0% IS 
16 7.00' 10 2),000 lMm'II ~ SUi Stsl UO 2$.0% i. n 2),00110 U$,OOO t"'r'mt ~ U42 $30) $$1 25.0% 11 
11 12$.001 to 1.000.000 tMims $.Imoo-C\ $486 S&08 sui 2$.0% It 
U (Ner t.OOO,OOO them'll ~ St,Oll ",~ usa 2$.0% U 
20 20 
21 AMRCNiV" ~ S.OO 1100 $0 0.0% 21 
22 22 
23 AvERAGE TARIff RATE t.or-<I<lQ tU&$ .~ ~.205 .. 42.0% 2) 
24 24 
2$ COGEHfRAnON Sc,...,.,,. G reo as 
2$ Vofumetric Tran,", Winter ~ iO.m '.1$5 .... 2)) -3U% 2i 
27 CN~ Summer CN-.na use 5.31-4 -3.314 -3U% 21 
Z' It.fo 1.255 U5S n 
U 2t 
30 OtMr Willi" 0hIm0 lo.m 1.47& ·UU -32.0% ~ 
31 Summtr (;N..-no 1.154 U51 -2.199 -32.0% 31 
3) IUfQ 1.255 1.2$$ 32 
33 C\n\exML-¢blrvH: . )) 
3C 0(0 3,000 lhtnna ~~ $1' 12) IS 25.0% 3C u 3,001 to 7.000 tnerm' ~~ 1M StU U5 25.0% ~5 
~ 7,00110 23.()OO iMrmt s.~ $tlO $225 $C$ 25.0% 3& n 2),00110 12$.060 them'll ~ $3fO $C$O ItO 25.0% 31 » 12$,001 to 1,000,000 thenris s.~ $120 S~ $tlO 2$.0% 3-1 
3t Over t.Ooo,oOo!henna s. 'tnalII'I St,529 U,tH I un 25.0% 39 
co 40 
41 AMRChirget s.~ $100 $too ! so 000% 41 
U 

Ut)·l 
C2 u AVERAGE TAAlfF RATE CN-.rno t.721 -3.44$ -35.4% .4) 

44 C4 
4$ UTlU'ri.Elt~mc.. GENEMtJOH $dltdolr. G T\!EG I 45 
~ 111/jtm1~nthtak.: '" 41 o.mtnd Char-gH sn.~ Si,T1O U.Ut 

I 
(S~2) -21.4% 4J 

C8 VoJurMlrle Cha'9": Jgnlltr fu.l c.-v-.:. ZU31 n.C14 -un -11.5% 4& 
49 Tier 1 ~ 4.101 3.104 .o.tt1 -2U% 49 
SO Tier 1 C'I/"lemo '.053 UZt -0.431 -21.2'% 50 
51 I 51 
51 MOthtt.to"k.: 52 
53 Oemlnd CNrgH S 1 ~'In<ri'\ 51.110 $SO ($1.130) -".2% $) 
5-4 Volumetric ChargH: JgMer fu.l CN-... .". in31 n.41C ·1.$11 ~U.5% 54 
55 Tier t tN-....m HOI 45.196 4O.4U 1$1.4% 55 
$& Tier 2: cv-..m use IUS. 11.101 UO.I% 56 
$1 $7 » AVERAGET~FfRATE ~ un uu .1.430 -11.5% sa 
It .. .. .. . S9 
&0 Jles~ INnRSTATf.JRANSmON .. COSlSURCHARGE ~.,,,. ~ T.rill°RM.s) 60 '1 Cote lTes R.le Chrta un 1.241 L U2S 2Ut% " U HOMoreITts R.te CN..-m 1.9"" UCI -0.10$ -36.2% U 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ElECTRtO 
tiff 8kM1.rCO$f~.~ Prcx~ 

r--SUMMARY OF UNBUNDLEO NONCORE TRANSPORTATION RATES--
I Un~ I-I(re$t.t. Tnlls tioft $ttvfc. Mth.x4 $ 

Pm"" PtopOttd I Rat, 
_~~=~R"",.~t"==~R~.~t"==*=C~ha~~~.b=.£"'~Ch!~ _ 

A- a c; J E E 
--------------~------~----~ I ~~~-~c;-,-----~---------

, All HONeORE khdwlt Gnl ~ .... ') -=st 1"lt So¢.o;;.sppeE..,. 'Ium} 
2 Dem.nd C .... rg •• tolr'ltldtrA h.\-Mooth Vta9 ~ un 200) I ~.zu 
) Volumetne R.I., ~ 8ilf"'9 hriceS u.ag. t~..,. ).~t Hi 0 -20). 
4 
5 AVERAGE TAAlFf RATE C\ .. ,....... 5.U~ U~.-L 

, 
2 , 
4 
5 , , 

1 tOMIIIERCVt.lIINOOSTRIAL 
• Vo'u!ntlri( MPS W\nlf( 
t CNI"i" SurntnH 

10 
It 
n 
IS 
14 
tS 

" " I' n 
~ 
u 
u 
U 
24 

HPS 

Tflns 

CVttOfM~tNrgfl; 

Wlnltl 
SUrntnlf 

010 3,* tn.""' 
3,00110 1.006 ~ 
1.00110 21,000 lMnns 

21,00110 12$,000 ltItnnl 
12$,00110 t.OOO,o6O tn.nnl 

Ovlr 1,000,000 tMrms -.; 
21 A»R C .... rsH 
21 
H AVERAGE TARifF RATE 
)0-

It COGENfRAn6ti 
U Vobnebic T~nlm WInt.r 
n CII'~ Surnmtl 
).4 

U 
l$ 
n 
u 
3t 
~ 
41 
U 
41 
44 
U 
4$ 

Other 
Summer 

C\;'tO(Dt~Cb.~.: 
o 10 3,000 Ultnns 

).001 to l,OIJO thtnnl 
l.OO1lo 23,000 lhtnns 

23,00110 12$,000 tIltons 
IH,ootlo l,ooo,OIJO lhtrms 

Over l,ooo,OIJO thtrms 

U AMR Ch.rges 
4& 
4' AVERAGE TARiff RATE 
$0 

$c"""''' G rNC-SO 

$.~ 

$.~ 

$.~ 

$.~ 
$.~ 

$.,",,-""" 

$1 UUUlY UECTRlCGENfAAOON Sdtdu'- G~G-$O 
U rnn$l!!l»loil-hvr{ t tI)"k,," 
5) Demand C .... rg .. 
54 Vorumttric C .... rges: ~niter fuel 
$$ Tier I 
~ ~r2 
$7 
sa 
5t 
$0 

.~ 

M Ci1If,( set'rkt; 
Dem.~ Ch'rvel 
Volurnttt1e Chaf"ils: Ignilf( Futl 

lltt 1 
TIer 2 

&4 AVERAGE TAAlFf RATE 

(OelOlfV1 klt>$S lP>I SOG5£ p~~_.,. J)-s!e .... .) 

lUll '.$$1 1 ·l.O61 
11.$00 U51 I ·UU 

U4G t.m; 

U)5 
5.12'0 
Ult 

In 
15& 

Stu 
UU 

'"' u,on 
S100 

iUS 

"'1' HI~ 
1.S04 

U2t 
USO 

SI' 
US 

I lSi 
UU 
$$U 

lI,m 

SI00 

5.125 

-1.$60 
·UtO 

n 
sn 
no 
IS' 

SIU 
usa 

$1) 

·hot 

~ 1C1Q$' "" SDGlE p-..--.eJ . .,. 'ft.~!"J 
5.H2 UH I .1.IU 
4.015 U50 I .1.525 
USC U~I 

un 
4.015 
1..254 

SI, 
191 

SltO 
S~ 
S720 

SI,52t 

·UU II 
l.U4 I 
U.eS 

i SU: 
SIU ' 
SUS I 
S4$O 
S900 I 

St,ttt j 

-0.470 
-0151 

IS 
US 
$45 
no 

suo un 

25.0% 
25.0% 
25.0% 
2S.0% 
25.0% 
2S0% 

0.0% 

-40.,% 

-2),)% 
-3],,(% 

-u% 
·2U% 

~$.O% 
2$.0% 
2$.0% 
250% 
250% 
25.0% 

1100 SI00 ! 10 0.0% 

--4-.5-9-' - U4' 1. __ . ....:01:..:.. ,~SO'--____ -=~5.0% 

;m~·~:;r;;;,;~ 
UU 1.1" I ~.2U 
un U57 I ~-106 

·!U% 
-u% 

-IU% 
-10.1% 

., 
• t 

10 
II 
n 
U 
14 
15 

" n 
II 
n 
20 
U 
22 
2) 
24 
25 
2$ 
u 
n 
H 
» 
31 
U 
U 
3-4 
)S 
3$ 
U 
31 ); 
40 
41 
42 
U 
« 
4$ 
4$ 
47 
41 

4' 
SO 
51 
5~ 
53 
54 
55 
s& 
57 
5$ 

Stt,OOO 
11))0 
UU 
o,n 

SSO) 
IUli 
U.411 
11.004 

lS 1 0,)911 -14.5% $t 

---____ 1 

un UUJ 

·UU -u% $0 
41.24' U56.4% U 
11.031 115U% U 

U 
0I6~'~=~3~3.~5%~~«~ 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ELEOTRIO 
'996 8/.nnl., C-»t AlIoe.ti<>n Pr<>cHding 

SUMMARY OF NONCORE PROCUREMENT & STORAGE RA. TES 

fr'H.ent PropOsed Rate 
CUSTOMER GROUP Units R_ates Rates Change %Cha~e 

A B C 0 E 

1 LtiTERSIATE.IRANSe.ORIATlON 
2 lasf 
3 Stbtdul~Gem MJplN 
4 . V<>Iumetrlc Charges. 1 ·year purchase CA"leim 1.953 1.282 .0.671 -34.4% 
5 Volumetric Charges, monthly pun;hase tN-,e.m 1.953 . 1.282 .0.671 -34.4% 
$ 
7 AVERAGE TARIFF RATE CI\I'!errn 1.953 1.2:82 ~.671 -34.4% 
8: 
~ 

10 GASj~B~UREMENL$ER.VLC.ES 
it 
12 Schedule GPN¢. 1·ytat pun;hase e<>mmibnent Rates Nol App/ic8bfe /0£ this !.ling 
U $eheduh~ GPNC-S. monthly purthase e<>mmibnent Rates Not Applicable/of this filing 
14 
15 
16 
17 OAS_SIORAGE.SER\1CES 
1& 
19 Sehedule_O.:.VSI.OB 
20 . Reservation Charge, pet thenn of Inventor C'\11oeml 2:271 0.000 ·2.217 -100.0% 
2' Volumetric Rate, per ihenn of throughput CVlenn 0.160 0.000 .0.160 -100.0% 
22 Average Tariff Rate. per them of Inventory CMerm 6.241 (1.001 
23 
24 Sthedule..G~S10.R (Ref!eds Cha.ries on SoCaIG as SchedIJle G-l. TS) 

25 ResetvatiOil Charges for: 
26 Inventory capacity reserved fot the year Cldthernl 39.006 18.800 ·20.200 -51.8% 
~1 InJection capacity reserved lor the mOlith Cldl1m'dal 16.611 22.083 $.40& 32.4% 
28 Withdrawal capacity reserved lor the yea $'dt/"m'dal $~.161 $13.400 $4.239 4$.3% 
29 
30 InJection Charges: In-Kind %red«foo 2.440% 2.440% 
31 O&M C'Ihemt 0.439 0.307 -0.132 -30.1% 
32 
33 _ Withdrawal Cha~ges CMe!ll\ 0.189 0.238 0.049 2$.0% 

• 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 e 15 
1$ 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2$ 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
~2 
33 
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SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 
f9~5 Biennl,1 cosr Alloutio.n ProtH<Jing 

f __ ... S ... U;.;.;M;.;.;.MA-.-R.-y ... O;.;.F....;R.;,;E-.,A.-L;,.;;. T;.;.;IM,;.;;;E;;.;P;..;R;.;.;I_CI_N_G;..;.RA~T_E_S:-_ -_---1-) 

Present Propos&d Rate 
COSTOMER GROUP Units Rates Rates Ch'DQe __ %Change 

A B C 0 E 

1 SeMdLfleXGSR &ndJed Re$Jc!erJia/ SoIo~.$ (St 3f"KJ A~ Tellt'!) 

2 
3 SpecIal Metering Fee $'monlh $3.28 $).28 0.000 0.0% 

" On-Peak Energy Charge CMenn 130..554 111.852 .18.70.2 ·14.3% 
5 Off·Peak Energ), Charge CMeml 49.367 47.817 ·1.5$0 -3.1% 
$ 
7 
8 
9: Sehedule.xOJ'S SOG&E r,allsporla!ic»-OrJ,Iy~ 10.) toe la'etI i1 OOfV\.tndioo1 ",-ill) GITS 

10. 
11 Speetal Metering Fee $.'monlJ\ $20.7 Uo.1 0..000 0..0.% 
12 Contact Closure Servlte Fee $.'m6oIh $110. $UG 0..000 (1.0.% 

e 13 
14 ~u$to{neI_Charges 

15 
16 0 to 5 thenn!: ~r hour $ll'l'lOOlh $15 S16 ($5) -33.3% 
17 ti to 16 thenn!: per hour $.'month $25 $15 (S16) "'0..0.% 
18 11 to 2$ \henna per hour $!m()I'lL~ $50 $35 (S15) -30.0.% 
19 26 to 50 thenns pet hOur $.1rnOoIh $100 $65 (S35) -35.0.% 
20. 51 to 150. thenns per hour $!1'I'lOOlh $200 $130. ($7() -35.0.% 
2t 151 to 25{) therms per hour $!1'I'lOOlh $400 $260. ($140) -35.0.% 
22 251 to 500 therms per hour $!mOnth $800 $540 (5260.) -32.5% 
23 501 fo 1.000 therm$ pet hour $!month $1.$00 $t,100 ($500) -.31.3% 
24 t,0<:I1 to 3.()OO thenns per hOut $!month $2.600 St.700 ($800) ·32.()% 
25 3,0<:11 to 6,000 theons per hour $!mon!h $5,006 $3,400 ($UM) ·32.0% 
26 6,001 to 20..000 thenns pet hour $.'monO! $10.,000 $6,$00 ($3,500) -.35.0.% 
21 20,0<:11 to 40,000 thenns per hour $'month $20.,000 $13,<'00 ($1,060) -35.0% 
28 OVer 40.,000 thenns per h<?ur $!monIh $40,000 $n,OOO ($13,000) ·32'.SY. 
29 
30 Contract MinImum Demand Charge $'moolh $30..059 $46.909 16.850. 56.1% 
31 
32 On·Peak Energ), Charge CVlenn 282.249 440.458 158.209 56.1% 
33 Off-Peak Energy Charg& CMerm 0.464 G.S43 0..179 38.7% 

04n.8197 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9: 

10. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
t~ 
20. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2$ 
21 
28 
29 
36 
31 
32 
33 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF COST ALLOCATION AND REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

Knight. Alternate Decision 

~AlI. NONeOR! UH8UNOL!I> ZON! SYST!M 
UNE. ' DESCRIPTION ~ NONCOIUt I!~ WH(USAL! ST~ 1llAT& TOTAl. 

CllllDIT -
MAIltGINAI. CUSTOMI!IIt COST IItI!VtHUI! 6M,71J3 15,.51" 2,032 1,654 'HIli. 0 71!1,tS3 

% MAlltGINAI. M!DlUM I'IItDSURI! 289,881 18,591 0 0 'HI" 0 308"..78 
DlSTltl8UT1OH COST IItI!VtHUI! 

, IMIltGlNAI. HIGM ~1It1! 30,5.41 7,MJ 163 0 'HI" 0 38,215 
DI~I'UTlOH COST IItI!VtHUI! 

'" MAJltGINAI. TlllANSMISSION COST IItEV. 3S,206 37""1~ 5,3042 12,235 'HIli. (15,885) 85,521 

, STOAAOI! LOAD DAI.AHCINO·COST ~ 10~ 2.080 1,245 'HIA 0 1",A.3t 

I SI!ASONAl. STOItt.OI COSTS "',525 0 0 7.7M 17,.532 0 7".1" 

7 COMI'AN'I' US! TJltAHSMISSION ".358 ",t06 7fJ1 Mt3 'HI" (2.929) '.G4 

I SYSTI!M MAlltGINAI. COST lItevl!NUI! 1,105,. 14"..15 10,32.4 ~14 17,532 (8,.5M) 1.2",011 

• SCAUNG MAIOWI': 180,2tO 15,391 20,318 3,HO 2,J.58 (1,.401) 221~ . 
10 MAIItI<!T1~ COSTS 79,.578 4,711, :sao 2048 81 0 M,t7. 

11 ARCOI"II'l!l.lNI! L.!ASI! 0 0 0 0 'HI" 0 0 

11. SCGU! MOJit!NOCMDIT 528 '" 'HI" (573) 'HIli. 'HIA 0, 

1% ZONE IltATI! CReDIT I!I.!GIIIUTV CR!OtT (1.ao5) (154) 'HIA (40) 'HIli. 1,911 (0) 

l' SCAi.I!O SYSTI!M MARGINAl. COST rwt. 1.3&4,519 1104,408 3O,tt2 28.030 20,479 (7,tH) 1,.560"..92 

1'" UNCOLI.!CT1B1.1!S 1MB 542 0 0 t7 (31) 7,011 

15 TOTAL AU.OCATI!D-MARGIN 1,311,0.41 11",180 3O,tt2 28,030 20,.511 (8,03.4) 1,.547'.5'1 

I'NlaIOJila ~7 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS, COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF COST ALLOCATION AND'REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

""'AIL NOHCOM UHBUHDUO ~I ~ 
loiN!" OI!SC~PT1ON COq HOfoIC,Oq !Ott WMOI.UALa I"I'OAAG( 1tA~' TOTAl. 

CMOIT 
OTIII!I{Ot'fIRA'nNGCOSTS-ANOIUVlHUD 

1 ~R_&IIIIMIIIIIIyT~iOM (371) (383) 0 (125) HI'" HI", (879) 

2 CO/1t 1!fOIIet. , .. Mj\IIIIMnI (0.717) 0 HI" HI" HI" HI" (0.717) 
:I ~ ~19" , .. AcIjwIItt'IeI'I NI" (Sm NI" (178) HI" HI" (754) 

3a MUe~ 0 0 0 0 HlA NI" '. 0 
4 II\IOOt C.eIIl!quIpIMnI fI .. R_ (:l7~) (32) 0 (8) HlA HI" (41$) 
$ COtIIp.ny 1.1 .. COw. SIOf'IOe 2,1171 111\1 211 . I/Iff HlA. HlA. 3$1 
0 OIIW~ v-<:- 343 'JIf! M 118 HI';' HI" 1104 
7 ~fllJIco.. 10,MSll 01,224 1.~ , ..... ' HI'" HlA 'n.on 
tI ~ eo.t SIlJI.U'IY.: IMd ~ 0 n 0 2$ HlA. HI'" 07 
II . w.If 1fICj(WU.nG Surf..,.1.MW 2fJT 10 0 :» 0 HI'" :m 
10 ,.,... PM "'" MId , ,,1.1 (114) (~oe) 0 (32) 0 HI'" (2Xl) 

~srnONCOS"/'$ 

11 "'~"/MIOII~eo.r~ 21 24 0 7 HI" HlA $2 
12 ,.~ TfWWlOt\ ColI 012.721 "".1011 0 14.044 HIli. HI" 105 .... 74 
13 ~T~ CoM ~AocuIII (I'rCS) 12,1~ ~~ 0 1'.M2 HIli. HI" eo.63e 

BALANCING ANOTMACl<lNG AeCO\IHTS 
14 p+cv'~ (NOVA) 5.9:W \I,OM 0 %$1 HI'" HlA. 12,11. 

~sw.o.~Acco\IM(N$IIA) 

11.1 ~SIot8Oe~~ HI'" (4117) 0 (151) HlA HIli.' (601\1) 
16 SIOf'IOe T/MIOIIloI'I MId ~ ~ I.l,~ 0.571 O· 2,000 HI" HI" '''',AOIS ,,. Z-"*et.dK I..lr/llWllIOII ~ Aooot.Ifo( ~CI.M <'33) (11) 0 (3) HI" HI'" (1oCT) 
18 NIC~.fI .. ~Aooot.Ifo(!lfllIIA) HI" 146 0 44 HIli. HI'" '" 1~ \nIeIIm ~ RMCHcI«AocO\II'!I (~eA) 2$ 2$ O. 8 HI" HI'" ee 
20 "~~CoII ~AOOOIIIII(I4SCAA) 2,$80 2,MO 0 881 HI'" HI" \1,343 
21 C:-.", ~AcCIOWnt (C!A) (57.008) (106) 0 O· HI'" HI" (58.104) 
22 RO&O ~·AoooIIIt (ROOI!A) (13,001) (1;110)· 0 (2I!e) HI'" HI", (1"'$15) 
2) eor.flMcI CoII~ (CfleA) 157,000 0 HI'" HI'" HlA. HI'" 11.17,4110 
24 11103 ~""'rI~ (CfleA) HI" 4.1eo HI" NI" HI" HI" .... 108 
2$. ~0lIR8CC¥IIY~ (I!ORA) 10.022 812 HI" 2011 HI'" HI" 11.000' 
20 MItIimIIm JVoc:rwM~1Ott (MPO) HI" (2.\10111) HI'" (8oe) HI" HI" (!JM) 

27 ~o..-crCrwo- (POe) HI'" 0 HI" 0 HI", HI'" 0 
211 CfIf'fYI"Q CoM a( SIO/IIOI (CCS) HI" 13 ""A. 0 HI'" HI'" . 13 
20 T~.y (TOP) HIli. ('1&4) NI" (203). HI" HI" (1,1211) 

30 NonoGoMfllMecI c:.~ (NflCA) HI'" ..... HI'" 135 HI", HI'" eeo· 
:11 ~~MemoAccl(NCAAV.) 0 0 0 0<' HlA. HIli. . 0 
32 MilIIIg ~N#NIf. (AfA) 0 0 0 O· HI'" HIli. 0 
33 1I'It_~ (IN) 0 0 0 0 HI" HI'" 0 
301 ~~~.AocIO\ofII (RAMAl ($018) (47) 0 (121 HIli.· HI" (eo?') 
3$ ! __ fI .. AOOOIIIII (!''') (5.181) (4114) 0 (127) HI" HlA (\1.0101) 
30 "wei <;.i11'focMcl. ~AocOuIII (flCPMAl (oISoI) (311). 0 (10) HI'" NI'" (!IC) ...mm ,.NWO .• ·e e e .. 
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SOUTHERN CALJFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF COST ALLOCATION AND REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

"!TAIl. N~ UNIUNOI.!O ZONE SYSTeM 
UNE' DESCRIPTION COIU! ~ !~ WHOI.UAIJ! STOAAO! 1ltAT! TOTAl. 

C~DIT -----_ ... -
31 "p.U". Oem.ncl Cl'Iaroee: !P a. TW TrlldlllOnal • ~ 150,"'41 NlA NlA NlA NtA NtA 150,441 

!l8 TOTAl. TAANS'ORTATlON REVeNU! IItI!QUIRfMI!NT 1,w,z,831 'rJ'5;;:rT ;,2,01e 02.1011 20,'570 (11,0:104) 2.~AOO 

30 TOTAl. TA"'I'I'!C>~U! "!QUI"!M~ 1,.t2,I31 2'Je:rrT NtA 12.1. 20.81' ,1,0:10'1 2.00%,146 

040. A~ Y""ThfwonP\ll (Mc!III) 3~,50S o403,81S HlA 123,4~ HlA NtA • l1li5,003 

041 TA~'I'!C>TAANS~ATIOH 1It4T! (fIIIIl "T.2Oa 5.12_ HlA· 0.0" NtA (0""'1) 2%AOe 

GA$ ~UC:HASa ANo-~ ..... ng COSTs 

042 COIIIOICM 588,10404 
043 COIIt 8I'okMllge"_ Adjllilment G.111 

"" CPQA 0 
~ c:atI'yIIIO c:oc ofSt~ Irw.: 0IIw (CC:SI) 2.018 
<4(1 Total OM COlI. &IT,479 

041 SaM V04IImet (Md1II) ~,100 

..a Total GIIII c:o.. (.utII, 11..,., 

040 "","'''' o.manct e~: s.n JUII" ~, 0tI1y 1,;102 

SO "","1". DoMMncI Cl'Iargea (filii) 0.221 

51 Total $aIM ~ ~NlMlltCoe. «>04,1181 

~ Total Sa ... 1IWmd PfocI.lNllMlftt IIt$ (.utII) 18,100 

~ Tocal laIN R.t.{tWtl .a.832 

CI'GA • Of...ct ROIfUIId ~8012O,1l 

TotAl. s. ... R.c.t.d ~_~ wfCfI'OA ROIfUIICI II'''.~ 
• TIWOI.IgIIp\II. for l.OM JUl. CteclII (MdIII) 1Q2,&112 

e~· 

4I'!"A1 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

CORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
Knight. Altem.rte Pee-ion 

MA~'-I!I~L C~S:tCQM~ONtN"1'S LRMC C:2~ A!.!.9.SAT12N !M$liMAROINAL ~ST R~NUF. 

CORI! 
RESI\)eNo COIIiVINO TOWi 

'rIAl. 0'0 <020_ NOIIR .. IVC, (lee e'2""--~ 
'WiTOMeR 6W.TI!O (/I) (C) (CII (1) 
NUMBeR 0" CUSTOMERS <1,<100,830 2'',Il00 33 e'T ',~" "',S23,~, 
MAACINAI._CUS'!'OMI!~" 0.131130" 0 .... '2S4 3.002M. 4I.141m ....27'0+4 
MA~INAI. CUS'!'OMI!R COS'!' RI!VI!NUI! 1)00,83' MI,070 102 .13- .,!IM /)\14.7113 -
"lrl1lg~ QJ~IBlaUIlg~ • fdC;~UM I:fSl:S~Um: 
MEOIUM PReSSURE ~ CAY CEMANO (MMCI'O) 2,-4" 50' 25 , , 2.003 
MAAClNAl CtSTRIBU'!'ION COST OM~ O/l,l\~ tM.lI~ . tM.8~ 06.II!I04_ 
MARc/~~~T~COSTREVENUE 2331015 I~O 7.~:l' g7 

.. 
n 2811.8", 

~~ld,g!:t PmlUIaUllQ.ti 'l:!Ig~ l:fIWllB: 
MIGH PRe5SVR! PEAKMON'I'M IXMANO(MMCI') ,-,,0/13 'O,..a~ ~ 3' 3/) M~ 
MARGINAl. CISTRIBU'!'ION eos'!" 0.S3'!'~ 0.5."I'!'~ 0.S37~ 0.S3"~ M3"~ 
'MARC/lOlA&. OISTRIBI,ITION"COST ReVENue _2A,M( o,~_ 32' 1"- 20" :IO.~ 
'1OTAI. c6ii"MoN--oIs~ION"COST'iiFvtNue 2!111, ... 70 !18.~ 2,7"'3 ". \III 320 .... :10 -
W!:t3M1S'!O!:t 
eouoY~T~AOUGMPV'I"(MOT~ ~,062 80.764 ,.3» 300 2...,.. !KI4,G3e 
MAAGlNAl 'rR.ANSMISSION COST 0.0'i11 00017 0.0011 0.0(111 0,0(111 
To,.,,1. TBANSMISSIOH C¢ST AI!VI!NUI! 21,218 11.23':>- --;"'3 3&- 225 311,2011 

e et~ 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

CORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
Kni&ht .. Altt'tl'l.lte D«iaion 

MARGINA_,"--C_OST COMIl'ONENTS I.RMC eo~T AI.!:OCATION '!!liMAR2'NA!: ~ R~N~g 

C~ 
Wi'll! R~OeN- COMIINO TOWI 

II TIAl. G10 G20 NOoIR .. N(; Gee !L1IgI ..... _ c.. 
~ 
INVt;NT9!N. 

(14) INVENTORY ~ESE:r:r.'''TION (MM(:I') ~.324 10,m en ° ° 70.000 
(1') MAAOINAI. INVENTORY COST 0.1"31. ~~ 0.1832 0.11132 0.1"32. (10) MAAGlNAl.INVl!;NTORV COST REVENUE 10,(170 10m 1ZJ- o· 0 12.fn,U-

IN~eTION CA~A~rrvj 
(11) INJECTION, REseRVATION (MMCfO) m .. '/ 3· 0 0 32'1 
(18) MAAGiNAI. INJECTION COST 21.400 %1.<100 21.400 

" 21.400" 2'1.400 
(1" ';;ii;RGlNALINJeCTION CAPACITY COST REVI!NUr=: !J,WJ-~ ~ 0 0" 7 mz 

VAItIAIII.!:.'NJ~~ ~2!Ti 
ClO> INJeCTIONS (MOTM) 01,410 10,366 ooe '/ 33' 12#X) 
(21) VAAIA8~1'! O&M COST 0,020 0.020 0,020 0.014 . 0.014 .. 
~ "TOTAl. VAAIMU! INoIECTION COST REVENUE ',n1" m--'J.o 0 !) 01,000 

WlTWQ.f!l!WA~ ~A~ACrrvi 
(23) 'MTMOAAWAI., Hl!3f!RVATION (MMC'O) '.00% 305 17 1 , 1,". (24) MARGINAL WTIofOAAWAl. COS,. 13,em 13.0111 13.oe1~ 13.0ft'T 13,0I!'7 
<2') MAAGINAL WlTMOAAWAI., CAP. COST R2V1i!NUe 20,1130 ·~o 0117 .. ., Z!o.!131S 

VARlAII!.!:.wn"'OAAWA~ C2!!i 
(2S) WlTMOAAWAI.lS (MOTM) $1,4'0 10,!IM GOe '7 :»1 n.tIfjO rm VAAIAI!L!! O&M COST 0,022 o,on o,on_ 0,011 0.011 
(2S) "TOTAl. VAAIAB~e WlTMORAwAl. COST REII'I!NUI! '13~;;: 232 10 0- ... 11~ ~) "SU8TOTA~.5~~5TORAo!! 40,1113 ' ".14S 4A3~ .. - 1!>" MI,~2') 

!.0A~8A~~~ ~9£ 
(30) MARGINAL LOAD BAI.ANC'NC COST' R!M!NUE 1512 1M 10 ~ MtI 

(31' C¢MPNIV USI! G.\$: TRANSMISSION 3,lAO 1,019 Q , :loiI ... » 
(32) SVSTl!M'MA~NAI. COST IileWNUI!! ':10,113 '",'" ',aM' m '-1"· ~-

SCAl.!O L.RMe ~NU! ',012,'" 1H,'Yr 4~ ITO 8,'741. 1,2!1,2'7' 
(33) MARKe'I'IN(){IncIudIllg OSM) W,a7Q Z!J.1113- 407 :) 1~ 7f1/)7fJ 
(34) AAeQ~Pll*lMt.- (e) ° o· 0 ° 0 0 SOO&e MoNfIo CredIt !!PMe) ' ...... 7t % 0 :z '%II (35) ~~!!.'L~II~~.'-' I!PMC) (1 ,51?l, --!!1~ l~ ~'l. (8). _~l. Qe) MARGlNA~ COST ReV~NU!! W/fIIKTO. AReQ ','32,731 %%3,r"3 4r!!! 3M 2,102 ~O'19 

(31) UNCOI.I.!eTllUS ',38% '/13% . 23 ~ ~ ",""! 
(3S) TOT"'~ M.l.1XAT!!I>MAAGIN 111M1192'1 2'1','''' "1101 .,. lie! 1m,04' 

(30) AVM.AO! ¥!!Aft ~III~'VT, MOVt 2GG.'1CJG. 113.003 '.1 .. 1 300 ~ ~$5 

"INIaIQJCI. 
Ah:¥n 



LIM 
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(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(~) 

(oCo4) 
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~S(fj 
(~1) 

('2) 
(53) 
(!lot) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
.' 

CORE REVENUE>ALLOCATION 
OTH!RCOSTeOMPOH!NTS OTHI!RCOST'S: ALl.oeATION<S 

~ (;.10 (;,20 NOnRettNe~ 

,-., P8llO<l eo.,. eo.t COlI Cot! COIf 
T""'NSP()RTA~ R~"'!:N!!!~ R!:Q~ 
SII~ • Margin • 8Me 1,1040,021 218,111'1 ",90& 87e 

0tMr0\l0lnlt1~ ~ts 11M R_ 
~ ~"lnt.MllttyTtMMCIIOn. (270) (&4': (:I) (0) 
eo.. 81'01( .... , .. Ad",""",", ('',Il0(l) (1.572} '(Ie) (7) 
NoneON!II'OIc.,. , .. AdtumMnl HII'.. HlA HlA HlA 
MUBR_~1001 

'u-4 c.n «qullIfMIIt ~ (:11" (5(1) (1) (0) 
~u .. G-:$'~ 2,0480 438 20 0 
QllWCOmpMy U-c.. 255 eo , 0 
ul\8CQOUllt~ 1'01' G- ".&42 87' ($!I) 2 
t:MY\IIO c:o.t SIMg.IIW~ LMcI ~ 
......a InddeMa& Surf_ ~ 22G 3 
PIta PoW PPSA & ,,,U" ~ (1, !!?! 
~ OV-Opw8IinQ CoN 11M ~ ':l,'~2 ('33) (~) 

TIMlltl(JnCg!ts 
MPO T,....tIOnCOlfAd)u~ 18 , 0 0 
~T""1IHIOn ~ 31.714' O,OtOe "'2 .." 
I~TIM'I Cot!~MeuM lITCS) °l~ 1,1MA 17 .. 13 
~ T/W!IIICIon (;oeta <10,828 12.&M .187 eo 

• "'--0-V-TMuoIlpul, ~ 10% C(Pl.0000tMncI C8I) 

e 

Ga~ '1'0181 
eo.. 

Coot ~ 

M11 1.31'1,047 

(2) (31'1) 
(oWl) (e.117) 
HlA HI" 

(2) (:I"') 

'" 2.91'1 
2 343 , .. '",04&(1 

:1m 
1'2 ~2-

(20) 12tW2 

o· 21 
202 4:1.121 

83 
11 .. '". 370· !W~ 

e.~ 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. GAS COMPANY 

CORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
OTHeR COST COMPQHeNTS O'I'HeRCOSTS: ~~(MS) 

~ (;10 <0020 NOnIUeNC GMetogIn. Toc.I 
c-

I.Ine ' ___ 1 Period CoIl. eo.t eo.t co.t COlt co.t co.t 
RIllIOIICInQ ."., TI'IId<!!:!II Aoeounl.: -

(~) NGV"-IIIt (NOV,,> 4,..11 1,3110 
~ SIOflig. Be/1IIICIIIg AQcou/II (NS8A) 

as 6 4' ',a 
(51) SulleCriboid SI-oe R __ AQcou/II NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 
(M) $~T""tIaOtI8llCleyp.. ~ 4,)40· 1,3e5 S4 6 <10 5~ 
(50) Zoo. RIM CrIo<IIt I.ImII.aon Memo AccI(ZRCLMA) (112) C!O> (0) (0) (1) (133) 
(00) NIC ~ 1'. Be/IIIIc:MIo.AQcou/II (!JI'8A) NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 
(a,) I"","," z-. ~ CrIo<IIt Aooownt ~CN '" «I 0 0 0 2!J 
<a:l) MaurdOIII ~,-coet~, Nn(lo4SCRA) 1,Q1't eo1 31 3 1a 2,SGO-
(53) CoMeMtiooI ~ .. Aooo\IIIt (Cu.) (3tIA02> (18~1) (1,003) (113) (ST,9IItI) 
(1104) R 1)& I) ~ Moount (ROO!A) (10,044) ,1,(047) ("G) (I) (!III) (13,001) 
(M) CON 1'1. CoIC AcoouM (CI't!A) 111.2t12- :M,tIOG :,:e1 . (:11) 1,019 ,,7,/M1O 
(M)- 1083 e<:AP "'- IV s.m-t (CI'CA) NlA NlA Nil> NlA NlA NlA 
(a7) etI"-"CecIon ~~OIW 1I,.43G 1,501 :sa , ..., 10,02:1 
(08)· ~n..c.ct On ~ AccowIIIoNIC (eORA) NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 
(110) MltIlmI,ImPwdl_ 0IIII08II0ft (MPO) 

.. 
NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 

(10) PI~ o.n.nd C/wgH (POe) NlA NlA NlA- NlA NlA NlA. 
(11) ~CoItors~ (ees) NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 
(12) TI/II,~Wf (TOP)' NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 
(13) NonoCote I'I~ COlt N#NM (NI'CA) NlA NlA NlA NtA NlA NtA 
(14) ~~MIMIOAocI(NCIolMN 
(1~) AucllIIIIO-~Aooount G'IIW 
(7M1) I,*,-~ (1/11) 
(1Sti) R....cn RQy8IIy Memo!'w\Oum AQcou/II (RRMA) ("G1) (112) C!) (0) C!) (S4tI) 
(1511) ~I'.AoooUnt (el',,> (4,1J(1e) (1Iee) (20) (3) QG) 1',1111) 
(l'!\Ot) 1' .... CIQ-PI'oooMcI. ~_ NY:t !I'CPMA) {:\117). M._0.. !~ {?l . $45011 
Q!j) s..1IIOC8I s.I.l(jIlII8IICI TI'IId<!!:!II ~ 81,2311 ~~ ',42Q !~ ',01' 103,9!Ie 

(1"" ~I.T_~ "-ue RtoqultelMftt 1,276,130 ~1.261 G,m 70.- 7,29'1 1~ 

(17) SuII4oWIoT~R_~(UIII) 4',IMtI 29,040 13.G90 18,040 29,'rJ7 4300'12 

"'n.I..c)Jd. 4I'Z!A'1 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS,CqMPANY 

CORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 

OTMe~COSTCOMPONeNT5 ~!It C~: A1.LOCATION <!!ru~. 
~ 1;10 I;ZO NonReNC - -0- EnQIM T_ 

c-
,,-., PfIrlOd CooI/. CoM CoM CI.*! Cot! CoeI ~ 

5ubColol"'T~1IOft "-~,,'-t ',271.'3' 261JBf I.1n 700& 7.:wr ,~ 

P~OemMCI cr-o-eP&'lWT~ "',8Oe 35,201 %",,- 1&& 1.~- ,~"",7 
UE~ p.ntyAcljwm-t 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~OG&! loTI< R~ ACOoum 0 0 0 0 0 0 

',:/IJIl,036-
.. 

"7" 0.3'0-T~ R_ Req wIO NIC R8MtCej) 2lIII~ 11,1<111 1,WoZ,837 
TOTAL TItANS. 1t1!V.IteO. wlCee 113111°:l~ 2H~ 11'041 M1 '~21 ',t021'''' 

TMII'Ie(I "81 .. 
T~ TrIIMj)OIIaIIOn_co.t.(LJM~) 1,.-: EOR 1,388.035 288,'4!1O 0,1040 ~ ",321 '.802,1131 
e-~!!!Il ~212~1 32,2MJ 

TOTA1. TRANS. RP.V. At!O. wIo!OR '~ll!li790 31'i704 1,'04' H7 ','21 ~m 
~v_~ (MOIl!} 2M,7oe 113,1103 ,,'04' - 300 2,4!14 3eII,~ 

TA.",eDTRANSPOJITATION RATeS I""") 110.136 • ".IM . ".1M 22,24' :J3.ln C:JO(I 
• R.n.aa 1>.u.I c-O-WrIIQIIIII. 
ITCS~ (;/III) 

2!. ""'!:s:""" & It.-ce(l CM'-
WACOG ~,77" ',0,300 7",0, OIIT 3,000 •• 70404 
C«e~ ' .. MjIIltm.m ,~,. 1,327 _ 00 " 3!1 0.717 
CPCA 
~ CMI ~~'rw: 0IIw !ees~ '.5~ :JOO 27 ... 2 " --1.018• 
~o-Coela ~7,O'2 11e.o32 0,012 0117 3,'26 5117 ... 711 

0.- P\rrc,,"" c.m. ,...n-,. .,... ,7..,.. 17.119 '7.119 '7.119 '''.11'1 17'''''' 

c-PtpejlM o-cI-~ (SJ I.8WIII) t:'i.'193 ',.402 110 0 :MI 1,A02 

c:- "'1!!!1fte o-.nd CM~ (~l 0.22'1 0.22''- 0.22'1 0.22'1 0.22'1 oom 

TARlrlPl!O !lAL~ .... ~~~! 

AWf'IIOe v_ ~ (MOd'I) 201."'" 00,0,7 04,44' 300 1."44 3)t.100 

CORe 5A1.1!5It1!V!NU~~M$! '~M2 310,2" " 10111 '1m 1.010 2""11M 

CP'OA • 0ttIICf RefI.II\(I ~e .. _{'!S!M'l ~,,~ (OoI~ (042OJ. -J!!B2!!1. 
1",.1 eo.-s./M Rri«!UM wte:PQA A.fvncIlM$! ','/40,"3 *~7 'II!!!!!' ',410 ",711 21"1,'74 

c:-"'I!!!' .... DeMMd ~ fM,._~(MS) 1~ 

e e_~ 



e 

MARGIHAb COST COMeoNEN!$ 

L,JNE 

• 
,U:STOMCR rv:bAT!P 

( 1) NUMIIER Of' CVsrOMEAS 
( 2) MAAGINAI. CUSTOMl!jI:( COST 
( 3) . MARGINAL CUSTOM!!R C05::';T~J/f::"I!"'II""e-NU-I!"-

'QM~ IDl!IIlIl.IlIs:I~· MI:DlllfIll::5:II.IBI: 
( ') MI!DlUM PRESSlJRe PeM CAY OEMAND (MMCI'C) 
0) WAAGINAI. DlSTAI81.1TICN COST 
(tI) MllRG/NA(DlSTRIBUTION COST ReVENUE 

'QMpjg~ gaIBIaJ.CD~ • ttHltl ~~IJB£ 
<", MI~ PRW\,IAE PeN( MONTM OEMANO'{MMC~ 
( tI) WAAGINAI. OIS'I'JIIBl./TION eoST 
(e) ~~OtSTRIBUTION COST REveNue 
(10) TOTAL COMMON OISTRjiUTION-CO:S~NU~ 

WN!!Mmt<lN. 
(11) COU>Y~T1-fR~PU'I' (MO'I'H) 
(12) ~"'GINAL TRANSMISSION COS'!' 
(1'} TOTAL. TRANSMISSION COST R!V!NU! 

e 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GASCOMPANV 

NONCORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
Knight .. Altft'!l.lt4!1)ealdon 

t..RMC COST AL!,OCATlONlMJ)LMARQINAL CostBMNUE 

~AETAJL NONCOAr. 'MoIOLI!$AI.£ 
COMIINO C'oGI;N VEG EOR _ NonooIw L.Ong BNCft ~ ~ 
~ (;~ (;eO ~ jI:(~ <;.. 
(0) (j) (II) (m) In) (0) 
1,00& 2:10 tI '12 1,415 1 1 1 

11.'''700 1 . .0108.'\6 eo'I.1!OOG z",~ 
~~m ',tJ1'- 2,032 

0400,~ .. \'!H1,M~ 9:1.04' 
~ 0401 ,,'~ 

fjIt-

183 0 0 0 102 ° 0 0 

lie.""'" oe.BM14 oe~~ 
1"J~ 0 0 0 

O!I,IJ~ OM5O<I 1Ie.M004 ~.tI"'" 
-'7~72':>: -n7'2 0- 0 

'0,282 20m 1,132 !IO) 104,314 0 0 ° 0.M711 0.5'75 0.!I375 

~ 0 0- 0 

~ 0 0· ° 
0.5315 .. 0.M75 0.53711 0.5315 

':>,':>111 , ,;.3e- !IQIJ ·-1~ 
23.241 2,311 lIOII 1G3 

124,,3e 1!2,483' 20'1,130 !58,228 405,*· tI,eo:! "',3040 0,328 
0.0011 .. 0.0011 ... 0.0011 

~ "" '0,7116 1I!5e 
0.0017 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 
11,311\1 7,'!J#I1- '''~- 5,342 

-

NBUNOI.!O 

-~ NONCORt NONCORI! z.- .... 
~ S'r~ TOTAl. ~ 

(P) (CO 
;) NI'" , ..... e 

HI'" _O.fJ«hfJ 
',Mot 0 .....2.;.200 

° HI'" 102 
HI'" 0.0000 

0 NI'" ~~-

0 HI'" '4,37' 
NlA 0.0000 

° NI'" --1..J.~ 

° NI'" 2fI,3:r.1 -
133,31\0 HI'" -.:MtI 2<011,10) 

NlA _OJ!I}!J_ .....L~). 
'2,~ NlA 5<I.{oII7 _1~.6MJ 

'1NII8IO.Jd. ~ 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

NONCORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
Knight - Alttrn.m 1)ecaion 

MARGINA,"-COS'l'_CO"'~J"E_m L.~_e~T A~I.~ATl9N1M$)iMAR2'NAI. C2[t ~N!.!!i. 

NONeO~1! RI!TAlL NONeO~!~I!SAlr. N8UN~ 
UN! COMIINO COGEN UECO eOR OWl NclfW:JoN Long 8-:1'1 SOG&e ~ (bI~ ~ ~ 1.-~ 

• G:IO G50 ceo ColO R_ ~_ ~~ ~!Of~~IL --.!crr~_ ~CMCIII 
~ 
INVI!HTOI'!!i 

(104) INVI;HTORY RI!SF.RVATION (MMC" NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA 7!1O MOO 1,!1OO 10.2!10 2O.7~ o4Cl#J 
(1~) MAAOIN~ INV!!NTOAV eo$'!' Ntl'. Ntl'. Ntl'. NI" ,NI" 0,11132 0,11132 0.11132 . 0,11132 0,0000 - ----.--....- -;;;,;- 7;J'l"t (10) MARGINAL INVENTORY COST REV(;NUI! Ntl'. Nt'" NtA NI" Nt'" 137 1,<400 Z/~ 1,8711 

INJ!C'!!O!I CA"A~ 
(17) INJECTION Rt:~RV"'TION (MMe"O) NlA NlA Nt'" NlA NtA " 30 7 '" 0 041 
(18) MARGINAl. INJeCTION COST NI'" NI" Ntl'. Nt" Nt" 21.0400 21.0400 21AOO 21AOO 0,000 

MAr.tGlNAI. INJECTIONCN'AC'TY C(;$T R~NUE Nt'" 01»- . -a.,;-(111) Nt'" NI'" NI'" NI'" 11) 161 07f1 0 
V""'AII~!! INJ!!CT1~ COST: 

(20) 'NJI£CT'ON$(MCTH) NlA Nt'" Nt/\ NtA Nil>. 780 11.320 1~ 10,G80 3O.1MO "'.tJOO 
(21) VAAIAlI!.1! O&M COST Nt" Nil'. NI'" Ntl'. Ntl'. 0,020 0,0211 O,O~ 0.0211 0.000 

TOTAl. VAAfII8I.E. 'NJECTION CO~T REveNue ~-
w 

(22) Nt'" NlA NI'" NI'" Nt'" 23 240 30e MI4 1.zoz 
WITIi~WA~ !!APACn'Vi 

(23) 'MTHCMAWAl.R~~"'T'ON (MMaO) NI ... NI ... NI", NI ... NI ... !IO 233 eo 3043· 110) 1.1040 
(24) MARGINAl; WTHORl'.w~ COST' NIl'. NI" NI" Nil'. NIl'. 13,Qe7 1'.08'T 13.os1 13,()j!'f 0,000 

MARGINAl. WlTHOAAW""-CN'. COST REveNUE -- 31)40- --;"y,~ C2') Nil>. NlA NlA NlA Nil>. 61»' 7(14 ",0lil2 10,04Q3 
VA~!)~~o.AWA~C2!n 

(;Ie) v.tTHORAwAI.S (MOTH) Nil>. NI ... Nil>. NI"'. Nt'" 180 11.320 1~ 10.oeo 3O.1MO "'.000 
(27) VAA,,,,,,!.!! O&M COST' NtA Nil>. NI" NtA Nt" o,on o,on o,on o,on 0,000 

~--... y,- fJII4- cn3 (28) TOTAL VAR,ABU! IMTHORAWAI. COST REV!NUE Nil'. Nt" NtA Nil'. Nt" 17 1117 'l3II 
(20) SU.rOTAL.SeASOHALS~~ 0 0 ____ 0 ____ 0 0 ___ IIOIJ 1.!KI1 1,2VIJ - 1,7IlIt 17,~,r 'r.o,31~ 

(30) 
~~2 ... ~!S!~ C~" 
MARGINAL LOAf> IW..ANC'NG CO~ R~NUI! 2,410 1,112"_ ",3111 _2,0lI0 12,!\05 21:" 1143 104 1,246 NI" 13.~1 

(31) COMPANY uSE CAS: TRANSM'SSION 1,04111 1.002 2,0417 107 M13 711 1.310 10$ 1,04113 NtA 7.107 (2.t29) 

~ SVSTVK ..... ~NALC:OST' ~NV! 4T~ 104,218 3%, .... '°,'204 '004,140 2,2'13 ",113 %1!21 24r!'" "",832 '41,'" (W,"'! 

SCALZOoLRMC ~NU~ 511,'12 
",

102 :11,0'12 30,8.42 '40~ 2,m 22,110 2,140 21,3M 20a!2 '"~ ~,tM~ 
(33) MARKl!TING('~ OS"') J,'l7l1 7:,g ~7 ~. lI,001 00 l1li 711 2Ae l1li 5,;1118 0 
(301) AFlCO,~PIpe(~lMM (e) 0 0 0 0 ° o· 0 0 0 NlA 0 0 

SOC&E MaNtIOCtedlt ePMC) 23 7 10 NlA 046· 1 (~!I> 1 <m) NI ... (528) NlA 

~) .Z_R.~ Cted'1 EIegII)j'!!l: MjuMlMllt EPMC) (1J).-a (53). t!~2. (042, ('~ (04)" --<.~ NtA (1~J. ~_ 

(:Ie) MARGINAl. COST RCveNUt WIMKTG" ARCO Nr!'2 17=28 :11 ,'71 )°1"2 . 1046e2 2,"" 22~2 3,017 :zae2 to ... .,. '.3,tot ~,"'! 

(31) UNCOU;EC'I'IBU!S tT1 112 1113 . ' ~2 W ~ ~ 

(38) TOTA&.ALI.OCA'rtC'MARQlN 58,an '7~ :II~ 30,112' ''",N2 2i!11 22~2 ',017 U,O)O 2O,m _''"',1IoU _ _(lI,Dtl 

~ "'~""'O(V1!ARTM~HNT. MDIII 122,30) 112,04113 108,0:'10 !III.22S 0402,043 0",10 1011.201 11,002 123,04113 Nil>. !III!I,5:16 204'1,10') 

~,~ • .~ 
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SAN DIEGO GAS-& EI.ECTRIC 

1996 91~nnjal CostA/location Proceeding 

r·--G.iSLON~N~MARGTNAL'CosTSiTMMARY--1 
e."~J",uMY1, 1111 

___ ~_ ~~:;:~---GN:-~==C~~~--;f-=-·Core~GTNc-... ~t-~~UE('f--~:-1J6~~-
~I"'A·'·- ·e-~c·"'-"";·O:·~'''''E''''·~--''--'''''''''''''''~''~' 'J" ...-... 1·K· .... 1- t --· ..... r--,j 

~~~~~~~~i~~~!i' .. ---·-'~~og-.-5: :;:'-~2 ~=,--, :"::. $&.20~.2G& S9.308 r-: 
3 No. Customers 097.04804 27.201 1.79~ 18 720.498 97 57 9 103 I 728.001 
4 I ~ 
5 CUSTOMER S10c0 $&9.4&4 $3 •• 70 SO?'3 $80 $1.005 I m3 ~ $418 $1.517 r'-~ 

~ ~~i.;~: ~;.~--~:~-::~-:.:~-::::~-.:.~---::-~.~T ::~II" 
$I NorrNl Pealt Oay 278.500 58.100 1.100 3.800 339.500· 23.000 2",900 100 44.000' I 383,500 

10 
11 ~Igh Pr~re$1oo0 $11,1304 $2.243 $<W $152' $13,573 $020 $&~ $4 $1.7~ I $1~,332 
12 . 1 

1:$ MPSSlMctd I S98.78 S98.78 S98.78- S98.78 S98.78 $9&.78 $08.78 S98.78 S98.78 I S98.78I 

lL=~:::JI-:::---'=-~:::--~:--:; -::: .::---= -=1.:::1 
20 1.RAHSMlSSION.COS).s: 
21 SlMet $1.80 S1.89 $1.80 S1.80 S1.80 $1.89 SUO S1.89 S1.&O $1.89 
~ CoId·YrCPM (mrnct) 5.398 1 •• '0 28 115 IJ.059 M5 1.12,g 2,91e. .,900 11,850 I 
24 Non-FuelSOOO $10.202 S2.881 $53 $217 $13.153 $1.010 $2.'304 $5.511 $9.2151 $22,..,<4 
25 
Z8 $lMtl'!ef'm $1.08 $1.08 S1.08 $1.08 $1.08 I S1.08 $1.08 $1.08 S1.08 I $1.08 
zr AdJAyg·Year. mtl'lerms 3040.731 11S.810 3.2SO' 12.159S, .72,0480 102,2215 135.067 .,0,210 658,505 1.128.~' 
28 11 

29 FuelSOOO S3eO S125 $4 $1<4 $511 I $111 $140 $454 S710 I $1,222 
30 

$1MM I _ SJ->-";/J 31 TRANSMISSION $1000 ! S1M70 R8M S~1 $231 ' $2'.280 $5,ge~ Sl>,011 S23.~~ I 

32 
~RE~ 
34 CUSTOMER $10c0 $89.404 S3.479 S073 $89 S7 •• 005 S833 S408 $410 $1,517 S7~.522 
35 DISTRIBUTION $1000 $38.&45 $7.7&4 $153 $478 $47.000 S1.007 S1.023 $4 $2.904 S5O.054 
38 TRANSMISSION $1000 S10.S70 S2.8oe S57 $231 $13.06-4 ~1.726 $2.280 $5.Qe5 S9.971 S23,0~ 
37 I 
38 LRMC TOTA1.S S10c0, $11M~ $1 •• 070 $1.182 $798 $1304,729/ $4,325 $3,771 $0.385' $14.4821 $1.9,211 
30 .DRAP.AOeOSAL. 
040 _l'ot.,l!PMC F~of'S _7U%_ i.4%_ 0.1'% ___ O'-~ _ _ 90.3%_. ~~_ ~~ __ "!_,,,-___ i.~_· ~100.D%J 

e e 

e 

fW28I07 e .. ..., 
.-
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SAN DIEGO GAS·& ELECTRIC 
1991 Bl.nn1.1 CostAlioeation Pl'OCMCIlng 

r-----GA$.COST ALL.OCATION SUM~ 
t By Type of Cost 

irre«JwJ.-.y1.1 .. 7 

F-·=-··---·-··~!---- 4~-~1 . ..J ~sm!Ml 
---------tI--~~-G~~~.Gy-G~L-..~__r_G~~-~-u.ItG-~±101~l 

,o--..::..,--r~-- -:... =~ .;.,.:... ' I-=-' , 'I St~""1 
2 !.eM M~ ROMH'I_ I I S2.~ 
3 ...... ~F_ i sm 

: M8I'lI1n R~ I" R.I.,. $1~,307 $11!,30~ S1,531.1 S1,038 S17~.2'I'1! ",527 $4,eoo SI!.307 $18,&40 $194,118 

& ~MlCAIIOoItiOfI 7U" P.-f% o.~ 0.5% 110."" 1."" ;t.~ If"", P.7% 'OO,{)%I 

~ ·So(;&I!Aoct~ SMM S1,722 $41l S1e9 $1,orr $1011 $~ S3,OM "1'00 S12AT 
9 -N«sc:c.ECAAECoita S1,01~ (SI!93) (m) (~ S1$ ($71l8) SO (SO) (5788) (S77:I) 

10 -Othotf'SOG&ECOIta I $1,1215 $322 SI! S33 $1,0489 $2SO, S331 sa78 S1.259 S2.70481 

~; • SOG&E Tr.Il1pOlt III $181,1106 $19,456 $1,~70 S1,171l s1O:S,Il10'1 ",887 sa,11l' S12.&$3 $24,7'20 S201J~ I 
13 

1 .. -SoCaIGn T~ I S10,184 $3,301 S01 ~$ S13,011 S2,Il&4 $3,7M' S1',8O'T S18,4$$ $32.3&0 
1~ -~SW~ SM30 ",013 $21 SM $8,1$0 $120 $1a.. ,...., sm $&.Il15 
18 .~~ i "M53 S111,4Oe S534 $1,4~Z S7",10~ $11,798 $3,370 $07,5Z11 SGZ,701 S1:iO,OOG 
11 -Inwr.t.te ~oe I $5.2110 S1,788 S$O S1a.. $1.2111 S94$- $21, $6,411 So,&2'7 $13,1IIJIJ 

111 .~,- $320 S05 S3 S4 $42'7' sea' $10 S3ll11 $470 111103 
10 I ,. · ........... ~_.I_'" "'.'" .. ".. ""'" " ...... I "".... St'''' _ St".'" ........ 
21 -<;'pped R.wrrutIfI ($21,087) $20,971 SO $1,018 (SO) (SO) (SO) $1 SO' (SO) 

22 ·JgnIt.,.MjulItfMfltl ("~) (~) 1533 S$33 SO 
23 ·fJf!.~P.fIty ($1,4'17) $1,417 SO' SO 

24 1 I' 25 • GM R8te RecowIy I $218,046 $&3,090 S2.2G0 S3,72fJ $2115,131 S21,882 S12,317 S1oo,230 S134,238 $410,380 
~ • Mile. R_ $2.230 S2eo4 m $15 $2,532 $81 571 $120 S272 $2,1104 

-~~~.'L~I~.L.$.2;I,~A'_f:6l),~_$"z.~_~..w_$3!'j~l:$~,.!,!_$.".2.~$~!'-$!'39.1oJ...~~ 
$12,317 $100:00 R.I. Reoo-y 
S3,37e $87,528. PfOO.II'WIMII!t 

$211 $5,41 1 ·I~ POe 
S1a..· $441. ·S~ 

$8,5Oe $26,1150. Oef.ult T'~ S 
42.008 .1.229 IV~ 

20.205 2185,472 • ~M!y ~ 

e e 

... - .... 

0AmI97 

e 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
COMPARISON OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED 

MARGINAL COSTS 

KnIght· Alternate Decision 

MARGiNAL COSTS Unlts Proposed Current 1 

Common DlstrlbuHon 
Mediuin Pressure $/Mcfd of Peal( Day Demand 96.65940 102.124~~ 
High Pressure $/Met of Peal( Month Demand 0.53750 0.52549 

TransmIssIOn 
Northem Zone Marginal Cost $lOth Of Cold Year Throughput 0.00825 0.01258 
Base Rate Mar9:inal Cost $10th of Cold Yeat Thr6ughput 0.09115 0.08946, 
Zone Rate Credit $tl>th of Cold Year Throughput (0.02350) (0.01687) 

Storage 
Inventory: 

Marginal Cost $lMcf of 1r'1'JentOly ReservatiOn 0.18323 0.36188 
Injettlon Capacity: 

Marginal Cost $/'Mcfd of Injection ReservatiOn 21.498-98 3~J)"147 . 
Variable O&M $1Dth of Injec-UOO 0,('2890 O.04l94 

Withdrawal Capacity: 
Marginal Cost $lMcfd of WID Res. PO Demand 13.06699 8.55393 
Variable O&M $/Ot" of Wthdrawal 0.02244 0.01890 

load Balancing: 
Coce $10th of Average Year Throughput NJA . 0.00866 
NOO¢()(e $10th of Average Year ThrOughput NlA 0.62115 

I Current marginal costs are ifl1994 doflars. proposed marginal costs are in 1996 dollars. 

(END OF APPENDIX O) 

Finalaltl.xls 
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OTHeR COST COMPONeNt! 

LiM I'0MCMt ~ COA'. 

(TtI) StlbCoIIIIoT_pofUfJoII R_U4I ~",~ 

(Til) PlpellneOtwNnden.wo-eP'&TWT~ 

(~ u!~ PIftlyAdju-1IMIIt 
J~') __ ~~·LTI(R~' .. IOfI.MOOu"' 

T""~ R_ Ra<I wlo NIC-RM. c.p 
(I!~ __ TOTAL TIVoNS.III!V.ReQ.wfCap 

T~"_ 
(83) TN! T~ c:o.,.(UM<10) I.ftI: EOR 
_{M~C<w.~~inO 

~~....-..... 
1M) TOTALTlllANS. Rev, ReQ, wlo eOlt 

(l1li) ~Y"'''~. (Mo.tI) 

1m TARI"I!OTIIIAHS~ATION IVoTtS (~) 
• R ..... I'M181 eo.. I;)NWNgtng. 

(M) l'Tes .... (~) 

9.!! ~,,- • "Mat.-d C,... 
(ell) WN;OV 
(eQ) e-1JraIIM-oe,.AdJi,laltMnt 
(01) CP(lA. 

~~CGatSton!qe low. Ottw (eeS!) 
(03) ~o-<;ooN 

{!II} ~ ~"-e...~.,.~ .. ,. 

(D5) e-Plpellne.~ C/Ieroet (SJ L.aWftI) 

(OIj) C-"""IM o.m.nd CItMp,(fU!l 

(0'1') _TARWI'!!I>!ALl5IVoTtS(~} 

~ A-.geV_""'(MOtI!) 

~L. _ CQft.1!_SA,"-I!S_ AevI!NU_I!~_(M$l 

~) CPOA.OIfeef R~' 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

NONCORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
O~Ts: ALLOCATION (11'1$1-

Com/lIlCl eog.., ueG IIOR TotaI~' ~ ~ 
/'loIIoCoM l.00IO 8HCII $OC&a 

~ c:o., Coat Coat (iIMI' ~ ~ 

17,!C4 '1,611 ",...2 32,111 2tT,It) ",HI 5%,0IA 

0 (1,122) 1,'22 NtA (0) 0 0 
(I 0 0 NI'" 0 . ° ° .. V7,z;r 97~- 4:;,0&-o4O.4eO 32.0'6 2$7,1l113 ~084 

.91,'1304 040,...0 91,8M 3:1,'1' 21'd'" ",HI 87,0106' 

0'T,2!J14 040I'l00' 07~ Nt'" 236m 4". !I:loON . ~ -
t7,:l!I4 Ml.e.2 ~,514 NIl. '13&,'lrf 4,. e:r~ 

122,!103 82A1J3 101.030 Nt'" 0l0:I,8'0 0.010 'OI~ 

!:.!:!.. .",o6 A.OCIII HIll. 11 .. 2, 1.f111 4.110 

'.300 1.300 '.300 Nt'" '.300' 1.204 '.204 

e 

e' .. 

~ TOIaI ~ Total -lMiiru. 
~ ~ ~ ~ c:..-

Call CoM -~ eo.t eo.t 

5,636 .%,,1$ 20,57' 3eO,t61 ('p)A) 

0 0 0 (0) 0 

° ° 0 0_ 0. .. 
02,1.- ilO~70-M:IO )5O,4I!'I7 (lIp)11) 

5,113& 1:1,'" 'ZOe' 3Mlln (1M 

!I~!16 02,18(1 2O~(j 318.(142 (1.0>6) 

tI,UI 1:1,'11 2O~811 ,11
1
01U l'e! 

11$% 1%3,40) HI'" '!Ilf ;JIJII 

• .3t. 1.031 HI". '.0:11 (O~ 

1,:zo. 1.%'M HI'" '.290 

e~ 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

NONCORE REVENUE ALLOCATION 
O~I!R C05TCOMPONI!NTS O~TS: ALLOCATION {MSL 

ComIlIlCl eoo.n VEG EOR ToI8I ReWlI ~ ~ WIIOiftIIIe TOI8I VnbunCIIoIG Tolal '-HIIW 
~ ~1'INcII $OCA.I! SouIIIweeI 'MIoI<OMIe ~ ~ CNCIII 

Linor "0I'IIeMt P'eIIOII CoAla Ct>« Co.I Cot!! Cot!! CoM CoM CoM OM COllI S4~ CoM CoM 
a",~~ TIIId<!!llI HmunI.j 

(~) NGV Acoo\IIII (NOVA) 2.0'0 1.* 3,295 
NoncoI'e SIONOlt 8aI~ ACOOIIM (NS"") 

O.W 101 14 2\'11 Nil>. 0.1f.IO 

(m SllbeCIIDed SIONge R8WfI\HI ~ (1") (10") (2~ NlA (401) (8) (133) (11) (151) NlA (048) 
(58) ~TfllMjilOll.rld ~~r 1.002 1,342 3:rJ" 0,511 105 1,7!!04 1041 2.000 NlA 0."" (~) ZoM~(:NdIt~ Memo~cl.MA) (8) (2) (04) (", (0) (2) (0) 0) NlA (104) 
(eo) NIC ~, ... 8IUncIno MoouoIt(811BA) 0404 30 12 NlA 1<46 2 39 3 0404 Nil\., 180 
(01) IrMfIIII ZoMRM Clwdlf Mc.ouM (I~CA) 8 5 12 2\'1 0 ., 1 II Nil\. ,.. 
(1l2) foIaardoua SIIbtUn. CoeI R_.Aocl (JoISCAA) OTt 501, ''''2\'1 2,8D) o4G 112 112 0Il1 HlA, 'J.'T704 
(1l3~ C«I-..tIor.~ Aooo\IIIt (CI!A) (1OG) (105) HlA (165) 
«(104) R O .... I>~ .. ACcounI (Roou,) (MS) (1&11) (3Ilo4) (""0) ~) C2'JO) (30) (2M) NlA (1,311!1) 
(Il~) COfe "'1Ied Coat,t,ooo\,lllt (Clle...) Nil\. NlA Nil>. Nil\. NlA Nil>. Nil\. 
(OIl) 1003-eCAP P"-1Vs.ns-.m (C'e...) 04,1M NlA NlA NlA 04.1eo Nil\. NlA, NlA NlA NlA ",1110 NlA 
(1l'T) ~OII~~I!OAA) NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA NlA Nil>. NlA 
(1lS) ~'OII~~(I!OAA) A08 1%) %Il1 Nil>. 812 10 100 22 20P NlA 1,021 
(GO) ~~~ (MPO) (803) <"") ('~) Nil\. (2.(Io4D) (043) (101) (m (!lOll) Nil\." 0,05) 
(10) ~o.m.tw;I CIwQ- (POe) NlA Nil>. 
(11) ~ Cool! orSIONgot (CC$) .. , ., NlA 13 Nil\. 13 
('T2) T~., (TOP) (2e2) (1m (0420) NlA (*) (104) (231) (1D) (2e'J) NlA (1,1281 
('r.I) ~ "IJIMI c-.Mcoo.Inf (N"CA> 136 01 2'10 NlA 040404 ., 110 10 13(1 HlA ~ 
(104) NMoCOfe~ M4IIIONXI{NeAMA) Nil>. 
(1'" AucIItIIIg,£xpeMe AoootMIt (,N!A) Nil\. 
(1~) I~~ (IN) NlA 
(15c) R...-cII ~1y~1IIII1v#NM(AAMA) (204) ('T) (18) (041) (1) (10) (1) (12) NlA ~ (1:54) ~181 , .. Aooo\IIIt (U'A) (24Il) (15) (1"', (o4Do4) (12) <'02> (13) (12'1) NlA (e2'!) 
~! "!lei Cell "'-"<Ia ~""'!o«t ~C!,tM) !:!~ !"l. !'3t ~ !'2 ~, !'2 ~S'l NlI>o (..ot 
17~t ' S\IIIIOI8I ~III_ TrIICk!!:!a ~ 7,0404~ 2,474 5,l1li4 1!1,1103 104 1~ 2!50 't!7° 17

1
m 

(10) 5u~T~~"*,,,~ 91,2304 041.1581 0Il,04G2 32.010 2O'1,1JO:) 04,501J S2.084 M'JIl 02.1811 20,510 mM1 (8,Q)11) 

('TT) ~T~R-.~«lw-t(~) ".9044 '.041 0400040 0.034 1.011 04.1110 0.300 5.o:JG eMO (0 ... ", 

II:n...O. e e.~ • 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

NONCORE REVENUE ALLOCATION·· 
OTHeR ~TS: ALLOCATION ("">-

ComiIIId coo-n ueo EOR- -T_~ ~ IMIoIeMIe 
NonoCON I.OnO o.cr. socu. 

CoIl 0. CoIIt eo..t CoM COlI COlI 

511,6110 1711fT 3e,M4 30,902 1~.0042 2.061 22.3e2 

(,,7) (78) ('811) (383) (CI) (1'0) 
NI" NI" . NlA NlA NlA NlA HlA 

('115) ('I1C!) (234) NlA (577) (11) ('~ 

('e!) (5) (1') (32) (') (1) 
$ 040 OCI :za m 33 370 

"7 ~ 101 5tI 442 a 103 
1'J't 1,23' 2.25t1 1~ '.704 Of) ,~ 

22 16 :Ie 72 1 22 
3 2 /I 10 0 3 
~~ !?:21.. 1!5~ !'I)(I1. m. !.2!l 
~ 1,140 2,040 '.024 '''''3 "" ',4:0. 

7 6 12 24 0 a 
'4,$1' gm 23.701 4II.,Qg m 12,&62 
'5,013_ . 10:1'2".. ~1.. ~2,~_ 1142 '41°'4 
;JO,!I01 20~ ",,:m 100,$;14 1,611)- 20,1102 

·~V",~c-1""'Ofll'Lo.m.tIdClp 

"",.,110. e 

e' .. 

IMIoIeMIe T* U/IIJuIICIMG T* 1.oM~ 
SOIIOIwIII. ~ NofIooI9 NonooI'I C/IICIII 

c- o. ~ 0. .. ~ 
3,011 28,030 20$$ '94~ (8,t1.M) 

(9) (1~) NlA (!500) 
HlA HI'" HI" HlA NlA 
(12) (178) NlA ~) 

NlA 
(1) (e) NlA 
4 4tI1 HlA. 
a 118 Nil'> 

124' 1~ NlA 1)09 NI'" 
2 ~ NlA 
0 ) 

t2l ~~ 
"4 ',(1M 

1 7 )1 

1.ln' '04.a.... G2,153 
'I'~- 1!l10l!2_ _fIII~ 
2,1~ ,30,03:1 loll'" 131,ZC17 

e~ 



·-. , A.96-03-031, A.96-04-030 

D.97-o4-032 

PRESIDBNT P. GREGORY CONLON, DISSENTING: 

I disagree with the majority's viewpoint on how to allocate 
the costs and benefits of SoCalGas' relinquishment of 750 
MMcf/day of interstate pipeline capacity. I am troubled by the 
logic that was used to reach this conclusion. 

SoCalGas' relinquishment significantly reduces, by 
approximately $50 million per year, the cost of SoCalGas' 
unsubscribed or tinderutilized" interstate ~ipeline capacity. (1) 
Because today's decision retains the core reservation policies we 
adopted in D.91-11-025 and D.92-07-025, the entire'benefit of 
this $50 miilion reduction will benefit SoCalGas' non-Core 
customers. 

In contrast, the correspOnding costs associated with these 
relinquishments, approximately $150 million spread out over about 
five years, are allocated approximately 2/3rd to core customers, 
and 1/3rd to non-core customers. These costs relate to 
settlements entered into by SoCalGas with the interstate 
pipelines CEl Paso and Transwestern)t to ensure that the 
pipelines would not try and reallocate any of the costs of the 
relinquished capacity back on to SoCalGas by increasing the cost 
of the remaining capacity held by SOCalGas. 

Under my proposed alternate decision on this issue, 1° had 
advocated treating the costs associated with the settlement as 
transition costs associated with interstate pipeline capacity to 
be collected through the Interstate Transition Cost Surcharge 
(ITCS). Under this approach, non-core customers would have paid 
most, perhaps even all, of the costs associated with the step
downs but also would have received all of the benefits. The 
assignment of costs with benefits is a fundamental tenet of 
ratemaking. 

(l)SoCaIGas' demand charges associated with this pipeline 
capacity less revenues received frem brokering this capacity. 
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In the public debate over this item, several of my 
colleagues recognized that non-core customers received most of 
the benefits and that core customers paid most of the costs but 
believed that there were offsetting benefits that, although 
unquantified, could entirely offset the costs that the core would 
be paying. 

It is this contention that I find troubling. The majority 
appears to believe that you can take a dollar fr6m one customer, 
give it to another customer, and that in doing so somehow the 
economy will grow at such a level that the first customer gets 
more than his entire dollar back in reduced costs or increased 
wages. In order for this to be true, it would require an 
economic multiplier effect significantly greater than any we have 
ever seen. I think it is useful to note that the representatives 
of the core customers, the alleged direct beneficiaries of the 
approach advocated by the majority, do not share their enthusiasm 
for this economic theory. I am not sure that any of this argument 
is on the record of this proceeding. 

I am very sympathetic to the need to create a good business 
climate for California. I agree with the tenets of economic 
theory that the total size of the economy can be affected by the 
allocation decisions that we make today. It is a far larger, and 
unsupportable, leap of faith that all customers will be better 
off under this approach. As I noted in my comments at the 
Commission meeting l the BCAP is a zero-sum game. Every dollar in 
costs allocated to one class of customers is a dollar less that 
those customers have to purchase goods and services. The 
majority overlooks the inter-relationships of our economic 
system. They appear to focus primarily on the role of business 
as a provider of goods and services, and ignore the now reduced 
purchasing power of t.he consumer who we must rely on to purchase 
those very same goods and services. 

Finally, although the majority have categorized teday's 
debate as between business and consumers, they overlook that the 
vast majority of Southern California businesses are small~nou9h 

4It to be core customers. It is these types of businesses that are 
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playing a major role in Southern California's economic recovery, 
and t'hat are ~eing hurt by today's decision. 

A number of other arguments were also raised as to why core 
customers should pay for a portion of the costs related to the 
settlement of the relinquishment issues. As discussed below, I 
do not find merit in these arguments. 

consistency with Capacity Brokering Decisions 
Some have argued that the approach adopted today is 

consistent with our previous capacity brokering decisions (D.91-
11-025 and D.92-07-625). Nowhere in these decisions is there 
justification for the allocation method adopted today. These 
Commission decisions have clearly and consistently chosen to 
define the costs associated with obligations that existed prior 
to the gas industry restructuring as transition costs and to 
allocate them as such, regardless of whether these costs are 
incurred as surcharges, direct bills, or demand charges. 

Reduced Transwestern Demand Charges 
In comments on the proposed decision, parties have raised 

the argument that the core benefits from the stepdowns through 
lo .... ·er transportation 'rates (exclusive of the surcharges) on the 
Transwestern and El Paso systems. This argument overlooks that 
the settlements covered a number of other issues (GRC reVenue 
requirements, take-or-pay issues, unbundling of gathering 
facilities) in addition to the stepdown issue. Much of the 
reduction in Transwestern demand charges, for example,can be 
attributed to efforts that were on-going and predated the 
settlements. The unbundling of gathering charges and the phase
out of certain take-or-pay charges are examples of this. No 
party has pt.-esented convincing evidence that the resolution of 
the stepdown issue, as a part of the la't.-ger settlement, resulted 
in the cost to ratepayers being either lower (or higher) than 
they otherwise would have been. 

/" 
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Flow-thl"Ough of PG&8 Relinquishment Costs 
A third argument, is that a significant portion of the 

settlement costs are related to interstate capacity on the 81 
Paso system that was not held by SoCalGas, but that was being 
relinquished by PG&E. There are several problems with this 
argument. First, in its GRC filing at FERC, El Paso n~ver 
proposed to reallocate any of its costs associated with the PG&E 
step-down to SoCalGas. Instead, El Paso sought to recover these 
costs directly from PO&E through an exit f~e, a position that 
FERC rejected (19 FERC 61,028, mimeo at p. 2). Second, in order 
to try and justify a benefit to core ratepayers, proponents of 
this argument assume an unlikely and worst-case scenario that all 
of the costs 'of the relinquished capacity would have been 
reallocated back to SoCalGas. -Finally, this argument assumes 
that some portion of S6CalOas' current surcharge payments to El 
Paso are related to the PG&E relinquishment. As FERC itself 
found in approving the El Paso settlement, PG&E's own 
contribution of $Sa.4 million to the setttement udoes much to 
protect the remaining customers from the impact of PG&E's' 
contract termination. 1I (19 FERC 61,028, mimeo at p. 2). Thus it 
is unclear, how much of SoCalGas' El Paso settlement costs are 
related to PG&E's relinquishment. 

San Francisco, California 
May 2, 1997 

~~-P. GREGO LON, 
President 


